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... The Monster: 

To ail you demented cultural Dr. Frankenstelns of the civilized world 
Congratulations - you've created a monster! ... A wann, vi'brant, 
bizarre, theatre-hungry monster who eats up the elitism srnothering the 
art form and instead serves up theatre at a bare-bones, street-Ievel style 
that invites one and al l  to plimge into an eclectic smorgasbord of ideas 
and talent. 

... . Edmonton.- and in tum, the world - has embraced the F ~ g e  
monster who will not be contained. The monster who reminds us of the 
strength to be found in fieedom; who dares us to have the courage of 
our convictions; who demands we speak to each other diredy, 
sincerely, passionately, unahashediy. ... here are amsts speaking their 
min& and audiences speaking right back; here are uncensored ideas 
cradding throughout the streets and the deyways; here are s tmgen 
becoming neighbours; here is an intimate, global community with a 
passionate, compassionate, and mtelligent vision demandmg that 
original thought be heard and explored. It does the spirit good to be 
here. 

So, welcome. I'm glad you're hae, not only embracing, but ~creating 
the monster and keeping him uncontainable. ~udy bwrmce 

The k t  Fringe Festival 1 attende4 in 1987, was the inaugural Victoria Frkge. 

Unfamiliar with the Edmonton and Vancouver Fringes, and having arrived h m  the 

East coast only a month previously, 1 presumed the festival was an event mique to this 

city. 1 took note of its @ky character, the affect of wallcing back and forth arnong 

three peculiar little venues, and attendhg a number of different @orniances in a 

single evening. In the end, 1 questioned if the unusual nature of this event was 

indicative of the character of my new 'home town". 

With my curiosity pigued, the following year I tmvelled to Edmonton's Fringe. 

Ahhough 1 was, by then, considerably more informecl on the subject of F ~ g e s ,  1 was 

completely overwhelmed. When 1 e v e d  there were no empty hotel rooms Ï n  the 

district. The smounding cafés and bars were crammed with seats that spilled into the 

Street.. Every conceivable surface: lamp posts, sidewalk, windows, awnings, trees, 



bamers, tents, park benches, people - everywhere and everything - was phtered 

with posters, handbills, and photo-copied reviews. The festival site was a confuskg 

maze of venues, buskw, beer tents, food kiosks, and long, long, long line-ups of 

people. The shifting mwds were a mosaic of people: yomg, 014 hippies, exenitives, 

teenagers, bikers, familes, and couples. The throngs of people driftmg through and 

swarrning mund a three block radius were so thick it was impossible to distinguish 

road h m  sidewak or park h m  parking lot There were buskers on every corner and 

street performers in every park and empty lot. They were playing classical music, rock 

n' roll, folk, and jazz. Some told stories using people fkom the crow& as characters. 

Some performed interactive mime routines. ûthers juggled fire and swords. One rode 

a 16 foot unicycle yelling "and now for my finale - THROW ME THE BABY." It war 

t d y  chaotic. 

'IW evemïng, 1 stayed up late h o  the night sauanizing the 102 pages of my Fringe 

prognmi. In the morning 1 made my final choices, organized my program with red 

circles and stars, and ventured out to becorne "one of the crowd". 1 found my way 

h u g h  the maze to venue 9, The Walterdale Theatre. While standing in line, 1 made 

the first of many changes to my schemile: an actor 6rom a performance 1 had planned to 

see was passing out hândbills and talking about his production; when he left, a p u p  

of people who had seen the show agreed it was monotonous and meaninglas. Word 

quickly traveled up and down the line-up. As the week went by, 1 continued to cross 

out previous choices, make new ones, and sometimes 1 renewed old ones. Frequently, 

1 made no choice at a l l -  relaxmg with a new fiend and a cold beer instead Deciding 

which pafomance to see, and wanting to see more and différent shows with each 

conversation, are whaî most impressed my memory. Ihe buzz of talk, the laughter, 

and the debates, it was aU very unusual: -as taIkmg ai length to me, and to each 

other, about tbeatre, acton and stories. It was a celebraîory and festive theatre event. 1 



came away h m  that experience with one central question - how and why did so many 

people corne to be so animated and taIkative about theatre? 

Method: 

1 begm aslang questions at the Victoria Fringe in 1988 (There were 3 "Fringe 

cities" then: Edmonton Vancouver and Victoria). 1 spoke with the produca, Randy 

Smith, 1 made up audience m e y s ,  and I intervieweci artists and audiences. 1 asked 

people to talk about the plays they were seeing and what they thought about the went 

1 asked the artists about the shows they were prochhg and th& social aicounters. I 

gave these intenriews to Smith, and in 1989 he invitai me to the first annual Fringe 

Festival Roducer's Conference (hosted by TheatreSpace in Vancouver). It was at that 

confmce, in a long m m w  room with an eclectic group of lively, talkative, and, 1 

thought, visionary people, that 1 began to formulate ideas and make mataial 

arrangements for a research trip that would include d of the Fringes When 1 made that 

trip in 199 1, there were 7 festivals that created a 4 month festival tour. This circuit of 

Fringe festivals began in Montreal in mid June and finished in Victoria in eariy Oaober. 

Canying with me a bundle of books and my miniature tape-recorder, I &ved in 

Montreal in early Jime and proceeded to travel West by bus, stopping for an average of 

two weeks in each "Fringe city," for the next 4 months. On the way, I gathered more 

than a hundred taped interviews with artists, producers, &tics, and theatre-people of all 

types. Ffequeatly, the microphones were m e d  around and my resemh became the 

subject of mterest; 1 was often quexied about the h n y  of an academic "taking the 

Fringe seriously." I video-taped more than 50 Fringe plays, snooped and Nmrnaged 

through evay Fringe office, and maileci home several packages of paraphanalia: 

prognuns, news-clippings, posters, hand-bills, and Fringe schedules. 1 also attendeci 



at least 250 Fringe productions, and made just as many new friends and associates. 

Once home, I fealized I had created my own Fringe morster - made up of bits and 

pieces of "facts", dozens of different people's insights, hundreds of theatrical images 

and wondemil personal manories. In the en4 when 1 finished "orderhg things," my 

monster was missing an essentiai Fringe organ; it was all brains with no heart. 

The following spring, 1992,I worked collaboratively with 3 actors and co-created, 

directed, pioduced, and tomed with, Deuih in the Doll Is Houe (betweai Winnipeg and 

Victoria). I almost discovered the heart of the matter. While 1 learned how to produce 

on the Fringe, and was able to srperience fht hand the types of relationsbips that 

develop between artists and their audiences, by the end of that tour, the experience of 

creating theatre on the Fringe had raised a new set of questions. I wanted to understand 

better the effects, theatrically and socidy, of the evident tensions that the fdva ls  

mate: taisions between the rematicably d e m o d c  design of the production stnictine 

and the anarchic nature of some Fringe productions; between the everyday-work-a-day 

world that surrounds the festivals and the festivities that intrude on the mudane; 

between the clash of theatre and festivities, the streets and the venus, the low and the 

high; beo~een &tic expression and social restraints. 

In 19941 conmicted an acperiment that allowed me to test the boudaries of the 

Frhge, sociaIly and d d y .  1 was one of 3 collaborators in a project called The 

Happy Cmt, a tme stov. We co-created through research and rehesusals a self- 

proclaimed "'radical elemental feminist" play about language (note, we were not then, 

nor have we ever been, radical elmental feminists: see Appendix). We created two 

clowns, HAG and NAG, who blatantly appropriated, used and abused other people's 

texts and ideas, and g e n d y  caused a commotion as they aavekd  across the country. 

We aicountered both irate and delighted spectators and numerous people in the streets 

who àad not @et) seen our performance. We were intervieweci by the RCMP and city 



police, and put 'imda investigation" by the attorney general's office in two provinces. 

There were meetings with the producers, Fringe security officers, and a memorab1e 

encouter with the Strathcona Business(mans') Association in Edmonton-' And, of 

course, we received massive arnounts of media attention: praise and abuse. 

This expaience helped m e  to answer a number of questions with more confidence. 

In 1995,I crossed the final line toward completion of my research when 1 presented a 

"pafo~mance/lecture" for the Association for Cansdian Theatre Research, at the 

Learned's Society Conference in Monueal: gestepour happy cwzt (See Appendix). 

The Scope of Things: 

"Part One," or der in^ Chaos, begins by examinhg the Fringe festivals fkom an 

historical and descriptive pwpectctive. Chapter 1, 'The Politics of Identity in Canadian 

Theatre," creates an historical context in which to "fit" the Fringe. 1 suggest that the 

Fringe Festivals provided a much needed production opportunity for an independent 

and ex-centric small theatre movemait thaî began in the late 1970s and represented a 

diverse collection of "outside" voices: feminists, black, native, gay, poor, and "others". 

Chapter 2, "Summer 1982: Exit Shakespeare, Enter the Saathcona Fringe," answers 

questions respectiag the ongins and girowth of the Edmonton Fringe: what were the 

historical factors that inspireci and enabled the founding of the inaugural Fringe festival 

in Edmonton l982? How did that festival work and what did the event look like and 

feel like for the people involved? What precipitated the remadcable and rapid growth of 

the Edmonton Fringe? Chapter 3, "The Fringe Circuit," is divided into two parts; one 

describes the 6 inaugural festivals that, dong with the Edmonton Fringe, created the 

Fringe circuit; the other provides description of some of the early travelling Fringe 

artists. Chqter 4, "The Fringe Production Model," is equally descriptive yet more 

pragmatic; 1 impose order through categories and components in order to make sense of 

the Fringe as a ''production model". Chapter 5, 'The Art of the Fkge," has, 1 am 



told, a deceptive title. This is because the "art of the Fringe" is better understwd as 

craft (and craffy) and as technique (and c 6 g ) .  Fringe artists, the successfid ones, 

"'use*' the production circumstances that the Fringe mode1 creates and stimulates. . How 

they do this is the focus of this chapter. 

"Part Two," -e Ph- remains c o n c d  With the essentiai 

question - What creates and stimulatéllr a l l  the excitanent and en= on the Fringe? 

Nonetheless, in the final chapters I change my perspdve; in place of description and 

re-counthg, I tum to anthroplogy and cultural studies in order to observe the Fringe in 

two different contexts; both are concerned with culture as performance, and in 

partidar how cultural performance both shapes and makes sense of social reality. 

This section is prefaced with a brief description of "culnire in process" and a short story 

reflecting on that process. Chapter Six, "Culture on the Fringe: Clowns and Festivity," 

introduces Victor Tuma's ideas about liminality and social process. I draw a numba 

of pafauels between mthropological insights concerned with festivity as a cultural 

perfmance and the pgformances of "Mump and Srnoot" AKA "The Clowns of 

Horror". Chapter Seven, "Popdar Culture on the Fringe," grapples with definitions, 

theory, and historiogmphy - dl in context with an analysis of one of the most 

"populrd' Fringe plays: Saskachebua, created by one of the most popular Fringe 

companies: Three Dead Trolls in a Baggie. 1 argue that the Fringe creates a space that 

mvites "popular" production and reception. saatagies. Chapter Ei& "'ex-cmtrk 

culture: the f i g e  and the postmodern," reflects back on the introductory chapter, and 

comxneats on the relations between the emergence of the Fringe and the Canadian 

postmodern. 



Jonrnal Excerpt: 

We want to answer the questions and doubts about the title of our 

production, The Happy Cunt, before they begin to haunt you - as they 
have us. 

The titie reflects the content of our work. We are committed to 
exploduig Ianguage that traps and devalues womm We want to shock, 

to confront cornpliance and acceptance: we challenge the cornmonsense 

meaning of the word 'cunt' - dkty and shameful, and d y  not to be 

spoken by women. We are liberating 0 t h  words: Kag, Nag, Nymph, 
Witch, Bitch, Cow, et ............ 

By the end of the Fringe tour we will have 'recruited' thousands of 

Happy Cunts across the country - all  wearing the 'I'm a Happy Cmt' 

happy face buttons. 

We have thought long and hard about the possible repercussions of dis- 
covering the meanuig of the word 'cunt'. In the end, we found the 

courage in our convictions and the faith in our talaits to proceed with 

the same honesty that fomd the title. We honestly asked ourselves, 

'whaî word fZghtens and shames women the most?' 

The Fringe is the only place where rhis khd of theatre can be produced. 

Sincerely The EngIish Madhaiîers: Erika Paterson, Diana Dent, and 

Deb Pickman. 

cc - Fringe Producers. 

11 April 1994, Vancouver 

We are in the thick of our show - working funously and with great 
energy. Diana, Deb, and I have been researching feminism for the past 

four months - and now we're about to go into rehearsals. 

J d e r  (my daughter), is tourhg with our "4 company" caravan this 

season; Way Off Broadway has hired her as a technician. We're 



collaborating with four companïes, renting two vans, and going on the 
road with a cornputer, photo-copier and Button machine - tryiug to cut 

individual costs. We are &O collaborating creatively - creating our 
individual shows with each O*, we are CO-producing, CO-dùecting, 

and CO-designing. So far it ha9 made the administrative side of touring 
more efficient, and fun. It is too early to know how the artistic, social 
and, emotional aspects of this collaboration will d o l d  

Judy Lawraice, Marks the Spot 1 Oth Annivasaq Frinrze: Edmonton Frime F&al Pronram, 

Edmonton: Chbook Theatre, 199 1 : 1 1. 

' They were upset about our poster ; one of the mai pounded his fist on the table and asked if iw 

would "climb up on this table and spread uur legs for al to see 



Part 1: Orderina Chaos 

Preface: 

In tams of Canadian theatre history, the most provocative aspect of the Fringe 

festival production mode1 is the "first-corne kt-served" application process. Everyone 

and anyone is welcome to submit an application to produce on the Fringe. Everyone 

involved is a potential Fringe play-maker; theatre artists, musicians, dancers, stand-up 

comics, street performers, Fringe critics, researchexs, and audience members have ail 

produced on the Fringe 

The primary mandate of each festival producer is to provide for artists to produce 

themselves independently, inexpensively, and UIlfetîered by adjudicated evduation. 

The unique Frhge canon of "fmt-carnie-ht-saved" should be understood as an 

explicit rejection of the tradition and politics of &tic adjudication: to be measured by 

"one's peers" by the "criteria of &tic excellence." The concept of artistic excellence 

was one of a number of principles that helped to legitimize the establishment of am's-  

length public hding (instituted by the Canada Coucil in 1957). As anbodied in the 

am's-leagth fùnding philosophy, excehce is a multifunctional concept; one of its 

fiuictions is to support &tic work that strives to achieve an expression of huxhty 

that is ''universal.'' - Art that îranscends its historie, geographic, and particular 

moments of relevame, revealing universal emotions or timeless tmths, is thought to be 

the most valuable art2 Applied to theatre, this aitenon waluates scripts and 

performance primariy in teims of &tic experience? It is this concept of theatre, as a 

principally artistic expiaice, that the Fruige rejects and counters with its evaluation of 

theatre as social experience. 



10 
IdeaUy, on the Fringe, evaluation is a social procgs that begias with the event of 

the festival and cxystalhes in the theatre at the moment of pafonnance; the value of a 

perfomance is measured by the response of the audiences, other artists, and the media. 

Congruent with this is a concept of theatre as a social ment that fïnds its greatest value 

in relation to its col~~munity, and most specifically, its particular audience. On the 

Fringe that co~munity is unique, it is a collection of people - aflsts, volunteers, the 

public and the media, that corne together for a 10 day and late into the night festival that 

is a lively and provocative theatre event with its own set of "rules" - its own criteria for 

both social and &tic activities. 

The Fringe not only rejects the criteria and ideology of artistic exceilence, it &O 

uses govemment-directed fundmg with results that raise questions about a fundamental 

truism of "established'' Canadian consciousness: the notion th& am's-length funding is 

sacrosana for the protection of &tic creativity and integrïty. These two principles, 

excellence and arm's-Iength, have been fiercely protected as both immutable and 

inseparable since the establishment of the Canada Council. The Applebaum-Hebert 

Report, presented in 1982, reiterates the Massey Commission's am's-length ideology: 

State support of the arts can have a Iibaating effect on aeative energies 
only if docâfed through arm's-length mechanisms. Without these 
mechanisms, we put at risk not only the diversity of cultural expression, 

but also the fkgile and uqredictab1e creative process itself. ' 

When &tic mdeavom are hded by govemment directecl agencies (which are 

not am's length, for example, the Department of Communications POC], Federal Job 

Development agencies, and the Ministry of Human Resources) the Criteria for funding 

are most ofien concerned with the social as opposed to the &tic. And, these critena 

necessarily change to rdect the concerns and initiatives of the govemment in power. 

Generally, the artistic @tics most val& by govemment-directed frmding agencies 

are essentially promotid; art that promotes d a n  rejuvenation, economic activity, 



audience deveIopmeat, national unity, internationai respect, corporate sponsorship, 

toiirism, public approvd, multidturalism, safe sexy and any number of govwmeat 

initiatives or policies, is considered, by govaiiment directed funduig agencies, to be the 

most valuable art, 

For the most part, the govemment agencies that fund the Fringe do so to fulfill 

objectives that have litde to do with what the F ~ g e  provides for artists, or for what 

those artists produce; they support the ment, not necessarily the theatre? This kind of 

funding, divorced fi-om the p ~ c i p l e  of arm's-length fiuiding, is precisely what 

insulates and protects the Fringe artists h m  the manipulation of state or corporate 

agendas. Ironically, this type of insulation and protection of Ast ic  creation is, of 

course, one of the prime intentions of the arm's-length philosophy . 

The Fringe festivals present an intriguing paradox. The festivals represent a 

generation of theatre artists wfio reject the notion of &tic excellence (as a dehitive 

measmement for the value of their work), which is the legitimiang principle of arm's- 

laigth hding,  and, who in the same instance, are perhaps the only publicly subsidized 

theatre artists creating work in a quintessential am's-length situation. To understand 

the Fringe phenornenon in context with the cultural politics of arts fûnding, it is best 

thought of as a rg'ection of those politics and policies - and a tuming away fkorn the 

resdting institutions of Canadian theatre production 

' The critexia of exdence also enabled the Councii to make a distinction between amateur and 

professional, which was considaxi necessary for both practicai and artistic reasons. From a practical 

pomt of view, thae was only so much money to be distriied, and for the amateur artists, excellaice 

was meant to psovide a goai, a target to be reached, a challenge to b m e  professional- There wae 

ramifications involved m drawing the line betweai amateur and professionai. One was the concurrient 

belief that the audi- requhed standds of exdence m order to be enlightened, 

' Richard Paul KnowIes, in his essay on the Muigrave Road Co-op Theatre in Nova Scotia, 

recaiied that the Canada Council quaied the Co-op as to whetha %e company's cornmitment was to 



- - - -- - -- - -- - - 

its art or its community'? '~C]ommiünaits which the Councii read as conBiding, and one of which 

was outside its mandate." See "Stories of htefe~t: Some Partial Histories of Mulgrave Road Grophg 

Towards a Methocl," Th- in (THC) 13. 112 (1992): 1 10. 

' Jeffiey Holmes, ed. Canadian Conference of the Arts, A e  &pl-: A CO& version of 

 th^ oftbe P~Pplicv Review Committeg (1983): 2. 

For the most part public fimding cornes fïom the foilowing: FederaI Job Development Grants, 

Student Employment Grants, Section 25 Employment Grants, Mimicipal or Provincial Arts councils, 

the Federal Department of CommMications Cultural Pinjects Grants, corporate sponsors and 

fimdraisingevents- 



The Poütics of Identity in Canadian Theatre History 

Introduction Framing the Fringe 

To discover yourself is a political act in this CO-. Pad ~hornpsoa~ 

Not a state theatre with its burden of hi&-salarieci incompetents ... or a 
civic theatre to be tossed about by politicians. Not a coterie theatre to 
be the vehicle of litex-ati and esthetes. Just a forthright, ingenious, 
native, fiendly theatre, living for and by a wide enough circle of 
fiends to suppoa it, rather as c h d  lives or a club. ... Such a house, 
then, will be b d t  in the m o n  that people may come to the theatre 
to spend the evening, may possibly arrive early, may; stay late, may Ilce 
to eat or perhaps dance afkr the play. Roy Mitcheu 

In rnany ways the Fringe festival production structure provides for a theatre that 

fulfills the visions of earlier critics and artists. The call for a Canadian Theatre began at 

the tirm of the century.' For a number of decades following, a host of cxitics and a d t s  

wrote about the need for drama k t t a i  by Canadian plapnights? In 1967, the 

Dominion Drama festival hosted an all-Canadh.u festival. 'O In 1 97 1, the Caaada 

Council hosted two conférences that resulted in the remmendation that govenunent 

subsidy be dependent on 50% Canadian content In the 1970s, the alternaiive theatres 

found their legitimacy in their qyest for a Canadian identity. This generation expressed 

an urge to make the envisioned "Canadian" theatre more popular (primarily in the saise 

of less elitist). The urge to be popular p d e l e d  two altemative man-: to "break 

down the barriers" between the art, the artists, and the audience and to create a theatre 

concemed with a distinctly regional or local identity. Each of these arpeCtatiom for a 

Canadian theatre has been W e d  by the Fringe; there are festivals in each region of 

the country, and each one presents a number of local, regional, and national companies. 

On average, between 60 and 80% of the work is new and mostly created by Canadians. 

The festivals are decidedly indigenous; they are catainy more popular than &te, and 

without question, the "barriers" have been broken. 



The Fringe is a reasonable response to the changes that the alternative theatres 

introduced in the 1960s and 70's: philosopbid, artistic, stylistic, technical and 

political- Thae are obvious similarities between the mandates, aesthetics, and 

production techniques of the early alternative th- and Fringe f d v a l  production in 

generai. Jim Gafiar4 founder of Theatre Passe Muraille, wanted to make theatre "as 

popular as bowling."" Brian Paisley, founder of the Edmonton Frïnge, attributes the 

popuiarity of the Fringe to its three essentid ingredimts: "thea@e, sunsbine, and beer." 

This common urge to be popular is one of the most sipniIicant congruences of mandate 

between the altematives and the Fringe. The quest to reach a popular audience naturally 

idluences aesthetic choices an4 in tum, is itself iduenced by prevailing f o m  of local 

and popular culture. Two examples of performance principles that arise from a popular 

mandate and are typicai to alternative and Fringe procfuction are the privileging of the 

xtor over other elements of production, and involving the audience, in some measure, 

in the pdormance. In the most general of texms, both altemative and Fringe theatre 

stress the value of theamical process o v a  that of prodwt, both significantly aiter the 

fourth wall relationship between actor and audience, and both create unique production 

opportunities for original work by new &. Fringe theatre presents not so much a 

new way of working - as a way that has found a new time and place. 

The Alternative to Fringe Continuum 

in the annals of English-Canadian theatre history, dwelopment durhg 
the post-centemd perïod is likely the liveliest on record Although 
many young theatre workers had entered the scene, most regional 
theatres across the country seemed unreceptive to new Canadian talent 
and iminterested in the developnient and performance of new Canadian 
work. Many of these new workers saw the Canadian theatre 
establishment during the late 1960s as either the last vestiges of British 
impaialism or the new hntier of American colonkation. Feeling like 
outsiders, they took advtzntage of altemativefwiding ofthe &y - gmts 
such as ûpporlunities for Youth and Local Initiative Rograms - to 
create vibrant new th- operations nm on a shoe sUing. These so- 
called 'altemative' theatres may be divided into roughly two categories: 
those who concentrated on the development of new playwrights - for 
arample, Tauagon Theatre and Fa- Th- Lab in Toronto - and 
those working in collective creation. m e  M* 



The altemaies [or dteniatives] are the heroes in this culturai drama: 
nationalistic, committed to Canadian playwrights, young, radical, and 
self-consciously srpaimental. As convention has it, they began as 
expressions of the familiar American concept of radical theatre, and 
evolved a nationalistic ideology: the weak f W  away and the strong 
survived; they Iegitimized playwrighting as a profession in thh comtry; 
they spawned a generation of new actors, designers, and directors, and 
evennially they ate the mainstream. ... m e  altemates have 
transfarmed the conditions of their existence to become the new 
mainstream. Alan ~ i l e w o d *  

When the Fringe began in the d y  1980s, the altanative generation had begun to 

adopt a more "'-" way of p&cing theatre; during the 1970s they aeated 

formal associations, adapted the established 'hot-fa-profit" Company seucture with a 

board of directors, b d t  infiastructures through organizations like Playwrights Canada, 

conm%uted to d c a l  joirmals, and fought for and won recognition and special funding 

categories with the Canada and provincial rnts comcils. In the 1980s they begm to 

acquire buildings with lobbies, cornfortable s e - ,  and mortgages These are all 

activities that Frhge companies have not, in gene!ral, pursud; a f k  meen years Fringe 

theatre has not made any similar &orts toward establishing &tic or organizational 

legitimacy because it is missing the institutionahhg impulse of nationalism that so 

influaiced the altemative theatres and Canaciian theatre historiography. 

The Fringe producers, and most of the amsts involved, have little concem for 

creating an indigenous or disthctly Canadian theatre. Fringe critics have nexw been 

interesteci in crediting the festivals with achieving the long sought after goal of a 

national theatre." The Fringe generation is no longer engaged with discovering or 

presenting a definitive C'es~ential" C a d i a n  identity. This is one of the key differeaces 

betweai the Fringe and the a l t e d v e  movanent Another important difference is that 

the alternative movanait srpaienced a relatïvely rapid pmcess of unification @etween 

1968 and 1979, while the F ~ g e  has remained ranarkably, and determinedy, 

hgmented and chaotic for 15 years. * 
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The founding artistic mandates of the alternatives, which, to echo Fdwod, " w e ~  

strong enough to siinnve," express a number of different approaches to theatre 

production. For example, Toronto Workshop Productions (TWP, 1959) was 

commiaed to left wing politics and a mandate to æate a highly skilled ensemble based 

on Joan Littlavood's techniques. John Juliani's Savage God (Vancouver 1966) 

presented a series of enperiments involved in "the mWng of the processa of art, Life, 

and therapy."16 No two performances were the same." Theatre Passe Muraille 

(Toronto: 1969) begm as an educatiod expaMent concemed with the relations 

between theatre and comm~ty (at Rochdale college). Whm Paul Thompson took 

over the role of artistic leader in 1972, the Company became dedicated to the actor and 

the process of collective aeation. Factory Lab (Toronto: 1970) began as a theatre 

committed to the Canadian playright; Twagon (Toronto: 1971), as a theaire dedicated 

to establishmg a standard of excellaice for new Canadian scripts, and Toronto Free 

(1 97 1) was a h e  theatre: "ideologically and sty Iistically ."" The Mummas Troupe (St 

Johns: 1972) "presented socio-political issues relevant to the people of 

Newfoundiand," using a range of presentation styles h m  "agit-prop to musical 

fmta~y."'~ The one common bond between these early alternative theatm was an 

overali spirit of experimentation that was integral to the counter-CUIture of the 1960s. 

There were a number of forces that worked to consolidate these relatively isolated 

expgiments of the early alternatives, and ultimately gathefed these artists into a unified 

movement dedicated to the aeation of an indigenous theatre. The wave of cultural 

nationalism, shaped and funded by the Liberal govenmient in the 1970s, had the most 

signifiant influence on defining a new common g r o d  Whatever their initial 

impulses, "the a l t d v e  theaties iound themselves in the forehnt of a popular 

mtio&tic m~vement~''~ Denis Johnston points to two forces that helped to 

assimilate "the altemative" with '%le national": "massive injection of public subsidy" 

and enthusiastic 'hationalist critics."" Filewod agrees: "the new theatre movement 



may have been inspired by the Amaican expaimental theatre, but it was 

bthüionaIized out of its underground beginnings by f e M  cultural policy, which 

emcouraged nationalism and provided easily obtainable grants through j ob creation 

programs .'" 

Thughout the 1970s, critics focused on the dtemative work that adopteci 

nationalisrn, as an artistic and organizing force, to such an extent, the movanent came 

to be dehed by the activities of the overtly nationahtic companies. Filewod 

devdoped an overview that highlights this urge to impose ideological uniformity 

through critical and historical d y s i s .  The titie of his essay, Erming Hkton'cuZ 

Dflerence. states his central concem: the urge to uaify "crases the fact thai what is 

constituted as fÎinge and popular today were integral, ovedapphg, but essentially 

cmtradictory elements in the formation of the independent theatre of the l97O~.''~ 

Filewod might well have added faninist th- to the list of genre whose differences 

were "aased". The early faninist theaires were integrai to the development of 

indepeadent theatre (For the prnpose of this introduction, 1 am suggesting that all of the 

work created, directed, and produced by women in the 1970s can be named "feminist 

theatre": the presence of authentic womm's srpaience and expression in the theatre 

challenged the condition of their exclusion, and in tum represented a faninkt politic - 
independent of the partida-  work). Sigdicantly, the number of shows directed, 

wrinen, or collectively ~~eated by women have represented up to 60% of a single 

Fringe festival." 

The Fringe festivals did not receive the ssam kind of enthusiastic critical support 

and serious academic analysis as the altemative theatres; nor did they meive any 

substantial support h m  the arts comcils. After more than a decade of successfidly 

anracting audiences, these festivals did not influence the Canada Corncil's fiinding 

categories: the Fringe festivals and Fringe d s t s  remahed ine1igiet)le for Caaada 
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Councii fimding. In some measure, it is this absence of d i c a l  aîtention and £immcial 

support that enablecl the f&als to ranain truly m e n t a l  and always chaotic. 

More interesting, Fringe companies were not influenaxi by forces of cohesiveness 

through cornmon ideological bonds, as were the alternatives; first with the counter 

culture, then nationalism, and more recendy post-colonialism. 

Counter Culture to Fringe Culture 

The fkst thing to remember about the Canadian Theatre Movemmt is 
that it began with little or no nationalistic aspirations; b o n d  the 
aspirations of its founders to create situations in &eir own country, in 
which they could begh their careen. ... The r d  innuences were Fritz 
P d  and Timothy Leary, Peter Brook and Jerzy Grotowski, Tom 
O'Horgan, Cafe La Marna, Julian Beck, Judith Malina and the whole 
ensemble of the Living Theatre; in short a host of Empean and 
Ammean artists, mmt of hem pn'mady dediuzted to the ethic and 
aesthetic of 'doing p u r  own thing '. Martin Kin&" 

The idea of doing only Canadian plays was an accident. ... This policy, 
howeva, did not stem h m  eny passionaie nationabm. Rather it was a 
simple and arbitrary way of escaping the Canadan theairical rut of 
following fashion. ... By limiting the Factory to only new Canadian 
plays, we were forced to abandon the security blanket of ou- colonial 
upbringing. ... We also discovered to out surprise that the country was 
indeed ready for a surge of nationalism in many fields and we were on 
the crest of a timely wave.  en ~ass." 

Theodore Roszak, who coined the phrase [counter-culture] ... identifies 
the ideological foundations of the counter-culture as an opposition to 
heganony by a utopianist idealism, which promoted an egalitarian ethic 
through the advocacy of participatory democracy on a localized level. 
Baz~ashaw,t? 

In Canada, and intetnationally, the exnagaice of the alternative ttieatre movement 

was part of a much larger social movement. It was one of a number of activities that 

were expressing new ideologies of social relations (for exampie, alternative schools and 

communes). Its social base was part of a new cultural phaiornenon: "a series of 

counter-CUI~ues, @valent in th& radical reqpakal of society to the nineteenth 

century Romantics, and based (as romanticism was) in a new gendonal 
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encouraged by the federsl govanment through finiding pgrams: "Opportunities for 

Youth" and " L o d  Initiative Rojects". The aitaia for this fimding were based on 

inventiveaess and need in the context of social experimentation and participation." 

'Inese programs supported (and in some cases helped to begin) the early alternative 

theatres and the early feminist theatres." They aIso provided grants for a nurnber of 

differetlt altanative life-style movemaits through educational and business ventures 

(such as the "badr to the land movement" through project grants for fish farms and 

other ecologically minded and rural based alternatives). In order to understand the full 

impact of the counter-CUI~ue on theatm in Canada, it is important to keep in mind the 

extent of the movement- 

Despite their diverse beginnings, and in keeping with their conter-culture mots, 

there is one elexnent of production that nll of the early alternative cumpanies shared, 

they had to mate their own context for production. The creation of an alternative 

theatm requUed new spaces and new audiences. Paul Thompson is o h  quoted for 

having dedared that audience to be "the really interesting people who never go to the 

theatre.'"' Here, thae is an obvious p d e I  with the Fringe festivals; they too create 

their own context. But, the alternatives had a significantly different rehionship with 

establishment theatre, than did the Fringe. Because these artists began with a counter- 

culture ideology, with aspirations to change social relatiomhips by creating r d  

alternatives, they needed to legitimate and constitute themse1ves as a viable force in 

relation to establishment theatre; indeed, as an institutional force in their own nght. The 

"do our own thing" ethic, which was deeply rooted in the expressiveness of the counter 

culture, played an important role in shaping the organizing principles for an alternative 

context "Do& your own thing" was not only a challenge to the authority of the statu 

quo; it was also a way of breakuig away h m  established hierarchies and structures. 

As an ethic, ''dohg your own thing" requires egalitarian and mcipatory practices. 

This counterdture ideology supported m a q  of the practices that dehed the early 
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alternative theatres as "altemative". For example, open-door policies,= collective and 

collaborative arlministrrdi . . Y e  and theatrical procedures, informal perfonnümce spaces, a 

tendency to "demystify" the proceses of prochiction and increase the audiences' 

 statu^,^ single ticket prices, a d ,  causal dress and behaviow. Baz Kashaw suggests 

that these kinds of practices provide an index of a gaierai cornmitment to counter- 

culture ideas of participatory democracy ." 

Nationalisrn 

Olrr concem in the '70s for creating and producing Canadm theatre had 
lefi us in a void Brain ~aisley? 

[Tlhe search for identity seems to be at odds in Canada with the search 
for national unity. Chariales ~aylor." 

Nationalkm emerges in the modem age as a legitimate fom of 
identification. Charies ~aylor? 

Canada has passed h m  a pre-national to pst-national phase without 
ever having become a nation. ~orihro~e ~rye? 

Debates about nationalism and nationhood have provided a foundation for theatre 

critickm since its inception. At the trim of the centiny critics expressed a sense of 

cultural nationslism that was unabashedly imperiaiistic. Canada was a "child of the 

Empire": a ' ' fa im son" ready to "put on the amor of national manhood," a loyal 

daughter "coming of age"? Nationality, like matmity, was "a matter of dtivation, 

high feeling, and consciousness.'* While the rhetoric of the colonial fkimework 

shifted - fkom imperialism, to Dominion statu, to the -&gp,&s ''tme 

Canadianism'*' - f%om 1860 to 1960 criticism remaine. infomed by a romantic 19th 

centuy concept of natiomhm.' The idea that nations are Iike individuals, that they 

develop h m  a youthful innocence into a mature independmce, is &dent in the 

R w :  Canada is personified as "a young nation struggling to be itself," and 

"true unity belongs to the realm of ideas? With the R w  the intimate 

relationship between a national id en tif^ and individual identity reached its height - and 



the beginning of the end - of its expression. Atta a cenhuy of cultural critickm 

oscillathg baween embracing and Mechg cultural dependence on British models, 

with a paralle1 and consistent b i s  against Amaicm influences (and in parti& the 

fke- enterprise appach to &tic production), the once again endorse. the 

historical depaideace on Britain, predicated on a romsntic idea of "imperial 

nationalism". The colonial contradictions inhment in the quest for a national idmtity 

(which by defuition must be autonomous) bound by "high feelings and consciousness" 

were intensifieci by the development of cultural policy following the Repos The 

Canada C o d  and its beneficiary cuiturai organizations were "invariably modeled on 

British originals, and ofka enforcd by a cadre of British and British trained directors 

and cultural bureaucrats.'" The renewed nationalism of the 1970's, what Filewod 

termed ""pst-colonial nationdkm" was, in this context, a "nationalistic rwolt against 

the perceiveci domhance of an imperial model,'" a model that significantly influaicexi 

theatre practice, criticism, and historiography for a hundred years. The natio&m, 

which sanctioned the altemative theatr, was predicated on a distinct break with the 

past. 

In the early 1970's Canadian theatre research became a profession, but ""pst- 

colonial" was not yet a typical tam of refexence or adytical tool. There was a p&od 

of "overlap" when the new and iniahslchedly nationdistic school of theatre scholarship 

and Qiticism naturaily relied on the old methodologies. Initially, research concentrated 

on cornpiling evidence of a tradition of an hdigenous or authenticdy Canadian theatre. 

Theatre was studied as a "discrete entity". n e  focus was on the ciramatic te- and 

criticism continued to rely on the discovery of universal themes that could legitimate a 

Canadian canon. However, as Richard Plant recalls, "fundamental was the casting of 

'Canadian' as a critical term that often subverted, or set up a tension with, universal 

values and locaiist or regional valueda This critical tension points to an interesthg 

contradiction in the historiography of Canadian theatre. A nationahtic movement 



motivateci a mevaluation of regionalism and lodsm;  once renounced as "narrow, 

limite& parochial, backward, outdated and isolation&," the regional and local became 

viewed as positive sources of authenticity in the *est for a national identity? 

In the lare 1970s, Bessai identified the tradition of regionalism in the theatre as 

onginating "'in the pecuIiar geography and culturai conditions of the colonial and pst -  

colonial en"" Bessai's recognition of the regional and local impulse in the theatre as a 

matllfestation of post-colonialism acwmmodated an analysis of nationalkm as a post- 

colonial force in the anergence of the alternatives in the 1970s. In his analysis of 

collective creation, Filewod expanded on Bessai's observation by articulating an 

understanding of localism that was not bomd by geography, but rather by 'shared 

experience" that may bclude "prison inmates" or "prairie grain growefs"." This 

critical shift had a sigdïcant Influence in forrnulatmg later research that fonised on text 

and performazlce in the wider mataial and ideological context of production. But this 

analysû did not begin in eamest unal the mid 1980s. 

In the theatre, the regional and localist impulses resulted h m  a desire to locate the 

source of indigenous culture not in the realm of "'high ideas," but rather in the social 

and the historical. C o n w  to the scholarship of the early 1970s, alternative 

experimmts emphasized the socidtural contact of thm. Both collective creations 

and playwnght-genaated pedomiance depeaded on the actor's abilities to a much 

greater extmt than established theatrical practice. Initially the actor's role expsmded 

with the countm-dture tendency toward egalitarian and participatory practices. Ln 

conjimction with "Canadian" becoming a critical term of reference, the boundaries of 

the actor's role were fiather s h i M  Through research and improvisation the actor's 

personal response to the social and histoncal became central to creatmg "authentic" 

 hat tact ers.^ Redomlliantly, playwrights worked with a "n-naturalitic mode" that 

explored the relations between the individual and the CatlSidi811 eaviro~llllent.~ Because 
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the padcular social or poli6cal circumstances belon& to the audience were the source 

of the actor's or writer's research, thar role in the process of production increased, and 

in particular, their role in the process of construchg m a .  Fit person 

monologues, as direct exchange between actor and audience, was a common technicpe 

th& stressed the rec iprd  and intimate rehtionship between theatre and community. 

John Gray obsaved that the event of having a pticular audience becornes ''jjust as 

important as what's happening on stage? 

There was thai, in the alternative theatre, a distinct movement toward the particular 

and the individual: the regional, the local, the personai - a movanent, which 

theoretically contradicteci nationalism and the quest for unity and homogeneity. 

Nonetheless, nationalism was the force that legitimated the altemative experiments and 

accordingly fdtated the establishment of a professional CcLnadian theatre. 

Joh ton  has attributed the enthusiastic support of "declared culhuaj nationalist" 

critics in Toronto, Nathan Cohen, Herbert Whittaker, and in partidar Urjo Kareda, 

with %estowing mainstream status on these theaires [the altana~ives]"~ He argues that 

these critics "perceived themselves," not only "as joumalists," but equally as, "part of 

the grocess of estabkhing theatre in their community.'" Plant desdes a similar 

nationdistic bias among theatfe historians eager to "legitimize" h t h  Caaadian theatre 

and the mdy of it; they wanted "an indigenous theaire, they sought careers based on it, 

and they went about fashioniog the world h m  which they would &ive their authority 

and identity.''fl In a retmspective essay, Denis Salter describes the situation as one in 

which historians conceived themselves to be part ofbban histoncal phase of p s t  colonial 

definition," that was '?justifiable as an exercise in self-egitimati~n."~ 

Foilowing tradition, the search for legirimation began with the ciramatic textas 

Anthologies brought a "sense of canonization" rinchly inforrned by a "concem for 

concelhializing theatre on the homogeneous national image? Research fonised on 
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documentation. In the 19709, a flinry of publishing bibliographies and performance 

calendars began; this type of work was consiQred necessary and "fimdamental to an 

analysis that would follow once the 'faas' were available.'"' Echoing this idea, 

Fiewod suggested that "the documentary theatm d l e d  actors and directors to locate 

and test the raw matenal out of which playwrights codd begh to fashion a national 

drama'" As for the evident contradictions: the theahcal concem with the relations 

between performance and audience connicts with the scholarly concem for the text, and 

the regional and local and personal impulse in the theatre conflict with the critical quest 

for a national theatre and conment identity - these tensions, according to Pl- were 

"resolved into a sense of a homogeneous Canada'" However, he continues: 

O b  iUdefïned and the subject of repeatd debates about 'what is a 
Canadian?', this image of national homogeneity ignored the cultural, 

racial, se&, poIitical and 0 t h  differenc es... 64 

In the raid 1980s there was a brief sense that a cycle had completed. The 

altexnathes had become the established and Canadian theatre reseafch had becorne a 

legitimate discipline with the conment .rnriffnic association and joumaL And then, as 

Salter describes it, "Everything - and 1 mean ewwyrhng - began to change.'" The 

same people who had worked to establish the discipline began to recognize that the 

nationalism, which had fueled so much mthusiasm and scholarly activity, had, 

unwittingly, also worked to exclude the rising number of artists whose work reflected a 

different poiitical iht i ty  - for example, popular, feminist, native, lesbian and gay 

theatre and "othas". Pointing to a number of cultuml forces, including the practice of 

criticism and historiography, which in the 1970s sanctioned this exclusionary impetus, 

Fiilewod suggested that there was a prob1em with Canadian theatre historiography, thai 

there were evident "contradictions" and bûnresolved questions.'" In retrospect, Salter 

said it appeared th "theaire historiography - conceived and executed within the 



ideology of nation-building - [aad] in fm achieved exactly the opposite of what it had 

intended? He asked: 

Did the search for national legitimation and canonid authority ... mark 
a retrogressive need to invent a cenaaliang 'great tradition' at the 

expense of the ex-centrïcity and the margins." 

It is at this point that pst-colonial becomes a more common critical term of refermce, 

and the theatrid activity that had been excluded h m  the boundaries of critical 

concems came to be recognized and named - "the marpinai"? 

The Ex-centric 

In 1985 the C d a n  Theatre Review published one of the h t  of a number of 

"special" editions that focused on the rnargins: ' 'Femhb & Canadian Theatre". The 

essays deal with a sadition of theatre that had been active for more then a decade; yet, 

editor Robat Wallace introduced the issue by explainhg he felt "ill%quipped" to edit 

it? Wallace's lack of confidence reflects one of the consequences of critical and 

historical exclusion. For the most part, the essays are more p e n d  or biographical 

than historically descriptive. The titles of some of are illimiuiatuig: "Fear of 

Feminism," "Two Steps Backward h m  the One Step Forward," and "Ms. Unseen". 

The latter refers to director Svetlana Zylin, who in 1973 was a CO-founder of the 

Womm's Theatre Cooperative in Vancouver." It was Zylin7s experience as an MXA. 

Directing snident at the University of British Columbia that pmvided the catalyst for her 

early work with f a t  theatre: 

Svetlana chose to direct Frederico Garcia Lorca's The Home of 
Bernar& A l h  for her thesis, and it received generaUy good reviews by 
both the student and mainstream press. Howeva; the head of her 
department informed her that it was unacceptable as her thesis 
pduction because its dl-wman cart dùl not reflect "the hlmum 

condition " If she wanted her master's degree she would have to direct 



[another] play ... Svetlana pointedly chose to direct John Herbert's 

Fortwe in Men 'k Eyes - which has of course an all-male cast. ... Her 
ability to direct work about 'the human condition' king ably 
demonstrated Svetlana [praduared] .R 

Zylin's story is one of a number that recount the exclusion of womm's q w i m c e  

nom what humanist thinking posited as an ultimate value for artistic work: an 

expression of a ''mivenal human condition". Her story illustrates the general situation 

in which women arttsts wexe also excIudexin 

P d a  Hawthorn, who began the production wing of the New Play Centre in 

1972, d e s c r i i  the climate for wornen directors throughout the 1970s and 80s: "in 

most casa in order to work ... it h a  meant aeating a sepamte environment.'" 

Creating a new context and audience for their work is precisdy what the early 

alternative theatres were doing. The wmmonalties betwecn the early alternatives and 

the feminist theatres are stciking. h the 1970s both of these movements were 

innovative stylutic forces in the theaire, each experimented with collective aeation, de- 

emphasizing specialization and breaking down the hierarchical structure of W t i o d  

theatre; both introduced a more politicized content to the stage, and often tunied to a 

reassessment of historica and political events for sourcg; each empbasized proce~s 

over product, and both the alternatives and the feminiçt theatres attempted to "demysti@ 

and popularize what has braditiody been an eIitist art fom.'" Evidently, "the search 

for a distindy Canadian identity called into question the same colonial and coionking 

influences that feminist art ~hallenged."'~ 

In the 19709, womai actually lost previously held influence and authority. Eleanor 

Wachtel notes, 'Men theatre 'came of age' - Le. began to involve relativel'y big 

budgets - women moved h m  the centre to the pexiphery.'" In 1987, -tom 

pubkhed its "speciai" issue on womm in the theatre. Louise Forsyth's 
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introduction provides another account of how the histoncal mie of women in the theme 

diminished with the e s t a b b e n t  of the ''pmfessionai" theatre: 

me major role women once play4 in the theatre seems to have 
become a phenornenon of die past. As long as Csnacüan theatre was 
primarily amateur, it was an area in which women could assume roles of 

leadership, take initiatives and exercise signifiant influence. ... As 

[the] shift h m  amateur to professional has occurred, that is to Say as 
theatre direction amie to involve the management of large sums of 

money and to be of political interest, men have taken ove? 

In the universities, scholars interested in researchmg and documentmg the history of the 

exclusion of women "encomtered silence and inciifference when they undertook 

research to snidy the p r o b h ,  ... or else they met resistance to attempts to bring about 

change."- 

Centaing the mot cause of their exclusion in the politics of identity, fanlliist theatre 

amsts pushed the movement t o w d  the personal to its extrerne. 'The personal is the 

political" was the axiom. This principle was a L i  statement that joined two sides 

of a long entreacheci philosophicai dichotomy; in its praxis it worked toward disnxpting 

established boundaries between the private and the public, fkct and fiction, life and art. 

Playwrights began to disniss their work in terms of discovering a ferninine asthetic 

that could break through centuries of Aristotelian aesthetics. Betty Lambert wrote, "on 

some fundamental level, 1 wanted to break the nagic code".o The "one-woman show" 

becarne a common form for women artists because, es Forsyth explains, "monologues 

[are] pdcdarly weli suited to presenting the conflict betweai n o d  social discome 

and what women's inner voices are saying.'" Peformance art became an important 

paire for f* seeking an aesthetic to foregound the ''pnvate" body in "public", 

and i s  p&qs  the most profoundy personal of feminist art: '<your subject is your 

fond"'@ Stand-up comedy and cabaret also became common foms for feminist work 
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In part this reflected the type of venues availabie to arrists who worked with no public 

funding: bars, coffee shops, small galleries, conferences, and night-clubs. More 

pointedly, satire and parody are exphcitly political gaires inasmuch as they always 

contain the object of their attack. 

In the feminist theatre, there was a clear detaminarion to expose and celebrate the 

personal at an individual and bodily level and to break through traditional categories of 

discipline, genre, and context In 1985, at the "Women in Theatre" conference, 

CynUiia Grant said, 

What we want to do is revolutionize fonn as weil as content. We do not 

want to imitate institutions or catch up with anyone. Women want to 
alter the c u ~ ~ e n t  state of valu es."^ 

This revolutionary impulse was reflected by a rising sense of solidanty between artists, 

which manifestecl itself in a strong urge toward collaborations and gatherings. It is 

impossible to talk about the developmait of feminist work, or the larger theatrical arena 

of traditiondy excluded work, without refmhg to conferences and festivals." 'The 

early faninist festivals signded the begmning of a larger festival movanent across the 

countq that included artists fkom diverse cultural and social backgrounds whose 

common bond was their muhial exc1usion h m  the benefits of public funding - and too 

oftai criticai and acadernic concans. W h a  the once easily obtained LIP and OFY 

grants disappeared, women and other independait artists began to mate an altemative 

form for creatiag and producing their work - festivals. 

Festivals 

Festival, as the context for performance, was created by artists detennined to 

experiment and produce their work outside the bomdaries of the established 

professional and cornmerciai theatre.= Festivd, as a production modei, can take and 



has takm many f ~ m i s . ~  The pliferafion of feSnvaIs that emerged in the 1980s 

replesented an eclectic group of artists. Typidy,  the selection process for these 

events aimed at encouraging a range of experimentation in narrative and performance 

genres, and including new artkts whose work rdected the theatrical urge to break the 

d e s  of form and content. The performances w a e  usually 60 to 90 minutes in Iength, 

often nm late into the night, and the time between shows became an extendeci 

intamission in which spectators and performers would eat, drink, and socialize. The 

tickets were inexpensive, and the theatres small. The nature of resources demandecl 

that the productions were equally inexpensive, flexible, and adaptable. The festival 

con- easily accommodates one-person shows, stand-up comics, and performance 

art, 

Of aU the festivals that have appeared and disappeared in the past fifteen years, the 

Fringe is unique in that it has is no seleetion process. This, combinecl with remarkably 

low application fees and ticket prices, has resdted in a theatre festival that is miquely 

accessible and inclusive. In these tams, the Frhge provided precisely the type of 

production conditions that were in dernand in the 1980s. They provided a structure for 

Uidqedent theatre production. By "independent" 1 mean theatre companies that 

devdoped outsi& the established ideological and mateial structures for pducing 

theatre, whch m e n t  work that challenges or subverts theanid conventions and 

criticism, and use venues not previously seen as theatre spaces: bars and d é s ,  art 

galleries and conferences. 

While some will argue that the festival contact, by virtue of its economy, is a 

mânifestation of the firnding crisis that began in the 1980s, it is important to keep in 

mind that these artists wae not tmditionally awarded ds-length public funding, that 

this type of t h e a .  was traditionally considered to be outsi& the botmdaries of 
. . "exceUeucey'. In many ways the festival movanent appears to rdect a detamination to 
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ranain "o~ide" and independent by creating a "self'td proctuction model - a 

model that employs its own critena for inclusion and its own tenns of evaluation. 

Conclusions 

The emergence of both the professional theatre and Canadian theatre historiography 

came in the wake of larger anancipatory and egaiitarian movements that chaüenged 

authority and institutions. In the theatre and criticism, these movementg were contahed 

by the boudaries of nationalism. There is good reason for rethinking the counter- 

d t u r e  rwts of the altermitive rnovement; many contemporary social movanents in 

large part issued h m  the late 1960s - in particuîar the feminists, native, and gay nghts 

movements. These are the very movements, which, when rrpresented in the theatre, 

are now d e d  "marginal'. CClearIy, what these theatrical movernents experiaiced was a 

process of exclusion. A process that, in part, was enabled by the positing of 
4' Canadian" as a critical term. 

Significantly, both artisor motivated by nationaiism and independent artists worked 

toward legitirnating the social and the pasonal as an artistic expression of authentic@. 

They worked to break down traditional theatrical h i d e s  and conventional 

boundaries with the same gaierd result: the role of the actor and speaator in the 

theabrical event increases, and the rdationship between actor and audience intensifies as 

conventionai boundaries are travexsed Convasely, the authonty of the text rtiminishes 

as it becomes one of a nimiber of equal components of productio~~ The increased 

significance of the actor as collabonitor and autbenticator in the alteznafive theatre was 

pushed further in the independent theatres, where actors are &O writers and producers. 

The same c m  be said of the audience's eXpenmce. In the independent theatre, 

audiences often gatha in a specific context (for example conferences, lesbian bars, 

neighborhood projects, and festivals) and they too have a heightaied relatiomhip to 

pdormance through the partidar nature of this context Susan Bennett understands 
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this as a movement toward the "'democratization" of the arts that she indicates began in 

the 1970s: 

The boundaries between the subjects, the mators, and the receivers are 

no longer distinct and such a move signals the democratinng of the arts. 

... Theatre no longer rernauis the sole domain of the educated and 

economidyable few." 

The common practices, shared by the early altemative and the independent theatre, 

also appear to lie at the foundation of mewod's definmg chrnacter of "Popular 

Theatre9'- "in which the significance of the th&cal event requires a personal or 

ideological relationship beeween audience and abject matter."p And interestingly, 

Kershaw suggests that the mots of post-modernism in the theaire are f o n d  with the 

movement to equate text, actor and audience as equally signifiant components of 

production; ''many of the alternative groups ... were practicing pst-modernists in this 

sense before the dubious dawn of post-modemism proper? Much postmodan 

practice and theoq treat performance as text in which all codes [including the gathering 

of an audience] are of potentidy equal value.90 

As Filewod has argued, in the 1970s tfiere was a large and diverse emerging theatre 

movement, of which a single component was privileged wah aitical and state support, 

while others went on to create different opportunities for work that o v d y  challenged 

critical standards and theatrical "nomis". These "other" th-, because of their 

expeaiience of exclusion, demonstrate a more enduring attachment to the forces of 

democracy, the urge to be popular in the sense ofbekg "connected" to one's audience, 

and the dubiousness of post-modemism. Each of these forces had an impact on how 

the independents shaped their organiPng principles and context for prochidon. 

Here, cleariy, we begin to see the roots of the F ~ g e  fdvds.  The o r g h g  

principles of the Fringe are influenceci by a spint of democracy that is outstanding for 



an arts went: anyone and everyone present is a potentd Frmge playmiaker - "the 

gooc and "the b d '  are detemineci by the specrators. In temu of the popular and 

political, the Fringe context has an interesting impact, while there are many o v d y  

political theatre companies producing on the Fringe, the ment of the festival diminishes 

the politics of any parti& production. This is not to Say that the festivals are 

somehow apolitical. Rather, there is an ongoing social dynamic between the individual 

productions and the Fringe event which hgments and diminishes any single point of 

view. This is one of the aspects of these festivals that make than truly popular theatre 

mens: the audience plays a central role in the production of rneaningfulness. 

AU festival promiction structures create a special evenh that in tum influences the 

theatre produced In this respect, the Fringe f d v a l s  are especially eventful: presenting 

between 60 and 140 companies, pafomimg an average of seven shows each over a ten 

&y period, f?om noon to 200 a., to small audiences that constitute huge crowds. 

The type of impact this has on individual productions also points to the postmodan: 

If one views the Fringe, not as 75 different productions but as a single 

multi-faceted artwork, as some Fringe devotees clearly do, it perhaps 
cornes as close as one can get to a t d y  pst-modernist work of a . .  The 

total absence of araluative criteria in the entrance resUyements, the ladc 

of any hierarchy in the way shows are programme4 and the extreme 
cheapness of participahg in the fetival, means that there is no 
privileging of any artin or style at the Fringe; it is a form of theatre to 

which the marginal have fidl access, and h m  which no style or content 
is excluded Individually, many shows may be far from the 

postmodemist mode, though some do adopt the subversive and 
deconstructive techniqug favoured by this school of cnticism; 
collectively however, they subvert each other, so that after seeing five 
incredl%ly diverse shows in the course of a steaming Winnipeg summer 
&y, one tends to float free h m  any standards, &tic or social and 

simply enjoy 'the play of ciifferences', the qyhtessential posûnodem 
aesthetic expeOencdl 
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In 198 1 Mimin Kinch reflectmg on the aitemative movemait described t as a time 

whai "one actually beliwed that one could do anythulg, and sometimes did [,] (...) 

[T]here was an extraordinary i d d m  then, a belief among actors, directors, and 

writers that we were brealang through to a new balance between perforrners and 

audience? But, he concluded, "along with ev-g else that relates to the late- 

Sixties idealism, it [extraordinaxy idealism] has now dissipated.'* The following year, 

Brian Paisley produced the fht Fringe fstival with a budget of fifsr thousand dollars, 

a detedmtion to provide equal possibilities for aii the artists involved, and an 

abundance of ideahtic energy. Fringe producers and artists echoed the same 

sentiments of idealkm and equality that were key to the beginnings of the alternative 

theatres; they too believed they had reached a 'hew balance" between artists and 

audience. The energy and ideaiism of theatre a r t h  did not dissipate. What changed, 

significantly, is the cultural milieu. 

Linda Hutcheon points to the 1960s as "the t h e  of ideologicd formation for many 

of the postmodernist thinkas and artists of the eightie~.".~ She continues, "it is now 

that we can see the results of that foanatim'* In the aitanative theatres much of the 

artistic energy and purpose of the 1960s rnay have dissipated. Nonetheless, since the 

early l98Os, thae has been an mergâic and growing independent theatre movanent, 

which is deeply linked with the "breakthroughs" or the results of the 1960s. It is, 

primarily, this independent theatre movement that sustains the energy and purpose of 

the Fringe festivals. 

Journal Excerpt 

28 June 1991, Toronto: The city of my childhood Checked out 

the corner of Chutch and kabella streets. "Dirty Louis' 24 hour 
restaurant'' and dl night dmg store is still in business. The poor old 



neighborhood is sand-blasted, spruced-up, expensive, but, thankfully, 

as gay as always. Today, while waïting to meet with Sarah Mueling 
@irector of the s d  theatre cawu TTA) 1 met Rick Satutin 
(playwright, fiee-lance joirmalist and columnïst for the Globe and 
Arts Section) - casually. 1 was sitting at an outdoor cd&, he was 

wallong down the Street. A new finend intmduced us. We talked about 

Canadian theatre, past, present and fuhire. Salutin is t d y  

pessimistic, and 1 am, no doubt, over-optimistic. He m o n  the lost of 

nationalisrn as a dnving force for Canadian culture. He firmly and 

unrelentingly associates nation with culture by arguing that "nation is 
defined by culture." When 1 asked him to talk about his favorite Fringe 
shows, he told me he has never gone to the Fringe - he is "not 
interesteci" It is, he says, "a ghetto." He adds, with a sigh of regret - 
"and after we fought so hard through the 1970's for recognition and 

respect as Cmradm artists." For Salutin, the Fringe is an obvious 

disappointment. 1 explained my enthuskm for the festivals by 

expressmg my sense that these events are cultural perfofmances that 

celebrate clifference. At this point, Sarah Muehg h v e d  and we began 
to speak about "the canon" and "the centre" and "difference'". Salutin 

left, he was busy. Sarah and 1 made fiiends whai we noticed how often 
we both made quotation gesnues while talking. 

It is interesting that when 1 talk with Saiutin and nwerous others "E the 
know," the conversation tends toward a discussion about capitalism and 

the consumption of culture, or appropriation, and other, 1 think, 

unnecessarily pessimistic concems for what the Fringe is "doing" to or 
with theatre. Whai 1 talk with women artists, the conversations tend to 

be more optimistic and enthusiastic. Pahaps it is me relating to women 
differently? But, thae are a lot of women working on the Fringe - 
reiatively speaking . 

-- 
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ç h a ~ t e r  TWQ: Exit Shakespeare - Enter the Sbathcona Fringe 

Before the Fringe 

If the Citadel has anything to do with it, Edmonton is going to be the 
most exciting theatre commmity in Canada. Joe Shoetor .% 

Edmonton's present theatre communïty began to develop in the late 1940's when 

the University of Alberta established a chma department." In 1965, Edmonton's 

regional theatre7 The CitadeI, was founded in a renovated building with 277 seats. A 

decade lata, a number of new theatre companies began to emerge." Northem Lights 

Theatre began producing lunch-time shows in a180 seat theatre in the Edmonton Art 

Gallery." Theatre Network was founded as a non-Equty collective company with a 

mandate to create work based on Albertan themes and communities. The company 

raised $650,000 and renovated an old stem plant into a 240 seat theatre. In 1 9 80 they 

re-orgaaized as a cornmunity theatre, and in 198 1 they began producing 'Theatre 

Sports" on a weekly basis. Stage West, also founded in 1975, provided commercial 

dinner theatre complete with teIevision and film celebnties. Catalyst Th-, perhaps 

the best known 44social action" theatre in the English Canada, was founded in 1977.1m 

Catalyst was one of the the principal foundmg companies of the Canadian Popular 

Theatre Mance (CPTA); in 198 1, it initiateci the national "Bread and Roses Festival of 

Popular Theatre".." Workshop West began in 1972 with a mandate to develop new 

plays by Alberta Wnters. 

When the Fringe began in 1982, Edmonton had an active and diverse theatre 

community. In 1989, Filewod described Edmonton's theatre community as unique. It 

was, he argued, the only theatre community that conmred with the rationale and 

ideology that shaped both theatre criticism and h d h g  categories throughoia the 1970s 

and 1980s. la The "mainstream/altemative rnodel" was shaped in the early 1970s 

when the arts councils, led by the Canada Cound, began to establisb a rationale for 



funding the nimimus new small theatre companies across the country. The model 

theatre community was to have at its centre a large regional theatre, which would, "act 

as a catalyst to validate the alternatives."" Filewod describes this model as dynamic 

and invithg controversy. He asks, 

What could be be&r? It was the institutid realization of an ideologicd 

relationship between mamstream (which means big) and altemîtive 
(which means small), and which accorded with a bourgeois model that 

understands culture in tams of polarities: highnow, establishment/avant- 

gardey c~rnmefciavexperimental~ 

However, he adds, "the only place the model seemed to work was in Edmonton where 

Joe Shoctor, the powerful lawyer who founded the Citadel Theatre, straddled the 

maInStream and &fied anyone else to 'jump his ~laim'."'~ 

There is liale doubt that the Citadel is the ppdigmatic mahstrearn theatre within the 

ideological model for funding.la6 At the same time that a s imcant  number of new 

theatres emerged in Edmonton, the Citadel received substantial new support to maintain 

its position in the centre of the community as the biggest and most expensive theatre 

providmg for a large subscription based audience. In keeping with the model, the new 

theaires received minimAi support m a i n h g  their validity as satellite theatres offering 

"altanative" theatre @ences ta a smaller and more spontaneous audience: lunch- 

time theatre, collective creations, and local playwrights. 

The Fringe emerged within this b4model" theatre corn.tnunity, yet it neitha 

influenced nor overtly challengecl the ideology of the model, ininally, in any signifïcant 

way . lm The Fringe remained determinedly "on the mes'' for a number of reasons. 

Professional status and adjudication were both necessary aitexia for arts council 

funding. As a non-adjudicated event, it was not eligible for arts council h d h g .  Early 

critics considerd it a b'non-professional", the criterion for determinixxg professional 



statu was "money" - if an artist was paid, she was coasidered to be professional. '" 
As well, to conform to the dialectic of "the modei" the Fringe needed to be an 

"alternative" to 'bsomethhg''. uideed, upon leaving bis position as Artistic Director for 

the Citadel theatre in 1987, Gordon McDougd suggested that, "What is needed in 

Edmonton is an international festival as in Edinbiirgh to which the Fringe ccin be 

juscabl'y appended"Og 

Brian Paisley and Chinook Theatre 

Had 1 stayed in Canada after graduaîing, there is no doubt 1 would have 

become a part of the altemative theatre movement- However, when 1 

retumed in the mid 1970s, the alternative theatres were established and I 
was not a part of that momentum. erisn ~ a i s l ~ . ' ' ~  

Brian Paisley, founder of the Edmonton Fringe, graduated fiom UBCts theatre 

deparûnent in 1968. Upon graduation he worked in theatre in England and Ireland, 

rehuning to Canada in 1975. Once home, he accepted an offer to start a theatre for the 

Northem Lights cokge in Fort St John's in Northem Alberta: Stage North. Paisley's 

attrhtes his work in this small northem community, and his absence fkom the 

Canadian scene in the 1970~~ with giving hM, "a d#iient perspective on the 

possibiiities for theatre in Canada in the 1 980's." 

The h t  Stage North production, Thot Dam Show, was based on a controversial 

community issue smunding the construction of a dam. Paisley invitai the towns' 

people to write down their feelings about the construction. The show was a 

compilation of the submissions he received: "we put the material together, someone 

wrote a tex& someone else wrote music for it, and - it was a smash bit!" The 

enthusiastic response inspired Paisley, and his partner Ti Hallas, to mate a 

professional wing of the coliege program to tour the area This was the beginning of 

Chinook Theatre. The company soon began creatmg original work for young people. 



Inïtiaiiy, this was a practical choice. T o m  amilt theatre was not financially viable, 

school tours were. Creating children's theatre had a signïficant duence on Paisley; he 

found a reflewed desire to experimmc 

... that work was completely open-minded stylistidy. Children are 
not only willing to imagine anything, they also demand more 
imaginative stage moments per minute. It off& me a unique keedom 
to expkent .  

In 1980, two things prompted Paisley to move the theatre to Edmonton, the 

company "needed some cross-fatilizaton, and Edmonton was f d e  ground for an 

altanative children's t h e  company." Chinook created and produced eight shows 

and toured four times before produchg the first Fringe in 1982. In rea~spect, Paisley 

sees the evolution of Chinook Theatre - with itr beginnings in community theatre, then 

professional children's theatre, and finally producing the FNige Festival - as "an 
absoluteiy logical progression." The concept of theatre as a social experience rooted in 

community and the Eeedom to experimait stylistically, are two of the underlying 

principles of the Fringe production model. 

Exit Shakespeare: 

One of the organizaticms that commissioned Chinook theatre was Summerfést, a 

civic organization that distribute fun& for slnnmer activities (such as the mual 

FoIkfest and J a y  Festival). In 198 1, the S u m m h t  organkers began to have 

cliffialties; some of its artistic advisors deded to produce and award fun& for their 

own evmts. A conflict arose between independent artists and the o r g k t i o n .  

E v e n W y  a crisis mpted and the independent producas withdrew their semices. To 

make m a -  worse, during this conflict the city cut back its fûnduig to Summerfest. 

In tran, Summexfest cut the grant for the "Shakespeare in the Park" summer season 

(produced by Northem Lights Theatre) in half, h m  3100,000 to $50,000. Northern 



Lights theatre accordingiy canceled its program. With a $50,000 budget, and a volatile 

relationship with the theatfe community, the Summerfest people approached Brian 

Paisley for solutions. The organization needed an inexpensive theatre event, and they 

also needed to make ameods with the arts community. 

This set of circumstances - the dual crisis that the Summerfest organization 

eXpenenced and the resulting ruptured relationship between the orgmkation and the 

&tic community - is signincant The eventual resolution of this crisis, the inaugural 

Fringe, exemplifies a theoretical theme that informs the whole of this text: Victor 

Turner's cultural theory about the social and cuitural dynamics of crisis and innovation. 

In bnef, whai individuals, communities, or organizations and institutions expaience a 

crisis, the potenhl for innovation and signifiant change emerges; the greater the 

breach in relatiomhip, the greater the potential for signifiant change. 

The Fringe was an innovative solution to a crisis that, in part, arose h m  a dilemma 

that is inherent to arts fiindiag orgaxhtions in general - this is the incidents of arts 

council advisors and adjudicators awarding f'unds to themsel~es."~ There are two 

reasons for noting that the "Summerfèst crisis" played an important role in the 

beginning of the Fringe. Thae was a tendency in the media to mdow Brian Paisley 

with almost supanaairal visionary powers - Paisley does have a charismatic 

personality, and this, no doubt, played a role in bringing together ail the people and 

enhusiasm necessw to support his proposal. Nonetheles, the potential for the Fringe 

did not emanate purely h m  Paisley's vision. This is a point that Paisley has o h  

argue& 

The Fringe was a natural srtaision of the Edmonton theatre community. 

AU the ingrda& were in place; a strong theatre community, a good 
student population, a dead summer season, and a g e n d  feeling of 
dissatisfdon with estabiished ways of produchg theatre. Brian 

paisley. Il2 



Three things influenceci Paisley's proposal to Simundest One was his familiarity 

with the history and character of the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Another was the 

chiinicter of the Old Strathcona district in Edmonton. F W y ,  and pertiaps most 

innuential, was a prevalent sense of dissatisfaction with the statu quo among local 

theatre artists. 

A f ia  meeting with Summerfest organizers, Paisley was walking dom Whyte 

Avenue in the Old Strathcona district nohg the d a n  geography of the area The 

empty store Fonts and large commercial spaces, the deyways and the old t o m  

character of Strathcona remindeci him of the Edinburgh Fringe. There were numerous 

" h g d i k e  venues" within wallong distance. This, combined with the sense of 

dissatisfaction in the theatre community, prompted him to consider the potential for a 

festival like the Edinbingh Fringe in Edmonton. 

The Edinburgh Fringe Festival began in 1947 when a numba of artists, dissatisfied 

with the elitist programming of the Edinburgh International Aas Festival, decided to 

create a festval of th& own. They produced their work independentiy in empîy stores 

and church basenients on the "Eringes" of the official festval. Capitalking on the 

presence of large audiences attmcling the official festival, they promoted themselves in 

the streetp with posters and handbilfs. This Fringe evenhially grew into a huge 

international event spanning four weeks, covaing most of the city, and with a 

reputation equai to, if not greater than, the "official" Edinburgh festival. 

What Paisley used as a modei for the Edmonton Fringe was not so much the 

Edinburgh Fringeper se, but rather ''the concept of dissatisfied artists creathg their 

own festival in a multiple-venue situation." Edmonton amlsts: playwrights, actors, 

designers, and directors, were, in genaal, unhappy and impatient with the "insula. 

nature" of the established theatres - '%g and smallft. These people 'kanted more 

challenging and innovative woric" In the early 1980s "people wae ready to 



m e n t  again, they wae eager for more interaction with international companies, 

for more outside influences." 

Beyond these factors, the k t  Edmonton Fringe had vay little else in common with 

the Edinbiagh Fringe. Most significantly, there was no established festival with large 

and aiready present audiences, nor was there a comparable tradition of independent 

PrOQction and touring among Canadian theatre artists. 

Paisley has fkequently qualifieci the relationship between Edinburgh's Fringe and 

Edmonton's: 

The Edinbugh Fringe works in a very different way - it is an 
administrative structure, not a production model. The artist there have 
to h d  and r a t  their own venues, lighting and sound equipment, and 
hire technicians on their own. There was no way in the world 1 was 

going to be able to turn to theatre people in 1982 and Say ' h d  your own 
venues, your lights, and your technicians, and I'li seil your tickets.' 
The idea was too absurd In Canada, we were not prepared for that 
kind of independence. 

Instead, he proposeci a production model that would use the $50,000 budget to rent 

spaca and technical equipment, hire technicians, print and distribute a program, and 

invite a numba of companies to apply to produce their own work on a first-come - 

first-served basis. There would be no need for a central box office, because the 

companies would sell their own tickets and keep ai l  of their revmue. Administrahion 

would be to be kept to the bare minimum. Thae would be no sdection cornmittees or 

amstic director. Venues wodd be outfitted with a minimum of equipment: twelve 

lighting instruments, a tape deck and speakers. Paisley projected that between 15 and 

20 companies would apply. He was surprisai when 47 companies applied With the 

decision to accept every application, Paisley also made what was to becorne a 

signincaat choice - in order to accommodate wery application, he expmded the 



festival scheduie and programmeci shows fiom nom to midnight His impromptu 

decisicm to extend the schechile with day-time and late night shows had a significant 

influence on the later developrnent of festive activities and camival atmosphere. 

The First Frhge: Edmonton 1982 

It was blustery and rainy. You could point out the Eringe people on the 
streets by their leather jackets, bluny eyed looks, and their sense of 
mission, Michad Greai "3 

It was aude and rough and vay bare bones. Anci, it was unbefievably 
fun! Robert 

1 rememba that, on opening &y [1984], I felt like 1 was participating in 
some kind of medieval fair. My wif'e, my brother and myself wmdered 
up and down the Fringe site, giving out handbills amidst delighted but 
somewfiat disconcerted potentiai theatre patrons. There was a sease 

among d participants that we were involved in the d o n  of 
something important K- B ~ W I L ' "  

The first Edmonton Fringe was a small and unusual theatre event with 47 theatre 

companies, 5 venues, 200 volunteers, 7500 audience mernbers, and an average ticket 

pnce of $3.00. My interviews with artists of the hainaugural Fringe were concemeci with 

acquiring an image of the fbt Fringe, a percepion of the initial response h m  artists, 

audiences, and critia, and a sease for how the festive and celebratoq behaviour began. 

Michael Green, now of One Yellow Rabbit Theatre in Calgary, recounted how his 

Company at the t h e ,  Icanis Theatre, carne to produce at the h t  Fringe. He was in 

Edmonton workng with Theatre Calgary on a school tour when he met Paisley at an 

audition at Chinook Theatre. Wre Paisley, Green was working in children's theatre in 

order to sumive finsarcialiy. They went for a drink at the Old Strathcona pub and 

Paisley dexribed his plan for a "big festival of expaimentd theatre." 



That was m -ber 198 1. He explained his concept and 1 thought it 

was the most 'hare brained' idea 1 had ever heard, so I said - 'you bet! 
You put on a fèstival and we'U corne.'" 

Green returned to Calgary and talked with his associates in the theatre coxmunity. Six 

theatre companies h m  Calgary produced at the f k t  ~ringe."' 

According to Stewart Lemoine, the founder of Teatro La Quimidia h m  Edmonton 

and a playwright and dueaor who began his aneer on the Fringe, the attitude among 

the Edmonton theatre commmity was more reticent. The initial response to Paisley's 

idea was: 

... not outstandingly enthusiastic. The g e n d  feeling More the event 
was d e r  more a willingness to give it a chance and see what 
happa. '18 

R o b  Astle, CO-founder of Small Change Theatre, remembers the inaugural festival as 

"hcredibly snall, but a great begmning and a gr& celebration." 

Paisley recalls the inaugural Openmg ceaemonies with senfiment: 

There were f3kn people at the nIst opening ceranony. The Old 
Strathcona Town Band was playing at the gazebo the Old Saathcona 
park]. One of my fondest memories of the Fringe is of those fifteen 
people. Thirteen of thern were h m  the media Every time someone 

wanted a photograph, the rest of them would put d o m  thei. cameras 

and gear and stand with their b a h  to the cameras and face the 

gazebo.'" 

Paisley's sentiment has as much to do with gratitude for the media's initial support as it 

does with the fact that today the opeming and closing ceremaies are w o n d d y  social 

events that involve dozens of Fringe artists and thousamis of people. The closing 

ceremonies include "improviseci" productions of classics. In 1992, at least 2 &zen 



actors improvisecl The Wuard of Oz for a crowd of 4000 people sitting on the gnw 

under the stars. 

The Festivities Begin 

I needed to create a ""no excuses kind of theatre event" and then say, 
"Here is evesrthing you need, now do what everyou wantr' ~riim 

Paisley. 

Of all the people I asked to explain why and how the festive behaviour began, 

Paisley was the least able to articulate a definitive answer. His was a vague perception 

of "things happening" by their own volition: 

It began as a strange little event - nobody really bsew what it was. We 
put up a few banners, and yes we had a parade of performas, but the 
Street perfo~mers and the beer tmts aune lata [in year three]. Even 
though there were no beer tests7 things were happening in the streets and 
in the d e y  ways. The "festival" part of the F ~ g e ,  or the Fringe party 
really did begin on its own volition that f i t  year.12 

The Fringe artists were better able to pinpoint the rwts of the festive dyoamic. 

Robert Astle provides an answer th& represents a consensus h m  my interviews: "it 

was the freedom": 

The fieedom given to us as artists is what initially stimulated the party. 
The fieedorn to do whatater we wanted. That is what we were 
celebrating . la 

It was this saise of h d o m  that prompted One Yellow Rabbit to begin what is now an 

esseatial Fringe tradition - artists promothg their work in the streets: 

Because there were no boadaries, no preconceptions, no expectatiom, 
we were fiee to do anything. ... We went into the streets and did a 
"promo-type'' performance for Leonardo 's Last Supper. ':'" 



The h t  strea performance began as a spontanwus solution to the necessity of 

gathering an audience for a pwrly promoted event Whüe it is evident today thai street 

pedormance on the Fringe plays a signifiant role in provoking a festive qerience; 

initidy, it was neither planneci, promoted, nor organized. Rather, as Green explains: 

People were driving by in thek cars wondering what the heil was gohg 
on -- they had NO idea what we were doing, or why. Neither did we, 

really. We had never done street performance before - we just did what 
we needed to do to get in an audience. "w 

The saise of arhilaration and celebrarion that the early Fringe artists describe was a 

direct result of the absence of nomal administrative apparatus. It is interesthg that 

Paisley was not able to pinpoint this initial impetus for festivïty, because he was of 

course the administrator. Howwer, his key administrative idea was to provide and 

impose as liale atfministration as possible: "hm day one 1 said we are gohg to put the 

artists and audience togetha and ekimhte everything in be~~een-"'~ This is 

particularly intaesthg in light of currmt anthropological theones concemed with the 

social fiuictions of fativity in its conternporary manifestations. Some argue that 

festvity has lost both its power and purpose because of administrative apparatus 

ehmhating the possibilities of chaos.'" 

The ideologid convictions substantiating the elimination of administration wae 

founded in a philosophy about the relationship between theatre production and 

co~~l~lluzilty experience. Paisley articulates tbis philosophy within a mandate to rpunite 

audience and artists: 

Theatre in IEnglish] Canada, tai  years ago, was essentially a very 
boring experience. People wmt to a nice building with an irnpressive 
lobby and cornfortable seats, always at eight o'co'ck on a fidl stomach, 
and typ idy  saw a tediou piece of theatre - then went straight home 
and paid off the baby-sitter. Whai we did see an exciting piece of 
theatre, we stiu went straight home. There was no tradition of 



interaction, no place to go to taik about what we'd seen, no 
communication, and certainly no shared revelations. Where was the 

interaction that makes theatre a part of commu~Üty?'~ 

The absence of administration was of coune also a financial and practicai necessity. 

There was neither time nor money to organize and mendate a selection cornmittee, 

administer and staff a box office, or create and finance a promotion campaign. 

The M o m  which Fringe artists experienced was accompanied by an increase in 

responsibilities. They were given the fieedom mid the responsibdity to select or mate 

material of th& choice - fke of thematic or asthetic adjudication as well as self- 

censmhip created by fear of rejection. The h t  Fringe artists were &O responsible 

for selling th& own tickets and in tum they received 100% of their box office. And of 

course, they were responsible for promotion and gathering their audiences. 

Festivity, in the true saise of the word, evokes chaos. Accordingly, it is a social 

experience that requires a <Snamic beyond planning and administrating. Here it 

appears that this dynamic consists of a combination of economic necessity, the absence 

of abhimative constraints, and the resulting freedom to expaiment. 

The Festivai Grows and Grows 

By 1987 the Edmonton Fringe was advertking itself as "the largest theatre festival 

in North America," with 1 O venues accommodating 125 theatre companies, 500 

volunteers and over 350,000 people attending.u8 In 1994 things began to level off; 

there wae 13 venues, 150 companies, 1000 volunteers, and 450,000 people in 

attendance. ExpecMg to discover the impetus for the rapid populanty of the festivals, 1 

asked d s t s  to ranember their immediate response after produchg on the first 

~ringe." 



Accordhg to Green, "the nrst Fringe was mainly for the artists; important 

connections were made, people met each other, and worked with each other 

subsequmtly ." " In general, artists measured the success of that Fringe more in temis 

of social experhces than artistic achievements. The audiences were also an important 

component. By ail accounts, the response of the inaugurai Fringe audience was 

particularly enthusiastic and generous. By some accounts, people were seeing ten 

shows a day, and these people were outstandingly vocal - inside and outside the 

theatres. Robert Astle describes the effm of this: "that audience gave us a sense of 

empowament, they helped us realize we could do something with ou. own work."'" 

Stewart Lemoine attniutes a great part of his success as a playwright on the 

opportunity to prove his work in performance with this outspoken Brad 

Fraser credits the lively engagement of early Fringe audiences for ren- his 

inspiration to write for the theatreeW 

Why did the Fringe audience grow so quickly? Directors, actors and Wfiters in the 

community may have been dissatisfied, as Paisley describes, but there is no reason to 

assume Edmonton audiences were discontmc as noted, the theaire community in 

Edmonton offered an abundance and diversity of productions. Christ Da6oe has made a 

similar observation: "the fringe's appeal to artists is obvious," he says, "but the reasons 

for the growth of its audience are harder to pin down."lY The enthusiasm for the Fringe 

camiot be measured by the quality of the plays. Those performances are long gone; 

some artists have trouble re&g the title of th& bt Fringe production. And, as 

Stewart Lemoine remanbas, "there were no shows successful enough to daim 

aiumphs or launch careers."'u 

Whai 1 asked Paisley how much he could tell me about that nrSt audience, he 

chuckled at his immediate memory. He descnbed himseif and others nmnhg around 

after the sua set "'persuading innocent people" on Whyte avenue to corne into the 



ven~es.~ Apparently they were successful; an eady review of the F ~ g e  descrih 

people in business suits "transforming themsdves into theatre b&."" As well, a 

large percaitage of that k t  audience was made up of Fringe artists and volunteers. 

"Seventy-five hundred tickets were sold to mostiy artists, volunteen, sbidents, and a 

numba of people who stumbled, or were dragged, into the wentmLUL 

That a significant part of the audience were Fringe artists helps to explain why they 

were u n d y  outspoken and fgtive, but it this does not explain why those "innocent" 

members retumed next year with their fiends and family. Lemoine thinks that they 

retumed with fiends for the same reasons th the artists returned in incfea~ing 

numbers: 

People kept saying, 'hey thae are possibilities here. ' It was evident that 

it was well worth doing it again. This sentiment was shared by the 
audience. They thought to themselves, "Well that was interesting, if 
they do it again 1'11 certainly go."LB 

"Interesting possibilities" is an important concept here. Potentiality with 

unpredictability was an essential ingredient of the h t  Fringes. The 1982 program 

advertises 47 productions of such diversity that the possibility for discovering a 

preferred type of performance is great. Howeva, the potenàal of eafh production is 

relatively unpreclictable. The price of the tickets, a maximum of five dollars, dowed 

for a large audience - but could they be attracted without a promotion budget? The 

''interesthg possibilities" for both the artists and the audiences containeci selfkvident 

ekments of risk Clearly, the opportunity to take risks is a great part of the F ~ g e  

attraction: for artists and audience. 

The pgram schedule for the first Fringe contains a challenge to the audience to be 

active participants becazlse of the risks. Paisley describes the event as "a direct 

conf?ontation betweai ârtists and audience." He advises that no &tic judgments have 



been implemented because - "ttiat's your job." He points to the necessity of 'tvord of 

mouth": "if you saw a show you Wred, tell your fiiends, tell anyone on the Street ... if 

you just sat through a terrible two hours, try another show." He wams some shows 

"may appeal to you, some may appall you," and in conclusion he writes, "... now we're 

ready for the fiinal, essential ingredient - you, the audience. It's your show now." '40 

While many theatre prognmis will echo this sentimat to the audience, the stresseci 

absence of previous &tic judgments, and the divmity and nmber of choices, makes 

this invitation a take control much more poignant. 

The 1982 program indicates the extent to which the h t  Fnnge a r t i s ~  and d e n c e  

were willing, and evidendy enthusiasticaily so, to expairnent with the exotic, the 

unashamedly devimt, the new, the unique, the foolishly firnny, and the deadly serious. 

Flipphg a r b i d y  through the pages of the program, hae is a random description of 

Mansamente is an addt puppet show about the lives of Bmzï ih  peasants 
and Indians, produced by Grupo Conatdores De Estroias fkom Rio de 
Janeiro. 

hakespeare the &&: Four young adults t q p d  in an idmtity 
v a u m ,  for whom films seem to merge fkighteahgly with reality. This 
confusion leads to a surredistic vision that casts William Shakespeare in 
a snuff flick. Roduced by Studio Theatre (1 l), Calgcny Alberta. 

&Jd Me, written by cartoonists Jules Fefler: Hmomus and biting 
sketches of our attempts to conunmicate. ... social satire with wit and 
perception. Produced by The Out of Toon Playas fiom Saskatoon. 

e C m e r  Rrothers on Band: A melting pot of jazz, Indian 
Ragas, reggae and classical music perfonned by Edmonton's only heavy 
metal beboppers. A look at the friture of music. 

Hokum Pokum B o w  Pocw: A close cousin to Vaudeville ... 
combines magic, music, mime, circus, ski& and music ... a series of 
stupendously hilarious feats. Produced by Theatre on The Spot nom 
Victoria. 

Blow lob: A viciously realistic co~xunent on the s o c i d  pressures of 
industrial England, produced by Studio Theatre (1 l), Calgary. 

W b & :  Amazing, only four actors for more then sixteen roles . .. 
Produced by Chinook Touring Theatre, Edmonton. 



Ou& by Marsha Norman: Rape! Incest! Broken Homes! 
Prostitution! Rison! ... A new script, produced collectively by a group 
of actors kom around the worid, 

The Stov of Lord Hal-: a Ctramatic retelling of the oldest known 
Flemish folk tale ... produced and perfonned by Jan Hendason."' 

An ovaview of the entire program does not produce a dominilting theme, type of 

perfonning Company, or theaaical genre. The mixture of productions appears to cover 

al1 the possibïIities. The one cornmon motif is an irrwerence for, and a deviance hm, 

the estabLished traditions of theatre production. 

Conclusions 

The inaugural prochichg companies offered a wide range of talent and 

backgrounds: established alternative theatre companies, unknown @et, established in 

thei. own right) experimental companies, collections of theatre students, international 

award winning companies, collectives of Equity actors (working independently, 

selecting their directors for makrial of th& choice), and both established and iuilaiown 

story-tellas and musicians. These artïsts presented a disparate selection of productions 

and a range of talent and poteatial. Yet, there were no aiegorical divisions for the 

audiences. There were no main stages and second stages, no primetirne shows and 

noon shows; the shows began at noon and ended at rnidnight for the entire eight day 

festival with no regard for a balance of content and thne of day. One could begui the 

day by seeing Gelting Our (a play about rape and incest) at noon, and end the day with 

H o b  Pokum Bogus POCUF: at midnight. 

The abundance and diversity of shows, the irreverent times and places of 

perfonaances and 'king dragged off the streets" into the venues, no doubt stimulated a 

sense of confusion and chaos. The insistence that audiences judge the value of 

performances by their own criteria, and the challenges and opporhmities to be 

ouîspoken about their opinions, created incentive for people to experiment and take 



risks with their selections. The inevitable interaction between arbsts and audiences in 

line-ups and on the streets, and the provision of a central gathexing place to eat, drink 

and talk between shows, conaibuted to a stimulating atmosphere of camaraderie and 

debate. 

Each of the inhs i c  elements of fetivity were evident on the first Fringe: inversion 

of status' (the observers became participants, act0x-s became the audiences), necessity 

and experimentation, irreverence, over-indulgence, chaos, and camaraderie. There was 

an element of excessivaiess to the entire event. Some of the companies overindulged 

with their experiments, creating shows with titles like Shakareare M s t ,  and Titus 

omcus: or Scrotum's Rev-. The audiences overindulged by seeing several 

shows in a single &y. Paisley was being excessive when he scheduled shows h m  

no on to midnight . 

Rovoked by the invitation to be outspoken, the diversity of selections, and the 

absence of "normal" artistic waluations, the audience expaienced a similar sense of 

M m  and celebration as did the artists. An understanding of the audience as festival 

participants provides some answers to the question of whiit stïmulated the rapid 

popdarity of the Fringes. What the Fringe had to offer, which none of the otha 

theatres in Edmonton ~Eéred, was a unique social and cultural expaience that is best 

understood as festivity. 

Despite the chaotic and conking nature of festivity, there is a imifving and 

coherent aesthetic implicit in festivity as a cuItural performance genre- Throughout 

history fèstivals have been times when people collectively conjure up cultural chaos by 

abandonhg no& d e s  of social conduct, disregarding social stahis', and over- 

indulging in physical and social pleasures. Why people do this, and with what 

consequence, are the subjects of following chapters. 



Journal Excerpts 

13 June 1991, New York City: On my way to Montreal this 
aftemonn, to begin my monster of a research trip at the inaugural 
Montreal Fringe. The sun is shinning, my visit here was always 
interesting- especially sittmding the 'Welcome Home Desert Storm 
Veteratl~ Parade." Now that was an anthropological experience. 
14 June, Montreal: A magical and carnivalesque city. 1 am staying 

with Hélén, whom 1 met at the Leantecl's conference in Kingston, she 

makes me feel w o n d d y  welcome. The Frïnge Producers, Ni& and 
Krk, are a couple of kids - almost But, so far, my first impression is 
that you would have to be terribly and t d d y  naive with wide-eyed 
optimism to attempt what (1 think) they are about to achieve. 

The Fringe office is a huge empty space. The ''papa trail" consists of 

one almost empty filing cabinet and a compter, which 1 am about to 
nunmage through. The atmosphere is chaotic; there are people painting 

Fringe signs, other people are claiming 'sleeping spots' - just in case. 
The place is a mess with back-packs and suitcases. Fringe programs are 
stacked in the middle of the room, pper  is s t r m  everywhere, and 

evayone appears hyper. 
Same day, Iater: So busy it is time to slow down and see what is in 

fiont of me. Firsf the site: St. Laurent Blvd The Street is r d  busy and 
real interesting. I'm told this is the dividing line between the French and 
English sides of town. 1 ran into Kris unloading garbage at 9:00 am., 
and then 1 saw her again, packing cases of beer into the tent at 2:00 pm. 
There is also an "official" Fringe club; a new b h o  called The Blue 
B ~ M M  is sponsoring the festival via cheap beer for the artists - and in 
retum, they are hoping to attract business. Right now the place is 

conspicuously empty. 
Same Day, 2:30 am. - post-Fringe openhg-night party in 
the beer @nt= The Party was Lively, the tent was packed fidl and abuu 
with enhiastic people. I talked at length with two dozen people - not 

including close fiiends and acquaintances. The line-ups for the ''porta- 
potty" wae long end sociable. There was an occasional whiff of 



marijuana coming from behind the tmt. The buzz of conversations 
included talk about theatre and language, theatre and poverty, theatre 
and Montreal. Kris and are gutsy people. The media are 
excited/delighted about the festival; there is an obvious need for 
production opportunities, at least in the Engiish theaire community. The 
artists, for the most part, are yomg and eager to prove themselves, as  
well, I'm told, "they have nothing to lose." Makes me thuik of Janis 
Joplin - 'Tust another word for fieedom." 
15 June, Opening morning: I began my &y with a 9:00 am. 
interview with Michel Via, in his living room. He enlightened me on 
the Franco th- - it was an intrïpiiing %ut-shell" history told with a 
reserved, yet fascinating fmt hand accounting. Amved at the Fringe 
site 1 1:00 am. The parade disappeared behind a misty rain and a steady 

flow of otherwise occupied people on St Laurent. Only two actors 
gave me handbills. By 2:00 pm. it was pouring down with min. I 
headed for the refuge of the bees tent; others had the same idea As the 

day progressed, a steady trickle of artists appeared, some still in make- 
up or costume. bea tait consensus: the audiences were realZy small, 
except for 1774's production of How Ibsen Got Hk Stwt - a satire on 
the Centaur Theatre. Rumor has it, they sold-out their house. Without 
lineups it is too hard to pass out handbills - especially considailig the 
language issues in this city. So says the beer tent buzz. And it does 
buplzz. 
16 June: Still raining. The beer tent is popular - people drift in and 

ask 'khat's happaiing?" The outdoor site is a closed off side street that 
faces the parking lot, that is the beer tent 
17 June: Still raining. Seeing 5 shows a day has its afkcts - as does 

meeting people in the beer tent who 1 have stood in line with, and hence 
we had seen the same show, and the discussions begin ... if 1 wer get 

home before 2:00 am. 1 will write about this. 
18 Jnne: The rain has tumed to mist again. My feet are always wet and 
1 have wom a hole in my smdal h m  walking up and down, and up and 

down, and down and up St. Laurent Blvd - between an eclectic 
collection of Friage venues. Only a week, and 1 feel 1 h o w  the 

chracter of this part of town, htimately. 



19 June: Michel Vias intervieweci me today - I gave him a nut-sheii 
history of the Fringe and my theories on the social and cul& aspects 
of the festivals. He is going to have the intenriew ûanslated and 

published in a. 
20 June: The sun is shining and people are no longer soggy. The 
stage in the street ha l ly  begins to attract some crowds - and interesting 

ones at that. Tonight a group of 6 eloquently dresseci "mid-fiftyish" 

people gathebed a the perimeters of the crowd, who were sitting on the 
pavement They wore their wealth with fur coafs and expensive shoes. 

As they stood watching Charlie Brown's juggling feats, Krk quickly 
rounded up some chairs for them. She placed the chairs in fiont of the 

"othei' crowd. When the welI-suited sat down, the scene was 
intriguing . After the show, 1 spoke with this group. They told me they 
were eager to support an event Like the Fringe, but they were 

"disappointed" that it had not been better advertised - "if not for that 

clown [sic], we would not have stopped and found out that this is a 

theuire festival, we ail support Enghh theatre." They also confesseci 

that, while appreciative of Kris' hospitality, re: the chairs, they felt 
conspicuous talong fkont row seats "in front of ali the others sitting on 

the Street like that," 
21 Jtme: Started my &y with coffee with Nick and Kris. They have 
had their home hydm cm-off, and they can't pay their rent because they 

investeci their own moneys to solve numerou unexpected expeLlSes. 

They have asked, and Foresight theatre has agreed, to do an extra 

benefit performance for the Fringe. 
23 June: The final weekend and I wonder what all the material 1 have 
gathered gives me? 1 have inteMewed 25 artists, all of the media on 

site, some of the audiences, Street perfomiers, technicians, the 

volunteers, and of course Nick and Kris at length. 1 have seen 25 

shows. I've had a fantastic t h e .  And, 1 will have a good long bus ride 

to Toronto to contemplate it all  - or perhaps, to sleep. 



1833 - 1982 (Toronto : Simon & Pierre, 1984): 208. 

" See Stuart. The drama department opened in 1947, the studio theatre m 1949. In the late 

l%O's, graduate programs in directin& designing, and play writing wae established. 

In the mid 1970's d o m  of d theatres exnerged m s s  the counl~~.  They began on ''dy 

obtained, but short-lived makework LIP (Local Initiatives Projects) and OFY (Opportunities for 

Youth) granis." See Filewod, &&g. 

In the h t  two years, the aimpany produced 25 plays for an audience of 20 thousaud, and in 

1977 they established a 'playwiight's mit' for new scripts. Stuart 

'O0 Filewod, m. 80. In 1980 the company had a budget of over MOOvOOO, most of which 

came h m  The Alberta Alcohol and Dnig Abuse Commission and other social activist agencies. 

'O' CPTA onnin;iterl at the Bread and Roses Festival spomred by Kam Theatre, Thunder Bay 

198 1. The foimdmg companies included Catalyst, Theaire Energy, Mummers Troupe, Great Canadian 

Theatre Company and Tomomw's Eve 

loi Ibid 

'" In 1965, Shoctor ùought the old Salvation Army Citadel with tbree silent pmers  at a cost of 

over two iumclred thousami dollars. On opening night Goid Seat tickets cost one hundred d o h  and 

the entire theatre sold out. In 1%6, the Canada CounciI gave îhe Citadel its fbt gant and, as is often 

îhe case, other fimding agencies followed suit Whai the theaire sold 93% of its avaiiable tickets, 

grants increased substantialiy. In 1975, the Citadel launched a second stage, and in 1976, the new 

Citadd complex was constnicted downtown. The cornplex has four theatres, the largest bebg the Joe 

Shoctor theatre with 685 seats. One million dollars of the cost for the new complex came h m  a 

Seaetzny of State gant, three and a haif million h m  other govanmat sources, and three million 

more was raised h m  private and corporate sources. Stuart 213. 

'O' Today, both the ideology and the fimding categories which locked the mainsiredalternative 

mode1 in place have chged. ' I h e  is Iittle doubt that the Frhtge festivals, dong with the 

imprecedented emergaice of festivals throughout the 1980's and a m  the country, have played a role 
in influencmg the changes. 

'" Accordhg to a number of theatre professionals and critics m s s  the counûy) %nef 



is the denning criterion for professionalism. 

'O9 Qtd m Am Nothof, "ïbee for the Road," Canadian Theatre Review, (CTR) 50 (1987), (italics 

mine). 

''O Brian Paisley, Intenriew, 1991. The foilowing un-cited qwtes are fmm the same interview. 

IL' 'The arts pmfessionak who aded as advisors more ofta then not meived m g . "  See Tom 

Hendry, "Massey and The Masses", CTR 4 (1974). " 

"' Paisley, Intenriew, 199 1. The followhg un-cited quotes are h m  the same intayiew. 

"3 Michad Green, Tetephone Interview, 1992. 

"' Robert Asile, Intenriew, 1992. 

":' Kaineth Brown, Personai correspondaice, 30 Nov. 1992. 

'16 interview, 1992. 

"' These companies were: The h s e  Moose Theatre Company under the direction of Keith 

Johnson; Studio Theatre 1 1 produced two shows, Shakespeare the Sdist ,  and Blow Job (both original 

producUons); R o b e  Birrkeü, an Emmy award winner for Prippdry, Z k  Plight of Pol& Pureheart; 

One Ydow Rabbi4 now intemaiionaUy renowned for th& expaiment.1 theatre which combines dance 

with pdonnance, Leonmdb 's Lat  Supper; i v k y  JO Fuimer, a dancer, produced an ori@ piece calleci 

Wuiting for the Moon. 

I l 8  Stewart Lemoine, Interview, 1992, 

'19 Astie, ïntemiew 1991. 

'20 Paisley, InterYim. 199 1. 

Iz4 Ibid. 

12.' Paisley, Interview, 199 1. 

'" See Michael M. Bristol, (New York Methuen, 1989). 

lrr Paisley, Interview, 1991. 

lm Edmonton :Festivalnton : Chinook Theatre 1987. The attaidance 

figures for al i  of the Fringes are bas& on "head counts" at the f&&, not the actuai n u m k  of 



- -  - 

tickets solci. Many pmple attend the festivals for the Street pdomance and Beer tents, never 

pirrcbasing a ticket for an indoor performances. For example, figures for Edmonton's 1986 Fringe 

show that the artists m e d  $250,000 in ticket sales, \khi& translates into approximateiy 40,000 

tickets, while attendance reached 350,000. Today, the Edmonton Fringe sells approximately 70,000 to 

80,000 tickets among 300 companies, and has an attmdance of over 450,000 people 

'" 1t is important to note that my interviews present a Mted perspective beczuse 1 spoke 

exciusively with artists who continued to produce on the Fringe for s e v d  years. 

"O Green, Interview. After the 1982 festival, Green jomed One Ydow Rabbit, one of a handfiil of 

theatre companies that emerged with the Fringe. AstIe and Jan Hadason fomded S m d  Change 

Theatre on the Fringe and worked togeths, with Jan Miller, for aght years produüng originai work 

nationally and intemationaiiy. 

"' me, Interview. 

'33 Brad Fraser, Intavim, 1992. 

1% mbe ;iTld [Toronto] 28 June 199 1. 

Ifs Lemoine, Interview. 

"' Paisley, Interview, 1991. 

13' Rosemary M d b k e a ,  "Frbge Theatre is h n t  and ceme as Edmonton Parties." 

26 Aug. 1984: El. 

"85% of the 1984 Edmonton Fringe audience wae d e r  45.'' Institute of Urban Studies,m 

(Wniv of WWinnipeg: 5 Oct 1988): 21 

"O Paisley, "A Fringe Theatre Event" 1982 P~ntipe Edmonton : Chinook 

Theatre 5, 



m e r  T h r ~ :  The Fringe Circuit 

The energy and excitement corne h m  the artists - local and 

visitmg - meeting each other on cornmon creative grourd Brain 

Paisley. '" 

Between 1985 and 199 1 a circuit of seven Fringe Festivals was established: 

Montreal in mid-June, Toronto in late June, Winnipeg in mid-My, Saskatoon in early 

August, Edmonton in mid-August, Vancouver in early September, and Victoria in late 

september.lB Each of the festivals doubled audience numbers between the fint and 

second year, and most continued to double their n u m k  into years' three and four" 

This circuit began and grew in a haphazard way. Other than an informal annual Fringe 

Roducer's Conference (inaugurated in 1989), there was no real organization linking 

the producas h m  each city. They faciritated each o k  in a limited manner, and they 

also dis@ with each other about fundamental concepts of the production model. 

However, d of the producers did (and do) adhere faithfdly to Paisley's k t  p ~ c i p I e  

of Fringe production: non-adjudicated programming selected on a fkst-comefirst- 

served application process. And, all agree Nl principe with rehirning 100% of the box 

office to the artist.14' 

In 1985 Joanna Maratta, an enagetic director in Vancouver, decided to b m w  

Paisley's model and producai the Vancouver "Theatre and Performance Arts Fringe 

Festival" - a month following the Edmonton Fringe. '46 The 1986 Vancower Fringe 

hosted 93 theatre companies in 8 venues for a 9 day festval with shows nmning 

between noon and midnight; 23 of these were toiaing companies and 7 of these were 

international. The following year, Randy Smith produceci a Fringe festival in Victoria. 

This was a s m d  event ninning for 3 days, between 6 :O0 pm. and midnight, with 3 

venues, applications were limited to local companies; 18 shows were p r o m i c d  The 

next year, 1988, Victoria's Fringe expmded to 5 venues nmning performances fkom 



noon to midnïght for 5 days; 29 companies produced, 1 1 of these were t oukg  

companies, and 6 of these wexe international. In 1988 the Winnipeg Fringe began with 

a bang - attracting audiences and crowds larger than anyone had imaginBd; 30,000 

people attended the festival and 16,000 tickets were purchased. Skty-five companies 

performed, the festival ran for 9 days in 5 venues, 29 were touring troupes, 9 were 

intanational. With W i p e g ' s  inau@ Fringe, the circuit changed directions in more 

than geographical terms. Winnipeg's Fringe is produced by the Manitoba Thea~e  

Ceatre, Canada's oldest regional theatre. And, it was the nIst "circuit" Fringe to mate 

the same kind of festivity and enthusiasm as Edmonton's festival. When Winnipeg's 

Fringe was such an outstanding success, some people began to wonder if the Fringe 

was going to be a Raine phenomenon. The following year, a group of small theatm 

in Toronto held an "ad hoc'' meeting and decided they needed a Fringe festival. AS 

would be expected, the 1989 inaupiirai Toronto Fringe was dBerent in a amber of 

intereshg ways. There are no numbers available on the makeup of the first Toronto 

Fringe, but in the following year, oniy 5 out of 45 companies were tomhg troupes, 

and ody 2 were international (the Toronto festival has never attracted a large pacmtage 

of t o h g  groups for a number of reasons discussed below).'" In 1990,25th Street 

Theatre in Saskatoon (one of the country's oldest altemative theatres) provided "the 

missing W' in the circuit by hosting a 5 &y festival with 5 venues, and 35 theatre 

compdes - of which at least 12 were touring groups, 3 were intemational." A year 

lata (1991), a group of yomg people in Montreal - who had corne to the city nom 

various parts of Canada to attend University - produced a 9 day, 5 venue Fringe 

festival. Forty- five companies produced (there was also a "waiting kt" of 50 

companies), 24 of these were toWng groups, 2 were international. 

As the circuit began to grow, each Fringe depended on a variety of sources for 

income." Because the festivals retumed ticket revenue &&y to the artists, the 

application fees and beer tent revenue are the only common source of income. The 



amount of hding  varies &y. The inaugud Winnipeg Fringe had a budget of 

$167,305, while the h t  budget for the Montreal festival wss $35,000. None of the 

festivals began with expensive or extensive promotion campaigns. On average the 

festivals allot 2% of the total budget for promotion.lPD Each Fringe was produced with 

an absolute minimum number of people. The Montreal, Toronto, and Saskatoon 

festivals were unable to support a single year-round position, and only two of the 

festivals were produced by companies that owned or rented a permanent theatre space: 

MT.C. in WîtlIilpeg and 25th Street Theatre in Saskatoon. It is surprishg that a 

theatrical event as popular as the Fiinge Festival circuit was created with so liale forna1 

organization, money, administration, or fadities. 

. art One: The  festival^ 

As companies and artists meet fomally and idoxmaUy, they are caught 

up in a cross pollination of ideas and aesthetics.'' 

The Vancouver Fringe - 1985 

Year one we worked out of the back of our cars. Year two the 
Fringe club was our office. Year three we got pagers, moved 

the club to the Cinderella Ball club, and the phone booth on the 

corner was my personal office. Year four we got the walkie- 
takk. JoannaMaratta 

JO- Maratîa founded TheatreSpace in 1983 with a mandate to "provide a catalyst 

for creative energy by providing a space, opportwiities, and an audience for 

independent t h e  ar t i s t~ . "~  Maratta left a public relations carea in the forest 

industry, sold her house and investeci her money in what she considas, "an extremely 

idealistic and perhaps naive vision."'" She rented a space in Gastown and put out a cal1 
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for submissions, auditions, and proposais; 125 people responded Fifty of these 

people came togeâher to fom an independent and co-opaative company of artists 

(writers, directors, actors, pets, and pedomance artists) - a "TheatmSpace." M e r  

18 months the company was unable to a m  any functing. In the fall of 1984, when 

TheatreSpace received an application for the Edmonton Fringe, Marami began to think 

that hosting a Fringe was a way to fulfiill her mandate and a means of survival for her 

''vision." 

In retrospect, t appears inevitable that Paisley's model would be trmsplmted By 

1985 Edmonton's Fringe had grown substantially and enjoyed both professional and 

d c a l  supp~r t . ' ~  When Maratta consulted with Paisley about the prospects of 

produchg a Vancouver Fringe, he not only encourageci her to proceed, he travelled to 

Vancouver to assist with the organization. When TheatreSpace put out a cal1 for 

applications in the spring of l985,7O cornpaies applied; there was evidently a great 

need for the production opportunities the Fringe offered Like Paisley in Edmonton, 

Marami explains this response by pointmg to an overd climate of dissatisfàction in 

Vancouver's alternative theatre community. The prevailing gnxmbles of dissatisfdon 

in Vancouver were distinctly different h m  those *ch Paisley described; in 

Edmonton people wanted more challenging work and the freeQm to expeRment - in 

Vancouver people were seeking opportunities to work: 

People needed an opportunity to showcase their work; to bring to the 
attention of the established theatres the amount of talent that is present in , 

Vancouver - so much was going unseai or not producd The mandate 
was based upon a desire to demonstrate the riches of the alternatives we 

have in this t o ~ n . ' ~  

Paisley had a limited influence on Maratta's production choices. Technidy, the 

Vancouver Fringe foliowed the basic mechanics of Edmonton's model, scheduiinp 

shows h m  noon to midnight and selling tickets an hour before show-time m front of 



the venues. However, the Vancouver Fringe was different h m  the Edmonton Fringe 

in notable ways. Maratta was cautious about adapting the Emnonton model to her 

CQmmunify: 

The notion that the Fringe model c m  be transplanteci iike something 
handed to you on a platter is wmng. You have to pay carefûl mention 
to your own community. It is too easy to Say, T m  going to take this 
model and impose it. ' ls 

As well, the inaugural Vancouver festivd was significantly larger then Edmonton's. 

Like Paisley, Maratta accommodated ev-y ap~iication'~ 

The rnost evident and influentid difference between Edmonton's and Vancouver's 

Fringe is the aesthetics of the two sites: Old Strathcona in Edmonton and Main S m  in 

Vancouver. The ambiance and character of Edmonton's site were quiddy noted as 

essential to the Fringe amaction: 

The nine festival stages were all located on two blocks of the city's Old 
Strathcona area The proximity allowed theatre goers to hop h m  play 

to play and soak up the c o l o f i  ambiance of the tum-of-the-century 
district with its red brick buildings, mature trees, espresso bars, delis 
and vintage clothing shops.'" 

Contrast this description with one written by Stephen Godfkey about the Vancouver 

Fringe: 

Unlike Edmonton's Fringe, the Vancouver Fringe is located in one of the 

@est and most inhospitable sections of the city, a commercial and light 
industrial area umich is sliced by three main tboroughfares and borderd on one 
si& by auto-body shops. The ten venues are scattefed throughout a landscape 
which seans architectudy determineci to hide their 

Manimi chose this "inhospitab1e" site because among the body shops and stretched 

dong Main Street are a number of older buildings housing arts orgmhtions that 



provided inexpensive Fringe vermes (almost) widiin cdortable wallong distance 

(Heritage HaIl, The Vancouver Littie Theatre, the Western Front Art Gallery, the G m t  

Gallay, the Chderella Ball Palace). The roaring uafnc dong Main street, the lack of 

ambiance, and the long walking distances (uphill) between venues - cornbined with 

the fact that neating a "true" festival was never a prionty for Maratta - have resulted in 

a Fringe festival that is decidedly lacking in fdvity.  

Maratta did not attend Edmonton's Frhge until 1987. And when she di4 her 

assessrnent of the festive behavior was not positive: 

1 did not go into the beer tents. To be honest 1 was quite appalled by 
them. The Chinook beer tent was the favorite among the biker aowds. 
It was a hang-out 1 stood across the way and watched and what 1 saw 
was people sitting there fimm noon to midnight who couldn't a r e  less 
about the festival. 

Paisley re-counted a stoiy about this "biker crowd" that would no doubt surprise 

Maratta, and which explains in part why the Edmonton Fringe is so popular: 

The beer tents are 'licetlsed lobbies." We had to prove that beer tent 

patrons are also theatre goers to satisS, the licensing permit (that's why 
you have to have a program to get into the tents). One &y, the 

authorities wexe doing a site check. There was a large group of 

leathered-up bikers in the Chinook ta i t  They pointed them out to me, 

so 1 sai4 'Well lets go take a closer look' As we walked toward their 
table we could hear than arguing about one of the plays. We stood 

th- for a few moments, and sure enough, one of them took out his 
prograxn and asked which show they were talking about. He took out 
his pen and circled it The point is, that just because these people don't 

look as if they would be theatre goers - weli, THAT is the point.'" 

Paisley's enthusiasm, for a "fke for all, breaking down the bamers, chaotic and 

nSky celebration of theatre," had linle influence on Maratta She was cautious about the 

type of image she was projecting: 



1 have been extremely carefùl fbm the beginning not to give the festival 
false hype. UnWre Paisley, I've neva wanted to steer the festival toward a 
'hyped-up' event." 

The programming was orgatljzed more ca~egoricaily than Paisley's mode1 allowed. 

Venues were oriented to specific types of work. For example, The Western Front 

Gallery was programmeci as an exclusively Performance Art venue. The decision to 

equate specific venues with partïdar types of perfomauce made the Vancouver Fringe 

less confusing and chaotic The titles and descriptions in the program suggest that the 

performinp companies were, like Maratta, relatively more conservative; they too were 

less inclineci to "hyped-up" promotion . 

While the early Vancouver artists desCnbed a similar scnse of empowerment via the 

selfdetermination that the Fringe offered than, they did not express the same initial 

propensity to celebration and nivolity as was the case in Edmonton. While the 

Vancouver festival had a Fringe club since the beghhg, beuMe of the wet weather in 

September, it is always an indoor space that is traditiody dark and un-inviting for 

"innocent audience members" There is no real "hhub" or common gathering place dong 

Main Street. On the whole, Maratta created a more organized type of festival - with a 

greatg focus on administration tiian festivity. The Vancower Fringe audiences did not 

grow as rapidly, nor did the event become as popular as most of the other Fringes. 

Fust Impressions: 

Dark Horst Theatre Collective, Vancouver: 
In April1985 we were a rag-tag group of semi-professionals who had 
worked together on s e v d  projects under our own and others' 
auspices, and who wanted to do it again. ... We had aspirations. We 

would produce our own shows, maintahhg high standards and 
possessing &tic integrity. What we didn't have were h d s .  

Capital. Money. ... September, 1985. Opening night. It went ! ! ! 
Next &y, a review in the Sun!! And that nîght? More audiences! 
Amazing? Maybe there was somdhing to this producing stuff a f k  ail. 



The t h  of the matter is that the Fringe gave us our h t  opportunity 
and we've never looked back.16' 

NicoIa Cavendish, Actor, Vancouver: 

1 can honestly Say, after due thought and consideration, that m y  
fondest mernory of the Fringe festival, and there were many, was 

standing every e v d g  at the back door of Our makeshift theatre and 
coutlting out the Ioot. I felt like a real actor in the anciait sense of the 
word 

Chns Chreightcm-Kdy, Writer, Poet, Perfomiance Artisf cultural bureaucrat, 

Vancouver: 

Well, strictly speaking this is not a memory. ... Maybe ifs a hop, 
maybe eveu a vision. But then vision îs really only memoIy in fat 
forward/scan/pause. ... It holds forth the crisis that creates the new, 
the instant of reinvention, the @orniance that mergg us - that 
communicates not just '20'' an audience but "with" them. ... The 
Vancouver Fringe Festival, when it works/when we let it work, offers 
us the "prescience" of this present: the chance, when finding out, to also 
find "in"!m 

The Victoria Fringe - 1987 

"We to mate diaos and hm conml it." I<lmdy Smith- 

This cornmunity has a strong seose of isolation We need a solid 
hmework; a network of support and encouragement. The Fringe 
should bring -one together: dance, music, theatre, @ormance. 
Break down our own definitions of theatre. And, mate opportunities 
for seLf-employment. 168 
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Randy Smith was 22 ycars old whm he founded Intrepid Theatre company m 

November 1986. Smith was studying directing and designing at the University of 

Victoria when he composed the original mandate: "to faaitate local h t s  by 

stimulating production opportunities for new and experimental work."'@ M e r  a 

successful inaugurai year of productions, in March 1987, Smith wrote a proposa for 

Intrepid to host a Fringe. 'The Fringe," he told his board of directon, "is the perfkct 

vehicle for Intrepid's longevity, financial security, and fulfillment of mandate."'" 

Before organizing his proposal, Smith invited Maratta and Paisley to present a 

workshop weekend on "how to produce a Fringe." Smith's pasonal notes fiom that 

weekend outline the agreed upon principles for produckg a successful Fringe festival: 

The Host Company's mandate: 
- To act as facilitators with a first corne first saved policy. 
- To accommodate the local community; the Fringe can only corne alive 

with the infusions of assistance, energy, technical, and fiosncial 

support of Victoria. 
- To go after a non-traditional audience and to encourage a broad based 

audience. 
- To always keep advertising to a minimal; the companies must take 

responsibility for their own promotion. 
- To d o w  the producing companies to shape the image of iheir festival 

each year. 
- To £inance the bare mUiimum of o r g d t i o n .  
- To make the venues technically good 
- Lighting is the fundamental scenic element in Fringe production. 

Fringe Artist: The Fringe rut be 'artist-generated'. 
- They are the cuitural producas, the cmtreprenieurs. 
- The artists provide the platforni for risk by taking risks. 
Fringe Audience: Must take the risk to be equal partners with &ts 
in judging the quality of art. 

- The audience is responsible. They get what they choose. 
Fringe Festival: Must allow the quality of art to be detenniaed by the 

relatiomhip betweetl actor and audience. 



- Should be a catalyst for Iinking up artists and community, axtists and 
business, and artists h m  diffkrent commUIUlties by creating a social 
atmosphere of nehnrorking, rningling and socializing. 

- The Festival should be at 1-t 50% local. '71 

These are the basic principles that Paisley and Maratta outlined for Smith and his board 

of directors. Paisley emphasized that, "'after six years of the Edmonton Fring e," his 

prime strategy for production was, "to obsewe what works, andprmerue what works 

with a iittle stimulation - and as linle inter$erence as aspossible." " 

Both Paisley and Maratta cautioned Smith that the Fringe production mode1 was not 

necessarily a f d a  for success. Paisley stressed that it depended on artists and 

audiences t a h g  risks, he pointed to the vitality of Edmonton's community to help 

explain the rapid success of its festival: "You've got to have a vital theatre commhty 

to sponsor such an ment, and Edmonton's got it."" Victoria's theatre community was 

substantially smder than Edmonton's - and, it wasprecirely a saise of vitality that 

htrepid was ammpting to create by hosting a Fringe. 

htrepid needed more than a set of principles. In the interest of faciliitating the 

beginnuigs of a Fringe circuit, Paisley suggested that they '%realCk" the "first-comefht- 

serveci" d e  by making a "quiet c d  for submissions." He offered to aicourage "the 

b a t  shows of Edmonton and Vancouver to play in V i c t o ~ " "  While contempiating 

Paisley's advice and offer, Smith met with other profasionals in town to encourage 

their participation. Glenis Leyshorn, Artistic Director of the Bel£@ Theatre, stresseci 

how smaU the talent pool is in Victoria, and she expresseci conceni about the BeEy 

opening its season in the middle of a festival. Colin Gome, General Manager at 

Kaleidoscope Theatre, showed interest in the prospect of producing on the Fringe. 

But, he urged that professional groups "ht depend on a certain revenue would need to 

receive specid cwsiderations: re, venue assignments, number of performii11ces, and 



time slots."" "The question is," Smith told hîs board, "do 1 fit their concems into my 

design, or do 1 do it my way and wait for than to corne around?"'" He pointed to 

Paisley's advice: "serve your own constitumcy first" But, he asked, who would make 

up that constituency? Who was the F ~ g e  going to serve? 

After many quaies and much discussion, Intrepid decided to begin with a trial m. 

Smith tunied down Paisley's offer of "a Little stimulation" in the form of quiet 

applications to well-established FRnge companies. Instead of a nine-day festival open 

to national and international companies, the event r a .  for three days and invited only 

local companies to apply. The artists paid a $75.00 application fee and received 80% of 

their box office. Twenty-two companies applied, and were accepted. Many of thae 

people were University of Victoria students and grachates who created companies 

specincally to produce on the Fringe. The festival was not a 6mncial success for the 

artists (the average box office was $25.00), but the Fringe s h d a t e d  a strong mou& 

level of enthusiasm and excitement in the community to launch a fidl 1engt.h festival in 

1988. And, Intrepidcame out in the black. 

For Smith, creating a chaotic festive atmosphere was a central concem. On my h t  

visit to his office, he enthusiasticdy showed me a copy of h e y  Cox's book, Feast 

of Fook, and proceeded to engage me in a long discussion of the possibi1ities and 

rnaits of creating an authentic theatre carnival complete with festive drinking, feasting 

and fivolity - in downtown Victoria. He argued, 

Victoria is a real suited-up community; 1 want people to get casd, 

relax, have fun, take a few risks - hell, go cray! This town needs that 

kind of energy? 

Victoria is a smd,  quaint city with a downtown core that borders the harbour and 

contains a number of 'Wage square" type of spaces. For the beer garden and outdoor 

stage, Smith chose Market Square - a large square with sculptures, trees, benches, and 



an outdoor paforxning space surromded by three stories of an old wwden market. 

The stores, cafés, and restaurants in the Square invite a yoimg, and "hip" clientele, 

much WEe the Strathcona area in Edmonton. Despite this idtractive settkg, Market 

Square did not becorne a central gathaing place for F ~ g e  audiences or performerdR 

Instead, the heart and the aesthetic of the Victoria Fringe are châracterized by the 

"downtown" nature of the city; it is the old uty sir- and the spaces betweei the 

venues tbat becorne the "'hub'' of the festvd: the bars and cafés; the alleyways and the 

harbour. And more fecently, the street pdormers have lured the mwds down to the 

causeway. Because Victoria has such a small city core, the festival avers downtowq 

yet dl the veaues are in cornfortable walking distance. As quaint a town as this may 

appear to be, after dark, the homeless, the dninks, the street fi&, and the prostitutes 

mingle fi.ee1y with the Friday night aowds. Wendy Vousden, one of the feminist 

comics fiom Sensible Fwtwear, told me, a litde indignantly, 

We think that the Victoria Fringe should have told us we were going to 
be N, a r d  light district. Whai 1 was walking back last night a man 
roiled down his window and asked how much for a blow-job!In 

First Impressions: 

Michael D. Reid, Theatre Cntic for the Victoria Colon&: 

Fringe benefits is a people-watcher's paraclise. Inside the beer tent, a .  

eccentric senior citizen and a young athlete were ovdeard debafing the 
merits of a politicai play. Nearby children cavarted about and squealed 

with delight at the antics of a hard-working clown. Sitting next to me in 
one venue was a weli-behaved dog. The audience is a rnixed bag. In 
some cases five bucks seans lüre a real bargain, in othas, you could 
feel ripped off. .... The repextoire runs the gamut fiom the beautifid to 

the bizarre. 



Randy Smith, Artistic Director of Intrepid Theatre and Fringe Producer 1987 - 1992: 

1 knew it was gohg to work when 1 heard a person complaining to the 
volunteer ticket sellm about the content of one of the shows. She was 

really angry. Passion. Controversy. Debate. HeU, people t . g  about 
theatre, that's what makes a Fringe wo~k.'~'  

Alan Hughes, Intrepid Board member and professor of theatre history at the University 
of Victoria: 

1 ranember rumimg h m  one venue to the next and meeting others 

doing the same t h a .  1 met an actor who said the F ~ g e  would fail 
because t was "just" people fiom the theatre department at WIC.. 
performing for each other. I was detennined to help Randy prove him 

wrong. Did, too.18 

Mer the inaugural Victoria festival, the Fringe circuit began to develop in a number 

of important ways. Paisley translated his pxinciples for Fringe production into an 80 

page manual: m e  Theatre E v a -  A Guide for pro du ai^.^ A cornmon process of 

development between inaugural Fringe festivals began to appear. Whiie each Fringe 

was distinct, by virtue of the nature of the host Company and the circumstances existing 

in the larger community, each new producer tended to folIower the guidelines Paisley 

presented to Intrepid theatre: 1) consulting with Edmonton, 2) consulting with the 

larger community, and 3) isolating the unigue needs of each t h e  community. 

The Winnipeg Fringe - 1988 

The unique aspect of our festival is that it is produced by a regional 
theatre. In Edmonton and Vancouver the Fringe grew out of a reaction 
to mainstream theatre, here it is different. ~ U T S  was more a recognition 
that theatre can be produced a number of differe~lt ways. Larry 

~esocaas'~* 

Budga 

~ 1 6 7 , 3 0 5 . ~ ~  

Festival 
Attendance 
30,000 

Revenue to 
artists ( m x ) .  

$64,000 

Tickets soId 

1600 

# of 
venues 

5 

# of companies 

49 



Accordhg to a numba of theatre professionals, the idea of starMg a Fringe 

Festival in Winnipeg had been a topic of discussion since the early 1 980's. Colin 

Jackson, the G a i d  Manager of Raine Theatre Exchange (Winnipeg's ''alternative" 

thme), told me that PTE had seriously discussed the idea of hosting a Fringe in 1985; 

but, at that time PTE was also making plans to find or build a new theatre complex. 

L4Fraakly," he said, "we missed the boat on that one."lS In 1986, Larry Desrochers 

began to discuss the idea of hosMg a FNige in Winnipeg with Rick McNair, then 

Artistic Director at M C .  Like Paisley, McNair had worked in theatre in Britain and 

was familiar with f i g e  theatre and impressed with the Edinburgh Fringe. 

Whai McNair and Desrochers presented a proposal to the board of directors of 

MTC, the response was COOL The non-juried, £kt-corne first-saved programming 

policy disturbed them. From the board's perspective, a non-juried festval contradicted 

M X ' S  mandate of ''sethg the standards by which theatre is measufed."" The board 

rnembers continued to ask 'î,vhat if this kind of play applies - or that kïnd of play?" 

Mc& and Desrochers kept explaining that, "this was not an issue, that no one even 

reads the potential  script^."'^ 

It took a lot of convincing for the board The idea of accepting 

companies on a ht-come first-saved basis with no quality contml was 
entirely foreign to them. We informed hem on the growth of 
Edmonton's festival and the success and benefits that the FNige brought 

to that coxnmunity. 1 stressed that the lack of selection process was a 
part of the way the model worked, and a big part of why the audiences 
were so excited. I explained that the ht-corne first-sewe was intrinsic 

to that success. The most important question for the board is ahost 
always whether or not an idea is going to make money or lose money. 
We demonstrateci it obviously worked in Edmonton, and surdy people 
in W î p e g  are not that different h m  people thereg In the en4 having 
the Edmonton model to refer to is what convinced than. " 



There were of course great advanages in having a large and secme theatre like 

MTC host a Fringe Festival. MTC's reputation brought instant legitimacy to the 

Fringe; unlike the other Fringes, the inauginal W i p e g  festival received signincant 

public funding; corporate sponsorships were easier to solicit, M C  shared overhead 

and staff costs, and provided publicity and venues. There are &O disadvantages: 

Initially the negative aspects of having W C  produce a Fringe were 
tremaidous. The theatre just codd not take the Fringe serïously. We 

were co~l~taatiy concemed that they might back out at the 1st minute. 

Confidentidy speaking, Lany and 1 always had a contingency plan that 
would enable the project to go ahead without M E .  The other problem 
is of course MTC's capacity for falling in love with the Fringe for all the 

wrong reasons - and possibly reneghg on its responsibility to the local 

small theatre mmmunity by telling companies that request assistance 
with play development to "go do a Fringe play." And there is the 
constant danger of MTC ûying to take too much control and somehow 
over- nding the non-juied process .le 

At this writing, Winnpeg is the only Fringe that has censored Fringe plays, not the 

productions, but rather their titles and posters: The Fuck Machine in 1993 and The 

Happy Cwir in 1994. This is worth considering in context with McNair's fears in 

The Influence of 

Oothebasis 

the Edmonton Model: 

of on Edmonton and Vancouver's experience we estimated 

an attendance of 6Oûû people for the b t  Fringe [the actual figure was 
30,0001. What 1 did not account for was the fact that 1 had the mode1 to 

work with. Whde they were inventhg the wheel, 1 was adjusting the 
spokes. It was a remarkable advantage. h r y  ~esrochers." 

In 1987, Desrochers re-mounted his W C  stuclio production of Salt Water Moon 

on the Edmonton Frhge, he also spent six extra weeks in Edmonton studying the 

principles of Fringe production. 19' Noting that the outdoor pesfomances act like 



commgcials, "'in a psychological sense, for people who are just hanging about, or 

passing by - they see the outdoor stage and then they see the 'info booth', and then 

they ask "what's going on?" -He decided site location was paramount to the success of 

a Fringe. 

The W ~ p e g  site, Old Market Square, is located in the Exchange district, just east 

of the downtown business area and across Main Street h m  the Centennial Centre. The 

site borders on an older commercial area of town (the Exchange District), which was 

experiencing a recent flurry of gentrification. Market Square propa, was in the procas 

of king developed into a chic "dturai ares".'* This was also the case with the Old 

Strathcona district in Edmonton. In both cities, civic officiais were excited about 

popular arts-oriented events being schemiled for these sites. Both areas are historic 

districts, both offer a number of theatres in walking distance h m  each other, and both 

contain oiitdoor stages sunotmded by park The similar site aesthetic is one of many 

paraliels that the Winnipeg and Edmonton Fringes share. Both festivals also have a 

variety of venues - ranging nom the cornfortable and well-equipped large or s m d  

theatre, to the hombly hot and ill equipped small space. 

Typically, the Fringes open with a party or a dance on the eve of die festival, and in 

Edmonton there is always a parade of actors in costumes at noon on opening &y. In 

Winnipeg, the inaugurai opening celebration was unique. Because Market Square is 

surounded by a business district, a parade seemed inappropriate for an opening event. 

Determined to follow the Edmonton mode1 as closely as possible, Desrochem wanted 

to, "do something to kick off the festival - to get people out early and set up 

expectations for fun."" In the end, he choose a pancake breakfist in the parïc: 'The 

Rat-Out Pancake Polka ~ a r t y ' ~ . ~  This is a particularly interesthg event: Old Market 

Square park is also home to a number of urban-aboriginals, so while a pancake 

breakfast m y  conjure up images of the Ladies Auxiliaxy, at the Wdpeg Fringe this 



went included an open stage with rock n' roll playing (at 9:00 am.!) to an eclectic 

gathering h g  breakfast together perfomers in costume, saeet perfomers, 

audiences, children, and the homeless. 

Desrochers also utilized his trip to Edmonton to advertise and encourage performbg 

companies to apply for Winnipeg's festival. Sak Theatre, a F ' d a  based Street 

performance troupe, took up the offer. According to Desrochers, "they made the 

outdoor stage": 

Those guys are ranarkable, they would do a show for two people 
until the stage began to happai. By the end of the week people were 

phoning to ask whai Sak was performing. 

Sak has had a significant impact on most of the Fringes in tams  of stimulatmg an 

outdoor audience. Four of the popular Edmonton theatre companies producecl on 

Winnipeg's ht Fringe: Thrre Dead Trolls in a Baggie (ï?zree Dead Trolls in a Baggie), 

Theatre Network (Theatrespom), Grant MacEwan Theater Arts (Alice in Concert by 

Elizabeth Swados), Leave it to Jane Theatre (Pemonak by William Finn and Goblin 

Market by Peggy Hannon and Polly Pen), and The Comedy Troupe (Free Food and 

Beer). 

Consultation with the Community: 

Consultation with the theatre co~munity was relatively uncomplicated for two 

reasons: the idea o f  a Winnipeg Fringe had been an object of discussion among the 

local theatre cornmunity for at least a couple of years and, Winnipeg was already 

experieicing the anergence of a ' h g e  theatre community' seeking out opportunitics to 

self-produce. In part, this was happening beuwse many artists had already been 

produchg on the Edmonton Fringe, an4 in 1986, they had successfidly lobbied for 

Arts Council hding  aimed at independent s~prochrction. 



Because the t h e  community was mare of the potenaal ofa Fringe, and already 

eager to participate, Desrochers was able to fociis most of his pre Fringe attention on 

the public and the media: 

It was a process o f  education. F k t ,  we focused on the public. We 

began telluig people what they needed to know in order to participate in 
the event. People understood that a Fringe was someihing wacky, off- 
centre, and different. We stressed that this theatre was going to be fun, 
not formal. They may not have p p e d  the whole concept, but people 
~11deFstood that they were welcome to participate, to be a part of the 
event Meanwhile we &O spoke to the media casually for three rnonths 
before we amounced the festival. By the time we did make a big media 
annoutlcement they knew what the Fringe philosophy was, they 

uuderstood the bt-come-kt-smed policy, and how the event 
worked - as much as they could without having experienced a 

~ringe. 

Unique Needs of the Community: 

"1 think there was a real need for an event that offered a sense of 
communify." Larry Degochas. 

For the public, the Fringe was yet another summertime festival in a city of 

festivals: the Folk Festival, the Mime Festival, the Dance Festival, the Black-0-rama 

Festival, and others. Yet, Desrocha feels the Fringe did, and does, offer a unique 

sense of commmity that was lacking, yet growing ever more important: 

In an age when we are growing more and more away fiom COII~II~UIÜQ 

onented Btpenences, the Fringe offers an ment Hi which people corne 
togetha to share stories and cornmonalties against a large souo-economic 
range of people who live in the commUILity. The Fringe brings people 
together in a unique way because there is no preferential treatment, not for 

the artists, not for the audiences. It &esn't matter if you drive a Jaguer or 
if you've been on U.I. for two years - you stand in the same lineup, pay 
the same price, and drink in the same beer tent. 1 think this is what the 



commimity responded to, a sense of community beyond socio-economic 
c o n c ~ .  

First Impressions: 

Chris Johnson, Drama department, University of Manitoh 

The 1986 Vancouver Fringe was my k t  expaieme ai the Fringe. It 
was very laid back, very avant garde. This was my h t  impression of 
what our Fringe would be. But when Winnipeg started it was différent; 

the ment was for everybody and it was reah'y festive!'" Winnipeg's 

6rst Fringe Festival was the most exciting theatrical event I've 

elrpenmced since coming here nine yean ago. 1 diink it might well 
prove, in the long run, to be one of the most important in the city's 

theatre history, coming a close second to the founding of the Manitoba 
Theatre Ceatre. The implications of the eight &y event, and of 
Winnipeg's astonishingly enthusiastic response are far reaching: new 
cornpinies were fomed for the Fringe and some will probably continue 
and devdop, increashg the availability of altemative theatre year- 
round, Ig7 

Per Bask, University of Winnipeg: 

Before the Fringe we had a new variety of independent groups 
b m g  to produce themselves. There was new activity in the theatre 
community with a lot of young companies anerging. When the Fringe 
arriveci it naturaly absorbed a lot of that eneqgy." 

The Toronto Fringe - 1989: 

We went to the owner of the building who gave us an office space. We 
bomwed a typewriter. We didn't have a compter. It was really Qwn 
and dirty . Gregory ~ixon.  '? 

I realized thae wae so many festivals in Toronto that, ifwe were going 
to receive any kind of support, we had to be distinctly different. In the 
end, it was the non-mandatedhon-jiaied policy of the Fringe that made 
us special. Gregory Nixon 

Wdget 

$25,000. 

#ofVmua 
r 

3 

Revenue to 
artists 

NA 

Festival 
Atrendance 

5000 

Pafbm$q 
ComDanieS 

40  

Tickets sold 

NA 



The Toronto Fringe is un-carnival-like - yet thee is a release of social 
inhibitions p d a r  to Carnival. Ray ~ o n l o g u e ~  

Gregory Nixon founded the Fiexible Packaging Theatre Company in 1986 with 

Julia. Richards and Cheryl Ray. For the first year and a half the Company surviveci on 

what Torontonians in the independent small theatre community call an "Art Grant" - 
welfare. Nixon's Company was one of a handful of Toronto companies: Stones 

Theatre, Crow's Theatre, and Ziggurat Theatre, who decided at an "ad hoc" meeting 

that it was "time to get a Fringe started." Nixon describes his own htrations at the 

time: 

1 was gomg to meeting a k  meeting of the small theatre caucus. At that 
time there were 70 membas. The meetings always descended into a 
bleak 'poor us' atmosphere; "there are no venues, no audiences, no 
money." All of these cornplaints were valid, but at this parîicular 
meetmg it was suggested thai; 'the central problem is our rapme to the 
situation.' We were all ô e i i  reactive instead of proactive. 

Roducing a Fringe festival, they agreed, would be a pro-active solution; "it may 

not necessarily make money or careas, but it would give people the opportMity to 'get 

out of a terrible rut. "' 

They incorporated under the name ' n i e  Fringe of Toronto," and instead of a board 

of directors thqr instituted an Arts Advisory Council made up of rotating members of 

the small theatre caucus of the Tonmto Theatre Alliance. According to Nmon, he had 

the most experience with prochichg and grant app1ications - so he initiated the 

incorporation, wrote the h t  grant applications, and inevitabIy took on the full thne role 

as producer. 



The Influence of the Edmonton Fringe: 

Nixon is the only founding FRnge producer who did not communicate with Brain 

Paisley before producing a festival. He gave me three reasons why: 

1 was too arrogant What could Edmonton teach Toronto about theatre? 
1 thought the differences between the two cities were too great to d o w  a 
transfer of Edmonton's model to Toronto. I was simply too busy. I did 
not have an office for the h t  six months, never mind a staff, or a long 
distance buâget - there was no money for stamps! 

The inaugirral Toronto Fringe was dserent in a number of ways: the festival ran 

for 15 days with no &y time shows, there was no parade, no opening party for the 

general publicy and no Fringe club. 'Ihree venues accommodated 40 companies - two 

of these spaces were bais: "the ownen gave the space in return for the bin menue," 

and venue 3 was the basement of a public library. AU of the venues were in waking 

distance - but it was a bit of a trek h e m  Sneaky Dee's on Bathurst street to the 

"hub" of the Fringe in the Annex area (just a few blocks west of Honest Ed's and the 

Bathufsf subway station). The most visible garhering spot was the large bakery and 

deli restaurant on the corner of Brunswick and Bloor sfreets, which serves beer and 

wine and has outside seating for about 100 people. 

Nixon was enthusiastic about creating a big party for all  the small independent 

artists in the city, but he thought it would be a too &un@ a task to stimulate a 

carnival atmosphere in the streets: 

I fwe can create a space where strangas just interact with each other - 
in Toronto, that will be an accompIishmmt. Never mind festivity. This 
city discourages interaction. 1 thmk this is because the corporate dollar 
is so much more important than anything else. Vancouver has a beach 
culture, Edmonton has a festival culture. In Toronto we have a trafnc 
culture. Nothing is more important then the flow of tratEc. The sight 
of people standing in a Fringe he-up, 1 mean not &hg anything but 



standing there with each other - wain'ng - to buy a ticket - lwks lke a 
festivai! ! 

In an effort to stimulate some saise of festivity, Nixon paid a number of street 

perfomias $500 in retum for busking: "Evayday we put out these 'busk stops' and 

left it up to the perfomas to do whatever they wanted - we had to pay them because it 

is impossible to 'pass-thehat' in this ara: too many panhandlers." 

Afier the Fringe, Nixon realized that the 15 day nm had been too long: "'the momentum 

was lost, the audiences disappeared, and it felt Wre the last week-end dragged on 

foreva." Tha summer, he travelled to Edmonton to attend the Fringe, talk with 

Paisley, and try to see how things worked: 

It was diffïcult to talk with Brian because it was in the miclde of the 
Fringe and he was busy. But, 1 chased him around asking questions . 
anyway. 1 think he was angry with me for not consulting with him. 1 

got the impression that Edmonton wanted to be the arbitrators of the 
Fringe cirait. 

Nixon retwned to Toronto with much the same feelings he had left with. He did 

not want to mode1 Toronto's Fringe afta Edmonton's: 

1 want Toronto's Fringe to be big, but 1 don't want it to be like 
Edmonton's. 1 have a different aesthetic. 1 don? go for the mimes and 

the clowns. 1 tW the look and feel of a Fringe should reflect the 

aesthetic of its community. Toronto is more industrial and urban than 
Edmonton That's the kind of look and feel that 1 want to capture for 
our festival: Urban, indushal. 

Consultation with the Commanity: 

Toronto's independent small theatre commdty is huge. The Toronto Theatre 

AUiance has a manbership of 130 producing companies; 74 of these belong to the small 

theatre caucus (199 1)?' However, as Paul LROnard, the Director of Projects and 



Romotions for the TT& explains, there are "dozens and dozens of other companies 

that exist and produce who are not T'TA membas, and many of these companies appear 

at the Fringe fe~t ival ."~ 

At fim glance it appears d o u s ,  in light of the number of s m d  theatres, that the 

Toronto Fringe began with a mandate to encourage people to start their own companies. 

Nixon clarified the intent for me: 

When 1 Say 1 want to encourage new companies I mean 1 want to 
encourage a new wate of theatre. People who don? sit around waiting 
for council grants or awards, but who get out thete and get their 
audience for thanselves Entrepreneur ship cornes into what this 
c o d t y  needs. In Toronto theatre people need to take the initiative 

into their own han& to mate  caeer building opportunities." 

Unique Needs of the Community: 

In terms of the larger commwüty, the potential Fringe audience, Nixon was 

concenieci with what he describes as "a prevailing misconception about alternative 

ttieaîre'': 

We need to give this c o d t y  a breath of nesh air. We need to 

relieve the vision of altemative theaire as da.& and misty. To get people 
into alternative theatre shows we need to promote it as popular, and fun 
- for the broadest base of people. 

This goal prompteci Nucon to priorith the aesthetic and technical aspects of potential 

venues. By year three, all of the Toronto veaues were "'real'' theatres, with good sight- 

lines, relatively comfortable seats, reasonably equipped technical booths, lobby space - 
and air conditoning. This This unique among the Fringes. The Iimited numk  of theatre 

spaces availab1e and affordable in the Annex ara, also influenceci the decision to use 

only existing theatre spaces, and this has played an influence on the relatively slow 

growth of the Toronto Fringe. Toronto hosted 78 theatre companies in 6 venues in its 



third year (1993), while Vancower hosted 96 companies in IO venues in its third year 

(1 987). Often this kind of difference between two festivals is indicative of political 

choices as well as aesthetics. in Vancouver, a mandate to create a large constituency of 

local theatre aflsts who depend on, and accordhgly support the Fringe, created a larger 

festival program. While Nixon wanted to accommodate as many companies as 

possible, he had other more inmediate priorities. Equity among performing 

companies, and support for the small theatre venues in the community, were the most 

political of his priorities: 

Yes, we w a t  to accommodate as many companies as possible, but 

ultimately the Fringe is about equity, so that cornes h t .  I believe 

totally in the danocracy of the Fringe. It is an essential part of the 

festival. 1 can't put one Company in a little pub with sixty people on 
uncornfortable woodm chairs and another in the Poor Alex theatre- 

That kind of situation is not what a Fringe should be; mty means 
weryone gets a fair shake. As well, we have the theatre spaces in the 

area. I3ramg the Fringe these spaces are n o d y  in the dark; when we 
pay the extra cost to rent an &eady existing venue? we are supporting 
the theatre comrnuni~. " 

Because of its slow growth and resdting fierce cornpetition for Fringe venues, 

Toronto's Fringe ex@enced a backIash with local art&. This is discussed in more 

detail in Chapter Four. 

The issue of accessibility was also a major concen for Nhon: 

The theatre needs to recognize the importance of mess with its 
community. It is the most important thing today. Access rneaning 
young people, cool people, old people, black people, white people. all 

kinds of people need to be able to corne together. Theatre needs to 
recognize the complexity of our ci@. 



Nixon felt that this was a central concem for the theatre c011l11funity at large, and a 

problem that a Fringe festival would be able to address. Retrospectively, Nxon 

I've seai shows like Dmk Diaspora spawn a whole new audience ( Dork 
Diaspora was produced on the Toronto Fringe in 199 1 by the 

Nightwood Theatre Company). That's what making theatre accessible 

to everyone can do - spawn a whole new audience. 

First Impressions: 

Paul Leonard: 

The Frïnge was d y  ch-, a circuit of theatre energy, excitement and liveliness as 
o p e d  to the mega-musicals. The M g e  just thumbed its nose at a i l  the gloom and 
doom and sais hey we're putting on theatre, who cares.= 

Kennedy Goodkey, CO- founder and actor with The Juanabees, Victoria: 

T.O. was seange; it was a Fringe without the festival. When there's 
no festival, there is no place to get out and h g  with our audiences, no 

chance to tallc about our show with people. It was very business like - 
do your show and get lost b d  of feeling. We didn't feel so much like 
we were a part of things, just a small insignificant part of eveqdung. 
At the otha Fringes, especidy h t  ones, we felt iike we were a 
signifiant part of the whole. In T.0, we felt like putîing a warning in 
our program - 'This is not culnually signifiant theatre, we don? care 
about the Canadian condition.' 

Ray Conlogue, Theatre critic for the -, Toronto: 

1 remember thmking it was a very pale copy-cat of the Edmonton th*. 
1 also got the feeling that some people felt because Edmonton was 
getting so much attention, Toronto ought to have a Fringe too. I also 
remanber a kind of chauvinism at the fnst FringaaD6 



Mna Friedlander, Freelance the- critic, Toronto: 

1 loved it. 1 was so excited. 1 thought it was a kick in the ass, e x d y  

what we needed?' 

Robert Crew, Theatre Cntic, the Toronto S a :  

1 liked the buzz, and the way you had to find your way around 1 

enjoyed the promotional angle of listening to the reactions of other 
people to h d  out what's hot. As a critic, I most enjoyed discoverhg 

shows and then seeing the buzz build around those shows.8S 

The Saskatoon Fringe - 1990 

This Fringe belongs to the artists in strange ways. Tom ~ait l~-~ishe?.  

This is a province which feels-short changed. Many people feel the 
need to demonstrate th& pide in community, and in thanselves - as 
the people who have stayed. As well, Saskatoon has a strong volunteer 

community. But in the last few years, there has not been an went to 

excite these people. As for ou. theatre audiences, I think they are 
looking for the cirnimstances for something extmordinary to @en. 

Tom Bdey-Fisher- 210 

Widga 
I 

50,000 

In 1971, a group of University of Saskatoon tbeatre graduates founded 25th Street 

Theatre under the artistic direction of Andreas Tahn, with a msndate to produce new 

Canadian plays. They have, "always been on the brink of economic disaster.'"' 

Following a series of disturbing ewents, Tom Bentley-Fisher twk on the role of -tic 

Director.* Obseming the growth of the Fringe circuit, and its obvious success, he 

decided it was an ideal meam for 25th Streeî to re-focus its creative energy and wo* 

with local artists devdoping onpinai material. 

Festival 
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Attendarice 

20,654 

Revenue to 
arbsts 

$36,074.0 

Performing 
companies 

5 1 3 1 

Tickets sold 

6987 



The Innnence of the Edmonton Model: 

Bentley-Fisher traveled to the Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Edmonton Fringes 

before writing a proposal for a Fringe, and he attmded the inaugural Producer's 

Confkrence in Vancouver, 1989. 1 met Bentley-Fisher at that conference and shared his 

enthuskm and delight at being a 'Cnew-comer" in a group of cornmitteci, ideahtic, 

creative andfin people. It was the philosophicd side of how the F h g e  worked that 

most e d t e d  both of us: 

The produca's coderence created the giveu circumstances for me to go 

ahead with the idea of hosting a Fringe. I reali;r.ed the Fringe 

philosophy made so much sense to Saskatoon's theatre community. 
Om axis community desperately needed revitalizing. For this, the 

Fringe was pafectu 

Retuming nom that meeting, he decided the fint priority for Saskatoon was to get 

the whole comunity exciteci about the ment: 

We involved as many people as possible, incluciing our board members, 
in every aspect of organinag the festival. Initially, we focused on 

finding Mets for the travelling h t s ;  we made this a priority because it 
was an excellent way into the community. We &O formed an 
association with the merchan@ in the area. 1 knew, from what 

everybody said at the conference, that if it was gohg to fly - it was 
going to have to be fueled by this cornm~ty 's  investment and 

cornmitment to the event. 

Perhaps more than any other fïrst Fringe, Saskatoon ernbraced the wacky "off the 

wall" - ''anything goes," potentid of the event. Bentley-Fisher had an image of the 

&CUS coming to this srnail nnal town where everyone wodd get excited - and this is 

what he conveyed to the organizers and vo1unteers, the media, and the artists. Pat 

Loje, a member of the board and a local politician, enjoyed describing how she 

introduced the media to the Frhge: 



We took a l i  the media on a school bus ride to show them whae the 

Fringe would be. We made the whole thing vexy mysterious and a lot 
of hm We drove downtown by the park where "Shakespeare on the 
River" is presented, we stopped the bus, made -one get off, and 
we then announceci that this was not the site of the upcoming Fringe, 
and called out 'evexybody back on the bus.'. Then we drove to another 

likely spot, stoppd the bus, everyone got off the bus, and we 

announced, no, neither is this the Fringe site, 'everybody back on the 

bus ' . We drove them around for a couple of hours, doing this, and 

seving refreshments, util everyone was laughing and joking, then we 
took them to the site on Broadway. 

Consuitation with the Commnnity: 

We knew the Fringe would not work here if we just p l d e d  it into the 
middle of Broadway Street and said, 'O.K. here it is,' so we took the 

time to form a partnership with the Broadway Merchants. Tom Bentley- 

Fisher. 

The inaugural Saskatoon Fringe was a joint effort betwem 25th Street Theatre and 

the On Broadway Association, an organjzaîion of 145 business and profasional 

services within the Broadway improvanent district This alliance forged a stmng 

rehtioonship with the commdty and helped to create a remarkably supportive event for 

the local artkts and the touring troupes. In 199 1, Fudrukker's restaurant sponsored an 

opening night dinner for dl of the dsts;  they served steak, salad and hot baked 

potatoes in Le beer garden (for most, $20 a day is the rnaximum spending allowance, 

and for some even Iess - occordingly, a free meal '%th all the trïmmhgs" is a sexious 

treat). All of the merchants on the Fringe site were enthusiastic about explainhg how 

the Frhge "worked" and encomaging shoppas to buy a program and get involved. 

They were also extra-accoxnmodMing about posting, special prices and rates for artists, 

and gaieral assistance of all sorts. Of course, the merchants were acting in th& own 

. interest, and o v d y  so; but rather than creating a "commercial vs. artistic," atmosphere, 



the Saskatoon festival, ri& h m  the beginning, had a distinctive and d y  

"merchant's fair/circus" en.nrnent, 

Broadway Street was expriencing the same sort of rejuvenation and gentrification 

as the Old Snathcona district in Edmonton, and Market Square in Winnipeg. The street 

is separaieci fkom downtown Saskatoon by the Broadway Bridge, a beautifid old Stone 

bridge crossing the Saskatoon river - with lamp posts big enough for posters. The 

surrounding neighborhood is, like Old Strathcona, an older residential area that is home 

to young fmnilies, artists, and professionalS. The 5 venues were al2 "make-shift' in 

tnie Fiinge fâshion; one was a recently deserted H&R Block store fiont, 2 were school 

gymnasiums, the Unitarian Chmh was used, and hally a very snall art gallery. 

Wooden risers w a e  set up in the school yard, creating an outdoor perfoming space 

that was, forftmately, far too mail for the crowds that gathered. The streets quickly 

Wed up with people, that amacted more people. Nio's Pizza Place on the corner of 

l Oth street became the hub of the festival. ( Nino more than doubled his usual capacïty 

by f i h g  the parking lot with tables and chairs - and senhg beer in the bottle in 

buckets of ice, 6 at a time). 

Unique Needs of the Community: 

Saskatoon has a vgr smail but closely b i t  theatre commmity. Very 
o h  the core of the Shakespeare company is aiso the core of the improv 
Company. This is a very diverse and slOlled acting comrnunity, 

especially strong in its ensemble techniques because these people have 

worked together for years. ~ a u y  WOOIL" 

Contact with &ts fiom outside the coxllx~lunity and an opportunity to work 

indepedently on original pmjects wae the prevailing needs of the theaîre coxtunUILity: 

One of the intentions of the Fringe is to provide interaction for the local 
artists with national and international works, to give them fie& impute 
and -te an event which wiU help than to grow. While the stimulaiion 



for onginaiity is much stronger in Saskatoon (because the adsts are not 
measiirinp themselves against 50 companies that are in existence and 
producing), the opportmilies for any kind of independent work 

[*idependent fiom the estabhshed structures for poduction] are much 
smallex. 

The fgtival was also conceived of as a means for 25th Street Theatre to help 

develop the local talent and provide a larga; more committed audience base for its 

regular season: 

Our greatest weabaess is that in order to deve1op, the young amis& 
have had to leave town. Whai 1 initially arrived at 25th 1 had to bring 
in actors fkom outside the community, because the talent pool here was 
too small. It was a vicious circle; local actors Ieft town to develop their 
sk&, and 1 looked outside of town to find acton. If the Fringe 
provides a way for loc& to stay in town and develop, 25th Street will 
benefit . 

FUst Impressions: 

Tom Bmtley-Ersha: 

The community loved it, everyone was excited - the restaurants ran out 
of food, we had people in the streets in Gorilla suits, great media - 
fiont page covgdge everyday. But, we &O had BIG technical 
problems, the support, the venues, the scheduling, none of it was good 
enough. 

Diana Dent, Co-founder and &tic Director, English Madhatters. 

AAer Montreal and Toronto, Saskatoon was defi tely the "fiaidliest 
Friage." Everyone had wonderfui billets, but tenible venues ! ! ! Great 

audiences, but in too many cases, poor ticket sales. It ail mens out in 

Saskatoon because with the bad came such beaibiful hospitality and 
energetic enthsiasm. 



Don Km, PlayWnght/ Director, Saskatoon: 

Eveqbody walked slow and taUced a lot. We took back the streets and 
felt Wce a ~ommunity.~' 

Kennedy Goodkey, Co-founda and actor with The Juanabees. 

Saskatoon is the parcy F ~ g e .  The openhg ceremonies are the best [ see 
chapter 6 for more details1 The organizers are the niendliest and most 
helpful Bu& the critics are kind of [sic] stupid We do a show that 
attracts mostly 15 to 25 year olds [sic] - you know; "stupid yet poignant 
comedy" - if you're young. And what did the critics say? They d e d  us 
"jwenile - in a derogatory way. As if jweniles should not be in the 
theatre! ! ! Some critics just don't g& it2' 

The Montreal Fringe - 1991 

We laimched the Fringe concept in November [1990]. We inviteci 

Enmh Suitcase to play a week run at Players' @McGiu University 

studio space], and after the show we announced the Fringe' exphined 
the concept and answered questions. By December, a hmhandful of people 
offkred their help and support, but not much really. By March, more 
and more people were becoming involved. Nick MO&'' 

When the Fringe was incorporated in November 1990, it had not 
secured a penny in gants, sponsorship or donations. Krk ~ i e r e a ~ l '  

We know the barricades are there, and we are not going to bring them 
down overnight. But the Fringe is about taking risks. We have 

catainly taken the risk. fi ~ i a a i , ~  

Festival 
Attendance 

2500 

Reveaue to 
XI. mists ~apn, 

$31,341.00 

# of 
vanits 

5 

Kris Kierai firom Edmonton, and Nick Momi fiom Toronto, wae students at 

Widga 
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$35,000 

McGill University when they toured with their promiction of Funhue, (Eric 

# of companies 

49 

Bogosian) to the Edmonton, Vancouver, and Saskatoon Fringes in 1990. When they 

Tickets sold 

5176 



returned to Montreid, they agreed it was time for a Montreal Fringe. Ki- was 24, 

she had k e n  the p i d e n t  of McGill Players while attending the University, Mona was 

22, he was also a snident. Together, they Qopped out of school and began planning a 

Fringe. Kieren, a "Fringe baby," grew up in Edmonton and her eariiest experieme 

with theatre was when her motha took her to a Fringe production of A Midnunmer 's 

Nights D r e m  - at midnight. She was 12. 

Kieren and Morra began by writing up a 4 point mandate to: 1) aicourage a cultural 

exchange between francophone and anglophone aflsts and audiences, 2) encourage the 

development of local original works, 3) inmase the profile of theatre in Montreal by 

providing opportunities for theatre companies to selfiproduce, and 4) mate an 

environment conducive to imaginative, experimental theatre. 

The Influence of the Edmonton Model: 

Montreal presents a unique chsrlIenge for the Fringe model: c r d g  a sense of 

communïty and ownaship in a city with two sepamted theatre communities. 

Confbnted with this difndty, it is interesting to note the high level of cornmitment to 

the Edmonton model that influenced a l i  of Kieren and Mords produdon decisions. 

Because Kieren was "raised on the Edmonton Fringe," she M y  believed that the only 

way to malce a F ~ g e  work in Montrd  was to be tme to the Edmonton model: 

While our initial intmt was to help stimulate the anglo smd theatre 

community, we also knew we hadto solicit the franco-community, and 
this means crossing the barriers with the audiences as w d  as the 

artists. But, the Fringe philosophy U the Fringe, no matter what city or 

language one works in. 1 feel very strongly th you can not take away 
h m  that formula It always cornes down to a matter of e&cating 

people about how it works, just iike any other city. 



Creating a festive atmosphere was a top priority. For the Fringe site they chose St 

Laurent Blvd (between Sherbrooke Street and Mount Royal), also d e d  'The Maiet' 

This is the dividing line between the east (fiamophone) and West (anglophone) sides of 

the downtown. St. h e n t  is neither French nor English. It is a liminal zone in a 

divided city. It is a busy utban seeet  in an older and inexpensive residential and 

commercial area - known as "the plateau" - with no parks or green spaces. Shows 

nin between noon and rnidnight The venues were withm cornfortable wallring 

distance; they were, as in Saskatoon, an eclectic collection of "make-shift" spaces. A 

smail si& street was dosed to trafnc and used for the outdoor stage. The beer tent was 

setq in an adjacent parking lot; and was always full by 9:Oû ps i .  There was a real 

bbparty" atmosphere among the performing companies and the Montrd beer tent has 

always been the hub of the festival for both pafomiers and audiences. The line-up of 

street performing cornpanies in the schedule is impressive; twelve companies and 

individual buskers came fiom California, New York, Manitoba, ûttawa, Flonda, 

Vancouver, and of course Quebec. Kieren amibutes the Wruingness of these 

perfonnas to corne so far for an untesteci festival to the their expiences on the 

Edmonton Fringe, and Judy Lawrence's assistance (the Edmonton producer since 

1990). However, many of the street perfonners found the "Old Montreal" area, a 

tourist spot south of the Fringe site, to be more profitable - they rarely appeami for 

their scheduied festival perfomiances. While the inaugural Montreai Fringe was 

magicaily chaotic and celebratory, the event was small and often "got lost" in the &y to 

&y hustle of 'The Main". 

Consuitation with the Commnnity: 

While Kieren and Mom made the task of bringing in the hco-community a 

pnority, their success in this ara was limited for a number of reasons. Kieren found 



that soliciting support or enthusiasm in the Erench cornmuni@ was extremeiy diffidt,  

if not knpossible. 

We set up a 50150 quota system and saved the hcophone spots for 
three months before we gave up. It is a 'damned if you do and damned 
if you do not' situation with eimslating information that does not easily 
translate. The word "Fringe" imses its meaning whm translated. The 
Fringe idea is just as new to the English commimity, but they have a 

greater need We decided in the end to focus where the n e d  is, and not 
w o q  so much about the French component this year. 1 have to 
presume the demand for what the Fringe offers is not there in the 
hco-commtmity. I don't reaily know because it is so dificult to 
communicate. 

In the end, 8 out of 49 producing companies were French or bilingual: Les Productions 

Le Pipeau hc, Montréal; Le Théatre mi Coyote, Edmonton; Tightrope Productions, 

Montreal; La Troupe du Jour Inc., Saskatoon; Cornédia de la Ria, Alma Quebec; 

Theatre St Bruno Playas, Bruno Quebec; and 2 street  performance troupes: Le Théatre 

Mécano, M o n t r a  and Les FiIles Bougeantes, Montreal- It is interesthg that hat of 

these came £km outside the city. There was M e  support aom the -ch media " 

In Morra's view, they began with a disadmutage in t m  of gathering community 

support because none of the o q p n h s  belonged to a theatre Company: 

Because we do not have a base of members, or a board, or any kind of 
support group behind us, when we began thintonp about the idea our 

biggest question was - 'was anybody going to support us'? If not, 
'd we be able to go it alone?' 

He describes the theatre! commmity's support and enthusiasm as siow to corne and 
weak when it amived. 

0th- than the young and relatively transient residents of the plateau, it was difncult 

to know who the potential F ~ g e  audience would be, or codd be. Indeed, in 199 1, the 



Quebec Dnmia Associaxion produced a report on the conditions of hglish language 

theatre in Montreal and tbeir main conclusion was, "based on a per capita analysis of 

the market, there is a potential audience double the size of cunent anglophone theatre 

g o e r ~ . ' ' ~  With a publicity budget of a few hun&ed dollars, Kieren, who acted as 

publicist as well as CO-producer, needed the support of the theatre critics and 

entertainment joumalists to attract this "'unattacheci" audience. The English media were 

enthusiastic initial supporters of the Fringe; howwer, there are only a handful of 

Enpiish des in the city. The only daily English newspaper, the Gazette, has one part- 

time theatre aitic, Pat Donnelly. She was excited by the idea of a Fringe and began 

& h g  informative articles in November 1990. In an early article she desmied the 

Fringe as, 

... a fr-eewheeling market of offbeat theatre, an anarcbistic grab-bag that 

threatens to put artistic directors and theatre Critics out of b u s k s .  It is 
theatre that eliminates the middlernaam 

Uniqne Needs in the Community: 

The Quebec Drama Federation has 3 1 manber companies and of these 15 are 

classined as smaü theatre companies operathg with an annuai budget under 950,000. 

The QDF's 199 1 report on the stiite of English theatre in Montrd fotmd that, 

1. There is a definite market potmtial for audience development. 

2. If there is no effort to consolidate the Enah-language theatre in 
Quebec, ariistic resources wiU move out of Quebec seekmg greener 
pastures. 
3. If govanment does not help a few companies to anain the 
"intennerliary" level, English-language tbe!atre in Quebec will slowly 
disa~pear.~ 

The problem with audience development d e s  principally fmn two sources: a) a la& 

of venues and b) the conservative nature of the existing English theatre-goas.= 



Mamanne Ackeman, co-founda and Arnstic Director of Theatre 1774 connmis that 

her Company has found an audience for new and expaimental work, but - 

Because we Qn't have theatres, we are constantly on the move fkom 
one venue to the next; and this means movuig between venues in the 

Engiish district to the French dis& Getthg our west si& audiences 
to follow us to the east side of town, and vice versa, is d i f f i c~ l t .~  

The conservative nature of exîsting audiences is attributed to the absence of 

challenging work at the Centaur (Montreal's regional theatre, and the only theatre with a 

subscription audience since the mid-seventies), and the abundance of "outside" cultural 

inflluences. Michel Vias, president of the Theatre Critics association in Quebec, 

explaineci the nature of Montreal's English audience by pointing to what Adceman has 

d e d  'The Hotel Montreal" syndrome: 

The English theatre has only one venue, the Centam Toronto and New 

York vacuum a lot of resources, they have a conservative public, and 
they have a number of playwrights h m  outside Quebec who come here 
to work. But they have no links with the comunity. You can live in 
Enpilsh here and have the impression that Enpiish culture is vay much 
alive, but it comes h m  outside Montreal. The E n a h  live in a village - 
- a huge village with easy access to touring companies and so on, but 
there is no rich cultural Me, because this must come h m  wi* the 
~0mmuni ty .~  

The Montrd Frhge artists agree that their greatest need is audience developmait 

Many also expressed concems about the lack of cooperation within the smd theatre 

community. Coralie Duchesne, founder and Artistic Director of Tightrope Productions, 

who works in both English and French, echoed these concems in a conversation about 

the potential of the Montreal Fringe: 

If it attmcts a lot of young people, and if the Fringe groups do some 
really fm-out work, this will start the necessary process of audience 
developmentt Young people will become wilüng to see more 



challenging work That is what the comrnmity really needs - a new 
yoimg audience willing to be challmged, And, the companies need to 

coopaate more. They do not help each other because they are so 

tbreatened, so insecure. 2~ 

Steve Galluccio, founder and Artistic Director of B-Trade Company gave his Company 

a name that he says, "came about because 1 felt betrayed by the 0th companies in 

town." He also feels that developing a new audience is essential for English theatre, 

and he too has great faith in the potential of Fringe to faciltate this: 

1 think that by bringing a lot of diverse theatre together, in tams of 
content and style, at an inexpensive price, people will begin to connect 
with theatre again. Om audiences can ody be as willing to experimmt 
as we are. Howwer, it is obvious that they are not willing to 
experiment in their traditionai venue, the Centaur. Pg 

First Impressions: 

Michel Vias, President for L' Asscociation de Critique du Quebec, and on the board of 
editors for J a  

1 heard only a couple of months ago that we wodd have a Fringe here. 
I've read the list of plays that will be presented, and 95% of them 1 have 
never heard of before. Most of them are English. The organizen are 
h m  the English community. At & we are sending someone to cova 
it, a new collaborator who has never written for us. We had a 

discussion around the table, but none of our staff writers wanted to go. 
M) 

Kennedy Goodkey (& &ends) 
Kennedy: The Monneal Frïnge was almost Uce our own col~ununity; the 
audiences were the actors and the volunteeirs. 
Fnd: It was tough for ail of us, so we fomed a reai group, a 
community. 
Fnmd: The Montreal aesthetic was iike "Gidget goes to the ghetto"; the 
seiting depressed me, it was b1& and it didn't help that there was a 
g h a g e  sec. 



Kennedy: 1 iiked that, it was urban, and king in a back Street made it cool. 
Friend: There's a lot of filth and dirt on the streets in Montreal, but the 
city just doesn't care, it was a mess, the venues were lousy, the office 
was chaotic. 

Erika Courvoisier, Co-founder, Artistic Director for Smack Dab Productions, Montreal: 
The Fringe is going to be really good for us. It will make people realize 
that there is theatre out there that is not necessarily mahstream, and they 

will be excited by this."' 

Because a great part of prociucing a h t  Fringe involveci consultation with the 

theatre comrnunity, the d s t s  experienced a strong seme of ownership and 

cornmitment. At the inaugural Fringes, the pedorming amsts made up a large 

percentage of the audience; they pvided a substantial part of the budget with their 

application fees and they promoted themselves and the festivals before and chiring the 

event. Becme the Fringe was able to depend upon self-producing artists, it did not 

need the typical structures of administration, facilities, and hctinp. One of the few 

diings evexy Fringe has in common to&y is that each year fàr more artists apply to the 

festivals then can be accommodated 



Part 2: The Early Travekg Croups: 

We are flying by the seat of our pants. We pooled out resources and we 
had just enough money to rent a van for a month. We are hoping to 
eam enough to rent one for a second month. Hertz gave us a few 
hundred dollars. Total budget? I'd guess 4 grand with e. W e  are 
billeted, we have fnends, we may camp. Michael O'Brien 

The tourhg shows can do a complete overhaul between cities, and by 
the time they get here [Edmonton], t5ey have most of the kinks worked 
out It is the touring gro%s who r d y  put pressure on us to Live up to 
standards. MY ~awraice- 

While there is cornpetition for audiences - touring without subsidy, the 
groups cover ttieir production and living expaises one $8 ticket at a time 
- there is &O a sense of community. Michad ~ e n e r . ~  

It is not a break There is no rnoney to be made. It is a chance to gain 
expience, to watch other people's work, to celebrate theatre for 
theatre. That's a l l  - it is a chance to ûy something different and 
intexesting. 1 make as rnuch money in Edmonton, in one &y, as 1 will 
working the en.tire 1 0-&y Victoria festival. Weody ~aes? 

It's cheaper to fly to Canada and tour the Fringe circuit hae than to 
attend the Edinburgh Festival, where venue fees nm into thousands of 
dollars - and, it's much, much more fun. Ji ~ o w s e . ~  

We try to grow every year. We did two of our own shows last year, so 
this year we thought we'd CO-produce o t h a  shows. We could help 
them with their marketing, offer assistance with direction and design 
and combine resolrces - the vaas, the smoke machines, the lighthg 
gels. It al l  seaned like such a good idea at the time. Michael 
shaidamosem 

1 am always developing new work while I am on tour. 1 open a show 
on the Edmonton F ~ g e ,  and the following year 1 take it on the circuit - 
and open a new show in Edmonton. This way 1 have feed-back firom 
the Edmonton audiaices and &tics, so 1 know what is weakest or 
strongest, and 1 have a year with the show in my head - and my guts. 
And, I'm always inspired because I'm dways working on developing a 
new show. Arnie ~ a c ~ h e r s o n . ~  

While the i .  Fringe prochicers consulteci with Paisley - and ultimately used 

the Edmonton Fringe as a mode1 for their own production sûategies - it was up to the 

artists to adapt and take advantage of this unique opportunity to seIfIfproduce their work 

across the country. It is difficdt to provide a precise description of the types of theatre 



companies that make-up the Eringe touing groups because these change h m  year to 

year. As welt. there are really 2 Fringe circuits: The "Wllll3ipeg West" circuit and the 

Montrd to Victoria circuit. The West= Fringes (Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Edmonton, 

Vancouver and Victoria) have been more popular with travelling companies for a 

number of reasom. They are geographidy closa togethe; the thirty hour drive 

betweetl Toronto and Winnipeg discourages many Fringe cornpanies bas& West of 

Toronto, as well as the international companies. And, the Western Fringes (excluding 

Vancouver) have umsistently achieved higher ticket sales per production. There 

appears to be a correlation between audience numbers and the nature of host city. The 

large h a n  cmtres: Monaeal, Toronto, and Vancouver, have the lowest attendance per 

production, and accordingly present a greater financial risk for the travelling 

companies. Perhaps with the recent establishment of American Fringe festivals (also 

modeled afta the Edmonton Fringe) in the Fastem States: Orlando in Apd and 

Minneapolis in Jime, the eastem part of the circuit might becorne more hancially viable 

for the western Fringe companies. It is too arly to know. 

It is, nonetheless. possible to point to a hancihl of touring cornpanies that in the 

early yem,  between 1991 and 1994, represented the core of Fringe travelling troupes. 

Thge ccmsist of a number of Canadürn and internationd cornparies. includùig street 

pgfonnas, that wae consistently popular with both ciitcs and audiences across the 

country, and which are of particular interest because they appear to have influenceci the 

character of the Fringe circuit." Taken together, the early touring cornpanies may not 

have much in common in tams of genre or aesthetics, but they do share a certain style 

that @y defines Fringe touring productions in general; t is bold, excessive and 

m i n . ,  srperimental and poor, and o h  times "in your fke" t h a .  



Kevin Costnerys Naked Brin or Empty Souk and Mthered Dreams 

N d  Grahn, Joe Bird, Wes Borg, Kathleen Rootsaert ak-a  the 'mec Dead Trolls 

in a Baggie" were the first Canadian Frhge company to tour the initial circuit: 

Edmonton, Vancouver, and Victoria - in 1987. They continued to tour the Westexn 

Fringes until1995. Judy Lawrence, producer of the Edmonton Fringe suice 1992, 

describes the Trolls as "Ambassadors of the Frh~ge-''~ They have fkequently opened 

theïr homes in Edmonton to numaous travelling artists. In August 199 1, twdve of the 

Russian acton h m  Igroky Theatre, Moscow (Animal Fm), spent the night in Bird 

and Borg's living room watching tanks rolI down the streets of Moscow on the 

television - and making phone calls home. This is just one of many possible sramples 

of the extait of social m t d o n  that the Trolls have always had with traveiiUip Fringe 

companies. They have also played a substantial role in the annual Edmonton closing 

ceremonies." And, perhaps most sipnincant, the Trolls began the tradition of Fringe 

CO-productions when, in 1989, they co-created and toured with Sak theatre? 

Following in the footsteps of the Trolls, since the circuit began, tourhg Fringe 

companies have ken remarkably fluid; companies h m  different corntria have co- 

pro&ced and travelled across the country together, and actors fiequentiy msssver  

baween diffaent cornpaies - and o h  "split-~ff' to fom their own cornparies.= 

For example, afkr meeting on the 1993 Fringe circuif in the winter of 1994, One 

World Theatre fiom Seattle, with Kwin Hosier fiom Enpiish Suitcase (London 

England), and Leon Donnelly, onginally fiom English Suitcase but at the time with 

Skid Theatre (Wiipeg), traveiied to Moscow to co-create an original production with 

Theatre Igroky: Gulliver 's Trmelr or Fumy Requiem for Jonathan Swij?, esq." This 

kind of ac t iv i~  gives the Eringe travelling company an organic nature that prompts one 

to think of these theatres more as "acting troupes" then companies per se. The spin-off 

companies also help to explain the rapid growth in numbers of Fringe companies. 



Widi thar k t  applications to the Vancouva and Victoria festvals, the Trolls sent a 

press kit - in o baggie. It contains a photograph of the 4 person troupe standing knee- 

deep in a public fountain, dresseci in causal clothg and lookuig back at the camera with 

serious expressions. Included in the baggie are a number of photocopied reviews Here 

are some samples that provide a h t  impression of th& eariy work: 

Must rank as the funniest and most innovative comedy team in the 

country. ... Wacky, but clever poems ... and songs ... ingenious 
d i a l ~ g u e s . ~  

With solid backgrounds in improvisation and theatresports, the Troiis 
use stand-up comedy, s k h  and musical satire in their irreverent send- 
ups of evaythuig fiom religion and politics to domestic social issues." 

They're a cuit, but it seems to me they mait i t  ... They also have some 
political bite. ... one of the best pieces of pure fun ...? 

Trolls sing the I Hate Ontario song and put Shakespeare to heavy metal. 
...[niey are] at their best when their mataial is derived h m  g e d y  

lampooning people and uiings close to home." 

The Trolls played an important roie in helping to shape the atmosphere of artistic 

camaraderie and expaimentation that the F ~ g e  fosters. 1 discuss their later work in 

detail in chapter 7. 

In 199 1, the year Montreal joined the Fringe circuit, there were 7 touring companies 

that produced on every Fringe on the circuit. Two were British companig: Foresight 

Theatre h m  Wolverhampton England (Pink Smoke in the Vatican) and Sensible 

Footwear h m  London (Close to the Bone) - both are feminist companies, but with 

disthctly different styles. Daniel Nemiroff h m  Monwal (LNe Sex Show - L l a m ! )  

Doug Cums h m  Calgary (Blacklce and Red Adidàs), the Way O f f  Broadway Gsoup 

f?om Vancouver ( T ' g h t  Zone), Real Canadian Mounted Productions (21 A and Adult 

ChiWead Chiid) and the Jwnabees (We Juanabee Bigger niM Jesus) fkom Victoria, 



were the national companies that t o d  the entire circuit m 199 1. AU of these people? 

except Daniel Nemiroff and Doug Curtis, continued to tour the entire circuit for a 

number of years. Interestingly, WOB, RCMP, and the Juanabees are the only 

Canadian companies to tmvd the entire Cirniit for at least 4 years - and al i  are CO- 

graduates of the theatre departmat at the University of Victoria. Both Daniel Nemiroff 

and Doug C h  retumed to the Fringe, but never again did they atternpt the long 4 

month and 7 city tour aaoss the countxy. . 

Pink Smoke in the Vatican 

The show opens with amplifieci sounds of smacking and gobbling as a 
woman in an impvised white bndal cires crams a giant aeam pastry 
into her mouth. "It must be hard to take me seriously," she says finiilly, 
9~,uiverhg bits of white hanging off her face. "As Pope." Liz Nicholis. 

... this nveting production is complex in both dieme and design. 
Things are not semed up easily. Bob ~emin~ton." 

Foresight has been a "sell-out" Fringe company since they brought Hitler's 

Women to the 1989 Edmonton Fringe. Foresight specializes in company creations of 

onginai hard-hitting dnmia piayed out stylistically. "This is theatre that aggressively 

conkonts its audience.'"' A list of their productions reflects th& mandate - "90 

venture tbrough history shining light on women's lives o h  hidéai from histo~y''~~: 

Helen (1 WO), Shoot the W o m  Fimt ( 1  992). Bloody Mmy and the Virgin Queen 

(1993), Frankemtein 's Mother (1994). The Trout Shters (1996). Most of theh work 

is 90 minutes long; it is tight, compact, and precise in its performance and 

scenography. Foresight create bighly visual pro&ctions with the minimum of set and 

props; they rely on a unique performance style that incorporates both redistic dialogue 

and abssract movement. 



Sensible Footwear 

... some of the funniest [feminist] fïih you7U see at the Fringe. Bob 
~ e m ù i g t o o . ~  

Sensible Fwtwear is a 3 wornen troupe of stand-up "Comedic Feminist 

~errorists ."~ Thei. style is hybrid; it combines traditional "standdup7' and a dktinctly 

British flavour of comedy with a stylistic, almost choreographed perfomümce art style. 

They are "fiace, frmny and feminist, combining agitprop with shaip presentation and 

perfect comic Their work is, most decidedly, an exampie of "in your face 

theatre"; they sing songs about oral sex, ballads about war-mongaing men, and 

perform a skit that includes a man who can "puil out the tampax with his teeth." They 

also do a wondemil feminist "'send up" of the horror film geme. Their humour is both 

rau~lchy and intelligent In contnist to Foresight, this company &es not concem itself 

wiul theatridty; th& shows are spane, the costumes are casual and the lighting is 

simple and predictabk - the company has been hown to tape a List of skits and songs 

tu the stage floor for easy reference. Semiale Footwear have been a "sell-out" Fringe 

company since their initial tour in 1990 with Spit it Out. They have also been pop& 

at a number of Comedy and Fok festivals across the country. In 1994 the company 

immigrated to Canada, settled in Toronto, and lefi the Frhge. 

Live Sex - Llamas ! 

... '4 urn't believe the F ~ g e  wodd tamish itself with somethhg so 
disgusting," h e d  a male caller. He said he and his wife were so 
offended they left the show early. The caller iaoused suspicion whai he 
said he could be reached at the Patnca Hotel. The producers of Live 
Sex Show - Uamas [sic] had earlier sent the paper a letter saying they 
were staying at the Pat. 'Do you lmow how hard it is to get press' 
demanded the complainer, after being fomd out. DOM& H O ~ ~ U I ?  

Live Sex - Llamas! is tm "interesting" piece of theatre that expaiments with 

conventional bomdaries by using a combmaaon of genre: film, lecture, a live stcip 

tease show pedormed by a professional stripper, and the world's most obnoxious and 



sleay stand-up comic. At one point, a planted actor in the audience stands up and 

shoots the comic. The piece presents an interesting balance of content and form; in its 

own peculiar way it is one of the few attmpts of what might be cded b'postmodem 

Fringe theatre." The piece has a level of cm& and IlZLked authenticity about it that 

works to expose and manipulate the boundaries of its own different narratives. It 

exploits the bare F ~ g e  stage with stark white lighting and characters who appear, like 

the stripper, to really be who they are. The atmosphae is sleazy and the theme is 

exploitation: the lecturer seduces his students, the film shows body mualaihg erohca, 

the stripper and comic are both third rate and ral. Curiously, (and perhaps this is a 

perverse example of postmodem irony) much like the fom and content of the show, 

Nemiroff s promotion tactics and the T-shirt and Poster selling booth that he sets up at 

each Frkige, are &O expaiments in exploitative sleaze - so says NemVoE 

When I made the film for a course 1 was taking at university 1 was being 
totally exploitive - you bet. 1 used all their expensive e@pment to 
make a second rate art/pomo film. When 1 corne into town 1 go to the 
saip joints and fiud a stcipper for the show - 1 tell h a  I'm a producer. 

Thai I phone the police and the local newspaper and anonymously 
cornplain about the sex SC- in my show. My T-shirts are ova-priced 
and the kid that s e k  them is under-paid But best of all, my title is 

totally gratuitous - there are no live U~lamas.~ 

Nemiroff is a unique character whose Fringe show was an equally unique experiment 

in crossing the boundary between the theatrical and the authentic; showmwhip and 

exploitation. Nemiroff s Fringe activities help to demonstrate the "â11ything goes" 

attitude that informs the festivals. 

Black Ice and Red Adidas 

In these &ys of mega-entertainmalt and channel-hopping attention 
spans, there is something audacious and even fool-hardy in the act of 
appearing on stage with nothing more than a story. ... sitting behind a 
desk, stopping sporadidy for a sip of water and mai occasionally to 
*ce at notes, relying on his drolly ironic tone and weU-placed pauses 



to establish a rapport with the audience ... his ability to hold the 
audience's aîtention for neady an hour is achievement in itself. vit 
~ i l g l m . ~ ~  

Doug Curtïs' work offers an example of a common and popular Fringe style: the 

one person show. Biuck Ice and Red Adidar recoimts the story of a young man who 

grew up in Calgary. C h ,  who is author and actor for the piece, si& at a desk and 

tek his tale in a Spalding Gray style. It is a gentle and aidearing story told with 

measured simplicity. The production attracted audiences and good reviews across the 

country. No doubt, a part of the "charm" of thû show was its regional character; 

C d  provides vivid descriptions of bitter winds and long cold nights, of boyhood 

mischief, joy, disappoïntments and cabin fwer on the prairie. 

While the narrative of Black Ice und Red Adidas appears to be personal to the actor, 

this piece is a relatively "gentle" version of a more typical type of "one-person Fringe 

production": the autobiographical @ormance. '"Kate the Great" &a. Kate Hull 

fiom Edmonton and Shane MaCabe h m  Arizona each produced more t y p i d  Fringe 

autobiographical perfofmances on the 199 1 Winnipeg West circuit. 

Cracked - Up 
I'm driven by the need to ped01111, and these festivals give me a chance 
to do that. Kate Hull.= 

1 saw Cmcked Up, written and performed by Kate Hull, in Vancouver, in a venue 

that was 'hormally" a night club cailed 'The Lunatic Fringe'. In contrast to the C h  

piece, there is no doubt that the actor is the character; Hull idorms '?su in her progrimi, 

and in her opening scene, that, "this is a tnie story." It is, she tells us, "a humornus 

and shocking story of Kate the Great's triumphant joumey through Canada's 

psychiatrie sy~tem."~ Using a string of skia, songs, clown routines and 

monologues, Hull @ormeci h a  one-woman story of madness, iastitutiondhtion, 

escape, and recovery - on a stage tucked in a corner and meant for a small band, in 



nont of an audience s i thg  on bar stoois, si& drinlcs and smoking cigarettes. The 

most poignant moments in the performance oc& &en Huil "stepped out of her 

routine" and înto the audience. For example, at one point a small Mkling soimd was 

comhg h m  the darkness, caused by a young woman shing her drink. Hull played 

with the sound for a number of minutes. She let it imtate h a  and slowly distract her. 

Suddenly, she demandeci "lights in the house," waked threataiinply toward the young 

woman, and stared at her until she stopped tinkling - looking for all the world like the 

mad woman she claimed to be. The make-shift nature of F ~ g e  venues ofien provide 

unique opportunities for mors to rnake contact with the audience - and this c m  be 

parhcularly important for the authentiicty of the autobiographical perfonnatlce. In 

Hull's case, she was willing and able to accentuate the tmthfiilness of her expaience 

with madness by using the initating and disaacMg elements of her particular venue 

environment, 

No Place Like Home 

He has a benign and chaubic face until he looks up. Then bis eyes 
glitter with intelligent intensity. This is the quality of a tnie clown, the 
outside hilmity, the ready laugh and comic faces u g d d  f?om inside by 
the passion of d t a k a b l e  tragedy. Jane Casson.. 

Of course, not a l l  auto-biographical productions use the venues in the same way. 

Many one-persoris shows are ranarkably loyal to the imagkq "forirdi wall'' 

convention - considering that there is only a single actor and the audience present. 

While Shane MaCabe's play, No Pime Like Home, is aIso a self-proclaimed "tme 

stoxy" in which the actor B the character, MaCabe uses the Fringe venue in a ciifferait 

way. At no time dinring the performance does he break through the fointh wall. 

Nonetheless, No P Ince L i k  Home is the most moving example of a one-person 

Fringe play that crosses the boundary between life and art On an almost bare stage, 

MaCabe plays out the story of his abused childhood Using mime, g-e, 

expressions, and voice, this middle-aged roimdmg and balding man becomes the 3 year 



old that he once was, locked in the closet, or the 7 year old tied up in the attic. He 

explains, "the impact of my show is that you are eqxziencing the abuse h the view 

of a child, and then 1 corne back as an adult and show that it's still in t h e ,  it affects you 

for the rest of your life."= 

In MaCabe's performance the fourth wall remains M y  intact. He uses the 

Etimacy of the Fringe venue to tear dom the boundaries betweai his audience 

This show is not just about what is happening on stage. It is about the 

men cqing next to you. It is about the tissues coming out of purses. It 
is about the gasps, the silences, and alI  the reactions of the people 
around you. It rnelds us together." 

Shane MaCabe illusnrited some of the more h o d c  scenes, so that it 
became an experience for the spectators, and it was this personal 
happening that made it so pow&." 

At the end of each performance, MaCabe leaves the theatm and stands at the fiont door 

shaking hm&, or giving people a pat on the back, and sometimes hugging.= A 

number of Fringe critics questioned the art/life dichotomy that MaChbe managed to 

disrupt with his performance: 

1s it a play, as opposed to, Say, a motivational speech or a therapy 
session? Certainy the way the Vancouver audience lined-up to shake 
MaCabe's hand suggested it might have been doser to a sennon. In 
truth it's probably all of these." 

Despite the d-life dnmia 1 remained curiously detached, and 1 thmk 
the fault lies in the story's presentatioa ... The show falls b-een a 

fdly realized performance by an actor and straight forward revdations 
fiom a regular guy. ... Despite its theatrical flaws No Place Like 
Home remaius an important and powaful wimess, and an ment which 
is very moving to large numbers of people." 



also inspired a number of actors to write thar own material based on personal 

expaieme. There are, howwa, numerous different categories of this genre; the one- 

pason musical review, the recounting and feca~ting of an historical dmxter, the 

bbstand-up" comic routine, the lone clown or fool, the street juggler cum actor, the folk, 

jazz, and "rock n' roll" singer, the daacer, the performance artist, and the poet have al l  

appeared in numerous and diverse guises and plots, on the Fringe stage. 

The Fuck Machine 

... this is not exactly a popular v i w  of sexual politics but it is brutally 
honest and fiequently funny. Great pedomances of a nasty but 
cornpelling work. JO Wghaxn. ' 
Wena and company show they have the talent to back up the hype. 
Chris ~ a f o e ~  

This is the kuid of play 1 go looking for each and every year at the 
Fringe. The h t  performance that lmocks you square in the face 
. ..Colin ~lcarres." 

Perhaps more than any otha Fringe company, the Way Off Broadway Group is a 

company whose work has been shaped by the F ~ g e  (and, no doubt, the Fringe has 

been shaped by WOB)."' In tams of content, oripinaiity, theatricality, and 

performance style, WOB has been dedicated to 'perfecting" the sd-out touring Fringe 

hit. Theh is an interesthg history and worth recounting; indeed, one Fringe critic 

wrote a satirid outline for a Fringe script that cbronicled the "Story of the Way O f f  

Broadway Group."* 

The company was fomed on the Fringe in 1988 whm Michael Wena tninsferred 

his M.F.A. graduating production of Danny and the Deep Blue Sea from the University 

of Victoria to the Vancouver and Victoria Frkiges, and sold out wery show. The 

following year, Mike Schaldemose, an actor and designer also fiom Wic ' s  theatre 

department, became Waier's partuer. They began woking together with a simple 



enough rmmdate: '%O produce scripts with hi& enteriainment value that are choie 

pieces for a c t o ~ ~ . " ~  They started modestly, producing well-hown short plays for 

their first two yeas on the Fringe. In 199 1 they extendeci their reach and produced an 

origmal adaptation Twilight Zone, and toured the entire circuit. With this work they 

began to increase their focus. While still thoroughly cornmitted to entertainment value, 

they began to expairnent with the technical limitations of the Fringe and the artistic 

challenges involved in moving a show from one unlaiown and somehmes makeshift 

venue to the next. 

Mer four yean on the Fringe, in 1992, WOB created their fmt cross-countfy hit 

show. They adapted the poetry of Charles Bukowski into an hour long dramatic play 

for two actors; Erections, EjamIatiionr, Exhibitions. This production received, for the 

most part, glowing reviews fkom both critics and Fringe audiences. For the 1993 tour 

they produced MO new original shows; The Fuck Muhine; another adaptation of 

Bukowski, and Young Hitler, an adaptation fiom a film script, adapted h m  a novel, 

Wfitten by a fiend, Car1 Knutson. And once again t .  fïiled their venues to capacity 

across the country. 

The titles of these plays are not gratuitou. The plays themselves are equally hard- 

hitting and disturbing. The Fuck Mahine can be read as an ironic and disturbingly 

satiric exposé of the degradation of the paaiarchy; and the title as a metaphor for the 

power of the patnarchy . In the fioal scene, the self-consuming destruction of power is 

played out whai the anti-hero's pais  is severed by a piece of technology purported to 

give the best fùck in the world - the fudr machine. 

Some of the critics agree with my reading of the play: 

... there are shocks aplenty in this adaptation of Charles Bukowski's 
matmal, hcluding a couple of castrations, an incident of necrophilia and 
several rapes. ... the group plays Bukowski's bourbon and semen- 



soaked tales of dndcs, whores and losers as macho-hetermmmI camp. 

It works swprisingly well, reveahg the dark humor of depressing 
situations with bracing energy? 

And some of the aitics disagree: 

... good acting can't make the F*** Machine anything other than what it 
is - a dishirbing, graphic, violent look at the worst humanity has to 
offer. The pranise of the play has modem science switching the brain 

of Adolph Hitler with that of the president of the United States, at which 
point the president, trapped in Xtler's body, sinks into depravity in a 
place one could charitably cal1 a boil on the buttocks of the world What 
follows is pathological, scatological, and evexy other sordid-ogical you 
can think of. No Stone of paversion is lefi untumed. Sure, this sort of 

stuff happens, but it begs the question, "SO what?" Is there a point to 
leafing through the dictionary of depravty on stage? " 

And some Critics did not know what to think: 

Some have cded it [Fu& Machine] a gripping and socially accirnite (if 
disturbinp) study: thumbs up. ûthers have cded  it compost and implied 
that Wener et al should be bound by the thumbs in some public place 

und the urge to shock and appall is driven out of than by the first 
fiost .276 

Wener and Schaldemose have developed an extremely successful workùig 

relationship that they Say was forged on the Fringe. When they create and structure 

their material they think about each element of Fringe pdonnance in synthesis: design, 

acting, transitions, music, dialogue, audience and meaning. The result of this synthesis 

is a quality of work that is extremely tightly paced, highly theatrical, and ofteri stylized. 

They are also always tbjnkjng abouî the limitations (and possible imiovations) that are 

inherent to the Fringe production structure. The process of developing work within 

these limitations, and then touring that work across the count~~, have resulted in a 

distinctive theatrical style. It is bold and extteme, it is bare "black-box" theatre with 



dramatic and original underscoring, a hissing fog machine and thin swaths of deep 

blues, electric purples, and eerie greens boldly illiiminnh'np bits of the dadc - 1 i t e . y  

and metaphorically. 

'Ihe travelling f i g e  artists, th& production strategis, and the work they have 

created in the past decade, ,deserve M e r  attention Chapter 5 deak more with the 

nature of Fringe companies. 

1 suggested in the previous chapter that the festivity on the Edmonton Fringe was a 

unique experience for theatre-goers that stimulateci discussion and debates, which, in 

mm, encouraged people to attend more plays and bring their fiends. However, too 

many of the Fringes kick any r d  sense of festivity for this to explain the euthusiasm 

among Frioge audiences across the country. The ticket prices help to attract the large 

numbers of young people, as does the diversity of productions provide for a large 

audience appeal. More significant, 1 think, is that hand in hand with ~e~producing 

artisis cornes a type of theatre that is distinctly rooted in its commuity. Each year, on 

average, 60% to 80% of Fringe productions are original works. By virtue of being 

original they are typicdy (not that one can rightly srpify a Fringe play) topid, and 

concemeci with issues and expaiences that are immediate1y relevant to large numbers of 

people. 

Journal Excerpts 
30 May 1992, Victoria: Phyllis has injured her leg. Rehearsals will be 
restncted - no weight for a week. Moraingside Interview: 6:00 am. at 

the C.B.C. stuâio in the parliament buildings. Poster and Hancibills 
dgigned - titîe: De& in the Doil's House. 



10 Juiy Vancouver: On our way - in a van that over-heated before we 

reached the Victoria Feny taminal and broke dom on the road into 
Vancouver. 

12 Juiy Saratoga: Lyle had to replace our thermostat and shocks in 
Vancouver. Ian dended to bring hû motorcycle - so I guess we are a 
caravan - of sorts. 

13 July Revelstoke: Broken down again - replaced the b a r n  and 
something else. And this is the van my supervisor donated - for 2 

grand?!? 

19 Juiy: Winnipeg. We, all5 of us, are billeted in a basanent with one 
bedroom, a tiny kitchen and Living area - and one bathroom. There are 
only 3 beds, counting the couch. And, it is a 20 minute drive from the 
Fringe site. Good thing Ian brought his bike, 1 think; 1 hope. 

20 Jdy: tech rehearsd - is that what that was? 
21 Jdy: Openhg afternoon: I forget my Qsheets and the tech could not 
find the copy 1 gave him yesterday. He didn't seem concaned He said, 

"don't wony, we'll wing if" as he opened another beer. 1 said, "but, we 

have 46 Q's, not counting the sound He put down his beer and said 
"why so many?" 

22 Juiy: We meet at 2 'o'clock and rehearseke-work till6 - in the 

lobby of the Manitoba Theatre Centre. It's a big lobby and there are at 
least 10 other groups doing the same thmg - rereheaf~e/work/arranging. 
23 July: A review ... not bad, not good, kin& smart ass. We rehearsed 
in the park today. Wener helped out - he worked with Phylis on her 
pacing. 
26 July: It's over, for us. Too tired - dazed? -to &te. 

27 Juiy: 1 got lost in the crowd tonight. Mer a hellish week of mishaps 

and eadless unexpected problems, it is ecstasy to just follow the flow of 

people, disappearing into a mass of autonorny. 

1 linger back-stage of the outaoor stage, and in a moment, my 

htrations melt away. 1 am looking out over a sea of laughing, smiling 

faces, and feeling the sense of shared satisfaction that applauding can 
bring. "Loose Change" (a counûy/ioUdballadl comedy/ a cappella! 4-man 
singing troupe f?om Whpeg) is pdorrning. It is closing night, and for 

me the ciatain is coming down on the most strenuous week of trainmg 1 

have expaienced. There is something about this crowd of people - 



sitting unda the stars, eager to keep the moment happening, to keep the 
ment going - to remain suspende4 together - somerhing that rekves me 
of private distress. 
29 Juiy: Before leaving town, 1 wander through the Fringe site. It is 

transformeb 1 suppose it has become what it was before the festival. 
ûnly the grass is more downtrodden and the garbage pails sinrounding 
the park are over-full. There is a group of bedraggled and 1 suspect 

homeless people sitting under one of the remaining decorative awnings. 
The- have fomd some Beer-tent chairs and are huddled together out of 
the min. It's 8:00 am. They appear to be enjoying some unusual Iwury. 

1s it the awning? The chairs? The surplus of ernpties that can be retumed 

for cash? Or perhaps Usqr are celebrating the retrrm of their space. 

" Brain Paisley, qtd in Raudy Smith, Personal Notes Victoria : Innepid Theatre Office L987. 

The Halifax Fringe is not a part of the circuit because it is held at the same time as the 

Edmonton Fringe, m e r  Fringes have emerged in smaller &es across the counüy: Kingston Ontario 

(1990), n.ince George B.C. ( I W O ) ,  Manotick (199 1- just outside Ottawa), Dmcan B.C. (1 992), and 

Kelowna B.C. (1993). As weU, Orlando Florida (1992), and Minneapolis (1994), have boîh produced 

Fringe festivals modeled on the Canadian festivals, These "other" Fringes are not a part of my 

discussions fbr a number of reasons. One is pracîicaI; when I began my research there were only three 

fdvals ,  as the circuit grew so too did the scope of research, Amrdingly, I begau to focus only on 

the festivals that were schectuted to be a part of the circuit. Today, this wouid indude the American 

Fringes; some of the Easteni-based Fringe campanies begin theh tour m Orianéo m Apd, and some of 

the circuithg companies play Minneapolis instead of Toronto. 

'" The growth of the festival began to level off in 1994 when approximatdy 500 productions 

were perfOrmed for a total audience of approximatdy 440,000 people, 

14' in 199 1, the Vancouver festival began to wcharge the artists 5 1.00 per ticket solci. 

'* The program for the inaugurai Vanauver Fiinge f i v a l  does not note the origins of the 

producing companies. 

14' The Three Dead Trolls k m  Edmonton, Sensible Footwear and Anna Barry b m  England, Way 

Off Bmadway b u p  h m  Varicouver, auci Thr~sh01d Theatre fiom Kingston Ontario. 

Ir* 1 say "at least" because like other inaugurai Fringe programs, the Saskatoon program does not 

identity where the ongins of the companies - but I recugnize the 12 tbat 1 mentioa 



- - -  - - - 

Id9 Public fimding came firom : F e d d  Job Devdopment Grants, Sbdait Employment Gmts ,  

Section 25 Employrnent Grants, Municipal or Provincial Arts counciIs, the Federal Department of 

Cmnmuuications Culhuai Pmjects Grants, Canada CounciI Explorations Program, corporate sponsors 
- .  and fiindraismg evaits. 

"O Standard practice requires 20a/o of a production budget for promotion. 

rJi Jan Kaplan, "Festival's wide-open aesthetic sparks a hotbed of theatre sensations" Now 

[Toronto] 27 June 1991 : 28. 

15' The maugurai Vancouver Fringe offered a box office split m rehrrn for venue rental : The venue 

received l(P/o, the Fringe received 1û%, and the artists received 80 % of the box office. 

"' Canada Couacil: Explorations program - $6000. City of Vancouver $1000. Application fees 

$400. Sponsorship in kind $38,000. Sponsorship in kind mcludes numerous items and services: 

printing, promotion, equipment, facilities. 

'" Io- Maratta, Interview, 199 1. 

Is5 Ibid 

Is6 in 1985 the Edmonton Fringe was a 9 stage event wiîh 97 companies and 3 1 thousand tickets 

is based on two principles: "safa 

in numbers" and "accommodatmg our own constituaicy." That "constinie~1cy" was unique to 

Vancouver's theatre comuaiîy; it consisteci of a proportionaily large number of performance artists. 

Indeed, the first Vancouver Fringe was called a 'Theme and Perfotmance Art Festival". 

160 Moira Day, 'The Edmonton Fringe Festival: Home on the Fringe," 

(CTR) 45 (1 985)- 

16' 'Vancouver Fringe sptings supises," Globe and Mail [Toronto] 5 Sept 1987: A16. 

la2 Ibid. 

16' Paisley, In tdew,  1991, 

'& Maratta, interview, 199 1. 

Qtd. in TheatreSpace, Five Y- of me A A TheatreSpace Vancowa 

(1989). 



'" htrepid began produchg theaire events with a S6î,000 F e d d  Job Developmeat pmject gant. 

In the fa of 1986 Irmepid produced an inaugural 'Vaesan's Tour', travelling with mro shows to the 

various veteran's groups in the region 

"O Randy Smith, Pasonal  Notes, March 1987: Intrepid Theatre Office Victoria. 

ln Qtd, in Smith, Personal Notes. 

174 Brian Paisley, qtd in Smith, Pasonal Notes. 

ln Smith Intdew,  1989. 

ln Unfortunaiely, September is a windy month in Viar ia  and thae wae  not many local meet 
perfonnas. While the fim Fringe had a bea tent it was simply tao m l  a aüract large groups of 

people, and the o p  oiitdoor stage Wrewise did oot attract many p d o m a s .  

'79 Wendy Petas, Interview, 1989. 

'%chad Reid, "~estivd is N e  a bohemiau Expo '86," m e s  Co- pidoria] 28 Sept. 

1987. 

Smith, Interview. 

'" Because the Winnipeg Fringe is produced by Manitoba Theatre Catre, with its established 
. - ixhmsmtive structure, information on the inaugural budget is more precise and readiIy available The 

Fringe received S13.000 firom the mmicipality of Winnipeg, S 100,000 b m  the Province of Manitoba, 

âlO,000 h m  the Depariment of Comrunications, $3981 fmm the F e d d  Job Development fiinds, 

S6,3 12.00 m corporate sponsorship. Revaues, including artisîs fe9, program sales, etc. &taled 

S34,021. These nimibas were provided by Craig Walls? Whpeg Fringe Promica 1994. 



lBI Colin Jackson, Interview, 1991. 

John HirSh, q@. in Manitoba Theatre Cenire, 34th. w n  (Manitoba Theatre 

Centre Winnipeg ILCL) Covu page. 'The Manitoba Theatre Centre exists to celebrate the widest 

spectrum of theam art, and to set the standards by which theatre is measured. Deeply moted in the 

province of Manitoba, which gave ït life and provides for its growth, MïC aspues to both reflect and 

infonn the community it serves" 

Larzy Desochas, Interview, 199 1. 

19' It is worth nofing that a Manitoba Arts grant was awarded for this study trip to Edmonton - 
another mdication of the advantages of the 'MTC conneciion". 

Wkpeg  Core Area Initiative (Cm, Selected W o h e  Pa- 1981 : 7. The developrnent 

project began m 1985 and was initiated under the name "The Core Area hïthtive": "...the caitre of 

WUinipeg m u t  have a unique, attractive and iddfiabIe character to remain socially and economically 

vital. The accommodation of arts reIated facilities within the downtowm.. will provide an ambiance 

and vitality to the Core which at present is marginal at best". 

L93 Degoches, Interview. The following un-cited quotes are h m  the same intaView. 

Friane Proeram, 1990: 3. "The Fringe kicks off and kicks up with an dl-you-can-eat 

Pancake Breakfast and Polka Party." 

L96 ChnS Johnson, InteMew, 1991. 

19' ChriS Johnson, 'Tumhg and Turning in the Widenhg FM& 

'99 Gregory Nixon, InteMew, 1991. The following m-cited quotes are h m  the same mtenriew. 

"' According to the Toronto Theatre mance, the cLassincation for a small theatre is a not-for- 

profit company with a budget under $250,000 (1991). 

an Paul Leonard, Diredor of Pmjects and Promotion for the Toronto Theatre Alliance, Intwiew, 



1991. Toronto sxnail theaires were also expexiencing a firndmg crisis. Paul Leonard explained: '"The 

way the ùdostry operates has not been reflected by Che way the granting agacies operate, The thmry is 

that smaii companies will operate on a project-~projed grmt basis for a couple of years, th= once 

established they d e  operating support. B a  the ntmhx of companies is increasing much more 

qui* than the amount of money. Which, in fad, has b e a  d d g .  So there is a ùottleieck in 

which dozens and dozeos of companies are W* 

~ 0 '  Nixon, Interview. 

ibid 

Ray Conlogue, Inthew, 1991. 

Mira Friedlandeq Interview, 199 1. 

Interview, 1991. 

*'O %id. 

=IL Don Kerr, Mord C. 573. 

In 1982 the entire bard of directors resimed. From 1981 to 1983 the company worked with a 

coUaboration of three duectors: Layne Coleman, Linda GdfiW, and AD. Tahn. A year Iater, Gorden 

McCall took over the position of artistic director - oniy to resign within the year. 

213 Tom Bentley-Fisha; htaview, 1991. The following un-cited quotes are h m  the same 

interview 

'16 Qtd in Cam Fuller, Tor-thepeople festival not theatre for the elite," Star Pho- [Saskatoon] 

27 July 1991: A4. 

'17 Interview, 1991 

'18 ï~taview, 1991. 

"' Kris Kieren and Ni& Morra, "199 1 Annual Festival Report," Printed by KI& 

Kieren and Nick Mom 1991: np. 

z2a Interview, Montrai, 199 1. The following un-cited quota corne from the sanie interview. 



-- -- - - - - - - 

"' In 1994,lO out of 45 companis were hcophone, and most of these were local groups. 
. * " Quebec Drama Federation, Qu$rec Drama F- on 

rn- 1, Montreal, May 1991: K. 

" Qtd in "1 99 1 Annuai Festival Report", ad, n.p. 

"41bid. 73. 

as "It is esident ... that the pubIic at iarge is reasonably satisfied with the product behg presented 

to th- Howeva, it should be noted that many commaited on the fm that Fmch productions are 

more qaimaitai, more ninovative, m e r  quaiity and more e~notional and scpressivvc Wereas 

Engiïsh theatre is] too conventionai, not enough variety, not enough of Engiish theatre, and laMing 

in] quaùy. Ibid. 

226 Marriane Ackennan, Interview, 199 1. 

hlzichei Vias, Inthew, 199 1. 

2za Coralie Duchesne, Interview, 199 1. 

no Michei Vias, Interview. 

Erika Courvoisier, interview, 1991. 

n2 Interview, 1991. 

" Qtd. m Chris Dafoe, ~ T o m n t o  ] 20 Aug. 1994. 

~ 3 '  IntaMew, Victoria, 1989. 

P6 Qtd in Cam Fuller, "Bigger not beâter for Fringe," Star Phoenix [Saskatoon] 3 1 July 1992: 

A2. 

P7 interview, 1994.- 

Interview, 199 1. 

P9 Beginnmg with the Soeet Troupes, these are Charlie Brown h m  San Francisco, the 

Checkerboard Guy h m  Vançouver, The Fiaming Idiots a m  Texas, Flying' Bob Debris h m  

Saskatoon, Mr. Magîk h m  Seattie, Sak Theatre fbm Orfando Florida. Ihe theaire companies: Anna 

Barry h m  London England, Real Canadian Mounted Pn,dactkms h m  Victoria, Engiish Suitcase h m  

London Ehgiand, The Way Off Broadway b u p  h m  Vancower, Bob Bossin h m  Vancouver, 



Serisile Footwear h m  London England, Doug C d  h m  Calgary, The Curtain Razors h m  

Regina, Dark Underbelly Productions h m  Edmonton, 1- theme hm Moscow, Three Dead Trok 

in a Baggie h m  Edmonton, Kate Hull h m  Edmonton, Foresight Theatre h m  Wohahampton, 

Engiand, Atomic Improv £tom Edmonton, The Juanabees h m  Victoria, Mwnp and Smoot h m  

Toronto, One World Theatre h m  Seattle, English Madhaüers, h m  London England. 

Judy Lawrence, interview 1992. 

a' Each year a number of ahas h m  diffemt companies and coimtnes improvise a classic. For 

exampl% 1 witnessed the 1991 ïmprov' of A Midsummer Nighis Dream, and in 1994, The Wizard of 

Oz. These events are held in the park after da& and attroct at Ieast 2000 people, The marvelous thing 

abouï these ceremnies is that so many peopie, arbsts and aradieace, are mduded in a remarkably 

spontanaus performance. The pr-on time is minimni - iypically about 5 &ys before closing 

night people will begin to gather in the Beer Tents to select and cast the closing show, 

m2 In 1989 and 1990 they coueated and pruduced with Sak theatre, h m  Orlando Florida, (The Big 

OL ' Happy SaklTroll Show and Redboy and The Tundra Garors), and in 1991 they co-created and 

ptoduced with Engiish Suitcase, mm London England (JustiJed Sinner). 

An excelient example of this is fou& in the growth of companies h m  Britain. Engiish 

Suitcase toured the Western Fringe circuit h m  1989 to 1994. The company has 2 panianent artïstic 

directors: Kevin Hosier and Kevin Williamson. In 1989 they toured Christie Ut Love (by Howard 

Braiton) and Dr. fa us^ with Leon Domeüy, also h m  London. Leon later went on to fonn a Fringe 

company with Ron Jeokins fiam Winnipeg, Skid Theare (Eu& 1991). In 1990 Englisti Suitcase 

toured with a pro$uction of Bill' Budd (adaptai h m  Hennan MenriUe's novel) with Ben Duddley, also 

h m  London - the foiiowing year Duddiey fomed IncuDabuIa the- and toured the mire Fringe 

chait with Ciyslal Uear. The two adors who stanred in this produciion, Diaua Dent and Mary Harvey, 

tennned to Canada the following year, 1992, and tour& the Wianipeg West cirait with thaf own 

company, English Madhatters (Waiting for Otheflo). Meatlwhile, in 1991 Er@& Suitcase toured 

with 4 acton playing Macbeth, with Deva Palmier cast as Lady Macbeth. And, once again, the 

following year she reâumed with a new company, Er@& Greaineids, and produced Happy Jack @y 

John Godber, chronicler of the English working dasses) with BiU Rodgers on the Western circuit. The 

foiiowing year, Rodgers rehrmed with his own company's production of Scrap - a ontman show. 

* Neither the trip m Mosmw, the coliaboration, nor the finai production have received good 

reviews - not h m  anyone mvolved Kevin Hosier, directorfactor with Engüsh Suitcase, desaibed the 

expmence as '%y nmis exhilarathg and h e U  ... [we] ran into a hiaarchid Russian system whae 

the director is boss. We rowed a lot. We mwed a lot" [Qtd. in Cam Fuller, "Hopes Hi@ on Fringe 

behg cmtive catalyst." Star P h o e  [Saclratnon] 3 1 July 1992 : A2. Leon DonneUy was badly 



beatm one nighî when he wamlered mto a "Mafia bar" - and he describes spending a great deal of time 

"j standhg in hes tryhg to get enough food for the day. mteMew with author, Victoria, 19931. 

Colin Thomas, one of the most respectexi Fringe critics ,was not impressed: "On paper, this 

collaboration among Amaican, Russian, Canadian, and British companies must have looked 

promising. In the theatre, this trrrkey is big enough to feed us for many a hoiiday to corne" C i  

[Vancouve! 18 - 25 Sept. 1992 : 26, 

Rod Carnpbeii, &,in& 21 Aug. 1989: A7. 

KafhIyn Fowla, 1.- 
. . Edmonton, Jan, 1990. 

%' Roger Davies, C3.C. radio, Edmonton, Thur. 18 Aug. 1988. Qtd in Three Dead Troils Ress 

Reiease, 1989. 

24a Neil Watson, m n  Sw 18 Jan, 1990. 

''Pink Smoke in the Vatican" -: Fringe Journal 25 Aug. 199 1 : T3 

~ 5 '  'Temale themes rivehg drama," Edmonton J o d  19 Aug. 1992 : ES. Re: Foresight 

Theatre's production of Shoot the Women First. 

"l Mark Horton, 'The Edmonton Fringe JO&'', supp1emezititry to the -ton Jorn4 19 

Aug, 1992: 2. 

252 Company mernber paraphrased buî not idaitifïed m Kevin Prokosh, WinniDepr Free Press 19 
July 1992: B17. 

"Riveting Drama," m o n t o n  Jowal  19 Aug. 1992: ES. Re: Sensible Footwear. 

Sensible Footwear program notes, Spit it Out: 'Victoria Fringe Schedulq" 

Sept. 1990. 

zS Katherine Way qtd m Sensible Footwear press release, 1990. 

256 'Fringe ads daring, innovative," Star [Saskatoon] 2 Aug. 199 1 : 3. 

"' Daniel Nemiroff, Intaview, 199 1. 

*' '=la& Ice a slippay but solid ptesentation," Toronta 2 Jdy 199 1: F7. 

zs9 Qtd. in Michael D. Rd, "They're angry. They're -y. They're women : Fringe f h a l  

cirçirit provides showcase for kinder, gentler sac," mes Colonist_rVictoria] 29 Sept. 1 99 1 : A1 4. 

Qfd in X Marks the S ~ o t :  The Fdrqpnton Frime Promm Chinook Theatre 17-25 Aug, 199: 

90. 



%' "Fringe play explores actor's bauered chilcihood," S;lskatoon M h r  27 July 1990 : ~ p .  

Jane Casson, 'Views and Reviews," Saskatoon 10 Aug, 1990: ILP. 

x5 MaCabe has o f b  produced this piece for crisis centres, socid workers, edwtors, and other 

groups that work with chiid abusers and the abused. He mv& with pamphlets and explained to me that 

he would normally speak and address questions after a pafonmmx; but 'tmfortunateiy", the Fringe 

"tum-arouncr' time does not ailow this type of activity betweei shows. 

"Erections, Ejacuiations, Exhibitions"  anc couva] 18-25 Sept. 1992: 26. 

2 ~ 9  "Rex the Wonderfringe shows winnmg form," mbe & [Toronto] 17 Aug. 1993 : AL 1. 

''Erections Ejaculatiom, Exhibitions," 8 Sept. - 2 Oct. 1992: 7. 

"' in 1994 Wener and Schaldemose presaited a wodcshop on "How to produce for the Fringe?' at 

the Victoria Fringe festival, They discussed stage and technical limitations: ~ R Q  around the, 

variations m venues and technical crew across the cirniit, and how to design and structure a @don 

thaî uses these Iimitattions to its advantage For example, how to create an exciting Iighting design 

that only needs 12 instruments and that cm be redesigned for each vaiue, 

The "treatmait" ends with : 'Wener and Schaldemose are visited by the Ghost of Fringe 

Future, who inaoduces theni to themsdves as 45-year old mm, unauache4 stiU )15uimng out in buses 

and hot& and Beer Tents. ..." Bruce Grierson, Wictoria] 2-8 Sept. 1993: 17. 

Chris Dafoe, "AU f i g e ,  no H.îs ; festival keeps to the edge," mbe & Mail [Tomnto] 18 

Sept. 1993: CS ( italics mine). 

Z75 Jeff  Be& Times Colonist pictoria] 29 Aug. 1993: A7. 

Bruce Grierson, JvlONDAY Ma- [Victoria] 26 Aug. 1993: 18. 



hanter Four: The Fringe Production Mode1 

It's legend now, Edmonton, 1982. The Srimmerfest organizers are in a 
panic. They're long on fiinds and short on ideas for a summer theatre 
event to replace Noahem Lights Theatre's Shakepeare in the Park 
series. As Paisley looks around Old Strathcona's vacant storefronts, it 
hits him: You could do theatre here. And over there. And across the 
street in that building. ... He rushes to his typewriter and hammers out a 
ha-page proposal. The pranise is simple: We '12 set up some spaces, 
hire some techniciam, and invite everybody to put on a show. He 
submits his proposal and Summerfest buys it. For 50 grand. Looking 
back Paisley remanbers laughing when he told fiends in the theatre 
cornmunity: " We've goi money! 1 literally caiied people 1 knew in 
theatre and told than to tell their nimds. The respome was 
overwhelming. 1 expected 15 to 20 shows," said Paisley. '9 got 45." 
Car1 

"We've got money; we'll set up some spaces, hire some technicians, and invite 

everybody to put on a show" - this aptly expresses the simplicity of the mechanics and 

philosophy behind the first Fringe production structure. Five years later, Paisley 

articulateci more precise relationships betweea the production structure and the Fringe 

philosophy : 

By not choosing the plays and tightly controhg the time and 

equipment available to the artjsts, the Fringe attempts to force 

theatre back to the basics of script, actom, imagination, 
innovation and sheer energy. ... to aeate an environment 

conducive to high-rislc, experimental drama ... to provide a 

oncein-theyear opportunity for performing artists to meet their 
audience without the usual inhibitions associated with the more 

f i d  theatre? 

The philosophical tenets of the FRnge phenornenon evolved with the festival. 

companies, he created the absolute minimum structure for production. Ail of the other 

responsibilities he gave to the artists. The limitation of resources and the amount of 



responsibility givai to the artists are the key aspects of the production structure that 

shaped and nurtured the beginaings of the F ~ g e  philosophy. As the festivals grew, 
. - 

production strategies beaime more cornplex and -on increased - and so too 

did the relationship between the production structure, audience behaviour, and &tic 

choies; audience behaviour came to be hcorporated into the philosophical tenets 

behind the development of the Fringe rnodel and theart of Fringing. Fueled by the 

chaotic energy and activities of the numerous companies and audiences involved over 

the years, the Fringe model has evolved into its present shape. 

Many of the more intriguing elements of the f d v d  production strategies are 

conceptual. They aim at creating types of behaviour by stimulating risk-taking among 

artisa and audience, and shaping an environment that invites spontaneity and chaos. In 

an effort to "order chaos," 1 utilue a categorical approach to illustrate these less tangi'ble 

aspects of Fringe production; 1 break the rnodel Qwn into a number of components 

concemed with pmcticalities and focus on describing the logistics of the Fringe model, 

and the rdatiomhips between the development of thai model, the Frhge philosophy, 

and the development of Fringe theatre- 

Financing the Festivals: 

It is worth remanberhg that in order for the Fringe to show a profit 
(albeit, probably a s d  one) the nineday event needs ht i ca l l y  
successfûi and pop& shows, large numbefs of thirsty audience 
meanbers, no major news stories o c d g  other then the normal 
sllmmer political debaîa, tolenuit fbe, heaith., safety, and liquor control 
board officials, and of course, waxm sunny weather .... All easilx, 
controllable factors in a delicately balanced budget! Brian ~ais~ey. 

Finances have always put the Fringe on precarious turf. Kristin Mom 
[sic] figures that the various levels of goveznment have contributed only 
about $42,000 to the festival ova  five years [ 19951. This year, the 
Fringe is getting squat. Not one cent kom any level of government. 
Kristin Momi is mystified. . .. Morra is especially &ed because the 
FrUige has givai back $145,000 to the artists over the 1s t  four years. 
... [and] "most important, we've neva had a deficit. We've proved 
ourselves," M o m  says. B ~ U  ~ r o w i i s t e a ~ ~  



In the early 19809, when the Fringe was relatively small and rooted in the local 

community, it inspired a great deal of supportive enthusiasm. Both labour and 

equipment were donated; techniciam worked extremely long hours and did not reqyest 

extra pay. staff worked for whateva salary was avdable, and venue owners charged a 

minimal rent, or donated space. As audience numbas doubled in the second year, and 

then doubled again and again in the third and fourth year, co~lzmunity support also 

increased. 

While the musual and undy  character of the Fringe can be a hindrance to 

acquiring iradîtional f o m  of government arts fiinding, there are other sources of 

pubiic funding avdable: 

Producing the F ~ g e  pu6 Chinook Theatre in a rather select position 

among Canadian professional theatre organizatiom. Because of the 
variety of entertainment and artists attracted to the festival many 
government sources of sponsorship can be tapped which would not 
normdy be open to most theatres ninning only a regular season of 
plays ."' 

These sources indude summer employment grants, touring subsidies and assistance for 

individual &tic disciplines, provincial and municipal toiirism gants, funding for 

urban renewal projects, and job dwelopment programs. The Department of 

Communications @OC) has also been a substantial source of funding through the 

Culhual Initiatives Program. However, as Paisley has no@ DOC funding "must be 

dculated with some trepidation since year to year security for such assistance seems 

extremely difficult to guarantee." 

In 1987, Paisley suggested that corporate and private sponsors represented the 

greatest potential for increasing revenue for two reasons: 'Yhe broad demographics of 

the audience and the high local, regional, and national media profile of the Fringe." 

Local brewaies, printing companies and the media are typically rnainstay corporate 



sponsors for each of the Fringes. The festivals in Edmonton, Winnipeg, and 

Vancouver have attracted the largest corporate sponsors, including Air Canada and 

Pepsi. It is important to note that the Fringes are dependent on corporate fiuiding for 

more than financial assistance; govenimeat granting agencies fund the Fringe with the 

understanding that they arepwtners in support. Corporate sponsorship is measured as 

cornrnunity support, and accordingly govanment funding is contingent upon corporate 

sponsorship. The same principle works among the three levek of govemment granting 

agencies; each q y i r e s  that funding be provideci h m  aii three. 

Incorne generated by the Fringe has come in various fomis over the years. The 

major source is the artists' appiication fees. In Edmonton, Montreal, Saskatoon, and 

Winnipeg, beer sales provide a substantial amount of revenue. As Paisley puts it, "ber 

is the fuel of the Fringe; the sale of beer accounts for 20 - 25% of the festival 

revenues." Advertising in the programs and the programs thanselves are sources of 

income for most of the Fringes. Edmonton and W i p e g  charge a fee for food 

vendors and arts and aaft sales on site. Victoria sells Fringe buttons for $2.00, which 

are a required one time purchase pior to buying a theatre ticket. Vancouver charges a 

$1 .O0 surcharge on evexy ticket, and most of the Fringes sell T-shirts, plastic beer 

mugs and coffke cups. A surcharge on advance tickets is a relatively new source of 

income for the Edmonton, Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Victoria Fringes. 

At the annuai Producer's conferences, sources of fiinding and income are invariably 

on the agenda An overview of thae discussions fiom the 1990 conference indicates 

the instability of most fiinding sources and the variability of funding and income across 

the Fringes : 

Victoria: Randy Smith: We lost our Federal Job Devdopment grant 
this year because it is designed to assist new projects and we are no 
longer considered a new project. This was unexpected, we expected 
$50,000. We cut our staff h m  9 to 5 and put together our h t  



presentation for fund-king in the corporate and governent sectors. 

We miseci $66,000 in sponsorship; that is up from $4 1,000 last year. 
And, we htmduced buttons for sale, $2.00 each, as a requked one time 
purchase for each audience member. We sold about 4500 of these. 
This is a good way to count audience numbers [the 1990 Victoria Fringe 
sold 10,500 tickets]. We are enpecting to receive our charity status and 
begin receiving some casino rnoneys. 

Vancouver: Joanna Maratta: L a t  year we had our k t  deficit: 
$30,000. This year we consolidated. W e  eliminated the h t  2 time 
slots of the day, so we start at 4 o'clock instead of noon. We dropped 2 

venues and over 100 performances. We also introduced an advance 

ticket office with a surcharge of $2.00 on each ticket. ... In Vancouver 

we can not sell the program because there is no tradition of selling 
programs here. They tried it tit the film festival and people were v g .  
irate. 

Edmonton: Judy Lawrence: We earned $40,000 in program sales. We 

also sold buttons as part of a sponsorship in conjunction with Edmonton 
Transit. The temperatures were way down this year, and that means our 
beer sales were also dom. We introduced m d e d  wine into the beer 
tents and this helped. Advance ticket sales were up 1 1 1 % fkom 1989. 

We operate with the inversion of subsaiption theory and surcharge 

advaace tickets. We have been talking about charging a fee to the 

"roaming buskers9* as well, as much to keep track of them, and possibly 
limit th& numbers. W e  had 1000 volunteeis. Their worth in dollar 
value is greater then our entire budget. 

Saskatoon: Tom Bentley-Fisher: We began with a partnership with 
the local merchant's association, and the Fringe was extremely 
successful for these people. The Pizza parlor set up in their parking lot 
apparently took in $15,000 in profits during the festival. But now we 
have a problem, the merchants want more control; they want to see the 
Fringe grow as fast as possible. Unfominately they have adoptai an 
exploitive attitude. We are saying no - that might mean having to say 
no to the partnership we've foimed, and the financial assistance. 



Winnipeg: Lany Desrochers: We have the opposite problem ha 
Saskatoon: it is vay diffidt to get local merchants to help or sponsor. 
They take the attitude? 'why advertise ifwe don? have to,' the business 
is going to corne th& way during the Fringe anyway. Being a part of 
MTC works for and against us. The spaces they provide and the 
support administration would cost us $44,000 dollars to replace. The 
Fringe is going to becorne a department of M X ' S  theatre organization. 
The budget has been presented to the board, but now we will be part of 
the "global" budget, not separatek This way, MTC staff can work the 
Fringe budget mto its whole budget, and as a result, "Fringe" deficits 

cannot happen. 

Toronto: Gregory Nixon: This year we diarged an application fee 
and retuxned 100% of the box-office to the artists. The City provides 

90% of ou.  funding and this presents us with a problem in tenns of 

serving the local constituency. The demand in Toronto is so great that 
we have not been able to accommodaîe the national and intemational 
companies as much as we would Wre." 

In 1992 the Winnipeg Fringe lost a substantial amount of provincial funding: 

$65,000. The situation appeared more sexious than in past years; there was 

nevertheless a strong saise of confidence at the Roducer's confaence. The mood was 

playful as people "threw around ideas" for increasing sponsorship and F ~ g e  generated 

revenues. The following t r a n s e  provides an insight into the atmosphere at these 

conferences. 'Ihe convasation should be understood as a "wann-up" for serious 

thhking about innovative ways to gaerate incorne via the festivals: 

Winnipeg, Craig Walls: The basic reality is we can expect less money 
hm our govemment sowces. So, W i i p e g  is going to sell popcom 
on site. 

Toronto, Greg Nixon: W e  could seU lemonade - have lemon& 
stands at the venues with donation boxes. 



Walls: What about a '300 chair' game of musicd chairs, at a buck a 

chair? 

Orlando, Tary Olson: I don't know if this would work in Cânada, 
but in ûr1ando we seil dnigs." 

Administering the Fringe: 

The sdministrative systems ... have ofien been created in reaction to 
needs and pressures, radier then by the more traditional professional arts 
rnethod of calculated foresight and educated guess work .... Luck and 
fast policy adaptations to rapidly expanding situations and circumstances 
have been the nom since the festival's aeation in 1982. Brain P&@ 

The present administrative structure of the Edmonton Fringe was created h u g h  an 

experimental process of crisis and innovation. Discovering how theatre can be 

producd with the absolute minimum of resources is the essential naMe of the 

expexkent; the limitation of  resources has consistently created crises demancihg 

innovative solutions. 

For each inauginal Fringe the producer has made all of the key decisions related to 

evay aspect of the festvd. Paisley explains thaî, "in a small scale opewton such 

omnipotent control is not only possible but, o f k a  de~irable.''~ This allows the 

producer to act qyickly and to be remarkably flexible. Paisley's notion of omnipotent 

control on the Edmonton Fringe preseats an outstanding irony. Thae are so many 

people involved in the festival, and so much activity happening simdtaneously, with so 
* .  

few admmtraive policies and personnel, that in fact, no one is in control. What the 

producer enjoys is the ability to respond to immediate demands without consensus or 

poiicy restrictions. 

In 1987, Paisley conceded to necessity and created a more typical administrative 

body. The nnal practical shape of production decisions and produres were assigned 

to a G a d  Manager and Production Manager. Volunteen remain the core of the 



Edmonton Fringe personnel; this is true of every Fringe. In Edmonton th- are now 

over 100 volunteen Many of these people are veterans who schedule their annual 

holidays to work the Fringe. They are a spirited community with a great sense of pride 

in the Fringe.286 

Today, each Fringe operates with at least a technical director and a production 

manager, and most of the festivals maintain year-round staff positions.m WWith the 

practicalities and structural policies in the bands of managers, the producers concentrate 

on scheduling and pmoting the event and "rnaintaining the integrity of the F ~ g e  both 

philosophidy and practicall~."~ 

Most the- festivals operate under the themsltic guidelines established 
by an -tic Director, who then proceeds to choose productions that 
adhere to or somehow reflect this theme .... The Fringe producer is in a 
slightiy different position Since the h g e  is a festival and a l l  artists 
must apply to be included, thae can be no artistic selection of shows. 
' 7 I e  ~ a n u a l , " ~  

In one big, hot explosion; local praaitioners are forced to grow. The 
Fringe is not just a bunch of plays, it's a Roman Forum - a meeting 
place of ideas, styles and theatrical languages and dialects. The 
spectator, like the artist can pick and choose, or p l v e .  Either way, 
you aui hardly escape hovation. Ga- Charlebois. 

For the artist, the application process requins a fee (between $350 in Mon& and 

$550 in Vancouver [1994]) and basic information about the company and production, 

such as a titie for the show, running the,  and contact numbem. For some cornpanies 

choosing a title is the k t  step in the process of creating their mataial. In otha cases, 

mailiag off the application marks the beginnings of a new company, or a collection of 

seasoned professionals working together on a onetime Fringe project. 

Schemiling, which includes assigning venues and performance times to the 

individual companies, is the only fom of programming. Howeva, as discussed, the 



kt-corne first- served application process is not so "pure" as to exclude producers 

h m  "encoiwginp" partidar artists to &y: 

The producer can provide artistic credibility and leadaship by 
encouraging specific artists to apply to take part in the Fringe. 
Obviously it is to every one's baient to a m  the most exciting 
professional artists possible to the festvd and it is the ProRomicer7s 

responsibility, not to select particular shows, but to seek out and 
encourage such artists whenever and wherever he [she] can ... B 1 

Encouraging artists to apply to the Fringe is one of the few areas in which a producer 

can implement &tic decisions. In the early years, this was the only means of 

d g  intemational and national companig: 

At the beginning 1 didn't think that the Fringe could or should live on its 
local energy alone. The international componait was particularly 
important to me because we were far too insuiar. Our concem in the 

1970s for creatïng and producing Canadian t h ~ e  had left us in a 
~ o i d . ~ ~ '  

The quest for an international component of the Fringe has been achieved; international 

companies consistently represent at l es t  20% of Fringe productions at each festivaLrB 

To&y, Fringe artists are particularly saisitive about the producers Aemonstrathg 

extra encouragement or special consideration for particuhr companies. The integrity of 

the poky became a sensitive issue with the growth of the festivals. As the circuit 

grew, and the numbers of artists applying also grew substantially, quotas becme 

necasary for the application p r o c e ~ s . ~  The inaeasing problems with the demand for 

production spaces, and how each F ~ g e  &&ed their quota, was fint disnissed 

among the producers at the 199 1 confaaice. Nixon described people lining up outside 

bis office in the moming. There were more then 400 requests for the 60 available 

places. The Edmonton and Wkpeg Fringes were experiencing the same 



overwhelming rush for applications. Ali of the F ~ g e s  were receiving considesably 

more applications than they could accommodate. 

Because the festivals are, ideally, "artists owned and gaierated," the Fringe 

producers f& an unusual amount of pressure h the artists. At the 1992 conference 

Judy Lawrence described a situation in which the same person applied to the Fringe for 

a number of years, and was not once accepted In his fiutration he told Lawrence "he 

has evidence to prove that the first corne first served policy is, as he said, 'a set-up'."= 

Nixon tallced about receiving hate mail h m  people who were convincd that the 

Toronto Fringe "cheats": people are so despemte for what the Fringe offers that the 

situation is getting vexy nasty." " Maratta r a i d  the issue of waiting Ilsts. A 

discussion around the table reached the consensus that each Fringe needed to be "more 

public7' and "infomative" about how they determine quotas and waiMg lists; as the 

g a i d  manager of the Vancouver Fringe put it, 'Vie issue is not one of principle, but 

rather whether our poliues are public or p r i ~ a t e . " ~  

In November 1992, the Toronto Fringe went public by hosting a Frhge forum 

concerneci with the application pcess. The Arts Officer for Metm Cultural Affairs, 

Pat Bradley, acted as modaator end the Fringe staff sat as panelis@. Nion provided 

me with his notes £tom this forum: 

The Fringe has presented 127 shows over 3 years: 20 kom outside 

Toronto, and 5 international companies. As of November 199 1 we 
have received 4 1 1 request for applications for the 1992 Fringe, 289 of 
these are metro-baseci. 'Lhe demand far exceeds the festival's capacity. 
Cornpetition is stiff and expectations are high. Fringe organizers agree 
that a mix of local, national, and intemational productions enhance the 
wmt for evexyone. W1th.h this context it is essential that the application 

procedures be as fair, simple and precise as possible. 



Organizers want to do everyhing possible to maintain the spirit of trust 
and cooperation upon which the festival relies. Question to the floor: 
How can the F ~ g e  improve procedures this year? 

1. A lotteq svstm: A public eveat with a symbolic entrance fee to 
which applicants would bring their proposais; the draw would take place 
at the event. 

- A lottery in which applicants are divided uito categories by geographic 
regiom, venue choice, genre of theatre. Then select a pre-detennined 
numba from each category. 

- It was suggested that taking a small percentage of the box office would 
enable the Fringe to add venues and accommodate more companies. 

Questions raised: 

1s it advisable to accept companies on the bais of artistic merit, aitical 
success, and the type of tbeatre? 

- How much should the FNige be audience or 'barket mivai''? 

- Aithough many legitimate arguments were made foi creating &gibrlity 
criteria, Fringe staff mphasized their essential mission - to create a 

Festival that is non-mandateci and fke of curatonal constraints. They 
argued that, "Fn'nping" is a concept unto itself and the Fringe festival 
offes participants the rare opportmity to expriment with impunity. 
Audience membexs corne to discover the unexpected; xkk-taking is a 

part of their expaience as well. The strength of the Fringe lies in the 
fr-eedorn it offers both perforrners and audience." 

This forum is a good an example of the Fringe staffs' desires to m a i n t .  and 

niirMe the "&ts owned" philosophy. It i s  interesthg that the artists suggested the 

Fringe take part of their box-office mid argued that eligibility criteria were a f& solution 



to the "supply and demmd'' problem. The non-juried, no criteria or category aspect of 

the Fringe is perhaps the only production principle thaî aU the Fringe producers 

consistently protect. 

In Vancouver the situation has ken different. The local comtitueacy of F ~ g e  

artists is conteut with the number and nature of venues. However, the quality of 

venues and questions of equity have created bad public relations with the touriog 

companies. The discontent among touring artists arises, in part, because Vancouver's 

F ~ g e  is the ody one that charges the artists a dollar surcharge on every ticket. 

Accordingly, tourhg artists tend to expect more from this Fringe. In 1992 the toirring 

companies engaged in a s d  protest with Maratta One of the most pop& 

companies, The Three Dead Trolls, canceled a sold out show in protest over the 

Uiappropriateness of th& venue - a hard rock band was playing at full volume on the 

floor above their stage. 

The result of the Toronto fonun was the instigation of a lottery "event." The artists 

bring their appiications and a festive evening is made of amouncing the  ers." 

The national and intemational applicatio~ls are received in the mail, and are also drawn 

and announced that ewening. The l o w  becrrme a much needed hd-raiser as well as 

a solution to the p r ~ b l e m . ~  

To date only the Toronto Fringe has changed its application process. However, at 

the 1993 conference, Lawrence codided that while the idea of a lottay and people 

"winning" does not appeal to her, it might be the only solution to Edmonton's long 

line-up of locals waibng for applications. Edmonton is a cold &y and people are 

sleeping outside the office whai applications becorne available in December. 



Scheduling: 

Theatre becomes accessible, inexpensive and fun. It is 
something that mn hagpen anytime or anywhere and anyone cm 
enjoy it. TheManual 

As the "Sold Out" signs went up a .  the various venues, the 
people who hadn't scored tickets quickly thumbed through th& 
programs, then raced OR to their second, third, fourth, or fifth 
choices. The topic, the title, the perfomers, director, h t e r  - 
a f k  a while nothing really mattered except getting a ticket. 
LBiai-Yomg a' 

Most of the Fringes are now nine day events, straddlllig two weekends, with 

shows scheduled betweea noon and midnight. This extensive scheduling is efficient 

and econornical. Once the fâcilities, the staff, and the venues are assembled the 

production structure is utilized to the maximum. More significantly, this sched.de also 

provides a unique experience for the audiences: 

The density and variety of the Fringe schedule, in terms of shows, 
styles, performance times and venues, is at h t  glance almost 

incomprehensible. But biere is litîle doubt that it is this very complexity 

that dtimately provides a large part of the Fringe's audience appeal. It 
is a challenge, with rewards; it is a puzzle with many possible solutions; 
it is a treasure hum with red and ajoyabie theatre gold to be 
discovered. 

As the f h t  Fringe in 1982 was drawing to an end, Paisley began to envision the 

possibsty of stimdating a new kind of theatre audience: "an audiaice which would 

experimeit with the artists; an audience as diverse as the performances and as 

committed to taking risks as the artist~."~ The noon to midnight staggered scheduling, 

in which performance times for individual shows c h g e  day by dizy, began to 

accommodate this vision by creating what is known as the "spill-over audience". 

Paisley explains this by recalling his tactics when the first musical Company produced 

on the Fringe in 1984: 



Everybody said, 'oh my god - Dmnes at Sea at a Fringe Festival!?' 

And to make it worse, not 'just a musical - but a student production! ' 
'It 's supposed to be a new theatre Festival.' But, the Fringe is 

supposed to be whatever it becomes. 1 twk advantage of the situation 
to experiment with stimulating the 'spill-over dence ' .  We scheduled 

it in one of the few Fringe venues that is a recognized theatre, The 
Walterdale. The combination of a weil-known musical in a well-hown 

theatre attracted an older audience. Bu5 as is always the case with a 
popular show in a 150 seat venue, they could not d get tickets. So, 

here is a large group of people on site, anticipating going to a show, 
they look mund and ask each other - 'what the hell is going on here?' 
They see a lot people enjoying themselves m the beer tents, so thqr stop 
for a rekhment. The energy level is idectious; eventuaUy most of 
them say 'we're here now, let's take a chance on a different show.' This 

is how we mate the spillsver audience. Because there is ahvqys a 
show about to begin somewhere, people are encouraged to take a risk 

and try something different. Ig 

The scheduling s-es that stimulate audience spill-over not only increase ticket 

sales, but also diversfi the audience for any one production: the philosophy of artistic 

accessibility and @ty expands to include the audience. 

Excluding the Edmonton and Winnipeg Fringes, each festival continues to 

experiment with its schechile, and especially the scheduling of early &y-time shows. 

In their second year, the Toronto Fringe scheduled 10 days with four shows each 

evallng. In year three they scheduled daytime shows. The Vancouver, Victoria and 

Saskatoon festivals a l l  started with noon openings and then cut back to 4 o'clock on 

week da.. In year three, Wepeg decided to put extra effort into encouraging people 

to atknd day time shows with a promotion campaip. The fatival achieved o v d  

44% capacity for &ernoon shows, an increase of 30%? 

Schedule and venue assignment are two of the many risk factors involved in 

produchg on the Fringe. These variables can have a signifiant impact on the number 



of tickets a Company sells - despite the ''@ty7' or type of performance. In the 

manual Paisley outlined his criteria for assigning vaues to companies: 

Consideration is given to specific rqests ,  to the type and style of each 
production, the size and shape of theatre which seans most appropriate 
to the play's intent, the nature of technical equiprnent and technician 
support required and a reaListic assessrnent of the show's probable 
popularity and success." 

The last of these criteria would be looked at skeptically by Fringe artists today. 

Assigning venues according to "probable popularity," or any reasons other then 

technical mqukernents, is considerd inequitable for new and imknown companies, and 

consequently undesirable. The principle of equity among the producing companies 

grew in importance as the Fringes presented an ever greater veety of promictions and 

diversity of artists. 

Venues: 

Fringe venues have included school gymnasiums and community halls, store fronts 

and night clubs, empty commercial buildings, reheatsal spaces and new theatre studios, 

an old post office, a des& miU, a transit storage barn, a church, an old vaudeville 

theatre, an underground parking garage, a city bus, and small and large t h e e s .  While 

the character of F ~ g e  venues is remarkably diverse, d of the festivak maintain two 

criteria for venues. To stimulate festivity and audience spill-over, the venues need to be 

within cornfortable waikjng distance h m  each other. To maintain equity, they need to 

be comparable in technical and seating capacities. These two criteria are not always 

achieved. 

The technical "set-up" of venues varies a geat deal at each Fringe and acmss the 

circuit, They range fkom pscenium arch to in-the-round con£igurations. The 

minimum consists of an un-devateci playing area tweIve fm by twelve feei, a seating 



capaQty of sixty ,  nivelve lighbng instruments, a single tape deck and one technician. At 

the other end of the scde, some venues are outfitted with a sophisticated lighting hang 

and sound system, a playing space as large as thkty feet by t h e  feet with an elevated 

stage and sprung floor, a nutuber of flats and risers, two tecbnicians, and a seathg 

capacity of 350. 

Technicai reheanals are usually the first M i e  a Company sees its venue and meets 

its technician. Rehearsals are typically three hours in length, two or three days before 

openhg . hnmg this time, blocking is adapted according to the stage configuration, 

lighting cues are designed and ploüed according to the available instruments and hang, 

somd levels are set, and if there is time, the technician sees a run of the show - all in 3 

hours. The expertise and attitudes of the techniciam are also significantly variable. 

There are stories about technicians "ducking out for a quick pee" while running a show, 

danandhg bottles of scotch in renim for their expertise, and drinlsng large quantities 

of beer while working. 

Critics wiU o h  comment on the "%ad" venues, somebmes waming audiences to 

stay away f?om the venues without air conditionhg and poor sight linge Stephen 

Godhy is infamous for his criticisms of the production standards in Vancouver: 

Audiences in a loud nightclub-theatre could witness a refiigerator 
that chose to hum during cIimaxes, threatenhg to tum dialogue 
into mime; chandeliers chanering loudly in a n o k  theatre 
because of a dance performance above; an intimate tw0-c- 

play accompanied by a rock band downstairs; and a few 

suspenseful Lighting and audio fdures that tested - or forged- 
the ability of young acton to keep the illusion of theatre 

suspaided above b d  realities of the merely technical.M 

As each Fringe grew, securing venues presented a double diiemma: spaces within 

walkhg distance were more difficult to £in4 and as the artists became more 



eXpenenced at self-production, their technical eqx&itîons increasd They begin to 

want to challenge themselves beyond what the Fringe off& technically. Typicdy 

this type of pressure resulted in the artists discovering innovative theatrical ways to 

overcome venue limitaticms, which would thai influence artistic choices and mcfience 

reception. For example, a Wepeg Company hstituted the "Bring Your Own Venue" 

arrangement in 1 990: the Ice Squid Station Perfonning Company. They perfonned 

Tnal by Bus on a city bus (an adaptaiion of a Kafka short story by Kyle McCulloch). 

The bus departed nightly at 8 o'clock for a 50 minute performrmce. Once the bus driver 

closed the dwrs and announced: 'The court is now in session," the bus traveiied 

around the city occasionally stopping to pick up actors. The production was an 

outstanding success. Fringe myth has it thah in order to avoid the four hour lïne-ups, a 

ninnber of local poiiticians attempted to put pressure on the Fringe Roducer to get them 

tickets, 

The BYOV concept provides another good example of how theatrical innovation 

occurs in response to a crisis. If it works, other artïsts and most producers cpickly 

accept the new idea and adapt. In 199 1 Whpeg 's festival had three BYOV 

productions. The most popular of these was Skid Theatre's Eweka (written by R o h e  

Jenkins - CO-fouder of Skid). The play, about three homeless men, was set in an 

underground garage across fiom the Market Square pIrrk. The garage reeked of urine 

and oil stains . The audiaice sat on thin carciboard spread out on the cernent. The 

show opened with an old ''chevy" rwving its engines as it tumed the corner and came 

screeching into the garage. Two headlights rnomentarily blinded the audience. The 

paformatlce created an outstanciiagly viscerd expexience. ''The dationship bnweai 

what you see and where you are is kaught with tension. ... [Skid] exploit theû sPange 

non-theatre to the hilt'- The play sold out two shows a day for the entire run of the 

fdvai. It went on to be developed at Tarragon Theatre in Toronto and then remounted 

at the 1992 Edmonton Fringe - in a garage. 



The initial BYOV arrangement allowed companies to schedule at prime rimes and 

present more then one show a day. This translated into a situation in which a great deal 

more money couldputentiaZlj be earned. At the 1992 Producer's conference, Craig 

W a h  (Winnipeg), raised the issue of financial Wty: "Is this a situation in which one 

company is "feeding off the ~r inge?"~  Lawrence responded, "1 think the site-specinc 

venues are an excellent idea Why not? If a company has the initiative, the ideas, the 

extra energy, and money, why shouldn't they sell more tickets'? "''O Lawrence also 

pointed out that, "BYOVs are not guaranteed seU-outs. Edmonton had one show in a 

BYOV that did not do weU at ail." She stressed, it always depends on the specific 

work.'"" Walls suggested that BYOV productions should be allowed only if the 

company is d g  a legitimafe "site s p d c  wo&" lüre Eweka, an4 that they be 

limitesi to one show per &y. Of course, the problem of who determines legiàmacy, 

and how, always arises because the application process &es not require a s e p t  be 

submitted - just a title. 

As is often the case, no consensus was reached by the producers. Ratheq this 

discwion led to the larger issue of discrepancy in the q d t y  of venues. Each 

producer attempts to maintain tm average of 100 to 150 seats per venue; however, there 

have been venues as large as 400 seats and as s d  as 40. Whde this creates an 

inequitable situaiion for the artists, there is a greater dilemma involved for the 

producers. They are, nahualy, under pressure to scheduie the "heavy bitters" in the 

biggest venuedu Scheduiinp the most popular companies in the largest venues is 

considered a fmapm for a number of rasons, one 1 have descxibed fjnannnancial equity. 

Anotha has to do with attempthg to change assumptions. Audiences assume that 

shows scheduled in the '%est" theaires, the larges6 most comfortabIe, and well known, 

are there because they are the "best" shows. If the Fringe fulfills this assumption, 

some of the producers argue, this will erode a central principle of Fringe production - 
leaving the process of adjudication in the han& of the audience. Another aspect of the 



audiences' experknce, which the producers sûive to nurtlae, is the excitement of 

discovamg the unknown hit show cfeated by the unheard-of company. The greatex the 

challenge, the more inclined people are to seek out and accordmgly to see more 

productions in their *est. By arbitrarily assigning venues, the producas provide fav 

indications as to which companies are better known or more established, and in han, 

they increase the challenge for the audience to be the "adjudicators". 

The Box Office: 

The F ~ g e  is a smorgasbord of onpinal improven works, 
f e a . g  wildly varying styles presented with no assurance 
whatsoever of either talent or professional skiil. The fixt that the 
audiences are prepared to s t d  in line to attend such theatre is a 
source of constant amazement, and some joy . . The ~ a n u a l . ' ~  

Th- is no subtitute for the spontaneity, excitement, and the 
never-ending flow of energy that is created by the h e  ups. The 
~ a n u a l , ~ ' ~  

In the early years, Fringe volunteers sold tickets h m  the sidavalk outside the 

venue one hour before the show began, and the accounting was done at the venue 

immediately after the show. The shplicity of this method was founded on both 

necessity and philosophy . Not only did this system require vay littie administration 

and no facilties, it also helped to extend the "equity" principle for audiaices - because 

tickets were available to everyone at the same tirne, place, and price and prices were 

kept as low as possible in order to make the shows accessible to as many people as 

possible. 

Access to tickets was obviously limted by the "hour before each show" time h e .  

This aeates 1i.e-ups, and line-ups are an integral part of how the Fringe production 

structure works. They are essential for artists to promote their shows, they encourage 

word of mouth, and they a t m  Street p&omers and new audiences to the festivals. 

Line-ups &O have an interesthg infiumce on reception and production. While people 

are standing in line, artiste are giving out hand-bills and takhg about their shows, and 



strret musicians or @ormers are entertainhg them. This kmd of p s h o w  activity 

innuences the mood of the audience: "the anticipation generated by the act of standing 

in line for 2 or 3 hours builds up a sense of occasion which climaxes with the 

performance.'"" Whei the lights go up on a Fringe show the actors are confkonted 

with an u11usually lively and anticipatory audience. 

In 1985, the third year of the festival, people in Edmonton began to request advance 

tickets. "People phoned and wrote letters saying things me; "my relatives are in town 

for the &y, we need to have tickets in advance.'"" But Paisley was reticent to provide 

th-: 

1 did not lüce the idea of advance tickets because I had a uneasy feeling 

that they would mate  a level of n o d t y .  1 womed that people would 

begin to fed like they could just book ahead, and then relax. One of the 

greatest dangas for the F ~ g e  is if people begin to suspect they know 

how it works, then the spontaneity and anticipation is broka~"' 

While Paisley resisted the pressure to extend the availability of tickets, by 1990 the 

b u p s  were simply too long and sometimes too desperate for cornfort. Kids were 

renting their semices and standing in Line for two dollars an hour. In 199 1, people 

lined-up for seven hours to buy tickets to Igrol@s production of Animal Fann. Three 

blocks away, the Three Dead Trolls in a Baggie ordered pizza for the people standing in 

the four hour Iine-up to buy tickets for their production of Saskatchebua, a play about 

the economy, politicians, and hemp in Saskatchewan. Eventually, advance tickets 

seemed to be the only reasonable response to the overwheimïng demand for some 

shows. 

Paisley's rdcence ta implanent advance ticke~s led him to examine the rationale of 

h a n c e  sales h m  an unusuaI perspective: 



1 realized that on the Fringe advance tickets would be a privilege7 an 

extra service. Therefore, people would have to pay extra- It's the 
inverse of the subscription theofy. Advance tickets solved a number of 
problems. The line-ups were too long, people would wait for 7 hours 

to buy a ticket!! During that time they could go to see two or three other 
less popula. shows. So we relieved the line-up time, numved the spill- 
over sbrategy, and created a source of Fringe generated incorne. 318 

The actvance ticket policies have changed over the years in a similar pattem amss 

the Fringes. Uiitially tickets were made available for two weelcs before the festival 

began; only 50% of each house was offered for pre-sales, and the central box-office 

closed when the festival opend Today both Edmonton and Vancouver have central 

ticket offices where people cm purchase tickets h m  early in the monthg until late at 

night throughout the festival. Edmonton maintains the 50% of each house maximum 

pre-sales, while Vancouver sells the entire house. The 50% maximum principle helps 

to maintain line-ups, expectations, audience spill-over, and the inauence of "word of 

mouth. " 

Vancouver's Fringe is unique in tenns of its box office policies ancl, accordiagly7 in 

its economic relationship with Fringe artists. In 199 1, the Vancouver Fringe received a 

$40,000 sponsorship package which included the installation of a computerized box 

office. The simpîicity of volunteers collecting money and thai counting it out with the 

actors at the end of the show was replaceci by a complex box office offering a number 

of different ways of purchasing tickets: over the phone with credit car&, in person, 

weekend passes, and '4rush" tickets. Consequently, the lineups in Vancouver are 

relatively non-existent. This Fringe also began colleaing a doliar on evay ticket sol4 

and two d o h  on the advance tickets. Wlth this surcharge on every ticket cornes the 

most saious disintegration of the "artists takes all" philosophy. Artists are not allowed 

to poster or handbül at the central ticket office, this g r d y  diminishes audience and 

artist interaction, and increases the cost of promotion for the companies. 



Artists' Revenue: 

Its been a bIack hole of money. Even in a good year, ifwe paid 
ourselves a modest salary, we wouldn't show a profit It's a way of life 
more than anything. You're on the road, meeting people, doing your 
show. And on any given &y, after your show, you have $800 in your 
pocket And I don't care how deep you are in the hole, on that &y, I'm 
a happy guy. Michael ~ e a a . ~ "  

Ideally, the Fringe producer sets a maximum ticket price and the artists receive 

100% of th& ticket revenue. According to Paisley this economic relationship is the 

"secret ingredient" to the success of the Fringe: 

"Amsts takes ail" is the great exchange that makes it work year a k  
year. Artists know what they get at the Fringe - they pays their fee, 
they calculate their costs and their possible gains, and tfiey takes their 

chances [sic]. And they how, no matter how much they get, they get 

it A. This is risk without a savice charge, gambhg without a house 
. . 

percentage - and it works. If we were to eluninate this attractive aspect 

of the Fringe structure we would probably remice our own risk-sharing 
crediiiliity quite considerably. 

The low price of tickets not only makes theaire accessible to a larger mdimce, it 

also means that the po tena  income of a Friage artists is seriously limited. In the 

manual Paisley has interesthg things to Say about the relatiomhip between ticket pices 

and the type of work which is produced: 

ûnly in a few exceptional aises (the seil-out hit one-person show in a 
large venue) do the ticket revenues actually pay a reasonably fair wage. 
In some ways this is a deliberate tactic to maintain the attistic th- and 
the integrity of the event If by allowing ticket prices to rise, rwenues 
were able to increase considerably then a real danger exists that 

productions would be tailored to meet the simplest production standards 
and accrue the maximum ticket revenues .... The main reason to 
participate in the Fringe should neva be the amount of money to be 
made. 



Paisley's notion that artistic integity is intendated with poverty is questionable. On 

the Fringe thme is simply no potential to eam more than costs and reasonably fair 

wages: the venues are too small, the ticket price too low, and the nm too short. 

Nonetheless, the sentiment among the artists is that the festival audiences will not 

accept anyihing but &tic integrity: 

Any attempt to discover a F ~ g e  formula play would be rejected by this 
audience. We have to constandy challenge our own techniques to 
continue with success - because this audiaice is extremely demmding. 
Once we discover something which they think is greaS we have to keep 

expanding it, keep experimenting, and keep playing with the audience. 
Theatre d y  is a h e  on the Fringe. 'P 

By keeping ticket prices low the Fringe dem;uids that the atists work with a 

remaricable economy. This means the successful Fringe companies exploit to the fullest 

th& most inexpensive resources: acting, writing, designing, and their access to a large 

potential audience which the festival creates. Much like the Fringe production 

structure, the development of many Fringe companies has involved a process of limiteci 

resources demanding innovative solutions. 

It is impossible to generalize about the budgets of Fringe companies. Some invest 

up to $20,000 dollars, o h  manage on W00. Wages are tvpically paid after expenses 

and depend on a box-office split between the members. The fht Edmonton Fringe did 

not charge an application fee because Paisley assumed no one would apply if a fee was 

involved: "The possibWes for production were considaed to be directly related to 

fiuiding sources; artists had no tradition of producing themselves; of making cash 

investments in their ~ o r k . ' ~ ~  Today thae is no question about the financial nature of 

Fringe companies; they are independent ~e~producing theatre mtists. . 



Promotion: 

Good public relations have been the cornestone of the Fringe Theatre 
Event's spectacular success .... Now, the reptation of the Fringe has 
spread far beyond Edmonton and Alberta - the festival is regardeci, 
nationally and internationally, as a major force in the aeation of new 
theatre expriences and a kind of proving ground for new and 
innovative methods ofpromting the performing arts. Brian  aisl le^.^ 

A great deal of musual spectacle and festivity on the Fringe began in response to 

the producer's Limited pubiicity budgets; they needed to attract attention. Opening 

events and media preview parties ( although no shows are aaually previewed) are 

annual traditions with a unique Fringe flavour. Saskatoon's Fringe has created the 

most ironic skjll-testing cornpetitions for their opening night wents. At the 199 1 

opening cerernony I witnessed the humdmedia Velcro 'Thmwing Contest. Each 

Fringe reviewer was &essai in a Velcro suit, with the aid of Fringe artists, who then 

l in4  tbem up and one by one catapulted them toward a Velcro wail on the side of a 

building. The winner was determinecl by the artistic @ty of his or h a  flight through 

the air, and final landing position on the wall . It is now an opening night tradition in 

Saskatoon for Fringe critics to make physical fools of themselves and suffer public 

h d a t i o n  at the h d s  of the artists they are about to review. 

The artists also promote their shows with e x t r d y  Iimited budgets. For a number 

of reasons they tend to target their audiences more than the meclia Posting and %and- 

biUuig" as well as large signboards with reviews and pi- are the main fonns of 

promotion on site. Ticket line-ups and the beer tmts are the most popular and effective 

places to pass out hanâbills. This is o h  done in a festive spirit, sometimes with 

actors in costume and street musicians on the si& lines. ûiving out hand-bills is one of 

the most profitable means of promotion because it aeates an essential oneon-one 

contact for the audiences. Faced wibi so many productions, people are eager for the 

opportunity to ask questions. They hquently choose to see a show because they have 

talked with the aftists involved: the social barriers between audience and artists have 



been broken and people naturally feei more cornfortable approaching the artists d e r  the 

show. The close proxïmity of the beer tmts and Fringe clubs greatly facilitate these 

discussions. Fringe artists tend to agree that the artistic benefits and social pleasure of 

getting to know th& audiences' opinions and feelings, in the end, far outweigh the 

initial anbarrassrnent of "'shameless self-promotionv' ( as it is afféctionately caiied). 

At the early Fringes there was an unwritten rule among staff and volunteers: it was 

taboo for thge people to recommend Fringe shows when a s k d  This "silence" helped 

to eacourage audiences to discuss the quality of shows among themselves. "Word of 

mouth" or as it is sometimes callecl, "the buzz," becme a Fringe tradition and the most 

important promotional tool for pedorming companies. 325 

In Toronto and Vancouver, whae it has been more dif£icult to encourage people to 

gather, the producers have focused attention on educating the companies on how to 

mate pubLiCity in more traditional ways. Both of these Fringes offer "FMige publiaty 

seminars" focused on creathg promotional material and press releases. These seminars 

are one example of the ''minhg grouud" aspect of the Fringe. 

The Beer Tents and Fringe Clubs. 

The atended lobbies have becorne an integral part of the festival's 
tradition. Artists, audience members, critics, SM, and volmteers 
gather in these tents h m  noon until midnight every day of the Fringe, 
discussing plays, different points of view and possible friture projects - 
it is a lively, chaotic, social interaction immeled  in the Canadian 
theatre community. ~ h e  Manuatm 

The spiritual centre of the Fringe is, as dways, the beer tent on the 
Main. Bill ~ r o w ~ l s t e h  3~ 

The Fringe did not begin with a concept of people gathering in beer tents and clubs 

discussing theatre!. Rather, the need for a place to gather was created by the f d v e  

spirit and resulting large crowds of boisterous peuple. The nrst beer tmt was 



htroduced in 1984, when the Fringe received permission to close 83rd Avenue to 

In year one we had not wen thought of the concept of beer garda.  We 
stning a few banners and 'thnigs' began happening in the dey ways. In 
year two we began to have problems with crowds and people Nnning 

across 83rd Avenue. It was dangerou. In year three we managed to 

have 83rd Avenue closd The University games were happening at the 
same tirne, the city was busy and we rnanaged to slip in a beer tent 
without anyone asking what we were up to. In year four the Liquor 
Conml Board caught up with us. A couple of inspectors came on site 
and saw a 200 seat beer tent comected to a 150 seat theatre. They began 
contmlling the tents, which were logistically O.K. as long as they were 

attached to a theatre [by a ribbon]. They were considered extended 
lobbies. First the tents could only be open for an hou  befme the show, 

then we moved the ticket booth to the beer tent and sold the proprogr in 

order to demonstrate these were theatre paîrons. It worked out really 
well. We were able to keep the tents open fiorn noon to midnight, and 

we dramatically increased program sales? 

The beer tents are now integral to the production structure and the Fringe philosophy. 

They provide an &eady present and potential audience for artists promoting their 

shows, a place for audiences to exchange their critical reviews, and they provide Fringe 

The social phenornenon of the Edmonton beer tents is not somethmg that can be 

administered and scheduled In W d p e g ,  Saskatoon, and Montreal the festivals have 

successfdy followed the pattem of the Edmonton Frhge - inwducing beer tents at 

their inaugural festivals and numning the social practice of gathering, drinkhg, and 

debate. In Vancower, Victoria, and Toronto the Fringe clubs have becorne a gathering 

place for artists and reviewem, with few audience mmbers attending. No doubt, one 

of the reasons for this is that these Fringes have indwr clubs, not beer tents. 



The Stireets & Ontdoor Perlormers: 

Street entertainment is an mtegral part of the Fringe Theatre Evmt. 
Schemiling a number of shows in a numba of indoor venues may create 
a fesrivol, but providing for a continuous carnival atmosphere between 
theatres, in the parks and on the st~eets, creates a community 
~ekbm'i~n. .  Brian ~aisley=- 

If the Fringe is all about theatricai risk-taking, than outdoor Fringe is 
like %&a wadare and the pedormas are the foot soldiers. Paui 
Mark. 

The tradition of street performers on the Fringe began as a means to attract 

audiences. Initially, manbers of indoor performing cornpanies went out into the streets 

to pmmote their shows. In 1984 local musicians began to entatain the he-ups on a 

pas-the-hat basis. The word quickly spread that Fringe he-ups were good outdoor 

audiences. In 1985 juggiexs joined the musicians and Paisley decided to schedde an 

outdoor stage in the Gazebo park. In 1986 a number of vendors, artisans and 

restauratteurs asked permission to set up kiosks and booths. To accommodate this extra 

advity, a second outdoor site with a stage was developed. Sak Theatre, fiom Florida, 

perfonned at the 1987 Edmonton F ~ g e .  According to Paisley, 'Wey took the place by 

stom and changeci the nature of the street performance on the Fringe; the quality got 

better and beaa afkr they ami~ed.''~' By 1988 the Edmonton Fringe was well known 

in the world of professional street perfomiers. By 1989 the streets had becorne an 

event on their own. Today Edmonton bas three scheduled outdoor stages, and over a 

hmdred "roaming" street perfomiers. The scheciuled street performers pay a fee and 

apply on a first-come kt-served basis. Today, more apply then can be 

accommodated. 

Street @ormers play a number of d e s  in the production structure. Setting up 

their playing spaces anywhere they please, they are d y  and entice their audiences to 

break the d e s  with than. They break down preconceived concepts of what is possible 

by pe.150- the seemingly impossible. They take breath-stopping risks nght in fiont 



of our eyes, and then laugh at us for holding our breath, Openhg our min& to musual 

possibilities, they are a remarkable "warm-up aa" for the Fringe theaire audience; and 

indeed, for the thousands of festvai goers who do not pmchase tickets to theatre 

productions - they are the show. Fringe festivals are nch material for anyone 

interested in the recent m g e n c e  of street perfonners, fools, buffoons, and their ilk. 

For the most part, street performance is much like the social phenornaion of the 

beer tents; it is not something that can be planned, administered, and scheduled. The 

Vancouver and Toronto Fringes are the least festive, in part because they have neva 

been able to amrict street actnrity. In the d y  years, Toronto tried to liven up the 

streets with "busk stops," but the performers found that people were not willing to put 

money into the hm, pebhaps because of the numbem of panhandlers in the area. 

Vancouver &O made some attempts a attmdng street performers, but the Fringe area 

is not conducive to this. There are no parks or green areas and the tr&c is thick and 

noisy. The Victoria producer made atbah~g buskas a priority. For Smith, creating 

chaos was a priority, and by offering traveling expenses and remuneration, as well as a 

pass-the-hat arrangement, Smith was able to keep the streets alive during the festival. 

The Winnipeg, Saskatoon, and Montrd Fringes have each managed a measure of 

Edmonton's success with street performance. Howevg, none of the Frhges attraa the 

numbers and divemity of ''roaming buskers" and professional street performers, as 

does the Edmonton festival. 

At the 1 99 1 Roducer's Conference, the subject of incorpoXaang as a national 

associaaon and tracbmafkiTlg the Fringe name prompted the producen to idaitify the 

cornmon points that define "a F ~ g e " .  The list included non-jury seledon, &tic 

&eedom, minimal conwl, accessibility for audience, responsibility of artists, and 

fhUy the festive environment. 



Conclusions: 

Amsts should lead, not be led.. The Fringe represents, perhaps for the 
first t h e  in Canedian theatre, a Ive-scale attempt to give the stage back 
to the creative artists . The Manual 

It is impossible not to be ideahtic about the festival, or converseLy it is 
impossible to be cynical. It just is inherently ideahtic in its sûucturectufe It 
will not work if you assume the wont in people - you have to assume 
the k t .  ~ ~ d ~ ~ a w r e o c e , ~  

The Fringe mode1 places theatre production in a set of relationships that are 

signifïcantly diffaent fkom traditional and institutional theaire practices in Canada, The 

emphasis on accasibility and process have inauend the nature of &tic production 

and audience reception. The production structure modifies the influences of traditional 

evduative practices for audiences, critics, and sponsors. Because production decisions 

are placed in the han& of the arrists, and risk-taking is encouraged, an increasing 

number of WTiters and acton nom "marginalized" groups are producing for a wide 

audience. The quality of pdormance, the good aad the bad, is defïned and mediated 

by the interaction of the participants. For the audiences, the Fringe presents both a 

plurality of unmediated choices and opportuaities for debate and camaraderie, insi& 

and outside the venues. By their "pubLimess", the festivals contain moments of 

intaaction that are not u s d y  found in the production and reception of the theatre. 

There is a conpence between the scpectations of the Fringe audiences and the type 

of work produceci on the Fringe, which has been both forged by the production 

structure, and has, in him, influenced the development of that structure. The non- 

juried application process has created a festival circuit in which the one cornmon 

denominator among the most popular Fringe productions is that they are typically 

original plays or performance pieces. New, untested work thrives on the Fringe. 

Artists whose work would nomelly be comidered too political, or politically incorrect, 



too short or too abstract, too personal or too provocative, or simply too ridicuous for 

production, can succeed on the Fringe becme the production mode1 encourages 

audiences to take a risk, to challenge themselves and try something different In tum, 

the popular Fringe artists are those who push the hardest at conventional boundaries: 

theatncal and social. The F h g e  offas actors, directors, and writers considaable 

autonomy and provides the security they ne& to take those risks. Not only are the 

hancial  investments minimaly the festival also acts as an ulzlbrella. This autonomy 

combined with the overall predisposition to experiment has inspireci some of the most 

provocative and political work in Canadian theatre. 

Journal Excerpt: 

17 Aogust 1991, Edmonton: Waiting in line to see F u n b  Rauch. 
Just saw Three Pos&ards: elaborate setthg in a restaurant, furniture 
evaywhere, a piano and player and plants with more plants - and a 

waiter whose only role is sening 3he girls" drinks. Three women meet 
for b e r ,  each is slightly neurotic. They chitter-chatter and sing songs 
and we slowly realize that the cause of their nairosis is their mutual 
Eendship. The "oh so realistc" setting distracts me h m  the absurdiv of 
the piece. Left me feeling tHed; packaged as a f l u e  litîle feel good 

musical - yet my reading of the central meaning is women "like these" are 
neurotic and their relationships with each otha are the cause of their 
neurosis. This is -y? Luckily, 1 manageci to slip into the line-up for 
Funker Rauch because it is in the same venue. The iine up is long, it's 
late and people are excited - Paisley directeci this piece, and Michad 
B d  is performing. It never ceases to amaze me that people wiil line-up 

for so long to see a play beginning at 1 1 :30 p.m. - and this one is a two 

hou piece! ! 1 am exhausted. 

Later: 2:00 am. Wow - a riveting two hour performance. A bare set 

with platforms, p s h o w  music; tribal drums - subtle, di& projected 
images shuttered in a round spot of light - scaie changes created by 



movement and lighting. The most startling aspect of the performance was 

actually seeing the differences between the conventions of Postcards and 
Funker. The back to back expriaice of seeing IWO plays in the same 
space - this is a significant Fringe experience. We are not just watcbing a 
play, but rather watching how the conventions of theatre work, how they 
influence our reception and our ways of making sense out of the story - 
how they influence the ways we make meaning. Unfortunately the beer 
tents are closed and I am now exhiiarated. 
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hapter Five: The Art of the Fringe 

The Friage is the only theatre in the country where artists have 
control over their work. We are only resgpnsible to ourselves, 
our work, Our visions. Robert Me, Smaii. 

Over 450 theatre companies produce on the Fringe each year. A number of these 

companies r e m  year after year and work either their local festival, the entire Fringe 

circuit, or the 'Winnipeg west" circuit. Some companies disappear, never to be heard 

of again. Othm work the circuit for a few yem and then move onto different 

opportmities. Most of the "established'' Fringe companies continue to seKproduce 

diaing the winters." Some companies are aeated by writers who want to see their 

work on stage, or directors who bring together a Company of actors for a particular 

project, or, conversely, a collection of actors working togetha - with or without a 

director. 0x1 average ova  60% of F ~ g e  companies mate onginal work Many 

cornpanies are dedicated to a collaborative process, or ensemble techniques, and just as 

many others to improvisation on stage. Some works continue to be produced, and 

some die a painful death on the Fringe stage. 

It is impossible to generalize about Fringe theatre because it encompasses an eclectic 

collection of performance genres and narrative styles. There is, however, a cornmon 

@ty that disthguhhes a  id' Fringe artist. Fringe artists think of the festivals as 

events that they "use." This includes 'iising" the audience. In many ways this reflects 

a unique elanent of the proàuction structure - it creates apotentid audience for an 

eclectic collection of artists. 

'Ihe kt chapters explorai how the production stmcture and the "eventfullness" of 

the festivals influence audience expectation, seleciion, and reception. In this chapter 1 

look at how the production structure and audience expectation influence the work and 



the careers of Fringe artkts. In every interview 1 conducted, there is always, as one 

Fringe artist put it - "the face of the audience." According to Fringe amsts, this 

audience behaves differentiy, and this diffaence is intrinsically valuable to their creative 

process - and careers. 

This audience is GREAT for the creative process *. 

Audience response, that is the t r a d d  of the Canadan Fringe. The 
facts that people corne and talk after the shows, and the amount of 
audience response in the streets are two of the most outstanding features 
of these festivals. Kevin wiiiiamson? 

FMge audiences are exîremely personable. They r d y  are interested in 
watching us develop. If 1 could make one statement about the Fringe it 
would be to try to explain how much this audience has given me. As a 
young person 1 am learning so much. It has not beei easy, but the 
opportunity has been arnazing. It is so vital to sorneone like myself. 
Andrea HOW? 

The Fringe audience is really keyed up. They have lined-up for hours to 
see your work, and some have been lookmg forward to your new play 
since last year. They give an immediate response. And, they are very 
generous. S m  ~emoine? 

The value of theatre becoming important, a source of excitement, joy, 
quite often indignarion, anger and disgust to thousands of people for 
whom it was previously unimportant, is more signincant than individual 
production values. Chris ~ohnson.~ 

The Fringe provides an audience that offers us an incredible amount of 
fieedom. W e  can experimmt, improvise, make mistakes. 1 am fke to 
let people b w  that 1 am improvising - that 1 am workmg with them. 
The Fringe audience hows they are a part of the process. Ksrai Hines, 
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This audience determines the eXpenmce of the show; the warmth that 
they offer creates a special energy for the actor. Thae is also a sense of 
urgmcy and immediacy when thqr enter the venue that creates a direct 
aiergy between them and me - there is no theatre, no institution 
betwem us. It is the individual h t s  that the Fringe audience is 
committed to and genukely cares about. Sanders whmngY1 

It's important to undemtand that the empowement of the actor on the 
Fringe is about more than making our own opporRinities by producing 
ourselves. It is also about how we work with oui audiences. Acting on 
the Fringe has crystallized into an expeximce of knowing my audiences. 
1 am thdÜng and feeling and making decisions about what they want 
'Ibis is the dymmic that cornes h m  empowaing the -or. This is, I 
t h .  why the Fringe audiences are not going into the other theatres - 



this M c  and energy is not there because actors are w d h g  for a 
contract, not a .  audience.   an der^ whitmgYZ 

The Fringe audiaice is ofim accuseci of being less aitical or over- 
generous. But this is a mistake. They are different because they have 
corne here to have a special kind of atperience with the artists and the 
show they are attending - they are not here to compare us to Chekov or 
Mamet, or anyone &es Michad 0 ' ~ r i a i "  

Produchg [a career] on the Fringe 

1 wanted to gain some real experkce. 1 wrmted to be inspired again 
The initial idea was like a fantasy dream; can 1 M y  do t h ?  There have 
been moments when I've thought '1 am living in a dream - being able 
to take mv work across Canada.' It is fantastic. 1 have leamed a lot of 
things, great experiences, but mostiy it has inspired me. Andrcw 
~ i n k s . ~  

We can take risks that we wodd never take in any other situation 
because everything is provideci for so litîle cost: You have a theatre, 
technicians, and box office. For the money, the deal is d g .  In 
Toronto this would cost three thousand a week. At that prke who can 
&ord to take Nks? And, the audience are so excited. In a regular 
theatre 1 would be ah id  to experiment with the audiaice because it if 
you blow it, word traveis so fast in this town. Karen  ine es? 

Why do 1 produce on the F'ringe? The opportunity in h o n d y  discuss 
in detail what other artists think about my work, and vice versa; al l  the 
feed-back and all the interaction between artists, al l  the nights of 
conversation about theatre, about what it means to us and how and why 
we sûive to make meanjngs - this coming together with other artists has 
turned out to be the reason 1 am working on the Fringe. Wendy petas" 

Mump and Smoot, ak.a Mike Kainard and John Tunier ak-a  clowns of honor, 

produceci on the Toronto West circuit 3 times: In Something - with Wog 1989, Caged 

- wirli Wog 199 1, Infem 1993. Their Fringe fame was immediate; critics compared 

their work with Samuel Beckett and Antonin Artaud, and "word of mouth" preceded 

their amival at each Fringe. In 1993 the Saskatoon Fringe used their promotion 

photograph for its Fringe poster. Mump and Smoot are one of a handfd of t o d g  

Fringe companies that have received Canada Corncil funding via the Explorations 

Rognun. They Say that producing on the Fringe emed them popuiar and criticai 

respect for theh unique clowning techniques: 



The k g e  got us out there and into the public eye. This is where we 

got our reviews and our reputatîon. The whole process of developing 

an audience and critical attention for our work was considerabIy speeded 
up because of the ~ r i n g e . ~  

David Chantler started his now international t o m  and teaching company, 

Trickster, in 1 9 79 in Calgary. He produced on the early Edmonton F ~ g e  before 

touring and teacbg in New Zealand, Australia, Singapore, and Mexico. In 1986, the 

company received a grant nom Alberta Foudation for the Perfomiing Arts and sent 

Chantla and his performance partner, Sheryl Simmons, to study at Denmark's 

Nordisk Teater-labortitorium (this is the home of theatre anthropologist Eugenio 

Barba's Odin Theatre)." They retunned to the Canadian Fringe circuit in 1990 with a 

new production that they developed specifïcally for the Fringe: Jowney into Ec~tasy: 

What the Fringe does for companies like ourselves [Trickster] and 

Mump and Smoot, is provide thepossibiky for success. After two 

of critical success on the F ~ g e ,  combineci with sold-out houses, 
a company can graduate out of the ~ r i n g e . ~  

While Chantier describes the Fringe as a "stepping stone," there are a number of Fringe 
artists who would disagree. Michael Wener, founder and direaor for Way O f f  

Broadway, has ranained "faithful" to the Fringe circuit since 1988: 

We are a F ~ g e  company. This is where we began, and this is where 

we mmt to be. We have great audiences and great reviews. We travel 
the country, meeting other artists fkom all over the world And, we see 

some of the most exciting theatre. Why would we want to work any 
place else? Right now, there is no more srciting place to be creating 
theatre? 

Shoot the Women First 

It's redy hard to do a show about porn and not show any. ~wtmioly-n, 
3s I 



Themes are hard to m e  by in the anarchy of the Fringe of Toronto 
Festival, but I tripped over one Wednesday night after seeing Diam& 
ore Forever, A Girk Best Fn'end, followed immediately by Blonde 
... .The Theme is womeq the tone is tongue-in-cheek ... A James Bond 
spoof substitutes women for men and lets them behave as badly as 
guys, and in Blonde, viewers discover that blondes don? just happen, 
they are an organization. Ray Conloguem 

Afta 15 shows in three days, I'm beginning to wonder - am 1 at the 
Fringe or trapped in one of those sci-fi movies about a lone male on a 
planet nui by women. Bob Remingron. 'D 

Help ! There's a male show at the Fringe that's trapped inside female 
bodies. Lloyd ~ykk.? 

The Tit Show is not a flashy &air. ... If the show were c d e d  
Radical Feminkts Expain neir Breasî, a cast member explained, men 
wouldn't show up. Paui watson.? 

Fringe Festival bught with fernales. Hazel ~adley? 

Smith pictoria's inaugural Friage producer] was cit a loss to srplain 
why so many women's shows have b e n  opening on the Fringe circuit, 
he said maybe it's a development whose time has corne [?]. Michad D. 
Reid Y7 

The Fringes have dways been "home" to a large number of woman's theatre 

groups and f a t  companies, because, a) feminist theatre is popular on the Fringe, 

and b) %e fkst-come-fint -sexved produce your own work" Fringe philosophy has 

-y attracted women artists. When the relative numbers are considerd (see 

chapter one), the Fringe evidently provides a much needed production opportunity for 

women writers, directors, and especially actors. 

I went to look for plays for women - not becme 1 am a feminist, but 

because 1 am an out of work actress. A lot of us are here, like myself, 
because we m o t  fhd enough work because there are so few plays 
with good parts for women being producd On the Fringe we can 
meate our own opportunities." 

Beçause the festivals are popular, they provide an opportunity for developing a larger 
audience for ferninist work mi, catainly, a more eclectic audience than what can be 
expected at the differerit "Womeo's" fstivals across the country. 



We had an objective whai we decided to produce on the Fringe: we 

wanted to get feminist cultumi works out to a broader community. We 

play for the Women in Viav Festival, but for this piece we d y  
wanted a more diverse audience. 3%) 

In 1989, Gweadolyn - "strippa, hooker, film-maker, standup comic, prostitute's 
rights activisf multi-media performance a r t i ~ t ' ' ~  - startled critics and audiences when 
she produced h a  excaitnc feminist politics on the Toronto Fringe: Merchanfi of love: 
A Sex Workm &perience in Therupy. She describes herself, not as a feminist, but 
rather, 

... as a political whore who is looking for allies within the feminist 
community. I'm N e  most feminists: I'm part of a special interest 

group. 

In Merchan&, Gwendolyn franky portrays herself and her story of "spirituality and 

unprofitable encountw with therapists, who can't understand why - 'anyone would 
rent out their body?' - ('1 got hungry ' , she explains) - in a mdti-media performance 

that incorporates 'bconfessional stand-up comedy with home movies." After a 
successful Fringe run, and rnuch media coverage (she channed the critics), she traveled 
with Merchants to the avant-garde arts festival in Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Edge 90. In 
199 1, Gwendolyn retunied to the Toronto Fringe with a piece that ''tackled a new 
batch of sticky topics": Hardcore . Anotha ''provocative and s e d y  explicit collage 
of stand-up comedy, slides, and film."s1 She attacked the anti-pomography movement, 
and police harassrnent of prostitutes. Explaining that she is "pro-pomography", she 
&es making her M g  as a pomographer, biu she does not 4 4 n ~ s a r i l y  like the 

mainStream pmography that's out there." For her, the Fringe creates an opportunity 
to "create and produce h a  "own dflereent imagery." 

The Fringe, Gwendolyn explained to Toronto critic Vit Wagna, is the perfect 
venue for her to accomplish a numba of goals: 

She credits the favorable pub1icity received by Merchun& of Lme with 
her ability to gain funding for the Newcastle trip and &O for her 
participation in Five Fem*nkt Minutes [a documentary by the National 
nIm Board's feminist Studio D, that included h a  short hlm Prowling by 
Night]]. It also enableci her to quaüSr for a gnmt to stage Hmdcoe. .... 
[and] it played an important role in gating funding for a v ida  about the 



'Rostitutes Safe Sex Projecf - an ouaeach program nm by the 

Canadian O r g d t i o n  for the Rights of Prosthtes (CORP) with whom 

Gwendolyn is d v e l y  involved. 

Notably, the aitics labeled her work "unpolished" and 'tnfinished", "rough" and 
"minred" - y c  they wrote supportive reviews: 

Somehow, though, she is never less than cornpelling. She says the 
most extraordinary things and - most important - consistdy 

challenges the audience to rethink deep-rooted assumptions about 
prostitution, pomography, and the sex trade in generaLM 

The International Component 

On average, intemationai theatre troupes and street pdonners present at least 20% 

of each festival (the largest percentage of street perfonners come h m  the United 

States). Since 1991, thae has been at least 6, and in some years, up to 14 British 

touring companies on the Fringe circuit. The first to anive, at the Edmonton Fringe in 

1984, was Anna Barry. She was persuadeci by Paisley to "take a risk", and come to the 

Edmonton Fringe instead of the Edinburgh. She returned to tour the Edmonton West 

circuit most years since then. Her productions have all been one-women shows, and 

they are always sell-outs. Paisley credits Barry with '"teaching the local artists how to 

get out there and promote their shows; she arrived with great postas, a smctwich board 

with reviews and photos, and she was really aggressive with h a  press kits, attracting 

all sorts of media.''m 

Like Barry, most of the early British touring groups had previously produceci on 

the Edinburgh Fringe. Kevin Williamson, of Engüsh Suitcase, explained that they, 

too, were inviteci by Paisley and that, "by then (1 989), the Edinburgh Fringe had 

becorne too expensive, and the ri& too great.'- However, Williamson stressed that 

"today the international companies come for other reasons": 



It is impossible to ignore the excitement and creativity that is comùig out 
of these festivals. The profile, popularhy, and reputation are enough to 

entice anyone. In the same way that it was impossible to ignore 
Edinburgh, the Canadian Fringe now has an amazing international 

reptation among small th- companies - and, especidly street 
performers. 

nie hama Viuage Company fiom Nigeria and Igroky Theatre fkom Moscow have 

both "used" the Fringe as a refuge. The director of Drama Village, Awam Amkpa, 

explained why they h t  came to the Canadian festivals in 1990, 

F i  we wanted to bring a performance by bladr South fins to a 
wider public. Here we can eam money to fund projects back home. 
And we believe that by making contacts and creating a reputation, we 
will create an effective lobbying group to protect us nom bemg 
hcarcerated again. We have been jailed for performing this theatre 
back borne. Awam Amkpa, Director; The Dr- Village Company, Nigaia. 

They toured the Winnipeg West circuit with Wosa Albe~ ,  "a fantasy of two ex-political 

chainees wonderhg what would happm if Christ chose South Afiica for his reaim.'*= 

And in 1992, they retumed with Ajasco, "A humorous sabire on f i a ' s  history" Told 

and sung by "three ciancers embark[ing] on a joumey to 

In July 199 1, Theatre Igroky arrived at the Saskatoon airport - d 2 3  rnembers, 

including a financier and 2 street venders who sold Russian clothes, dolls, and other 

assorted paraphernalia. They produced an adaptation of George Orwell's A n i d  

F m ,  which was unique: 12 Russians danced and sang their way through a highly 

visuai, both whimsically comic and darkly tragic, intapretation of OtWeU's tale. Most 

of the actors could not speak English socially, but they spoke it on stage. Pink Floyd 

(ûf the Wall) and Russian folk music were intertwined throughout the action. A 

demonstdon for PERASTROKA on stage, transfmed into a hely  and cornpetitive 

Folk dance; yomg womm h m  the audience were enticed up onto the stage by Vitalij 



and Rad; young men were iured to the stage by Larisa and T h a ;  they joined the 

dancers. Tempo and mood changed swiftly. Large rolls of clear plastic unrolled in a 

dance awash in red lighting, creating an image of bloody slaughter. This show was 

hugely popular with "everyoney7. Some people waited in line for up to 8 hours. On the 

evenhg of the attempted Soviet coup in August 199 1, their pafonnance was 

remarkably poignant; people àid not want to lave the venue. They waited outside. 

Later that night, the Russians sat in the beer tent with their audience, chinEang vodka 

and singing the saddest of Russian ballads. Dozens of people crowed around until the 

smail hours of the morning. It was a remarkable expeximce. As t h q  aavelled across 

the circuit, the Russians came to symbolize somethùig special; "evayone7' wanted to 

meet than, to feed hem, and iaevitably, to drink vodka with them. They also sang and 

danced in the s t r ~ ,  passing aromd a hat aftawards. At the end of the tour, 4 of them 

"missed" the tlight home and sought refugee status in Vancouver. 

Film deats & the Fringe envuonment 

In 1988, a film agent in Los Angles convinced Shane MaCabe, fkom Arizona, to 

bring his one-man show to the Edmonton Fringe; a Vancouver film Company was 

interested in buying the rights, and willing to fly to Edmonton to see the production. 

MaCabe did not make a film deal, but he did rffuni to the Canadian Fringe. He found 

that the character of audiences, and the intimate nature of Fringe venues, combined to 

create an ideal environment for his play, No Place Like Home: 

It is important that this piece be played in a small, intimate house. The 
audience needs to experience what is going on around them. 1 came 

back to the Fringe because this is the pa fea  venue. Mine is the only 
show, so fa., that has retunied for a second year - and 1 still sold-out 
every house, 1 might even bring it back next y& 

... t is like going to look at the Mona Lisa and having her reach out of 
the picture hune and slug y0u.a 



MaCabe's show ... is just too personal - and indeed, too harrowing - 
to be normally salable as a th- evening ~9 

Acting on the Fringe 

Actors have become a cog in the theatre machine. We are expected to sit 
and wait, to spend ou.  time auditionhg for nothing; and we are expected 
to accept the fact that once we are cast, we wiil have little or no inauence 
on the project. Amie MacPhezson. y 

Amie MacPherson has been acting on the Edmonton Fringe for a decade; has had a 

"typical" Fringe acting career. Between 198 3 and 198 8, he was cast by numaous local 

Fringe companïes. He established a reptation as a stmng Fringe performa and, in 

1989, he founded his "one-man" Company, Dark Underbelly Roductions, and 

produced, directeci and stared in a couple of "one man shows'"'. In 1 992, he wrote 

his first play, Iron John a, produced and perfomed it with his wife, Debbie Pattason: 

... [an] exubgant and eclectic musical comedy ... A terrific exploration of 

h t r a t e d  dreams and desires in a banal, multi-national corporate world ..... a 
non-stop musical comedy exaavaganza t h ' s  refreshing, entertaining, and 
uplifting ..... m 

This procession, h m  acting, to producing, to writiag, is a common experïence for 
mors who begh their c a n a  on the FFlnge. 

Writhg on the Fringe: 

Urjo Kareda, M c  Director of Tamgon theatre and a foxmer aitic at 
the Toronto Star, womes that some promishg yoimg writers have 
grown so aiamored of the party that they are reluctant to leave. "1 don't 
think there's an incentive to develop as a writer," says Kareda. 
"Fringes have becorne an end in themselves. Ev-g is a success 
and, all of a sudden, your a playwright. Fringa can divert people who 
would grow as writers in a more duected environment- Real writers 
will push their way forward, 1 suppose. But 1 wony that good writers 
wiU end upjust worhg h m  one h g e  festival to the next." (3ms 
Dafbe373 

1 write for an ensemble of actors (thae are 10 long-time regular 
membas of Teatm). Every script becornes a collaborative projezt, 
which evmtually includes the Fringe audience. The Fringe offas me 
the opportunity to mite for a large cast aisemble. This is what is at the 



heart of my plays. The work does not have to go through the usual 
new play process; which is having to receive the approval of a director 
who says the play is good enough for a workshop, in which directorial 
decisions shape the final script On the Fringe, 1 go through that 
process with the company and the audience, they decide if it is good 
enough or not, and they shape my final decisions about a script. Stewart 
Lernoine. 

1 have a body of work now, because the Fringe exists and aiiowed me 
the opportunity to work. Howeva, as the y e m  pas, 1 grow somewhat 
fnistrated at the limitations of producing Fringe plays. 1 want to write a 
play that demands a fidl set, a cast of ten, and lighting eff- that cm be 
accomplished in more than an hour's tech time. 1 want to be paid 
without being funny . Ken Brownm 

... since we came into existence at the Edmonton Fringe in 1982 ... I 
have rarely written a role without knowing who the actor playing was 
going to be. 1 think this is a great heip in creating plays popuiated by 
specific and idiosyncratic charactem. In this situation it is possible to 
create a role that plays on an actor's kt-known strengths, or that 
challenges him to do somethuig unexpected. Of course, it helps that 1 
also direct my own work and therefore ahvays able to explain exmti'y 
what the author had in mind Stewart ~emoine? 

1 lived in Edmonton most of my life and began writing plays right out of 
high school. 1 moved to Toronto after 25th Street promiced my nrSt 
play. I did not like the T.O. scene. I began to believe theatre had r d y  
lost touch with itself, with what it should and could be. 1 left Toronto 
with the decision that i f 1  was going to continue workmg for the theatre, 
it had to be on my own tams, in my own way. When 1 arrived back in 
Edmonton here was the Fringe, the perféct chance to do it my way. 
Brad Frasez. 

Now we've gone on to create playwrights like Brad Fraser who does 
very provocative theatre about individual human concems. They're the 
complete opposite of the kind of popilist hoopla and social commentary 
that was theTe before. Twenty years ago, the eaergy in this regional 
cultural field was very much tied into a region-wide view of the identity 
of the farmer, the Wheat Pools and the War of Riel. It was sort of a 
uni- theme among people. Fringe fgtivals, multi-channel television 
and other world phenornena have unraveled that fabric. Michael Springaie 
328 

Workshoppîng on the Fringe has rendcable advantages over the muai 
process. First, 1 have total fiedom. Second, 1 am working with a cast 
of my choice. And third, 1 Qn't have to wony about money. The 
costs will be covered thn>ugh ticket sales. Most important is the that 
success or failure is within my control. 1 make the choices, the 
changes, and I decide if the work is succeeding, or failing. One of the 
most important things that the Fringe offers is that people are alîowed to 
fail. Without thk oopprtunity we can not take the risks necessary to 
develop exciting and relevant work.   rad F ~ X Z ?  



I can try out new and cray ideas that corne h m  my generation, not the 
gaiedon of artistic directors. 1 have a fair chance here, 1 am equal to 
everyone else, this has been the most valuable experience for me as a 
Wfiter. o * B ~ ~ ~ z L ~  

When in 1985, in the last moments of L[fe AAfter Hockey, when an 
imaginary puck dropped into an imaginary Russian goal and the Fringe 
audience stood and cheered, it was an extraordinary moment in my Me 
and amer. 1 had written a iittle occasional piece for the 1985 festival, 
and in the first performance, the audience made it clear that it had 
communicated to thexn very direcdy. Kei B I O W ~ , ~ ~  

While the Friage has always aüracted new writers, not al l  of thm are there because 

the festivals offer an opportunity to expairnent Some of the new work presents 

no- mexpected For many, the Fringe is simply the only opportunity to see theV 

work in kont of an audience. In 1988, Frank Holdai, fkom Newfomdland, produced 

and performed in his 90 minute one-man historical drama across the circuit, Judge 

Prowse Preriding. He had sent his script to 20 theatres across the country, and 

received no response. In the end he "had to s d e "  for the Fringe. While this is not an 

musual F ~ g e  tale, Holden is unique in two respects: shipping his production ahead 

on the Gray Hound bus, he bicycled fiom Edmonton to Victoria, and, he is not "the 

least bit interested in theatre that involves the audience." '"That," he says, "is a 

gratuitous playing with the fourth w ~ U ' ' ~  

The Last Word: Criticism - on the Fringe ? 

As a critic on the Fringe, what I am looking for is the exp10ration of new 
directions. But, Fringe criticism is muçual in terms of my general ttieatre 
reviews. My engagement with the Fringe influences my reviews. 1 am 
more excited by the experiment than the fhkhedness [sic] or ultimate 
produa. 1 becorne involved in the process of my readom. The pleasure 
of assessment takes over fiom the assessment. Coiin Thomas.* 

The Fringes are a structure, a market place, an event - it is not an 
alternative to the rnainstmm. Unfortunately Vancouver and Toronto 
Fringe set themselves up as ''in opposition", they have taken the "Fringe" 
parttoo l i t d y .  (3nisDafoe" 

The first Fringe show 1 saw was Gwendol', it was rough, it was raw, 
and it was really exciting. Her honesty was compeliing. vi wagner? 



The non-jinied application process really pays off: the Frhge is the only 
place where we see nuly experimental theatre. Colin 'Thomas? 

You m o t  judge Fringe shows on the same level - you have to be honest 
to your etnotional response. 1 thùik the Fringe is as close as theaire cornes 
to making d c s  imIevant. The Fringe completely mderrnines the 
hierarchy of theatre. coiin c ho ma^.^ 

One of the wonderhl things about a Fkge  is that it breaks down 
ponceivecl notions of how you make those [critical] choices and where 
you get your information. Mira ~riedlander-m 

You have to take the risks in order to be a part of it - and that means that 
automatidy people are exposed in a way that they would not normally 
be. To me, that is exploration. Mua ~riedlaoder-PP 

The stmcîme of the F-e destroys the ability of the critics to impose 
themselves because there is too much to see in too short a t h e .  ~ a y  
~ o d o g u e . ~  

In the Fringe, thae is an implicit sort of atomizing thing that goes on with 
the variety of shows, and hence the variety of visions by people with a 
M y  anarchic expression of personal beiief. There is a paradoxical aspect 
of hgmentation co-existhg with a certain unity. Ray Cunloguefg' 

Journal Excerpts 
20 April1994, Victoria: They are tattered, bedraggled Goddess' - 
ht ica i l y  mmding/sewinglweaving - SpiMing the tale 

The Goddess in the ghetto - the muse becmes the rustic gypsy, the 

trivial Street entertainer. 

Possible titles: 
-Bitches Brew : A recipe for the des~cn'ion of the p ~ a r c h y .  
- Goddess I M m o  
-Ra@ Ravuged Revenged 

27 April Vanconver: We have a titIe: nie Happy Cunt, a hue stov. 
And, we are in 6 out of 7 festivals. 

There is no show yet, but the fantasies are great. 
17 June Montreaï: Opened to a sell-out house. The show was a 
mess, but it had a fienetic and exMarafing energy that both spooked and 
delighted the house. 1 wonda how we will re-capture that excitement? 



21 June: Montreal box office: $3500.00 Each night, for 4 nights, we 

had a good strong growing show, then suddenly, one ni& we had a 
nothing but a big mess. Scared the hell out of me. 
10 Juiy, Toronto: Sold out our first house. The show was stiR, but 
strong. Gwd responses h m  the house and the "'techies". The critics 
were both kind and cruel. Oin posters and handbills have been censored 
in Fringe club. Here, people keep stealing the ones we post around 
t o m  - we are told they are '%ollectors" items - so, we're selling them 
at the venue. 

12 Jniy: Money is a pain in the ass. Thirty hours to Winnipeg, 30 
hours to work. We are ready to go to a new level. I want us to stagger 
off the edge - and fly. 
14 Jnly: Winnipeg: Sitting on a cold Stone step sipping coffee, it is 
vev early. I am biUeted in a big old house with sevai kids, and no 

garden fiirninire? 1 think I'U take one of the vans and go camp. 
22 Jdy: W e  are censored W e  met with Craig first dung. We went 
dong with it, like nice liale girls - we are afÎaid of rocking boats. 
26 Jnly: It's been an "interesting" Fringe. Fht ,  the f i e  dam goes 

off 15 minutes h t o  our mon o@g. It's rabhg outside, we are 
evacuated, the critic leaves and writes a cruel review. We had to ''pick- 
up" fbm where we left off - soaking wet. Next day we arrive at the 

venue and they have taken away our fog machine. Then, they take away 
our candles. Good-bye scenography. Diana went biserk. Deb went into 
automatic p lo t  T h a e  is a deficacy to our trimgle relationship, which is 
beautifid in its kagility, t-g in its wmplexity. 
27 Juiy: We sure pissed off somebody. AU those catastrophes - it 
was like a bolt of lightaiing. From here on in, we r e h e  to be 
censored. Nothing good came out of being nice girls. We'll be 
prmished just as much for being itty biüy faninists. Thank the goddess 
the new moon is rising for Saskatoon. There is a sequence to the 
stories: the play begins to influence my terminology, my politics, my 

fiendships, &.my faith, or spirituaiïty? The engagement changes, 
'"as one leanis what the work says." 
29 July, Saskatoon: 10 hours on the road. 1 &ove a lot, cried a few 
tears. Deb remains tme and steady, pficient and predictable. Dima 
leaps and hop and fies and falls h m  one spot to the next. We open 



9:00 pm. Saturday night - yahoo. Today we poster and media biitz. 
Ra Mizz Dent on the "tele" with her charming British accent - and Deb 
and 1 hit the road with our postas. 

Deb told me last night that she has always believed a show can only 

grow, but now she is wondaing if a show can disintegrate? What a 
temfying thought. Wdpeg Was hard 
We've genaztted a lot of bad reviews, but we seil good houses. FWzo 
do we play for? Those people who bark and moo, who hoot and 

whistle, who tell us how much the play means to than. We are not 
going back into rehearsals. We are w o r h g  on stage, we are working 
30 be there now" with the house - to let every d e ,  giggle, and cough 

in the house becorne a part of the world of HAG and NAG. 

20 Jdy: Someone followed Deb and 1 around town while we were 

putàng up posters yesterday. They ripped d o m  ail our posters. There 

have been complaints. The police are involved. A board member for 
25th St resigned! ! - over our right to poster!!! The paper qyoted him: 
'The controversy surroundhg this play .. . is, in my view, an abuse of 

artistic W o m . "  Tom refuseci to censor us. Telephone calls h m  

Edmonton and Victoria. Judy is with us, paving a path; Randy is 
fighting for us. 
We are heading for the 13th venue on the 13th Fringe. 
12 Aug Edmonton: The moon will be fidl on opening night, and we 

are in tune. The show is beginning to fly, audience response is 

dynamic, it's a love it or hate it success, people are passionate. 
14 Aug: We opened on the 13th, at the 13th hour, in the 13th venue, 
and when 1 went to set up, there were 13 people standing in line waithg 

for the ticket sellers. Hmmmm. 
15 Aug: There are gnunblings around the site; gossip, chitrer chatta 
"what's the matter?" Madhatters have the pulled a coupe with a bad 
show - bad reviews, bud structure, hi bad girls. Attrachg so much 
attention to themselves! ! Tch Tch. mer chatter, what's the matter? - 
Gossip on the site. The media goes for it, gorges it, condemm i~ and 
pretends it us - not them. 
1 Sept Vancouver: Edmonton was a gas, hot, hot, hot - the show 
took off, 1 fhally feli in love with it. The stories: the meetings with 'the 



comunity leaders', police and lawyas, and the viciousness of the 
media - ouch, it was hot hot hot 

1 Nov, Victoria: As I organize the material remains of the "Happy 
Cunt" project: newspaper reviews, photographs, posters, handbills, and 
this j o u w  hto  a box with a lid, 1 feel both immense relief and nagging 
doubts. 1 am relieved that we succeeded; we played to sold-out houses 

and moved at least 3 or 4 hudred people across the c o u n t ~ ~  to their 
feet. W e  stimdated debates and made his-story: the Globe and Mail 
printed the word "cunt" for the first time, according to Chris Dafoe, 

ad, I'm told, a C.B .C. Radio reviewer said the word on the air waves. 

We stood up to the media At least, 1 think we d i d  It is this doubt that 
nags at me. It got pretty nasty at times. Some people were reaiZy mad at 
us. 1 was accosted in the streets by strangers, harassed by detectives, 
threatened by a venue owner, and, 1 am sony to Say, manipulated by the 

media But, at the same time, there was that group of women in 
Montreal who stayed after the show to shake our han&, congratulate, 
and encourage us - not one of them was unda 60, I'm sure. They 
knew what we were do&, they were inspired, and that gave us 
courage. It tuned out we needed it. 
The lingering anger 1 feel cornes h m  my frustration with these material 
remains. The historical evidence, that 1 am padcing away in a box with 
a lid, would lead any "reasonable" person to ttiink that The Hqpy  Cunt, 
was not "good" theaae. 

On opening night in Vancouver, we had an (almost) full-house standing 
ovation; and this was the cntical response in the Qeorpia S- 

This show tempts one to Say it sets ferniaiSm back 20 years, but 
that would be inaccurate. It only sets ferniniSm back t a  years, 
because 20 years ago the movement had more important things to 
do than indulge itself in this h d  of wretched excess. ... The 
program carries a waming of "Language offaisive to the dimi 
mims of daddydum." The only thing 1 found offensive was that 
through its sendonalistic title and utterly spurious billing as 
comedy, this dreck is drawing audiences away fiom far more 
deserving performances. (Bob Macdonald) . . .. 

And so on, for another 5 column inches. 
Deb wrote a response that was published: 



I am pleased as punch to be goaded ùito replying to ML (014) 
MacDonald's review of my play. ... We were honoured to receive a 
standing ovation on our opening night in appreciation of the 
''dre~k'~. Mr. MacDonald did show keen insight when he stated that 
my character, HAG7 appeared to have "gone off h a  medication." 
Indeed, my passions have not been potteci by Rozac or the 
pedestrïan prattle of the popes of patriarchy- This cow would also 
like to address the buU who charged her with setting f@m back 
10 years with her "wretched excess". Staggering on the edge of a 
doomed world, women today are wetched ("deeply afflicted, 
dejected, or distressed"). When farmers c d  us quack, we quack 
back! 

But it war good theaire. It inspired people, they told us so; it moved 
people, they laughed and hooted and barked - and laughed some more. 
One guy in Toronto saw the show 3 times, he told us it "'changed" his 
entire utldéfstanding of women, and, he bought us al l  several beers. 
Too bad that does not count for anything, critically and historically. 
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PART II: The Frhoe Phenornenon 

Prefaee: 

Understanding Culture as Process 

Culhue is an on-going procas of creation, establishment, &is and innovation. 

People create social meanjngs and symbolic representatiom for those meanings, 

traditions and ntuals are established &ch uphold and entrench these meanings; 

moments of crisis occur whei old meanings no longer work to m a i n t .  social 

hamiony; crisis evokes innovation and inspires the creation of new social meanings. It 

is in this seme that social reality can be understood as a cuiturai construction. Theatre 

artists try, most ofien, to capture the critical and hovative moments of this process, 

the moments when people experience a crisis or interruption in normal every day Mee 

Once caphaed and re-presented, the process of human dations and symbolic meanings 

can be explored and undastood in new and different ways. 

It was an unusually wami midnight in downtown Victoria Outside, the streets 

were full of people celebratïng FRday ni& Inside the theaire, it was hot and 

despite the hour, the seats were full. 1 scanned m y  video-camaa over the audience, 

th= focused on the stage. It was bare with a single p l a h .  Fd seen these two 

young actors many thes on the University stages, and 1 knew the writer, &O a 

theatre student. Throughout the performance, the occasional hoots and laughter of a 

dnmken party drifted in off the street. 

The story was simple, b o s t  naive. Two people who had been fiends in grade 

schooi, meet at Utilvefsity. They are nice young people fkom nice families, so they 

go on a first date. She goes with him because she's polite, and she necks with him 



because she does not feel "xight" about saying no. He rapes her while they are 

necking; swiftly and silently. Afterwards, in the glow of two single Iights, they tell 

th& stories. Her innocence is gone; h a  world fa& apart. He discovers his 

manhood; his world imfolds before him. He completes his final monologue with a 

loud and satisfied laugh; my mind snaps ôack to my work. 1 pan the camera across 

the audience, looking for their response through the viewfinder. Accidentally, 1 

catch the quiet young playwright's face. 1 wonder, is the play based in her reality? 

As 1 exit the the-, I see four young men in crisp white sailor suits huddled 

around three extremely young prostitutes. 1 take my camera case off my shoulder 

end perch on it, watching the scene. One of the young girls stands balanced on the 

edge of the curb. The street light casts a glow on her face. I'm sure she is yotmga 

than my teenage daughta. Che of the sailors laughs. I pick up my camera and walk 

to the next performance, thinlsng about my daughter ... . 

The play on that wami Friday evening was about a private and unspoken 

e-ence between two yomg people. The climax of the &ormance, the swift 

silent rape, was a critical moment in the process of their lives; it was a moment fïUed 

with potentid to shape their futures. The scene on the street was a social drama 

about a public expience between a gmup of sailors, three teenage prostitutes, and 

everyone on the streets interested in observing - or avoiding - the transaction. As 1 

sat perched on my camera case, 1 acpexienced a Beeting, but nonetheless profomd 

response to a theatxical pdomiance that was not, in itself, particularly provocative. 

For a moment, 1 saw the social construction of adolescent prostitution - the public 

buyhg and s e h g  of a young girl's sexuality as people mundanely wait for green 

lights and hunt for parking spots. 1 saw it as "normal" - and, as a natural extension 

of the silent and uneventful theatrical rape 1 had just wimessed 



The loud and dnmken laughter of the sailors drifthg off the streets into the 

theatre, the final satisfied laugh of the young man on stage, the glow of the street 

light on the young prostitute's face, the crisp virginal whiteness of the sailors' 

uniforms, the flow of F d a y  night pedesUians and td l i c ,  the downtown 

amiosphere, the time of night, the musual warmth of the wening, all this flowed 

together and crystalhed into a moment of acute awareness - a moment when 1 saw 

somethuig about society that is normally invisible. 1 felt the social mechanisnu and 

boundânes that both d o w  Md persuade me to believe that the selling and buying of 

a young girl's body is rightly a 'homal" public event, inevitable, historical, and 

sometimes romantic, 

To perceive day to &y realay as a social construction enables the mind to think 

about aeating possibïîities for change. It is only whai we recognize the sociaily and 

culturaUy constructeci structures of society, that we are able to recognize the potential 

to change those structures. It was not a "great" performance of an outstanding script 

that provoked this perception. Rather, it was the framework in which 1 eqeiienced 

the performance; the Fringe Festival. 

"Part Two" is primarily concerned with exploring and understanding the social 

and aesthetic expeRences that this h e w o r k  (the production model) invites, 

stimulates, and mates. In order to do this, 1 conceptuaiize the Fringe as a proces, 

as a "cultural performance." This involves "letting go" of the boundaries and 

categories that separate theatfe and evenf performance and reception - art and Me. 



Chapter Six: 

Culture on the Fringe: Clowns and Festivity 

We have to go into the subjunctive world of monsters, demons, and 
clowns, of cruelty and poetry, in order to make sense of our daily lives, 
eaming our M y  brrad And when we enter whatever theatre our lives 
allow us, we have already learned how strange and mdti-layered 
everyday Me is, how extraordinaIy the ordinary. We then no longer 
need in Auden's tams the "endles safety" of ideologies but prize the 
'heedless risk" of acting and interacting. Victor ~utlltr? 

We've seen apocalyptic clowns and cataleptic actors. We've seen 
spoofk and satires, revues and fantasias and ciramas. We've seen the 
Canuck and the Classic rub shodders. We've seen the Bard with his 
haV dom and bis dander up. We've laughed at death, and aied at the 
punch line. We've seen one woman "explore her b e r  labyrinth" and 
the outer limits. We've heard the mime speak, and seen the dancer lie 
dom with the diva in the beer tent We have heard "alas, p r  Yorick," 
and have seen the word mdti-media held up like a talisman. We've 
seen S A K  in the folly, and folly in the sack The X-rated, and X-citeci 
We've stayed up late. In short, we've been bingeing ... . Lu ~icholïs* 

At the core of this chapter is an analysis of the parallek between festivity and 

clowning as cultural performances. "Cultural pgfomance" is a term Victor Turner 

used to develop his concept of the plural and reflexive fiuictions of hmeworks such as 

festivals. The tam emphasizes the procases and inter-relatedness of cultural events, 

be they theatre, ritual, carnival, or festival. Probinp the analogies between festivity and 

clownhg as cultural performances has three centrai piaposes. One is a discussion of 

the socio-cultural processes of festival, what they are and how they wo*. ho ther  is a 

critique of the work of Mump and Smoot the "downs of horror," as performance and 

as part of the fetivities. The final objective is to discuss the Fringe festivals as 

"festivals," and, in the process, substantiate paraLleE between theones concerned with 

the socio-culaual processes of festivity and obswations of the Fringe festvals. The 

o v d  objective of this chapter Ïs to reach toward an understanding of perfomance as 

culture in process on the Fringe. 



Turner's work provides direaion for recogniPng culture m p r o c e ~ s . ~  His 

obsavations of culhrral performance across cultures (hm riaial to festival, camivai, 

and th-, in tribal and industrialized socides) are intently focused on how 

people(s)change. Liminality is a key theorehcal concept in Turner's work. The 

concept coma fiom Amold van Gennep's work on rites ofpassage; and is used to 

indicate the transitional phase of ntual ('liment means 'threshold' in Latin). During the 

liminal phase ''ritual subjects pass through a period of ambiguity, a sort of social 

limbe."= Liminatity is a state of suspendeil social or quotidian reality. It is a "betwixt 

and between" state of being in which people are provoked to "thjnlc hard about the 

elements and basic building blocks of symbolic complexes they had hitherto taken for 

granted." Tumer understands the significance of aual liminality as a state in which 

indivi&als or groups aan~cend social and cuihual imperatives so that they may be able 

to perceive, scrutinize, and e v 5  reject, the value and meanhg of those imperatives. He 

extaids this concept to examine the social dyn51TILics of cultural performances in geueral 

and across cultures from the tribal to the post-industrial, fkom the +ive to the 

I.immnlity par excellence, says Turner, occurs at those times and places when "the 

d y s i s  of culture into factors and their fkee or ludic recombinatim in any and every 

possible pattern, however weud, is made p ~ s s i b l e . ' ~  Turner's fascination with the 

liminai was founded in a desire to undesstand expia ice  - the alive expaience of 

symbols in action, of the abstract in reality. The concept of liminality, as a realm of 

possibility where symbolic meaning is open and ambiguous, provokes a 

conceptualization of "culture in action" that infonns all of this chapter. 

Festivity on the Fringe 

. . . We bid adieu to X Mwks The Fringe, the record-breakhg 1 ûîh 
annivasary edition of the wacky linle festvd that grew. It's your last 
chance to sample (nibble, sup or glut yourseif. ..) h m  the menu of 



theatrïcal offerings at the nine-day rites thaî mark the changing of the 
seasons (bang!) in these parts. Liz Nichoiis 

The Edmonton Fringe began as a low budget expaimental theatre evmt and became 

an annd celebration of performance, which is truly a popular festival. What prompted 

a theatre event that rnight well have become an elite occasion, or just as easily 

disappeared for lack of fiinds, to become instead, a popula. festival? The seme of 

festivity began with the artists celebrating the fkeedom to create whatever they chose, 

the opportunity to self-produce, and the occasion of meeting each other. The potential 

for a popular festival began to grow whai One Yellow Raboit lefi thei. venue and went 

into the streets to attract an audimce. When the £ k t  beer tent op& in 1985, and 

tranic was re-routed to accommodate the crowds, the festivities, without a doubt, 

began in eamest. Whm the clowns and street perfoxmers, the buffoons and the 

jugglas began to anive in signincant numbers in late 1980s, the festivities became 

more complex, provocative, and @ormative. 

On the Fringe, the clowns, buffoons, and fools are not only the most popular of 

performers, they also offer excellent examples for a criticisrn concemed with theatre 

and festivity as culture in action. It is no sinprise that the Fringe festivals aüract a large 

n u m k  of clowns and actors expimenthg with clowning techniques. Festivals, 

amivals, and public celebrations are wfiere we expect to find clowns. What is musual 

is the actent of festivity and the topsy-tuwey world of clowns and their ilk that 

surounds the production of plays. 

Fringe critics and theatre reviewers r d y  and inevitabIy comment on the camival 

atmosphme of the Fringe. Some critics decq the abundance of nivolity and 

f~o f i shne~~ ,  and othas applaud and celebrate this unruly aspect of the festivals. 

Frequently, Cntics set up a tension between the nivolity of clowns and comedy inside 

the theatm, the tom-foolery outside the theatres, and, the more "serious-minded" 



prochictions. Many have paceived the former two as somehow distractulg "due" 

attention km the latter. In an early article on the 1986 Edmonton Fringe, Robert 

Wallace discusses the Fringe wah evident disdain for the festivities. He descn'bes a 

market fair atmosphere where "actors ha* their shows like peddlers on parade. ...[ to 

a] party crowd whose taste dictate popularity at the Fringe." He sets up a tension 

between the "hi&" and the "low" by "discovering" an élite huer &le of artists on the 

Fringe, dong with "another more saious audience" who appreciate this 'Yi-hge within 

the Fringe." In Wallace's min& productions such as Judith Thompson's The 

CrackwaZker7 Sam Shepherd's The Unseen Hand, and David Mamet's The Woods, are 

evidence of this h e r  circle. And, the ''hW actm" and "party goers" are 

indicative of "hit-makas" captatizing on a "stampede mentality"? 

Whatever the evaluation, articles on the Friage invariably mclude a description of 

the festivities. The metaphors that critics use to describe this phaiornenon are 

interesthg and diverse. For exampie, Chris Dafoe describes the festivity on the 

Edmonton Frhge widi a title for a honor film: 'Y%e Festival Thing niat Ate the 

Theabe." " Chris Johnson evokes an ancient festive image when he &tes about the 

Winnipeg Fringe; ''the original Dionysian spirit is wming back to life ... the event 

thrives, the &val goes on.'"' Mira Friedlander uses a contemporary image, she 

describes the circuit as a "four month non-stop ceiebration'm Jon Kaplan's description 

gives the festivities an organic quality; ''the Fringe transfonns Toronto's summer 

wasteland into a concentrated hotbed of a c t i ~ i t y . ' ~  The Fringe has also been called, 

"Mac-Theatre," a ''theatre indusûy," and a "ghetto." The incongnity of the metaphors 

that critics employ suggests there is liale cornmon saise of what festivity is as a 

contemporary cultural phenornenon. 

Ironidy, apprehending the taision between îrivolity and seriousness, the market 

place and the b e r  circle, the popular and the distingilished, is one way to begin 



examining the so~io-cul- process of fdv i ty .  Festivals embrace both the high and 

low, the popular and the official in the same occasion. This is one of their defining 

featurrs. However, in festivity the normal or& of things is inverteci or subvert& the 

low may be exalted, the hi& debased, civic authonty might submit to the populous, or 

in traditional tenns; the fool wears the king's crown. Wallace's disdain for the pop* 

and respect for the clisMguished on the Fringe is a reflectÎon of a kck of a sense of 

theatre as a festive event, 

Festivity : 

The socio-cultural process is chaotic; it is hught with the tensions betweai chaos 

and order. SaUy Moore observes that, "socio-CU1tural elements are in continual flux 

and transformation, and so are people.'- However, ''ththe is always a strain towards 

orda and hamiony, a logos within the variability, an intent to transfom human 

variability ikom mere chaos and ctisconnection into signifiant process": every d e  

implies unruliness, every law, unlawfulnes~.~ This is a paradox of the human 

condition and of culture. In feshvity this paradox is enacted. The symbols of social- 

order rnexnberships of status, wealth, and social &guette, are un-ordered and re 

arranged. In the process of festivity the invisible boundaries of these rnemberships are 

made visible; they are o h  ridiculed and always exposed as ahitrary and "man-made." 

There are two types of fesbvals: official and popdar? In official festvals the paradox 

of culture is resolved and order is celebrated; in popular festivals the paradox is 

revealed and chaos is celebrated. 

Festival is a social phmornenon encountered in vimially all human cultures, it is a 

complex cultural performance reIated to and including camival, celebration and 

c a a n o n y .  Festivals have historically and cross culturaily been times when people 

conjure up cultural chaos. According to Frank Manning, "they un-make their world to 

see how they make seme of th& workd"? Popular festivals are a thne and space of 



social experimentation; people collectively aperiment with social meanings by vimie of 

''piaying outside" of the 'horms" that govem social behaviourUTe While fivoiity, 

laughter, and gmeral unruliness are integral parts of f d v e  behaviour, participants are 

nonetheless engaging in a sexious pursuit of cdtrwl knowledge. 

Theories about the social futictions and cultural consequaices of festivity v q .  The 

traditional "'safiety valve tbeory'" sirgus that festvity is "safé'", that it never chimges 

anything, but rather relieves momting social pressures for change. Contrasting this 

theory is Tumer's a r p e n t  that festivity is a Iiminoid performance that acts as a 

d y s t  for signifiant social change. The safety-valve theory is essentially a topdown 

perspective; it assumes "nilers" posses the capacity to permit, oppress, and manipulate 

festivity. Tumer's is a "bottom(s)-iip" perspective; it assumes festivity evokes the 

capacity to evduate, criticize, and manipulate social imperatives. "Bottoms-up" is ako 

a metaphor for festivity, a common salute to cbkhg with fien&, ad, of course, 

Bottom is the name of one of Shakespeare's clowns. For a Clown or a Fool, this 

coincidence of metaphors would be proof enough of the tnith in Turner's tbdcmg. 

While there is debate about the social consequences of contemporary festivity, 

anthropologists do agree on common defining points of festivals: they create their own 

energy; they are cyclical, appearing and disappearing annuaily, cfeating their own 

bomdaries and transforming the every-day, work-a-day space of their host 

coxnmunities. A festive event is as much a socialdtural process as it is a produced 

event with pedormances, artisans, food and liquor. Most significantly, people behave 

differently whm they are festive. They brak d e s  and do away with social categories. 

They laugh at socially taboo jokes. niey over indulge: eating, drinking, talking and 

aabmcing with strangas. They Wear distinctive ha@, disguise themselves with paintecl 

faces, make new fnends, and stay up late into the night for a n u m k  of days. 



in Tumer's discussions on festvals and carnivals he emphasizes their meta- 

shuctural character. He says that to d e  a carnival, "is equivalent to making a chaos7 

where waything is confùsed and nobody hows where anything is: 'What meaos 

what' becomes an open pos~ibiIity~'*~~ 

In our h t  interview, Randy Smith, producer of the inaugurai Victoria FrHige, 

described his undalying production seinegy as "trying to create chaos and then Wing 

to control it." Smith provicied an example of this strategy in action: he asked The 

Fiaming Idiots (a troupe of jugglers fiom Texas who incorporate social satire and fire 

into their mbelievable tumbling and j u g ,  feats) to pedonn at a busy downtown 

cross road thar borders the Fringe area and the Macpherson Playhouse - during the 

theatre's intermission When the Idiots began juggling flaming torches in the middle of 

the intersection three things happeneci simultaneously: a large crowd of Fringe 

participants gathered in the Street surroutlding the Idiots, a group of "~uited-up~~ theatre 

goas mwed out into the sidewalk to watch, and the police arrived. What I wimessed 

nom across the sûeet was a moment of incongruity that was hilarious for both F ~ g e  

participants and Macpherson patrons; the MacPhemon p ~ o m  were watcbing Fringe 

patrons watch the Ic€ïots with the police controlling the smundtng trafnc - "what 

meant whaf7 was definitely open to possibility. 

The pamdox of Smith's production strategy, "controlled chaos," provides an 

excellent metaphor for thinking about festivity. Festivals encompass order and 

disorder, w i t b  the festive ment and between the celebratios and the everyday 

~ o r l d . ~ ' ~  The pardels between festivity and clowning that 1 want to highlight lx@ 

with this paradox. Festivity is a space and tene of '%etWixt and between" the categones 

and symbolic boundaries of ordinary social We; it involves a process of aossing-over 

what are normally invisible boundaries of social behaviour. In this process, those 

boundaries are exposed, they are made visible. The clown's persona is likewise 



paradoXical and to much the same effea; "clowning is paradoXical in that it involves a 

simuitaneous subversion and transcendeme of itself." 412 "The clown e x h  to evoke 

that which m u t  be s~ppressed'~~~ - in other words, to make visible the invisible. 

Clowns and Festivity 

The Shaman is the prototype of the poet, the priest, and the 
actor. The poet's fundon is to give utterance to that which 
0th- cannot Say. The priest's finidon is to mediaie with the 
supematural, between [wo]man and not [wolman. The actor's 
hmction is to express, through his body, a second virtual d t y  
and to make that imap.ied r e w  m d e s t .  The vatic utterances 
give binh to poetry, the spint medium function of the shaman 
âevelops into the craft of the clown. He is the sacred actor, the 
h01y f001. Anthony ~rost."~ 

The clown's performance is a parabais and a parataxis that 
disrupts and interrupts aistomary h u e s  and expected logic and 
syntax and m e s  a reflexive and ironic dialogue, an open space 
of questioning . ~inbara A ~abco~k ,  '" 

The clown is "constituted i n t d y  through paradoxes of self- 
refm2nce." Don  ande el man_^'^ 

Perhaps best of ail Turner loved the clowns. ~duh ~umer.~' '  . 

Clowns combine contradictory features in their composition: the playhl and the 

serious, temptation and danger, fkivolity and gravity, jest and earnestness. They are 

t&ed when there i s  nothing to be afkaid of', and fwlishly content when there is 

werything to fear. At the Lecoq school of mime and performance in Paris, students go 

through a series of rnask exercises in an effort to discover their own interna1 

contradictions. They leam to play the ultra intelleaual under the mask of the idiot, 

youth under the mask of age, humility under the mask of pridef In short, they 

discova mconsistency of character. The 1s t  step in this training is the discovay of 

one's clown. 

The individual's clown is the repressed self, repressed because its 
expression would entail socially imacceptab1e beha~iour?~ 



The repressed self is of course iinked to social standards and boundanes of 

behaviour. In In way clowns are intriasidy linked to the society of their tirne. But, 

they are also outsiders to society. The play of forces betwem the clown and society, 

and W i n  the internal composition of the clown, paralle1 the social forces that are at 

play in festivity. 

In order to examine the parallels between festivity and clowning as cultraal 

performances there are three central elements of festivity that 1 wish to discuss in 

relation to the performances of Mump and Smoot These are reflarivity, the 

carnivalesque, and ritual. Each of these is a s o c i d n u a l  phenorneson. Reflexivity 

refers to the moments when people become aware of how rhey moke sense of symbols. 

The carnivalesque in festivity is concerned primarily with the body, and in particular 

with the body out-of-control or "beyond this world." By looking at the ritual aspects 

of both the festivais and Mump and Smoot's perfomances, I explore the concept of 

M t y ,  which is so central to Turner's anthropology of paformance, and, 

accordingiy, this undexstanding of cultural performance. 

Mump and Smoot: Clowns of Horror 

Thk is savage, brilliant theatre that taps into out most unresolved guilt 
and f-. Evil's command over innocence, tyranny, betrayal - the big 
themes of tragedy - are reduced to elemental essence and played out in 
comic crayon colours 411) 

They are the embodiment of Antoi. Artaud's 'Theatre of C ~ e l t y ~ "  
laye& widi the subtler, existentialistic overtones of a Samuel 
Beckaa 

Mump and Smoot combine the slapstick costumes and precise dance- 
like movements of clownllig with horror-movie camp and symbolist 

David~ereby." 

... in a Dantesque mderworld There's cannibalism, violence, and 
religious angst - and you'll scream with hghter and wonder about 
yourself. ~ i z  MC~OIIS? 

Mump and Smoot are not the hhm Brothers. They are not the Ritz 
Brothers. They are not evm the Three Stooges. Indeed what they are is 





By dl appearances Mump and Smoot are of d i f f i t  worids. Mump is 

gentlemanly; he wears a jacket with tails and red cummerbund, his colours are mellow 

and calm, his tights are lustrous and close fitting. He is elegantly "'suitecl-up". Smoot 

is child-me; his shorts are rut-red, ragged, and big enough to hi& in, he wem a tom 

bhck t-shut, his colours are earthy and fiay. Mump has a dark green SU cap with a 

single hom in the centre, like a micorn's. Smoot's cap is red with two stubby Little 

hom, Wre a devil's. Muxnp's face is pahted white and yellow, with fine green lines 

denoing his mouth and eyes. His make-up accentuates his expressions of calm and 

stability. Sometimes he appears rem&abIy vacant, Smoot's face is painted red and 

ydow. His make-up accentuates the extremes of his inner contrasts; his eyes are red 

with somw one moment and with rage the nact; tmor and joy are constantly 

jwtaposed in his expressions. 

Barbara Dreman describes Mimip as "a sysystems clown" and Smoot as a "chaos 

c l o ~ n " . ~  The systems clown, she explains "displays self-control, assimilation into 

society, law, justice, duty, logic: y& he is an impostor." For Dreman, M m p  exposes 

a social reality of dissetzzbhg. "He tells us we ail pose at belonging. We ail wear 

disguises and dissemble because society demands it of us." In contras& Smoot is "eee 

of law and orda; he operates blind to the smctures of reali ty... he is an outcast, or 

victim, and not assimilatecl into society." He reminds us of the "amficial orderliness 

that holds together a l l  bureaucfacies, institutions and social systems." 

Drainan's desaiption nicely captures the duality of order in Mump and chaos in 

Smoot Yet, her discussion is limited. Mump evidenty assumes the high statu 

posture of authority and order, in his costume and his actions. He keqyently defines 

Smoot' s boundaries , aicouraging and discouraging Smoot according to his own 

standards. Smoot is clearly chaotic in his behaviour; at times he can barely contain 

himself. He is constantly overwhelmed by possibilities. Howwer, in the world of the 



play. Smoot is no simple victim to Mump. Their relatioaship is transfomative and 

cornplex. Chaos and order are not so neatly dkhotomized between them, or within 

them. 

Mump and Smoot In Something With Wog 

Open Space Wery, Victoria, 4 October 1989,7:00 pm.: The bua of a fidi house 

is £Ued with anticipation. The lights go down, the music fades; we wait for our fint 

encornter with Mump and Smoot. The clowns of horror who have exciteci critics and 

audiences across the country are finally in Victoria The iights corne up briefly; the 

stage is bare. Wog stands in an eerie glow holding a placard: 'Mwip  and Smoot, she 

flips the card - In Somefhing." She has the black costume and white face of a mime, 

but her preseice is menacing and forebodhg. She casts h a  glance around us as the 

light fades into black. From the darkness of the far corner of the room, behind us, we 

hear a crash, a whine, a scream, then a reassuring mumble. We begin to giggle. 

Little inarticulate voices in the dark keep us giggluig. Are they lost? Are they 

looking for something? Mimip s h e s  his flashlight on a s m d  piece of papa. A map? 

Ah, they me looking for something. Smoot follows close behind Mump, who, intent 

on his map, reverently places one foot in front of the 0 t h .  We are silent for a 

moment But, Smoot's steadfast detemrination to mirror Mump's every move, so 

precisely, makes us giggle again. They both stop dead and stare at us. AU their 

previous intent vanishes as they shifl their attentions to us. Because we can not stop 

laughhg, we cross-over and become the fools; we are too stupid to recognize the 

seriousness of their endeavor. It is the presence of such serious intent directed toward 

nothing apparent that makes us laugh. But, we are stiU in the dark. 

Fi.& they examine us and delight in our presence, then they scold us for 

interrupting. They proceed, in the da& with th& map. Then, Smoot fmds a rock, the 



lights corne up, and Wog appears ikom a box the size of a cofnn turned on its end She 

hisses, Smoot stabs her with a plunger, she f& back into her box. The opening ends 

with Smoot proudly admiring the rock 

In Something contains three skits that are hmed by the opening scene in which 

Mump and Smoot find the rock, and an ending scene in which they find a "realZy big 

rock" Each skit is literally and figuratively "set-up" and intmduced by Wog. She 

strikes and re-sets d d g  black transitions, and re-appears in the Light with a placard for 

each skit: The Cajë, The Wuke, and The Doctor. Other than the occasional well- 

directed words, these placards are the only language in the show. Wog communicates 

with singularly steady and m e d g  glances, hisses, and movement. Mirmp and 

Smwt communicate with multiple levels of intonation, facial expressions, and 

movanent; they are both v h s e  in their gibberish, 

The three scenarios unfold with an abundance of uproariously funny physical 

"schtick." In the Calé, a sense of elegance is created with classical music. As they 

dine on spaghetti and wine, there is a boimty of physicai comedy created by Smoot's 

attempts to maintain appropriate behaviour m context with his surroundings, and under 

the aitical eye of Mump. In The Wake, Smoot and Mump Wit their dear dead fiend 

(a stuned corpse laid out on the c o f i  box). Smoot catelessly dismanbers theV dead 

fkiend's ann h m  his body. Mump, after thoroughly admonishing Smoot, then 

Wvertentiy decapitates the corpse. The physical shtick reaches absurd heights whem, 

by the accident of one simple gesture, the a m  becornes a bat, and the head a ball. In 

The D o c m  Mump gives Smoot a routine examination and in the process Srnoot's 

bodily parts are invariably compressed, exaacted, dismemked, and re-membered - 
with a staple gun. 

Wog's d e  in each skit becornes increasingly paplexhg. She is omnipotent with 

powers of r e s d o n  and mind control. In The Ci$, she is a figure on the pairneters 



of the action; the waitress who appeacs and re-appears according to her own 

unpredictaùle 'îwaitress logic". In The W h ,  Mump and Smoot try to resurrect their 

dead fiimd with a ritual designeci to evoke the powas of a deity thqr m e  Urno. But, 

the ritual goes wrong. Instead of Umo, Wog appears as a serpent that explodes out of 

the beily of th& dead friend In The Doctor, Wog takes possession of Mump's mind 

and forces him to dissect Smoot. Wog 's disposition remaias the same tfiroughout: 

silent giares and ressaining hisses, sometimes directed towards us. She is an e g m a  

The rock that Smoot fomd in the opening scene, like Wog, re-appears in each skit 

In The Cajë, Smoot is overjoyed with the of pleasure of giving a gift to Mimip, the 

rock. The skit ends with Wog finding the rock (after Mump and Smoot have left the 

scene) and glarïng howingly at us as the lights go &m. In The W h ,  Smoot places 

a rock beside their dead fiend's corpse. In the doaor's office, whai unda the control 

of Wog, Mirmp dissects Smoot; he removes a rock fkm Smoot's stomach and passes it 

to Wog. At this moment thae are always people in the audience who spontaneously 

whisper, "Ah!, The rock!" - as if something has suddenly Yallen into place". Mump 

and Smoot stop dead in th& tracks, turn in unison to the 'Wpers in the dark" and 

Say, with words - "Oh that's smart!" This is always the most elated moment in the 

performance; the audience empts into great mars of laughter. It is a remarkable 

expenaice of juxtaposition. 

When people in the audience whisper, "ah, the rock" they have quite suddenly 

grasped an understanding of the rock as being signincant of something else; we se2 it 

as a symbol. The cornic and chaotic world of Mump and Smoot ahp t l y  a p p e .  to 

contain some type of symbolic order, which is governed $7 tk rock, Wog, and most 

interestingly, by our capacity to make sense of this without language. The absence of 

language marks any symbolic meanings we might aeate for the rock as ambiguou, 



and open-endeci; this prompts an awareness that symbolic meaning is of our own 

making. Numerous possibilities are miagined and juxtap0sed; are Mump and Smoot 

unknowingly gathering the rocks for Wog? Is she the over-arching order they cannot 

dodge? Or perbps the rock is symbolic of Mimip and Smwt's potential capacity to 

elude Wog? Or, is it our ability to comprehend the rock as a symbol, as  the "missing 

important thing", is this what the rock symbolizes? 

Turner stresses that for a cultural performance to be t d y  reflexive, "violence has to 

be done to cornmonsense wap of classiQing the worid and s ~ c i e t y . ' ~  Mump and 

Smoot disrupt ou. "co~ll~~lonsaise'' of language with their gi'bbaish. W e  joyfdly 

create ou.  own rneanïngs to understand their gibbaish, for aImost a .  hour, when 

suddenly we apprehend a whole other level of meaning via the rock The unexpected 

oscillation or movement of meaning, of how we were malring sense of things, 

provoked an awareness of how we make sense. This was an experience of reflexivty; 

we were conscious of ourselves as the makm of symbolic meaning. This points to 

one of the affinities betweai Mump and Smoot and festival as cultural perfomiances. 

There is an increased potential for reflexivity th both festiVity and clowns evoke. 

Clowns exist in a haphazard world; they are not purely MOIS and pdormas. 

They have the same arnbiguous reiationship with the theatre as they do with society. 

Their audiences are always present; every rustle, sneeze, whisper, giggle and laugh in 

the house directs their attention and intentions. This relationship is reciprocal. Thek 

audiences experience the same ambiguous boundary between play and reality. We are 

never completely inside or outside M m p  and Smoot's world The same type of 

reciprocal relatiomhip also exists in festival; to be present at a festival is to be a 

participant. Frequentiy, cm the Fringe festvals, the relationship between the quotidhn 

and the festne is &O reciprocal. It is in these occasions that the Fringe f~~~tivd 

becomes most evidently @ormative, and potmtidy a rdexive domain. 



For an example of @ormative reflexivity on the Fringe we c m  r e m  to the 

beginning of this discussion. Whm the patrons of the Macpherson Playhouse watched 

the F*e participants watching the Fiaming Idiots, with the police "watching ove? the 

swounding situation, perfonnative reflexivity on the Fringe was in action. In keeping 

with Turner's definition, the ment was contrived; pedomien were commissioned and 

timing and staging was manipulated to bring together the various groups. The event 

was designeci to mate a @ormative relationship between the quotidian and the 

festival by creating an "intemrption" in the theatre-going evening of the Macpherson 

patrons, and a .  experience of unniliness among the Friuge participants. Paradoxically, 

the experience of umdiness was woked, in pas by the amival of the police. An 

auival thaî marked the occasion as in ''need of control," or potentially "out-of control," 

and provided an already reflexîve &ormance with an added b e r  of signifïcance. 

An occasion which Turner would describe as ''topsy-turvey" was created: the police 

re-routing downtown trafnc for a motley troupe of jugglers, the playhouse audience in 

intermission becoming an audiaice for the Fringe, Fringe-goas becoming actors in a 

street performance, and indeed, jugglers appearing "unannounced" in a busy 

downtown intersection. In such a situation people are provoked to think about the 

social conventions that hold things in their normal orda. Reflexive wareness points to 

the co-existence of so many other possibilities for interpretation. In this description, a 

number of social relationships and boundaries are exposecl and accordingly o p  to 

interpretation: the social boundaries between the two andiences, between the police and 

the two separate crowds, the jugglers, and the demands of trafnc, as weil as the 

bowdary between the festival and the City. 

For the Fringe participants this exposd was enthralling, there was high level of 

excitement and laiighter; people cheered and applauded frecpently. Randy Smith was 

literaUy glowing with a sense of accomplishment. Barbara Myahoff t a k ~  about the 



pleasures involved in plural reflexivity, she says when we are made selfaware, 

"conscious of consciousness," at once actor and audience, we are able "to wwatch 

ourselves and enjoy knowing that we know.'* 

The Carnivalesque: 

There is a profurion of daddy comic pieces on the roster. Fear - 
of disease, of sex, of lack of sex, of solitude, of men, of women, 
of madness, of depression, of the end of the world - has always 
translated well into comedy, as the apocalyptic clowns M m p  and 
Smoot demonstrate so onginally. La ~icholls? 

There are carnivalesque elements in the world of Mump and Smoot, which also 

relate to festiviity and to specific camivalesque adVities on the Fringe. These are bodily 

dis-manberment, death, and resunection. In the case of festvals, these carnivalesque 

elements need to be understood not in terms of the individual body, but rather, with the 

social body. The carnivalesque manifésts itself in popular festivity as the social-body 

beyond control, and sometimes out of control?" 

Turner characteristically marks distinctions between genre of culturai performance 

through etymoIogy. in one instance, to define the parameters of Camival he points to 

folk etymology connecting carnival with the medieval LaM phrase b'camevale": "flesh 

farewell"."' It is this association with the body and flesh that 1 find carnivalesque in 

Mump and Smoot. Scenes of dismemberrnent and resurrecfion of the body are the foci 

of bodi thar physical bbschti~k" and their o v d  predicaments. Physically overcome 

with grief, they insnvertently tear apart and decapitate th& dead fiend They chant to 

evoke Umo; a serpent that is Wog burst out the corpse's stomach. AU in play, in a 

game called "doctor," Smoot is cninched-up, stretched-out, dismembered, and re- 

membered With his mind under the control of Wog, Mump is forced to dissect 

Smoot's stomach - to get out the rock. This excessive sense of the body is also 

experienced in the audience on a number of difkent lev&. The two we are most 



imrnediately aware of are sudden physical sensations: the liate shudders and remils we 

make when something "makes our flesh ml'' - and our micontrollable laughter. 

Why do we laugh so hard when Smoot's leg goes fiying through the air? Even 

now, as 1 think about being in that audience, I giggle at the memory. In a discussion of 

the carnivalesque in popular culture, John Fkke offers an explanation of the pleasures 

of d v a l  disrnembaing. Poiating to Foucault, he centres the body as the physical 

site of social control, of discipline and punishment. E s c a p i .  or "dodging discipline" 

and social control, says Fiske, "produces an ecstatic sense of fkdorn": 

The orgasrnic pleasure of the body out of control is a pleasure of 

evasion, of escape 6om the self-control/social control .? The body 
may appear to be where we are most individu& it is also the material 
fom of the body politic. ..., the body is where the social is most 
convincingly qresented as the individual and where politics can b a t  

disguise itself as human nature? 

The carnivalesque pleasure in the body, in disguising, endangering, dis- 

memberhg, and defying the boundary between life and death, is, in this analogy, the 

pleasure of tearing apart and tearing fk h m  the body social. 

Looking at the Fringe with an eye for the carnivalesque elements accentuates not 

only the cultumi performative aspect of the festivities, it also provokes an awareness of 

the power relations enacted in those perfomances. An example of the carnivalesque 

that demonstrates this politic takes place in Saskatoon at the annual opening 

ceremonies. Evay year the local aitics agree to be physicaily abused, laughed at, and 

judged in a cornpetition designed by the Fringe. In chapter three 1 described the 199 1 

"human Velcro throwing contest", in which the local Cntics are dressed in Velcro and 

catapultai against a Velcro wall. At the 1992 opening, the cntics engaged in a "human 

bowling b a h  contest". The critics were well greased and then pded, pushed, and 

rolied along an equally well-greased piece of yeilow plastic until they coIlided with a set 
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of pins - or slipped off the stage. The "Jello Olympics'' in 1994 was a real test of 

physical endurance. The competition hcluded races and other similar events. Thae 

was so much jello involveci that the Cntics were helplessly slipping and sliding iike 

puppets with a chnken master- As we Iaughed and hooted, they appeared to be in real 

danger of cracking their skulls on the pavement. The judges of these events (who are 

o h  members of 25th Street Theatre's board and important Fringe sponsors) use 

artistic criteria concaned with fom and fight in order to detamine the "winning" 

critic. These occasions are wondafully paradoxical and haphazard They include an 

obvious reversa1 of statu; in a symboiic sense, the im-cfowning of the critic is enacted. 

And, they are physically dangerous - there are no saf* nets. 

The body out of conaol on these occasions is the "critic's body". In this instance it 

is the authority of criticism that is being camivalized. Carnival is, writes Fiske, "a 

representatïon of the social at the level of matmahy on which all are eq@, whkh 

suspends hierarchical rank and pr i~ i l ege . '~  This travesty of the critic's body 

symbolicdly transforms the abstract authority of aiticism into "flesh and matter." 

Why do the Saskatoon critics not only agree, but appear to enjoy . eagaging in a 

physicdy bizarre, potentïaily dangerous, and obvious parody of themselves as judges? 

Cnticism on the Fringe has always been contesta by the producers, the artists and the 

audiences. The Fringe does not accommodate the authority of criticism. On the 

simplest level, there are too many plays, produced by too many different types of 

artists, and the audiaices are too diverse, to accommodate a consensus on quaiity, 

value, or significance. By dowing thanselves to be initiated into the festivities in such 

a camivalesqye fashion, the Saskatoon critics are legitimating their presence on the 

Fringe." 



Ritual mut  be order1y because t fkquaitly intemipts or manages or 
accompanies various forms of disorder, ra~lping fiom the ordmary 
rough and tumble confusion of everyday life, through the disorder of 
choice, and the multiplicities of inconsistencies in ideologies and in 
social arrangements. It veils the dtimate disorder, the non-order, which 
is the unconceptualized, unformed chaos underlying culture. Saiiy 
~ o o f e , ~  

The nhials which Mump and Smoot enact provide for a h a 1  insight into parallek 

between clowning and festival as cultural performances. Rituais are essential in the 

world of Mump and Smoot Whenever they experimce a crisis, or they are themselves 

attempting to disupt the order of tbings, they perfom a rituai. Paradoxically, th& 

rinials tend to highlight and revel in what is most o h  concealeci and controlled by the 

rules of R a :  the indeterminacy that "lurks in the cracks." Consequently, it seems, 

their rituals most o h  result in schisms and chaos ratfier then resolution and ordeq 

they ahost  always end theu shows by nmning - screaming - out of the the- and 

into the stxeets. 

Rituals are not necessarily archaic, tribal, or rigid; rather, they can be dynamic pst -  

"essentially p-fonnancee, enactment, not primarily as rules and rubncs." The d e s ,  he 

explains, "frame the ritual process, but the ritual process transcends its fi?mie.'m Sally 

Moore agrees, she observes ritual is, "the dechration of fom against indetennhacy," 

and "therefore indetenninacy is always present in the background of any analysis of 

ritual.'* The d e s  of rinials; the foms and pattenu of rituals, the repeated gestures 

and chants that rnake us think "this is a ritual," are rigid and e t i v e  in their structure 

beu~ure they fbme and contain indeterminacy and ad-stnicture: 

Rituals have a tripartite process in which to situate the fhmhg of indetenninacy. 

The k t  phase hvolves either a breach or a crisis in the normal order of things, then 

there is a threshold phase, and finally there is a phase of resolution and reintegration ot 



order - or "irrepaxable schism" (Tunier's termbology). It is in the mid-way phase of a 

ritual, the threshold or Limina stage, in which indetammacy is operative. 

Indetaminacy is, says Tumer, "'aU that which is not yet settled and known. It is ail that 

may be, might be, could be, perhaps even should bdag It is, "thepussibiIity of 

becoming." 

The Wuk  skit provides an excellent example for undexstanding the paraileh 

between clowning and ritual. As a scene, it is a performance of a ritual, the rite of 

passage h m  Me to death. And, M m p  and Smoot pafonn a ritual "within the ritual." 

In keeping with the structure of rituai, at the top of the Wake scene tbmgs are not in 

their proper order; Mump is out of control - not Smoot. Smoot, ever hopeful, tries to 

resurrect th& fnead by evoking the powas of Umo, through ritual. They chant and 

gesture, then wait qectantly.  Smoot, in his heightened state of anticipation, pulls off 

the a m  of the corpse. In horror, he screams, and rushes to retrieve the limb, as Mump 

watches in stunned dûbelief. As Smoot is trying desperately to remember the b b ,  it 

takes on a life of its own. He begins to play with it, shaking han& with a hand 

OvenwheImed with delight, he offers to shake hands, with a hand, with the audience. 

We iaugh with Smoot, and then we laugh at the sight of Mump behind Smoot's back, 

who is still stariing in utter disbelief. Smoot senses the shift in our laughter. He 

fhtically and reverently replaces the arm, under the stem gaze of Mump. But, too late, 

they have crossed-over the threshold No sooner hm Smoot re-membered the arm, 

when Mump accidentally dis-mernbexs the h d  The W& transforms into a basebd 

game between Mump and Smoot They end up standing over the corpse in a rididous 

inginnent over "the des" of the game. 

This is typical of Mump and Smoot's rituais. In the liminal phase, as they await the 

results of tbeir chsnting and gestraes, Smoot's uncontainable anticipation inevitably 

prompts the unapeaed to happen. It is Smoot's intoxication with the infinity of 



psibility that dtimictely deashes the Liminal. Notably, when Smoot s h a h  han& 

with "the dis-mernebered" had, with the audience, their dear dead fnend has, indeed, 

mornentarily corne back to Me. 

Rituals are essential in Mump and Smoot's d t y  becme clowns exkt in a 

haphazard world They are reverent about m g  to control and contain the chaos; 

performing rinials within rituals, in the process of their rinüùs they deash a liminal 

phenornenon, which in the en4 they can only escape by running out of the theatre. 

Rihials are dtural  performances, which have at th& cor% in their h i d  phase, 

the capacity for signifiant social change and the regmeration of culture. This is so, in 

part, because through the form and fomality of rinial we celebrae the d d y  

detenninate: the nameci, the explained, the regulated. At the same time, the pinpose of 

rihial is to contain what crmnot be explained. In order to do this, what m o t  be 

explained must be made manifest - exposed and expgienced. 

The occasion of the Flarning Idiots in Victoria was a performance that exposed 

layas of social boundaries and manipuiated the symbols that maintain those 

boundaries. The cornpetition among critics in Saskatoon (which is pehaps an 

initiation) is a pefomance in which the symbols of critical authority, judgment, and 

ahtic mitma are camivalized In each example what cornes to the fore is an 

awarmess of the manipulation of symbolic statu' in action. These occasions can be . 

considerd as rituai @orniances, if we understand ritual by what it contains. 

Ritual relates to the Fringe festvals in a central way. Ritual and festival both 

contah the l i a  the moments and eXpenences of "betwixt and betweed' whai 

symbolic meanhgs are open, ambiguous, and variable. 



Mump and Smoot are @y nameci "The Clowns of Homi'. They strike such a 

deep and resounding chord with audiences, because they expose us to ourselves. As 

Barbara Babcodc so eloquently puts it; 

Underlying al l  rituals is an ultimate danger, lurhg  beneath the smdest 
and the iargest of them, the more banal and the most ambitious - [is] the 
possibility that we will aicornter ouselves making up our conceptions 
of the world, society, our very selves. We may slip into that fatal 
perspective of recognizing culture as out construct, arbitrary, 

This is the homor that Mump and Srnoot indulge. M e n  haiey nm nght out 

of the theatre, to escape what diey have deashed, intereshgiy, there is 

nothing left for us to do - but laugh? 

Conciusions: 

T%is issue was conceived a year ago with the intention of mapping some 
of the new voices and expressions currentiy redefming the ways we 
approach performance and theahcal fom. Taken together, the articles 
included here indicate a widespread dissatisfaction with traditional 
notions of texhlality and audience. The re&g anphasis on 
clowning, on Fringe performance and Postmodanism reveals a 
sophisticated inquisr into the nature and meaning of pexformance itself. 
But as I began collating these articles, 1 found myself constantly running 
h e e n  my desk and my television to catch the news, and the more 1 
did so the more 1 began to wonder why the theatre we celebrate in this 
issue seans so far m o v e d  h m  the historical events that call its very 
fuhne into question.. These articles prove that the thatre is resilient; it 
survives because of the extraordinaxy passion of its artists. But how 
wefl k o w  tiieabe responning io i b  rima? Alan Filewod. 

Festivals and clowning rire both cultural performances that have experienced a 

recent renaissance. This khd of performance is nchly textured with the social, the 

cultural, and the political at an intuitive and symbolic level; it Y primariIy conceltped 

with process, possibility, and indetaminacy; and in this way, it is deeply responsive to 



Journal Excerpt: 
18 Aug 1992, Edmonton - Passing time in the snn waiting to 

interview Karen Hines AKA Pochsy. 
The f k t  time 1 saw Pochqv's Lips it was a blazing hot August afternoon 

in Edmonton. Fortunately, the he-up was in the sbade and 1 had a clear 
view of a street performer who had perked m y  curiosity the year before. I 
d e d  hmi 'the neo-apocalyptic shaman'. He sat posed and composed as 
in the figure of Rodin's 'The Thinker', holding a schwl globe on his lap. 
His hair was orange and spiked, his pants were black leather, his b o t s  
were black with ch&, and he was pierced and tattooed. He sat 

motionless gazing at his globe, oblivious of the crowds flowing pass him; 
and blind to the people who stopped to stare at hùn - much as he starrd at 
his globe - in silent contemplation smunded by the buzz of festivty. 
As 1 waited., 1 was anticipating the moment when he would rise and walk 
slowly over to a srnail tree, planteci in an equally small patch of grormd 
surmunded by cement, and break into an enchantingly demonic grin, hug 
the tree in rhapsody for several moments, then retum to his contemphive 

pose and globe. AU week, 1 was fascinated by the looks on people's 
faces as they watched him, and the way the flow of the mwds changed to 
let him by as he waiked towa~d the tree. 'Iliis, and the oxymoron 1 used 

to describe him ' bneo-apocalyptic'f, and "'enchantingiy demonic," were 

still on my mind whai the lights came up on Pochsy. 

Podisy stands wrapped in a white gauze blanket in a pool of cool blue 

light. Her head is bandage& her face is white and her eyes are 
blackened She has a cupid's srnile and blood-red lips. She stares at us 
coolly and coyly for a few moments before she speaks; 

We iive in scary &es. 
Advances we have made in Science, Medicine and 
EnMronmmtal Awareness, seem not to be keeping pace with 
the technologid advances we have made. 
We are constantly bombarded by ominous information, 
regarding ever accelerating environmenaal poisonin& a 
continuhg apocalyptic threaî, and mysterious and 
unconttoilable diseases. 



Ail indicators point to the distinct possibility that we are a 
species b a t  on self-extinction. 
No one is safe 
And, there is no escape. 

A melohat ic  piano riff cornes up under the last two sentences, 
Pochsy hesitates for a moment, flutters her eyes, and the piano rifF slips 
into Broadway cabaret as Pochsy breaks into song: 

Eveything 's falling apart 
But ... everyone's falling in love. 

Pochsy slips a hand out of the gauze wrap, with a flick of her wrist the 
beat picks up and the audience cracks-up with morts, chuckles and 
giggies as she sings; 

It looks like the end of the world is near 
But ......., it's not over for you and 1. 

Pochsy twirls out of her gauze, she's aIl piak in a satin baby doll nightie 
and ankle socks with f%s on the rim. She hops onto her IV. stand, 
rides it across the stage, and continues to sing; 

What's that gloomy cloud above your head? 
Flue  toxic cloud of misery. 

In contmst to Mump and Smoot, Pochsy has full command of language 
and song. Her contradictions are as fluid as Mump and Smoot's, but 
different in nature. H a  transgressions are created as much by h a  story- 
telling and singing, h a  use of laoguage, and cinematic images, and 
popular culture, as they are by her intenial paradoxes - and, of course, 
our unpredictable interruptions. As 1 reflected on the Merences 
between Pochsy and Mump and Smoot, 1 began to think of Pochsy in 
grammatical terms, as an oxymoron. So much so, that 1 looked up the 
word: it is formed by the Greek 0x6s (sharp) and mh6s (foolish) to 
create o x r i m h ,  translating into "pointedly foolish", and defïned as "a 



rhetoricai figure in which contradictory tams are conjoined" Ah, here 
she is. 
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Chapter Seven: 

Popular Culture on the Fringe 

The rejection of the 'populist' view that theaire might appeal to a diverse 
'market' is also a rejection of the view that it has a significant political 
hction. If only a privileged minonty enjoys the theatre, tha. it has no 
conceivable pinpose in the reconciliation of differences or evai in the 
ideological mobiiization of cornmon people, to Say nodiing of its 
possibilities for critical representation and dissent. Michaei ~ r i n o P  . 
... in order to maintain a minimum of artisàc autonorny and dignity7 let 

us remind omelves, and the society in which we operate, that theatre is 
not fiee and theatre is not for a l l  - only the exceptional ! Mima 
vulovic? 

In the previous chapter 1 looked at the irreverent and transgressive qualities of the 

Fringe Festivals in context with theones about fdvi ty .  Festival, as an anthropological 

concept, provides the means to look at the Fringe as dture in process in general. This 

chapter takes a more partidar perspective and tries to understand the Fringe as poplar 

dture in process. This perspective is important for two central reasons. One is to 

enrich the anthropological accounts of festvity, which are remvely apolitical: they tend 

to smooth over social differences and focus on dtural  consensus. Theones about "the 

popular' focus on the politics of culture and provide for an understanding of the Fringe 

that accomts for some of the more punling and controversial elements of these 

festivals. One of these is the o v d y  offensive and undisciplined character of some 

Fringe productions. Another is the disruptive public behaviour that is sometimes 

inspired by Fringe artists and the festivities. The Fringe also contains a number of 

direct challenges to the statu quo of Canadian theatre: to the established ways of 

funding, producing, creating, promoMg, reviewing and attending theatre. With a 

focus on these quaiities, this chapter explores how the production structure has 

influenced the elaboration of a popular Tringe culture." 



introduction: Art - or Not ? 

The Fringe production mode1 began as an expairnent with the conventions and 

standards of theatre production. The festivals were founded on a rejection of what was 

a fimdamental principle of theatre promiction in Canada: the seledon process bas& on 

the criteria of &tic excellence. The Fringes are popular because large nimibas of 

people fhd pleasure in the results of this experiment One of those results is a style of 

theatre production that is in itself o v d y  transgressional; it is theatre that fomally and 

thematically resks, evades, exposes, and plays tricks with the boundaries of theatrical 

convention and social standards. This is the most popular style of theatre on the Fringe 

- but, to echo the Trolls, is it art? 

You see, the real problem is we don? know if we are art, or notw 

When the Three Dead Trolls question if they are "art, or not," they are ironicdy 

commenthg on the same <luestion raised by some theaire aitia: is Fringe theatre 

' t h e  ', or not? Most "leamed" questions about the Fringe are contained in editorial 

commaits, cornmentr which by their nature are fleeting and sudace, yet povocative 

and persuasive. Whai Alan Filewod was editor of S;TE, (1989- 1995), he ofien used 

his editorial page to qyestion the Fringe fiom both of the above perspectives: 

1s the Fringe, theatre - or a paratheatrical event? 
Is it a thesretid phaiornenon - or an inclustry? 
The Fringe may be exciting, but is it theatre that responds to our times? 

Is it a cornpetitive market place where actors compte for the most 
laughs Y 

In an article for Theatre Review, 1989. Filewod describes the Fringe as 

"the most innovative and far-reacchùlg development in recent Canadian theatre.'* He 

claims that the Edmonton Fringe audience constitutes, "the largest crowds of theatm 

goers in Canadian history ." The Fringe is, he says, "Canada's biggest theatrical 



par@" In the same article, foilowing a description of the production structure, the 

diversity of per6omiances, and the outstanding popularity of the festivals, Filewod 

explaias that there is a "fip side to this success": 

The success of the Fringe formula may have something to do with the 

tradition of populist activism that is the Canadian West's most cherished 
myth. ... It is no accident that the Fringe idea took root in the most 

consemative region of Canada, because its success is the success of the 

entrepreneurid spint at a time when theatres are under hcreasing 
pressure from h d i n g  agencies to increase commercial revenue. Most 

established Canadian theaires have their origins in the lavish government 
funding of the 1960's and 70's. Today, with seed fun& rnuch more 

difficdt to obtain, young artists launching their own groups head for the 

Fringe festivals. The bid for popdur slrcceis rwIts in a sometimes 
dcurmngprepndemnce of cmedy. satire, andparody, and a ddearrh of 
senous sxperimentation. That in tum can have a ripple effect on the 
future of theatre? 

Filewod's analysis comects the success of the Fringe with populism, populism with 

conservatism, and consenatism with entrepreneuriaiiSm. He insinuates a co~ect ion 

between these 'isms' and the "alarming" popularity of comedy, satire, and parody on 

the Fringe. In tum, the bid for popularity, he argues, results in an absence of serious 

experimentation. Curiously, Filewod defines the popuiar on the Fringe by contrasting 

theatrical gemes in context with a socio-political milieu, yet he nonetheless concludes 

by dismisshg the notion that culturaf politics are a part of what makes the Fringe so 

Still, on a warm sllrnmer night, swapping jokes with strangas in a 
lineup and caiculating the time you'lI need to hit the beer tent and still 
score a ticket for that dark-horse success you've heard about, culticral 
politia seem very remote? 



Mich of the excitement, pieasure and popularity of this festival, which Filewod 

adcnowledges, results h m  the cultural politics of the Fringe. Essentially, the CUI- 

politics of the Fringe woived h m  the expaimental character of the festivals. One of 

the most outstanding resdts of this expeiiment has beai its a f k t  on the audience. 

Those large crowds of people 'C~~apping jokes" with each other and "'stampeding to the 

hits". 1 think it is an uncertaînty about 'the popular" in "the theatre" thaî is at the 

root of a l l  of the above questions about the production politics and aesthdc statu of 

theatre on the Fringe. 

T h e  Popnlnrw in "The Theatre": 

Fiie~od, who has researched and examined popular theatre in Canada nom a 

number of penpectives in a number of articles and commentaries, suggests that popular 

theatre "refers not to a genre or f&m in itself, but to the application of theatre as a tool 

of social or political devel~pment. '~ In Filewod's histonography, the popular theatres 

of the 1970's represented "the political left wing of the professional theatre," and 

shared a "committed populism with the conment belief that performance should take 

place among the people, in the community centres, union halls, and s~hools '~ '  In the 

19803, popular theatre takes the shape of a movement insaibed by the fornation of the 

Canadian Popilar Theatre AUiance (CPTA).~~ With the inception of this group, the 

tam popular theatre not only euters wider usage, but also becornes an effective 

"instrument" for denning the commonalty among "politically engaged" groups by, 

"relocaping the àefining critaia for political theaîre to the active collaboration with a 

community in the process of s n ~ g g l e . ' ~  Throughout the l98O's, the CPTA 

eXpenenced a 'Creorientaîion'' as popular theatre became "a tool used with increasing 

effectiveness by activist organhn,  including women's groups, Native Peopies, the 

handicapped, anti-nuclear campaigners, and Third World solidarity cornmittees.'* 



Cornmon among these groups is a drirmahirgy which "'relies on simple Iünrative and 

redistic scenes, designed to be a~cessible. '~ 

Why is it that Filewod, whose definitions of popular theatre rdy on a symbiosis 

between the popular and the political, does not see politics at an event as popular as the 

Fringe festivals? In otha words, why does the symbiotic relationship between the 

popular and the politicai breakdown on the Fringe? 

One of the problems with trying to "fity* the Fringe festivals into these denning 

criteria for popdar theatre is that the tension or boundaries between the high and the 

low, the intdectual and the accessible, are considerably hgmented on the Fringe. As 

well, resistance, struggle, and opposition are not so easily isolateci by the politics of the 

Fringe audience(s). There is feminist, black, gay, lesbian, Jewish, refugee, sex 

woker, handicapped, and so many other types of theatre companies producing on the 

Fringe - but, can the social politics of the Fringe audience be reduced to common 

issues or a 'iinified" community "in the process of struggle'"! 

The symbiosis betweefl the popuiar and the political breaks &wn on the Fringe, 

ironidy,  because the festivals are wholly popular. Theatre on the Fringe does not 

simply (or always) b o m w  popular conventions - it U popular. It is aeated for, and 

prociuced in a popular festival. The result of this break down (in theory) is the 

continuing scholarly suspicion that Fringe production &es not really constitute theatre, 

but rather perhaps an industry, or a paratheatrical event. This questionhg accentuates a 

theoretical division between the popular and the theatre, a division which the Fringe, in 

practice, demies. Aimost all Fringe t . e  is created by people who have trained and 

saidied the fine art of creating theatre in established institutions. There are 0 t h  genre 

of pafomiance produced on the Fringe: music, dance, opera, performance art and 

Street performance. There are also fa more people attending the Edmonton, Wepeg, 

Saskatoon, and Montreal fdvals,  than there are people buying tickets to the individual 



shows. These &dent "paratheatrical" dements are not sepiirate fbrn the theaire that is 

produced, nor do they dbnini.ph its status as the-. 

Filewod's lamentation on the lack of serious experimentation on the Frioge 

misrepresents the politics of these festivals. But seriousness, as  Mon  White suggests, 

"'dways has more to do with power than content [-] (t)he authority to designate what is 

to be taken seriously is a way of aeating and maintaining powedqb To question the 

status of Fringe theatre as theatre, or Fringe artists as artists, is to engage in cultural 

pofitics. Conversely, to resist, su- and "make fun of' the authority that raises 

these questions is to engage in the politics of pop* culture. 

Part One: 

Fuck Art 

The Madonna award for hype goes to ... Cbris ~ a f b e . ~  

Looking out over the seerhing crowd at the Fringe Festival, it 
appears as a rnixed mob. b Zirnmaman,.Is8 

Anything goes on the Fringe, and there is always the attempt to 
draw crowds by appealing to pruxient cwiosity. ~ n n  NOM? 

Bad is good The badder the Mer, in fact, to a point. We're not 
talking pmdzxt here, you understand, but reputation. Bad (real 
nasty, offensive, c d  the vice squad) is news, and news is cunosiq, 
and ceosity pub people in seats and dollars in the pockets of 
pedormers. ~ n i c e ~ n a ~ ~ ~ . ~  

That's art. So's this show. And if you don? think so you can fuck 
right off. me Three ~ e s d  T&? 

'Bd ies  on the Tundra' and 'The Juanabees' Present the First 
Annual Fuck Art Party....Who: You. When: Saturday late mtit 
later. Where: 25th Street Theatre. What: Libations, nutrients, audio 
stimulants & snorkels (latex prefeared - after all we're going to 
Fuck Art, and we don't know whae it's been). ~ h e  ~uanabees? 

At the 1991 inaugural Fu& Art Party in Saskatoon evexyone was pasted with a 

sticky name tag reading "Fuck Art" I was pasted with a tag that read "Seârching for 

Art to Fuck." While the name of this now annual par& suggests a measure of 



animosity and irrevereoce for "art," the purpose of the celebration suggests something 

different The Fuck Art party is an evening of drinking, tallcing, and dancing with one 

cardinal d e :  No one is allowed to talk about art. Fringe artists, and especiaUy touring 

artists, spend musual amounts of time seeing each other's productions, re-working 

their own, and talking with each other about the work The Fuck Art party, like all 

celebrations, is a .  occasion for 'Yaking time out." This celebration characteaizes one of 

the paradoxes cmtained in the Fringe Festivals. On the one han& there is a 

definitivey itreve~ent "fuck art attitudey7 on the Fringe. On the other hand, Fringe 

artists are evidently serious about, and cornmiRed to, each other7s and their own work 

- as art This paradox represents a stmggle around the meaningfûlness of art. This 

struggle originates with the non-adjudicated programming and it emanates throughout 

the festivals. It is this stniggle that most substantiates an analysis concemed with 

popular culture. 

Popnlar Cuiture: Defmitions 

Popular culture is a concept of ideological contestation and variabiiity, to 
be filIed and emptied, to be articulated and disartïcuhed, in a range of 
different and competing ways. .. . Popular culture is presented as thaî 
which keeps 'the people' fkom considered engagement with ' r d  
culture; and it is presented as that which holds 'the people' h thrall to 
the commercialt ideological manipulations of the capitalist culturai 
industries. In both instances, popuiar culture is the debilitahg other of 
dture; the dangerous shadow that h t s  and tempts the progress of 
the real thing. John storey? 

There are evident problems of definition and agreement within any discussion 

concerning popular culture as a concept. Discussing popuiar culture in relation to 

theatrical production is particularly difficult. This is because the various critical 

approaches to popuiar culture do not often involve themselves with theatre. 

Television, romance novels, magazines, Hollywood films, video arcades, and stars 

like Madonna are the more typical subjects of studies of popular culture. As well, 

most criticai w o b  dealing with the texts of popilar culture are containeci in books of 



essays prefaced with lengthy introductions, which engage in past and ongoing debates 

about theories of popular culture and their development in the relatively new field of 

cultural studies. Such an introduction is impossible in this context instead, what 

follows is an ovexview of popular culture in its relationships to m a s  and high culture. 

This discussion defines my temis and points to some of the relevant theoretical 

debates. The final purpose hae is to elaborate on the padels between theones about 

popular culture and obsavations of Fringe reception and production as a process of 

culture. There are a number of phrases highlighted in order to preview the important 

links between this and the foUowing discussion. 

First, as Raymond Williams has pointed out, fkom an historicai perspective a 

cbthction has to be made between folk or common d ~ n e  and popular culture: 

"'Popular culture oniy eaierged following industrialhion and urbanization'*; This is 

au important starting point because it indicates thatppulm nJhve depenidr on a 

capitalistic market economy. 

Popalar and Mass Culture 

While there is an intimate and recipmal relationship between mass and popular 

daire, they are not one and the same. The distinctions between mass culture and 

popular culture are perhaps best articulated by thdchg about the differences betweai 

production and reception (keeping in mind that the of popular culture can be 

"popularly produced" - d e s  and videos are two common examples). Mass culture 

refers generally to the production and distribution of cultural programs or texts 

designed to large audiaices, hence the temi "cultural industty''.a In its relation 

to the culturai indusnies,popular culture resides in reception. in how people engage 

with and make meanings fiom mass produced texts. 
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Popular culture can also be understood, not as a category or by its texa, but d e r  

as " a  wzy ofpect%ying areas of raistance to dominant idwIogicaïfom. '- The 

cultural inciustries, it is ofien accepted, belong M y  to capitalist interests and hence 

operate in the interest of the dominant ideology. The notion thaî popular culture 

successfully irtilizes the products of the cultural indust&s in order to resist and subvat 

the ideological powa of those industries innochces a signincant paradox. f i s  is in 

keeping with much theoretical &€me about popular culture3 which describes it as 

necessdy contradictory and paradoxicai. 

Popnlar and aigh Culture: 

John Fiske uses the concept of distance as a key marka of diffaence between high 

and popular culture. High culture, or as Fiske would have if "'the culture of the 

socially admntaged and empowered," relies on distance to mark itself as detached and 

"above".- Distance b e e n  the art object and the reader or spectator, distance 

between the experience of art worlcs and the everyday He, distance nom body 

saisaîions, and distance h economic nec es si^ are each distinctive qualities of high 

culture. There is no such distancing in popuiar culture; "it denies categorical 

boundaries between art and Me.'- The effectç of distance are qualitative. Creating 

distance betweai the art and the audience reflects an aesthetic saisibility that values 

universalify. Distancing art h m  the everyday produces the pleasure of transcending 

historical and social specincities, hcluding the body. The absence of distance in 

popular culture rqflects a smibility that values social& spectfic readings. Popular 

pleasures are derived fi-om social and immediate experiences, in par t idar  social 

degiances that mark difkences. Finaly, the separation of  the aesthetic h m  the 

economic is a practice of hi& culture, which, in Fike's analysis, "is the practice of 

those who can &ord to ignore the constraints of materiai ne~essity.'~ In tum, the 

~ ~ f e n i a i 4  ofppular d ~ a e  îr direct& related to itr specjk econornic condiriom. 



Popdar Culture on the Fringe 

Reliance on a market economy, engagement with m a s  culture, and an aesthetic that 

values Hnmediate involvernent with the social and mataial are a h  highly visible on the 

Fringe. AU Fringe compaties rely on the market place production structure of the 

festivals, and some of the most popular companies seil T-shirts, hats, tapes, and 

posters as well as tickets. Most of the most popular productions either pirate and 

plagiarize, parody or satllize the texts of mass culture: rnovies, novels, the news and 

television shows. They t y p i d y  present productions that elicit a strong physical 

response: side splitting laughtet, h m r ,  shock, and tears. Ftnally, the active world of 

everyday conversation and exchange, jokes and idioms, people makhg a do and 

marlsng an occasion, are integral to the Fringe aesthetic. 

~ r t  for 'The People': 

The carnivalesque crowd in the market place or in the streets is not 
merely a aowd It is the people as a whole, but organized in their own 
way, the way of the people. Bakhtin ." 

Lookuig out over the seetbing crowd at the Fringe Festival, it appears a 
mixed mob. Patrons with Mohawk haircuts bend next to shiny patted 
grandfathers to read the daily list of what's sold out Tow-headed 
children lie asleep in th& parents arms as men in busmess hover 
about Strathcona park. Middleaged women dressed in expensive 
eosmibles line-up behind gaggla of girls in deaim. Beside the brightly 
coloured 96 page program that most of them c a n ~ ,  thesepeople would 
seem tu have [ M e  in common. Kate Zimmerman. 

What in part makes these events intriguing is that whiie at one moment 
they are a cxitiqye of the establishmmt (not simply in the arts, but in 
sociay) they at the same time attract an audience which by &y identifies 
with these social and cultural structures. i3ruce wiüïaas - ~ r a t l l ~ ~  

The Fringe is art for the pe~ple~al l  of the people. And die people redy, 
reaUy likeit ~atezimmamap 

Who are "the people"? According to appearances and most commentary, Fringe 

audiences consist of diverse groups of peuple with linle in common. According to 



m e y s ,  for the most part, patrons &are a common socio-economic p~sition?~ 

Contrary to expectations, 

... patrons corne predominantly h m  regions of the city dominateci by 

the affluent. They are predominsuitfy yomg, weii-educated, 
professional and middle c~assassmS 

Paradoxically, the festivals are at one moment a critique of die establishment, yet 

they amact an audience that n o m d y  identifies with the establishment. This 

contradictory nature of Fringe audiences provides the fïrst link for thlliking about 

Fringe reception in contexi with an analysis of popular culture. 

An understanding of "the people" in relation to popular culture must direct itself 

toward what the people are doing, not who they are: 

'The people7 is not a stable sociologicd category; it camiot be identifid 
in objective reality. The people, the popular, the popular forces, are a 

shifting set of social allegiances that cross al l  social categories; vârious 
individuals belong to diffimt popular formations at different times, 
ofien moving between them quite fluidity. ... The various formations of 
the people move ... across social categories, and are capable of adopting 
apparently contradictory positions eitha altwarely or simultaneously 
without too much sense of strain.- 

Fringe audiences may represent people fiom common social and culturai backgrounds, 

but what they are doing is "re-presenting" themselves; through dress and behaviour and 

the shows they select, they becorne "a shifüng mafrix of social formations." 

The Fringe fatival audiences are firequeatly identifiecl as different h m  traditional 

theatre audiences because of their beaiaviour. In païtidar, they demonstrate a strong 

saise of camaraderie. Willans-Braun obsenres that the F ~ g e s  are an opportunity for 

individuals to "express solidarity within social g r o u p ~ . ' ~  While thae is evidently an 

unusuaI amount of camaraderie at the festivals, there is equaliy an un& amount of 



oppositionality involved in these events. The productions that generate this 

oppositionality - those which cause confrontational debates on the Fringe and in the 

media - are keqyently those which are the most offensive, or imdisciplined, or 

gratuitous, or outrageous. They are also the most popular productions. These shows 

may not represeut a rnajority of productions, but they do tell us s o m e h g  about the 

audience - they are the shows tbat "most of the people" want to see and discuss. They 

provide a cornmon ground for shifting allegiances that contain as much of a sense of 

differaice and oppositionality as cokctivity and camaraderie. 

The Market Phce: 

There is an invisible W e  being fought . .  between . the risistide of Fringe 
popuiarity and the fear of comrnernalizaton. Cam F a a .  

For ail the talk about alternative, the h g e  formula, with groups 
mountiug their own shows and hophg to tum a profit at the box office, 
is as much a model of fke-enterprise culture as Phantom of the Opera .... 
The hge's  greatest strength is festival-as-marketing-tool. chris 
~ o e ?  

With the top ticket pnce of $7, the legion of pilgrims in cutoffs and tank 
tops is enonnous. 83rd Avenue [...] looks like the midway of the 
C d a n  National Exbibibon, right d o m  to the liale concession thet 
fies miniatrae donuts right before your eyes. The only differmce is that 
the backdrop, instead of the rouer coaster and the Faris wheel, c o n s h  
of impromptu street performers, strolling buskm and avid young men 
[sic] hawking the virtues of one show or another .... In a business where 
the untrammeled market place usually fiinctions only at the high end, 
with big budget shows like Phuntom of rhe Opera, the Fringe is Pemaps 
the only example in Canada of small scde theatre capitalism. Ray 
~odogues> 

Fringe arbsts are entreprend; they invest their own moneys and prochce 

themselves. Yet, the profit fmor of capitalkm is M y  non-elListent: many do not 

earn enough to pay back theïr initial investments, few eam fidl wages, even fewer earn 

a profit. Despite the absence of profits, the market place economy of the Fringe has 

had an overarching influence on evg. aspect of the festivals. It was this economy that 

both necessitated and inspired the k t  promotional street performances, and in tum 

shulated the fativities, the growth and camaradene of the audiences, and in short, the 
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popularity of the festivals. The dozens of independent self-producmg tourîng theatre 

companies thai cross the country evay summer could not exist without this type of 

economy. For a minimai initial invesmient, an average application fee of W0.00 per 

Fringe, a Company may eam as rnuch as $9000.00 per Fringe - if their production is 

popular. For hm&& of theatre artists the Fringe deal is imesistible. For the festival 

producers this is appeal is essential: the artists' fees provide the strirt-up moneys for 

renting venues and hiring technicians. For the audiences, the Fringe is truly a buyer's 

market: the cornpetition is red, the choies are far-mging, and the fixed maximum 

ticket price ensures that no matter how pop& a prochidon becomes, companies 

cannot raise their prices. 

The aesthetic and critical legitimacy of the thegtre promiced on the Fringe has often 

been questioned in light of the market economy of the production structure. Filewod 

associates the rise of the Fringe market with the malaise of the other theatre 

communities; "As the regional are losing audiences; the smaLl theatres are locked in 

desperate battles to retain funhg ... the F ~ g e  festivals are redesning the audience 

rnarkeC"" h an earlier editord, F.iiewod explains bis understandhg of the F ~ g e  

m a ;  it is cornpetitive and ctriven by "popular appeal for laughs and a good tirne.'- 

The editorial pages of fie atm^ have also described the Fringes as a fkee market place, 

and have also perceived this as a threat to the larger theatre cornmef~ .  In an editorial 

titled "Who Killed Theatre Plus," Sarah Hwd argues that most Fringe plays are 

undeserving of any kind of support, critical or hancial. She concludes, "the m e  

provides a dangerous mode1 for govanment funding bodies which are already 

unsympathetic to the arts.'- 

Robert WsiUace, who shares the opinion that the Fringes present a threat to theatrical 

standards, describes its audience as "much more bmadly bared then Edmonton's winter 

theatre-goers." He points out, "the went primarily serves other theatre artists who are 



not part of Edmonton's theatre season." These two factors have imdermined the 

possibility of the Fringe providing what, in his opinion, such an event should be 

providing: "real alternatives." Insteaà, Wallace writes: 

What sek  at the Fringe are shows that least challenge the audiences' 
expectations of theatre or themselves. Very little work is "fige' in the 

sense of experimental, innovative or difficult - eitha aestheticdy or 
po litically.* 

The aitique of the Fringe as an industxy or a fkee-market is misleading. The real 

c m  of the probkrn is that this market economy enables A t s  and public to side-step 

the normal criteria for creating, producing, and selling theme. The audiences via the 

market place have replaced the naclitional selection cornmittee of peers. The "pblem" 

with the Fringe "market" is that it provides for unevaluated theatre ~feafed by "other 

artists" thaî sells to a seemingly diverse theatre going audience. According to the 

position of the avant-garde critic, the results are two-fold: an abundance of %ad" 

theatre that robs the Fiinge of its %al" potential. 

Popular culture always presents a threat: it always involves the stmggle to make 

social meanings that are "not those p r e f d  by the dominant ideology? On the 

Fringe, the market place aiterion, what sells is what's good, is essential to creating this 

tbreat, which in tum is substantive to the process of popular culture. It is the received 

perception of the Fringe as a threat that, in part, inspires this analysis of the Fringe in 

its relation to popular culture. 

The market place economy of the Frhge also raises a nucuber of questions around 

the cornmodification and consumption of cuitme. A part of the "fear of the Fringe" 

arisa as a fear of contrunjnation of culture via capitalism: Le., 'is it theatre or an 

hdustxy?' The point needs to be made that all theatre in Canada exists in the same 

marketdriva economy, whkh is shaped by g o v m e n t  intemention in every realm. 



Both Fiinge theatre and the other theatre are purchased by a public; they are cultural 

commodities? That the cost of some theatre is born by ami's-length public bding 

should not obscure its nature as coxumodity . Rofessionali7ation of the arts is 

historically situated and can be viewed as a direct response to a society based upon 

commodity exchange. 

The relations between commodities, consumption, and culture need to be clearly 

understood Relying on de Certeay Fiske delineates these relations. Fvst he 

distinguishes it is theoretical issues that detexmine the differences between the activity 

of cuîtural reception and commodity c m p t i o n ;  these are not diffeaent activities, 

rather there are different ways of undentandhg the same activity. AU commodities, 

cultural and material, can be used to construct rneanings of self, of social identity and 

social relations: 

Ln a consuma society, all commodities have cultural as well as fimctional 
values. To mode1 this we need to extend the idea of an economy to 

inc1ude a cultural economy where the circulation is not one of money, but 
of meanhgs and pleasures. Here the audience ... becornes a producer, a 
pmducer of meanings and pleasures. The original commodity (be it a 
television program or a pair of jeans) is, in the cultural economy, a text, a 
discursive structure of potentid rneanings and pleasures that constitutes a 
major resource of popular culture. In In economy there are no 
consumen, only circulators of meanings, for meanings are the only 
elements in the process that can be neither commodified nor consume& 
meanings can be produced, re-poduced, and cirdated only in that 

constant process that we call cultureeq 

The essence, or praxis of popular culture is how the people can tum cultural 

commodities to their own interests and fhd pleasure in using them to make their own 

meanings. Popular Fringe companies should not be considered analogous with the 

producers of culturd commodities. Rather, the paraUels are located between how the 

people create their popular culture and Fringe production, ancl, between the artists (as 



analogous with the people) and the established ideological and matmal systems of 

theatre production in Canada 1 retum to these paraUels in the foilowing section. 

In conclusion, there is no doubt tiiat the market place economy of the produaion 

mode1 has sipifIcant affect on the @ty of work producecl on the festivals. Fringe 

artists are keenly aware of 'kwhat sells." There are a numba of rasons for this. The 

retum of 100% of box office revenues to the amsts is only the most obvious reason 

why some FRnge artists "are driven to appeal to the popular." More to the point, and in 

keeping with how popular culture is created, the market place economy of the Fringe is 

as in- to the exchange and circulation of popular meanings as it is to the purchashg 

of tickets and T-shirts. 

The Active Everyday World on the Fringe 

People have to make do with what they have, and evexyday life is 
the art of making do. John ~ i d r e . ~  

Although the modem city, with its rational articulation of space, 
can work to "administer and to control the practices of evexyday 
life' (Fmw 199 1, p. 54.), the h g s  seem to forward a certain 
disorder over efficiency and control. ~ m c e  

The hterpretation and production of meaning on the Fringe are in part detemhed 

by and articulated through the everyday interaction of patrons: in the lineups, the beer 

tents and Fringe clubs, the surrounding &, and in the streets. This interaction 

significantly enlarges the sphere of reception: the autonomy of performance is @y 

reduced, closure around the art object is weakened, and authoritative and conclusive 

evaluation is destabilized (newspapers, radio, television). This is the most obvious 

context in which the active weryday world of the Fringe is of partidar interest. The 

weakening of authoritative waluation is only one of severai signifiant aspects of the 

extension of the everyday into theatrical production and reception. 



By introducing theones of everyday He, I want to begin to dxaw a paralle1 between 

"the people:' as producers of their popular culture and popular Fringe productions in 

genaal. In order to observe the praxis of popular culture, how the people make their 

culture, Fiske directs attention toward the practices of wqday life. He explains "the 

ordinary socid practices of ordinary people as a series of tactical evasions or resistance 

of the order that society tries to organùe than into": " 

On one level this may be as simple as taking shortcuts across the grass 
instead of keeping to the paths that architects have provided; on a more 

complex level it involves using the resources provided by the social 
order (which are the only ones available) in ways that detach than h m  

the system that produced them and that enable them to be turned badc 
against the interest of the producers.'@' 

Wah an emphasis on conflict, particularly ones of strategy and tactics, of poachiïig , 

raiding and guüeful ruses, de Certeau characterizes the culture of eveyday life as "the 

art of making do" with what the system provides. Constant trickery is, for de Certeau, 

at the heart of popuiar culture: 

The actuai order of diings is precisely what 'popular' tactics tum to their 
own ends, without any illusion that it will change anytime soon. 
lhough elsewhae it is exploited by a doninant power or simply daiied 
by an ideological discourse, here order is tricki by an art.- 

In his discussion of the relations between the Fringe and the social organization of 

the city, cultural geographer Willems-Braun emphasizes how the c* is rationaily and 

strategically ordered according to the logic of prevailing systems of power. He 

describes the Fringe as "a tactical subversion of rationalized s p a ~ e . ' ~  The Fringes 

provide a space in which the people can readily made or resist and play tricks with the 

social order of things because the festivals take place in public spaces that are imbued 

with that order: city squares, shopping malls, parks, warehouses, parking garages, in 

the streets, and even on city buses. To a great extent the popularity of the festivals 
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resides in this phmomeaon. In tum, the Fringe artists who mach the popular zone are 

those who take fidl advantage of this aspect of the pctuction structure. Significantly, 

how they do this is v a y  much in keeping with "the art of making do." 

Jonathan K 

Yes, Jonathan, 1 am mentionhg your show. 
Evm though you dragged your audience through the proverbial ringer, 
making evayone participate in some kind of fashion &ring your 
improvisation. 
Even though your technician laughed harder than anyone eke. 
I'm mentioning you because despite or raîher because of all this, you 
aiso made us question the whole theabid expesience. You made us 
question who the actors really are in this worid, who the audiaice 
r d y  is, who is really watchg who. 
So thsinks.490 

Jonathan Kay 's work offers examples of the type of tridcery & Certeau atûi'buttes to 

popular tactics. Jonathan Kay is a Fool fiom England who has been popular on the 

FRnge circuit since 1992. He is a gentle, soft spoken character whose performances 

have the unique ability to muse a sense of calm and delightfd innocence among his 

audiences. As is srpical of the fool Jonathan Kay p d e s  "the people" that there is 

(and then conspiring with) his audience to go out into public and disrupt things by 

behaving foolishly. 

With Jonathan Kay in the l& 1 have sung songs in a MacDonald's, at lunch time, 

in downtown Victoria with 60 other people, and, in the middle of Main street 

Vancouver, during xush hour trafnc, with over 100 people: I have also paid a visit to a 

stranger - with 70 other pople." In each of these instances Jonathan Kay ''used" 

(and abused) the normal orciexkg of public activities in a way that turned amund the 

preMiling logic of thiags. W e  tumed a fast food lunch break into a half hour of 

entertainment (and slowed down the fat sentice considaably). We ''played a tricl?' on 



rush hou, traffic by "using" it to have fim. And, we turned a social vist into a public 

coxlfkontation- 

On each occasion there were people who became angry and agitated by our foolish 

behaviour. The snanger, confronted with a mob of 70 people at her door, b t e n e d  to 

phone the police and have us mested Some of the people trying to get home h m  

work shouted threats. A few got out of their cars, cursed us and shook t h  £&S. The 

young MacDonald's manager was confuseci and embarrassed by his task of containhg 

us. These occasions were instances of social confrontation; there were clashes between 

'W7 and the "public". 

Jonathan Kay has offended the critical saisibilities of some Fringe reviewers as 

much as his audiences have offended the general public. Vancouver d c  Lloyd Dykk 

provides an opinion of Jonathan Kay's tactics that, ironically, augments de Certeau's 

andogy for pop* evesyday tactics: 

A couple of days ago whüe we were lining up for another show, comic 
Jonathan Kay's audience was letthg out Leading his audience past 

us, he was malang them go single-file wah their amis on each others 
backs and bleat iike sheep. They all looked the way Patty Hearst must 
have felt. 1 wish cornedians would realize that the theatre's fourth wail 
is thae for a reason. It should be defeded &y m e d  guards if 
n e c e s ~ m y . ~  

De Certeau also uses a rnilitmy metaphor. Popular tactics, he argues, involve "spotting 

the weak points in the forces of the powemil and raiding them as  gueffiUa fighters 

[ ~ o u l d ] . ' ~  Robato Eco uses the same metaphor; he argues that b'semiotic gUerrma 

warf'are" is '?he key to understanding popular culture and its ability to reçist the 

dominant ide~ logy . '~  These metaphors: the critic as ''armeci guarâ' and the Fringe 

performer as "guarilla', &O work to illustrate the double movement of containment 

and resi~tance~ which is always a part of popular culture. In this instance, the critic 



contains these "raids" upon the order of things by suggesting that the people are 

mindlessly led into such tactics by a renegade comic who is ignorant of the d e s  of the 

theatr e. 

So why do Fringe audiences behave so disniptively in public ? What motivates 

them? Of course Jonathan Kay's performance has an influence. In one seme, his show 

is an intdectual warm-up for these antics. But, it is simplistic to mark the audiences as 

dupes. Jonathan Kay 's audiences enjoy these confrontations. They find pleasure in 

king socially undisciplined, pleasure in the allegiances formed among than and in the 

antagonisms created between thanselves and others. This is the type of pleasure Fïke 

is concemed with when he talks about the popular pleasures of resisting, avoiding, and 

offending social discipline. These he categorizes as the pleasures of evasion: 

@$caphg social control, even momentady, pmduces a seme of 
fieedom. That this fieedom is ofien expressed in excessive, 
"Uresponsible" (Le., disruptive, or disorderly ) behavior is evidence both 
of the v i a t y  of these dismptive popular forces and the extent of their 
repression in everyday life. The pleasures of evasion tend to focus on 

the body. 4R 

Thae are signifiant paraIl& between the everyday tactia of the people and how 

popular Eringe artists "play tricks" with the products of mass culture mid the 

boundaries of theatrical conventions. Engaging with and adapting the products of m a s  

culture to create thea-tre is the most obvious parailel. Another is the co~~esponding acts 

of avoiding or offmding the forces of both aesthetic and social discipline through 

tnckery and adaptatio~~ Popular Fringe artists are fiequently offensive and 

undisciplined. They offend, dodge, and play tri& with the discipiiiiary bomdaries of 

the- production, reception and criticism. They bkantly steal  te^^&, o h  d c e  th& 

audiences ta "act out," and they are sometimes overdy offensive. ui some instances the 

disciplinary forces of the "powers that be" have corne into play. Fringe sponsors, the 
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police force, and the office of the attorney g m d  have egch mempted to contain and 

restrain FRnge production. " 

Engaging with Mass Culture: 

As the media extends its sphere of influence, so also does it corne under 
the aitical sucveillance and usage of its subjeas. Angda ~c~obb ie? '  

Popular forces tramfom the dtura l  commodity into a cultural 
resource, pluraiize the meanings and pleasures it off', wade or resist 
its disciplioary efforts, f h t u r e  its homogeneity and coheraice, raid or 
poach upon its terrain. John ~ i s k e , ~  

The most obvions examples of engagement with mass culture on the Fringe are 

those productions that are theatricai adaptations of television shows. On the simplest 

level, when The Way Off Broadway Group produced The Twilight Zone (199 1) the 

Company was using a produa of mass culture to appeal to a popular audience. The 

same is tme of Michad O'Brien's production, Chrkttopher Robin's F i d  Tempation 

(1993), The Three Dead Trolls' production of Kevin C m e r  S Naked Butt (1 993), and 

many many other Fringe plays. "Twilight Zone," "Christopher Robin.," and bbKevî.n 

Costner" are aIl products of mass culture. They are also the resources of popular 

culture. 

The way in which the Troils use "Kevin Costner" offas an example of the kinds of 

trickery and ruse involved in the art of making do with what die system provides. The 

title, Kèvh Crnrn~'s Naked Bun, in no way refiects or comments on the conma of the 

performance, as they make clear in thei. program notes: "ûur show has nothmg to do 

with Kevk Costna's Naked The show has nothing to do with Costna 

whatsoever. The title is an obvious me. But who is being duped? Who, or what is 

bang txicked? It is the system that produces Kevin Cos- which is the "butf' for this 

trickery. Consequently, what a t  the audience is the pleasure involved m tricking 

and offending that system - not, as some ait ics sean to assume, Costner's naked butt! 



In sharp contrast to the tactics of the Trolls, WOB's production of the Twilight 

Zone waç reverently tnie to its title. The promiction was a theatrical copy-cat of two 

original teIevision @odes - nght down to the Rod Seriing voice over and the "doda 

doda" musical score. With this production WOB did not reach the popuiar zone. In 

th& estimation, Twilght Zone failed to be popular because it was not original. In 

retrospe* Wena explaiad, "we had to realize that this was not the type of mateid 

people on the Fringe are interesteci in seeing, they want o r i m  work, not something 

they have already seen on TV.''m This appears to contradict the observation that what 

most popular Fringe shows have in common is some form of engagement with mass 

dture.  However, t is not mass cultureperse that amiicts the popular Fringe 

audience, but rather how it is used. 

Mer produchg 2 F ~ g e  hits, which wae both unauthorized adaptations of the 

poetry of Charles Burkowdd (Erections, ~aculan'ons, Exhibitiom and The Fuck 

Machine), WOB went back to television for a source to create a thVd sell-out 

production: The Scim of Hydra. This play bomws characters and bits of infamous 

dialogue fkom various Star Trek episodes. With this adaptarion WOB stayed me to 

their skiil of rament imitation. And they stayed true to the formal conventions of 

television chma: short tightly edited scenes, melodramatic musical under~coring~ and 

specfacular effkts. However, they chose to imitate Wfiam Shatner's acting 

techniques, not Captain Kuk The action begins on the set of Shatner's latest movie 

where he is both director and actor. Suddaily, Shatner is b'beamed-~p" to Scion, a 

planet populated by two warring societies of women, which are both in desperate need 

of sperm. When the circumstanca are expiained to Shatner he exclaims: "But - I'm 

jwt an actor!" Thus the premise for the play; William Shatner, the actor, fin& himself 

in a real Stm Trek ciilanma While maintahhg the contextual fkamework of Star Trek 

the play signifïcantly altes the original text 



On one level, Scions is a play that inevitably creates a critique of Star Trek and 

accordulgly could be categorized as a play that uses mass culture in order to criticize it. 

More pertinent for this discussion k that &ions is an or@na[ phy aeated h m  an o[d 

television series, which "everybody" knows. This observation points to both the 

economy involved in using mass culture and a @ty of interte~niality~ which is 

common among Fringe companies who pirate and recycle the texts and conventions of 

mass culture. Reflecting on Fike's concept of the cultural economy, Star Trek is a 

valuable resource for the production and circufation of popular meanings and pleasures. 

It not only provides common reference points, which attract large numbers of people, 

but, conversely, people arrive at the theatre with clifferait m e d g s  denved fiam these 

common references. The opporhmity to share, debate and discuss these ciifferences is a 

great part of what d e s  the Fringe popular. 

Through its engagement with mass culture, Scions is innately a polysemic text; its 

meaning is open-ended. Any one reading can only be partial because the play depends 

upon an intertextuai reading with mass culture. This is tme of aIl the Fringe plays that 

b m w  h m  mass culture. To becorne popular a text must be po lysdc  because 

popuiar culture is a process of creating o p p s i t i o ~ f  meminp. 'The polysemic 

openness of popuiar texts is both recpmd by social diffixences and is used to maintain, 

question, and think through those differen~es.'~ The meaningfùhess of Scions 

depends partly upon social diffaaices, and is in part produced duough those 

ciifferences. Again, this is tme of most popular Frhge productions. 

Along with the interplay of different texts, engagement with mass culture also 

includes playing with the conventional boundaries of geire. Stewart Lemoine's work, 

which has been consistently the most popdar among Emnonton audiaces, has dways 

been noted for its "genre mashing" style? 06 style is reminiscent of Susan 

Sontag 's analysis of camp: it is an act of appropriating "theif' meanings for "ou?' 



purposes." From a more general perspective, what is most sigdicant is that new 

mesinings are made by shifting the conventions and ttansgressïng the boundaries that 

W e  the old m h g s .  

When conventions are highlighted in pedom~uice, how they shape and contain 

meaning is also highlighted Accordingly, a part of reception - the production of 

meaning - includes a heightened awareness of how conventions and generic 

boudaries work to shape meaning - for '~Is". 

The Last Temptation of Christopher Robin 

The play sen& A A m e ' s  kesh faced character and his stuffed 
Ken& Pooh and Piglet off to fight the Nazis, immersing them in the 
cruelty and degradation of amiy life. Chris ~ a f o e ~  

"Christopher Robin" is a fictional reference point. For myself, he evokes positive 

senbmenîs of childhood innocence and joyfnl naiveté (for someone of a dif£erent 

background, he might just as eady represent a colonial figure and evoke negative 

sentiments around @ences of exclusion). In the play, Christopher Robin's Final 

Temptuiion, Christopher Robin leaves the 1 O0 acre forest with Pooh and Piglet to fight 

in the first world war. Piglet is eaten by Gaman soldiers, and Pooh dies of hunger. In 

the process, my m h g s  of Christopha Robin are nullified and exposed as my own 

fictions. They became as fictional as is the character. Christopha Robin is taken out 

of context, and the reference points "ï" have made of him are s u b v d  The effect of 

this is sensationally ernotional. Many audience meanbas cried and gasped throughout 

the performancece This sensational elanent is common to popular Fringe productions 

and is o h  created by a disruption of fictional cohaence - which in tum is dependent 

upon an intertextual dation with IMSS culture.m 



Part Two: 

The Politics of Pleasure on the Fringe: 

TaREE DEAD TROLLS IN A BAGGIE 

Three Dead Trolls in a Baggie would like to take this opportunity 
to do a little advatking for some car cornpanies. We sent 

impressive proposais to Ford, Chrysler, Subam, G.M, Honda, 
Toyota, and Mazda, inviting than to give or laid us a van to 
tour in exchange for lots of really good publicity. They dl told 
us "'No Way!" So we would iïke to suggest that you, the public, 
never ever buy any of their produas, especially Subani, who 
didn't evai have the cointesy to write back to us. 

General Motors Sucks ! Honda Sucks! Toyota Sacks! 

Ford Sucks! Chrysler sncks! Mazda Sucks! 

Subaru Really Really Sucks! 
uicidentaiiy. if any of these car companies changesF mimis. howevc~, we are 
certain the quality of th& products will improve.. 

The Three Dead Trolls in a Baggie are one of the most popular Fringe touring 

companies. They have never not sold out a show on the Edmonton ~ringe."' Both 

the theatre they create and their Fringe fame offer a n u m k  of insights into the most 

evident popular politic on the Fringe. This politic, in part, revolves around "artfully" 

poaching, resisting, evading, offending, or playing tricks with the meaningfuiness of 

"official" culture, or, as the Trolls Say, "'d art-" The following excerpt from one of 

The Trolls' programs offers an example: 

Art Lesson 

This show is d e d  ''The Voice of Fire Comedy Hour." It was 
inspired by the painting 'Voice of Fire" by Baniett Newman 
(who is dead), which was purchased by the National Art Gallery 



in Onawa for 1.8 Million Dollars. This made some people mad 
They think the painting is stupid We think the Voice of Fie is a 

great painting because it evokes mbridled passion, and s t i n  

one's soul, but mostly because it's so easy to do. That's right, 
With only a tiny amount ofwork and matenals, you too can 
build your own masterpiece of minmialist expressioniJm. AU 
you have to do is get a =vas 18 feet high by 8 feet wide (if you 
don? want to build one that big, any canvas that is 9/4thss as 
high as it is wide will do). Next, a couple of ans of blue paint. 
Not just a cheap dull boring old blue, but the nicest, deepest, 

most exciting blue you cm find Don't be cheap! Remember 
tbk is a masterpiece. Also get a can of really neat fi- red 
pallit, and at least two brushes or rollas. Then paint the two 
outer thirds of the canvas blue, and the centre third red Take 
your time, and really put your hart into it, tbis isn't just a 
hallway you're painting, this is art. ... 512 

Many of the Trolls' program notes contain comments on "real art" and their 

relationship to it. The above example is the most interesthg because it so adeptly 

illuminates one of Fiske's observations about the politics of popular culture: popular 

culture manipulates open spots and mishaps in official culture."' The purchase of the 

"Voice of Fire" created an "open spot" for the National Art Gallery. It stimulated a 

pubiic debate, which necessitated an officiai response aroud defining the value of "the 

canon". The officials of the National Art Gallay defmded the expense of the purchse 

by explaining that to appreciate the value of this painting one ne& to be able to 

appreciate its place within the canon of modem art. The Trolls find the value of the 

painting in its &ility to be easily reprochiced by anyone, and accordingiy enjoyed by 

eveyne  in their own living rooms. Facetious as this may be, it is nonetheless 

exernplaxy of how the Trolls position themselves, and their work - they 'play" outside 

(or between) the bondaries of borh the stahis quo and its adversaries. 



Saskatchebuzz 

Tbree Dead Trolls in a Baggie, in their never ending quest to look like Real 
Artkts, Resent Justice, Ride, Honour and Ambition On the Raines of 

Sa~katchewan?~ 

Saskatcheh can be read as a play about "the linle guy" who uses the media to 

rise to power and fame, encountering and overcoming the forces of authority and 

hegemony on the way - only to be felled by the very media that gave him the power to 

begin with. kkatchebwz is not only a popular Fringe play, produced by a Company 

who are well known for their cultural politics of trickey and adaptation, it is ais0 a play 

that provides provocative textual links to themies concemed with popular culture. On a 

number of leveh it can be read as a play about how a popula. text works. 

The Story: 

The four member cast cuts a wide path as it parodies far more then the 
plight of Saskatchewan wheat farming. The RCMP, Brian Mulrony, 
Princess Diana, Joe Clark, the Gulf War, Quebec and more are all grist 
for the Trolls' ill [sic.] In the end howwer, one tk left wondering 
whether the Trolk intend the showpn'manmaTIly to support fmers ,  or to 
support less stringent mjuana  lws ? ~ohn ~ ~ n s ? "  

Saskatchewan fmers, Louie and Thelma Budd, (Wes Borg and Katheleen 

Rootsaert) decide to plant 400 acres of pot, instead of wheat. M e  Budd has a plan: 

He WU get hirnself arrested and the media will want his story, then, he will use the 

media to educate the people on the economic and environmental values of hemp. The 

RC.MP. (Neil Grahn) arrest Louie Budd He spends eight months in prison, but the 

media pays no attention to him. 

On the day of Louie's release, his neighbor's faim is being auctioned by the bank. 

When the eoQe f m  is sold (to a bidda in the audience) for a mere thousand dollars, 



Louie Budd rnakes a speech. His neighbor responds by suggesting, '%th words like 

that, you oughta run for Premier." Louie goa on the campaign trial. He sings songs, 

shakes hands (with the audience), and makes TV cornmercials. He wins the 1995 

election and tek all the fanners, "starting tomomw 1 want each and every one of you 

to go out to your fields and plant pot, and leme the rest up to me." 

The media f d  in love with Louie Budd They follow him everywhere exclaiming 

his v h e s  to the world Between the hemp and the tourist industries, Saskatchewan 

becornes a world economic power. But, while Louie Budd is busy paying off the debt 

and giving "third world" countnes the surplus, his son, Billy Budd (Joe Bird), is 

lonely for his Dad. 

BiUy Budd, in bis depression, smokes a huge joint, gets redy stoned, and 

decapitated by a tbreshing machine. The neighbor tells the media, "hugs kîlled Billy 

Budd, 1 think the dnigs blew his head right off." The media tells the world, %e world 

is in shock, fear, rrevulion and confusion over Biliy Budd's b d  death." The UN. 

declares that the ~ultivation of marijuana is an inhumane practice. The U.S. 

governent announces that it has "neva sat back while another govermnmt has 

brutally murdered its people." The U.S. military a ~ o m c e s  a plan: Prairie Storm. 

They ''Iibemte'' the province in a week Louie and Thelma Budd are shot dead. The 

U.S. President annomces the victory: 'This was a just war, a war between good and 

evil, we kicked evil's as." 

The h a l  dialogue is played out with paper bag puppets. A fatha tells his son the 

end of the story: ''When the UN. forces bumt the marijuana crops, they didn't 

anticipate 500,000 soldiers simuitaneously gnting stoned, and when they did the world 

consciousness was raiseci to such a point that suddenly -one became aware that 

God neva intmded people to think of marijuana as evil, and you know son, eveq time 

you hear a bel1 ring it means an angel is getting stoned." 



The story line is simple. The analogies with contempowy social issues are 

obvious: the power relations between the "little guy" and the "big guys," between 

media and politics, the U.S. and Canada, and between father and son are played out 

with broad sweeping brush strokes. The story is often excessive, employing cliché 

dialogue and images, and exaggerated plot twists. For example, the turning point in the 

story, when BiUy Budd is decapitated, is played out simultaoeously with a scene in 

which Louie Budd is giving C9.R. to a dyùig puppy. Bay Budd's head rolls across 

the stage and his decapitated body stumbles about as Louie Budd, smomded by 

j o m d h  and advisers, thumps on the chest of a stuffed puppy dog s h o u ~ g  "live 

d a m  yoq live! !" The neighbor's cliché conclusion, "the dnigs blew his head right 

off," is the begianing of the end of Louie Budd 

The obvious, the excessive, the exaggerated, and the cliché are the mties of 

popular texts most o h  distinguished in order to characterize popular culture as 

simplistic or easy. It is precisely these qualities that are necessary if a text is to become 

a resource for popular culture. This is so because the obvious is open-ended; it offas 

no insightfiil explimation. The excessive is "meankg out of contml," meanhg that 

"ex& the n~rms. ' '~'~ The obvious provides a common starting point for nurnerous 

and possibly conflicting explamifions and insights; the excessive and the exaggerated 

expose the "nomally" invisible boundaries and limitations of common sense. 

Common saise does govem "weryday" life. Popular culture relies on the obvious in 

order to be open and debatable, it relishes the excessive in order to reassess and reckon 

with common sense, and it uses clichés to expose the hidden power of common sense: 

"Drugs KW is a dich6 that, in Saskatchebuzz, has the power to mobilize and moralize 

the forces of the media and the military. 



The Play: 

The stage is bare. A map of Saskatchewan stretches h m  the LX haog to the stage 

floor; it is large and green. When the lights corne up, Wes Borg is smoking a joint, 

standing bare-footed with a baseball cap on his h d  The audience immediately breaks 

into laughter. He butîs out the joint on the stage floor with his bare foot, and we 

physically wince. 

The design of the play is open and fluid When Louie Budd's neighbor visits, he 

arrives with a piece of faice, sets it down, and they chat over the fence. Louie sells his 

"miracle hemp fabnc? to the audience for $10 bucks and a kick in the ass. Nobody 

actually gives him money, but people do kick him in the ass. They hold a telephone 

pou by passiag out cellular phones to the audience. Louie goes on the campaign trial, 

kissing and shaking han& with the audience. When the neighbor discovers Billy, he 

nms off to find Louie (who "in reality" is just stage left, standing right beside the 

decapitated body, being intervieweci by the media); he nuis up through the house, out 

one exit door and in through another, back through the house and across the stage, 

nght past Luuie, circling through the auditorium three times. Thae are numerous 

examples of this performance principle throughout the play. Each and evay time the 

action flows-into the house, the audience empts with laughter. 

Jncorporating the auditorium and audience into the playing space is a convention 

that is most ofken described as a transgression of the fourth wall. In pop& Fringe 

shows the fourth wall is always wesk and often fluid. In Saskatchebuzz, it cornes and 

goes, the actoxs make use of it, or not, dependhg on the theatncal style of the scene. 

Whenever the ilIusion of a fointh wall is broken, the audience laughs. The greater the 

transgression, as whm audience members Eck Louie in the ass, or when the neighbor 

runs through the house, right past his destination three &es, the louder and more 



hearty the hughter. The audience is laughing with pleasm because conventions are 

being transgressed. 

Theairical conventions are the mechanisms wbich fhme and contain both textual 

meanhgs and theatricai experience. in tua, conventions detennine and control to 

some extent, the boimdaries of those meanings and experiences. The pleasures derîved 

fiom breaking the framework, by abusing the mechanisms of convention, are ''popular 

pleasures." What defines pleasure as popular is its oppositional relationship to 

discipline* authority and control: social, moral, t e e ,  aesthetic, and so on. In this 

instance, the fourth wd is a form of aesthetic discipline and the pleasure is one of 

arasion The bodily elements in this example are abundant: the semiotic authority of 

the fourth wall is physically punctured by the kisses, handshakes, and kicks in the ass. 

The Production of Meaning: 

Popular productivity is a constant process of recombining and 
reusing the culrural products of capitalism in a form of bricolage. 
John ~iske'" 

The Trolls use two distinctive @ormance principles in Saskatchebwz that relate to 

Fiske's observations on popular pleasures and promictivity. One can be described as a 

perfarmance principle that incorporates the formal conventions of both mass culture and 

high culture (for srample, television commernals jwtaposed with absnact movement 

SC-), the other, as an intertexnial praxis. 

The ht, engagement with the conventions of both mass and high culture, actuaUy 

describes the extrema of a range of borrowed conventions used by the Trolls. 

Sashtchebuzz also incorporates the formal conventions of melodrama, f3rn noir, 

musical theatre and papa bag puppetry. One of the resdts of this 'Tiorrowing" is that 

each time the conventional fiame shifts, a potmtially M c  moment is markedS'l" The 

best example of this occurs in the opening scme. Louie and Thelma are Iooking out 



over their fields smoking a joint togder. Louie matter of faaually tells his M e ,  

"Can't grow wheat or barley, so 1 think tomomw we should grow pot" The lights 

dim and a musical score begins; the Lights corne up on three actom tilling and planting in 

a b s w  styked choral rnovements that are suggestive of facf~ry workers. The scaie 

ends with a transformation of he-flowing movement expressing the budding of the pot 

seeds. The audiences' response to this unexpected shifi in conventions, fkom 

representationd diaiogue to abstraa movement, war a transhed silence which slowly 

and sporadically tmmfomied into 1aught.a- The playhg of the movement scaie was 

not in itself farcical or parodic, but rather well executed tnie to its fom. There were 

many people in the house who, like myself, enjoyed the music, choreography, and the 

movement first, and then began laughing. It was not the imitative &butes of the 

actors that were the source of parody and humour, it was the shifting of conventions 

and the interp1ay of formal boundanes that causeci "us" to laugh with delight, 

Parody is central to the produaion of popllar meanings because it "allows us to 

mock the conventional, to evade its ideological thnist, to tu. noms badc on 

themselves.'"" In Smkatcheotca parody is ~ e d  by the ironic and repetitive 

bomwing of convention and resulting intexplay of boudaries. It is the misuse, and by 

extension the abuse of conventional fkneworks that is the source of humour. What is 

being mocked, evaded, and tuned badr on itself, is the authority of conventions to 

detemine meaningfulness. A second attribute of parody is its capacity to bnng together 

the said and the unsaid, to create "a simultaneous perception of more thai one 

meaning.''5a Popular culture relies upon the capacity of "the people'' to make their own 

meanings. In tinn, this process relies upon the possibility that rneaningfbhess is 

plurai, contingent, and subjective. 

The intertextual quaMies of &katchebuzz offer the second example of a 

performance principle that relates to popuiar pleasures and productivity. The play is 



rich with intertextual references. Louie Budd's campaign trial is played out in a series 

of extremely short overlapping scenes with a background of singing in a style that is 

cinematic and recalls Robert Altman's popular nIm about a fictional American 

presidential candidate, Bob Robem. Billy Budd's death scene is juxtaposeci with 

scenes of Louie Budd's mounting success as Premier. In these parallel scenes their 

separate fates are played out against a recalling of the myth of Icenias (created with 

music, lighting, movement and sub-textual refaences). The de& of Louie is played 

out in slow motion with a melodramatic underscore and special lighting: a man in a 

mench coat is spot-lighted in the audience (Nd Orahn), cigarette smoke CUIS arotmd 

him creating a film noir image, as he shoots d o m  Louie. Loine falls to his death into a 

cross of light, he Lies "c~cified" on the cross (created with a lighting gobo). 

Saskatchebua &O contains a certain amount of "Fringe intertextuality", in which 

the common texhial or formal references are particular to Fringe production For 

example, BiUy Budd takes his name ~ o m  the title of another sell-out show produced on 

the 1990 cirait by English Suitcase: ~ i l l y  ~uddsu; when the U.S. President declares 

that Prairie Stom was "a war between good and 4" this is an obvious reference to 

Desert Stonn; and it is also a direct reference to the an d e r  m-promicaon between the 

Trolls and Englkh Suitcase, Justified Sinnem 199 1. Coincidentally, the first line in 

Saskatchebuzz, "We live in despesate times," is alrnost identical with the k t  Ene of 

another sell-out Fringe show, Pochry's Li@: "We live in s q  times." Cliché !! 

On one level, popular intertextuality is one way of "making do" with what is 

available. Intertextuality also ad& to the potential for multiple readings? In part, 

these readings depaid on how spectators intezpret the interplay of tex&, which in han 

depends on f b d k i t y  with the d.ereat references. The result is that "what the play 

means" is quite obviously going be diffaent for different people. It is open- ended and 

polysemic. The formal aspects that make Saskatchebuzz a popular text: simplicity, 



excessiveness, parody, transgressing conventional and textual boundaries, and 

intertextuality, each work toward opening up a plucality of possible interpretations. 

Who manipulated who? Did the U.S. military manipulate the media; or, is it the 

media that orchestrates and activates both b4popuiar resistance'" and "contsiinment". Is 

Louie Budd's death the destiny of the "Little guy" who flig tw close to the bright 

Lights? Or, the demise of a father who negects his family? As the critic so simply 

asked - what is this play about? - marijuana Iaws? - Prairie famers ? With these 

contradictory readings the play becornes a common refaence point for marking social 

clifferences and alliances. The beer tents, the be-ups, and the festivity at the Fringe al l  

cumulate a greatly heighten the potential for people to actively engage in debate and 

discussion over these d.efent readings. Debathg meanhgfulness is an widently 

pleasurable experience on the Fringe. This pleasure is one of the reasons the Fringe is 

popuiar. 

Producing Popular Pleasure: 

To be popular, the commodities of the d twa l  industries mut  not only 
be polysemic - that is capable of prohciog multiple meanings and 
pleasufes - they mut be distributecl by media whose modes of 
comumption are equally open and fiexible. John ~iskt? 

The politics of popular pleasures, which are evident in the pafonnance principles 

of Sarkatchebutz; evading discipline and producing meanings that are open-ended, are 

exemphy of the cultural politics of the Fringe at large. The formal conventions of 

Sarkochebuzz, which 1 have defined in relation to the pleasures of popular dture: 

shplicity, excessiveness, transgressing conventional boundaries, and intertextualiity, 

are &O each readily applicab1e to the Fringe production structure. 



Simplicity & Excessiveness 

The Frhge is both simple and excessive. On the opening of the inaugurai Victoria 

Fringe, Brian Paisley was quoted as saying 'The beauty of this thing is that it is so 

simple." The "fmt-come ht-served" selection process - in which no concm is 

given to the textual or paformative contents of productions or the expaience and 

professionalism of the companies - is most likely the simplest method possible for 

programming a fstival. 'Excessiveness' is also a @ty of the production structure. 

The 1994 Edmonton Fringe presented over 140 companies performing more then 800 

times m ten days, and over 150 Street performers. Audiaices also have a tendency to 

over indulge by attendhg 3,4, even 5 shows in a single &y. By any standard, this 

amount of thehcal a&ty is excessive. The simplistic and excessive qyahes of the 

production structure create an open-ended relationship between the festival and its 

audiences. The Fringe itself is indisaiminate. It is the audience who m u t  

discriminate. Codkonted with the absence of explanation, and an excess of 

information, Fringe audiences actively seek out their own explanatiom in an ment that 

is ovdowing with possibilities. 

Transgressions 

The Fringe production structure creates an environment in which the bomdaria 

betweea performance and reception can be hard to maintain - despite the intentions of 

the pduction. The Street performas and beer tent debates stimulate a level of 

excitement and exhilaration h t  is d e d  into Fringe shows. The intrusive impositions 

of "present reality" on theatrical performance affects the potential of maintaining the 

illusion of distance, for both the actom and audiences. The amount and diversity of 

pmductions: dance, opera, vaudeville, stand-up comics, skits, improvisation, 

clowning, comedy, tragedy, drama, etc., broadens mzd Aiminishes the boundaries of 



conventions. There are numaous, and often unpredictable, influences that i n d e  

upon the autonomy of individual Frïnge shows. 

Intertextuality 

Chris Johnson discusses different theories as to why Wipege r s  behave so 

"enthusiastically" at the Fringe. He concludes with his favorite theoq; 

It is an oppominity to make creative choices. For most hge-goers, a 
h g e  show does not stand in isolation as a cultural event, it is a part of 
the &y at the f i g e ,  and you get to choose the constituent parts, the 
juxtapositioning; you get to be &tic director for the day? 

This kind of audience participation and mteraction aroimd the performances can be 

understood in context with the production of meaning. The result is that individual 

Fringe performances are not autonomous, d e r  the event creates an intertextual 

relationship between productions. The meaning of performance is open; making 

meaning out of any one paformance becornes relational to other pdonnances and 

debates around meaning. 

Most of the popular Frhge compaaies overtly capitalize on the inherent popular 

qualities of the production structure. Like the Trolls, meny popular companies mate 

work that incorporates, adapts, or plagiarizes the plots, characters, and genre of mass 

produced culture. Popular wmpanies also have a tendency to make textual or 

performative references to other popular Fringe productions, or Fringe history: their 

own and othas. Mump and Smoot are parodied in a Juanabees show. The title of a 

sell-out show, The Happy Cunt, appean on Philostrate's play list in a Fringe 

production of A Midsummer 's Night 's Dream. When the Way Off Broadway Group 

produced two shows on the same circuit, The Fuck Machine and Young Hitler 1994, 

Hitlm was a character in both. The Fu& Machine bomwed an entire monologue h m  

their 1993 Fringe hit, Erectiom, ~aculatiom, and oxhibitiom. When Fringe artists 



use these common reference points, h m  mass culture, high culture, or frhge culture, 

they are capitalizing on, or engaging with, the "already present" intextextual qualïty of 

the Fringe production structure. 

The intertextual and transgreçsive @tics of the F-e festivals ernerged 

coincidentally with the production structure. They evolved h m  the theatrical and 

social circumstances that this structure created, and they have played a significmt role 

in creating a space for (a) popular culture. Popular culture is concerned with the 

everyday: the socially devant, the bodily and the immediate. Popuiar te- bc t ion  

primarily as agents in the circulation of meanings and pleasures that are social. Fike 

argues that intertextual referaces are centrd to the popular promictivity (cseating 

rneanings h m  texts); he contends that popdar culture exhs only in itr intertextual 

circulation: "the culture consists only of meanings and p l e a s m  in constant proce~s''~ 

The Fringe production structure creates a space that is especidy germane to this 

process. 

Journal Excerpts: 

15 Aug 1994, Edmonton: One of the "present realitia" on the 
F ~ g e ,  inside and outside of the theatres, is the extent to which 
theatrical boundaries are transgressed and accmdingly exposed: A 

dancer completes her performance, but she exits just short of the 
nirtain. At the edge of the stage she wipes the sweat off her brow, 
takes a long thirsty drink h m  a coke, and prepares herself to re-enter. 
She exposes the boundary between on stage and backstage. At another 
venue an actor (Jonathan K) sits in the audience, but his voice is 
projected f?om the stage. He says 'khat are you aii lookhg at? - 
What are we waiting for?" He exposes the boundaq between 
eXpeaations, anticipation and the anpty stage. In another venue the 
poetry of a well-lmown bat-pet of the 60's is tramformecl into 



dramatic action, in another an episode of the TV. series Star Trek is 
presented as thm. The boundaries of genre are exposed Outside in 
the street three actors use a roii of masking tape to mark out a 6' x 8' 
rectangle; the flow of the crowd changes, no one steps into the space. 
The boundaries of everyday space and theaicicd space are exposed In 
another venue an actor has just hished a pedormance of the story of 
his childhood; he stands at the door shaking han& and touching the 
people who cannot stop crying. The bomdaries between h g  and 
authenticity are exposed In another venue a man stands up in the 
middIe of a radical feminist play and shoids threateningly , ''this is 
nothing but a bunch of hcking mp"; the audience divides itself, some 
agree with hun, othas boo and hiss. In the end he leaves the theam. 
The boundanes between cornmunity and theatre are exposed When 
boundaries are exposed, so too are the rnechanics of convention How 
conventions b n e  and shape the process of makhg saise of things, of 
making meaning, is highlighted. The social constnictedness of meanhg 
is revealed. 

" In 1989 (O Filewod related the aesthetics of the J5dmonton Fringe Festival to 0 t h  

'paratheatrical' expaiences (for example, the West Edmonton Mali), and he cumpared the Fringe to 

"large international festivals". The Fringe, he said, "is part of the cornpetitive 1980's marketplace 

where success means popuiar appeaL In large intenationai festivals, apped means novelty and 

accessîbility, in the Fringe it more oflai means laughs and a good time!' in a 1991 eûiîorial, he noted 

thai the "Fringe f e a l s  are redefhng the audience madcet and asked, is the Fringe a "theaical 

phaiornenon" or an 'Wustry?" He pointed to the ''manhg emphasis on ciowning, [and] Fringe 

performance", and asked 'kw weU is our theatre responding to its times?" in 1992 (CTB) Filewod 

associated the Fringe with the 'ghettoization' of new work and concludexi that the Fringe is "a thr;ear to 

the professional livdihnod of artists." 

*' ibid 5 1 (Italics mine). 
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Chanter Ei~ht :  

ex-centric culture - the hinge & the postmodern 

Shows such as Yvette Nolan's B u e  - a play depicting the sexual 
assault and subsequent murder of a young woman, which destabilized 
the construction of 'woman', 'native', 'prostitute', Winnipeg's 'inner 
City', and the articuiatory practices that link them - are evidmce that the 
fikges allow writers, producers, and actors to appropriate space for a 
variety of pinposes That the writer was a Metis woman - position& 
on the marguls of Canadian culture - finthers the view that the f i g e s  
permit a par&ïcularist theatre, where "points of view that would 
otherwise get lost in the dominant discourse find visibfity" (Schechner, 
1989, page 5). and which challenges the production of homogeneiw in 
Canadian theatres (Wallace, 1990). ki such a context the construction 
of gender, race, class, even place, may be contested and representations 
& c d  by rnargmalized indivimials legihakd. wlice w~ktns-Ilniui E 

To mder the paaicular concrete, to glory in a (defining) local ex- 
centntity - this is the Canadian postmodexn h d a  htd1601i.~ 

mhe laissez-fàire, poor, local Fringe fdva l  - has ydiated the 
hwmnkm of the W s e y  C o d s s i o n  A h  Filewod 

I introduced this study by suggestmg that the Eringe festivals be considemi in 

c o n t a  with the larger independent ~ ~ p r o d u c i n g  small theatre movement that emerged 

in the late 1970s. I qualified the t m  ''independent" as &finUlg artists who typically 

produce their work without Canada Council funding and ofken outside established or 

conventional theatricai venues. This movanent can be characterized by an urge to 

break the d e s  of fom and content by presenting work that challqes the;mical 

conventions and critical standards - in nightclubs and cafés, art gakries, coderences, 

and fativals. 1 pointed to feminist theatfe to indicate the type of identity politics behlid 

much of this activity. Women, and other excluded artists, beliwed they were excluded 

60m the benefits of both academic criticism and arts council funding. For the most 

part, they agreed that the mots of th& exclusion were founded in estabhhed beliefs 

about what consthtes &tic quality, advahie. excellence, miversality - and indeed, the 

"human condition." Artkts who wanted to challenge these 'horms" had to create 



different production opportunities. Festivals, I niggested, were important for this 

movement because they provided a production mode1 that employs its own aiteria for 

inclusion and its own temis of evaluation, 

While the Fringe festivals are a part of this independent rnovement, ideologicaliy as 

well as chronologically, they also stand apart in important ways. The Fringe is unique 

in that it embraces dl the constituent parts: faninist, black, native, and gay, political, 

popular, and expairnemal t h e ,  as weil as a great deal of more traditionai and las 

challenging work - hf it represaits none of them. While these events are remarkably 

democratic in thei. organizing principles, h m  the pempedve of the critic and 

historiaq there is no majority - no centre to grasp and interrogate. Rather, to F o t e  

Arrell once more - there is only "the play of differences." In this respect, these wents 

are reflective of a postmodan aesthetic expaience - an eqerience that resuits fhxn the 

levehg of traditional higarchies of production, and which Arreil describes as "floating 

fiee of standards." In conclusion 1 want to bring together sorne of the threads of this 

study, and try to account for the "Canadimess" and popular success and longevity of 

the Fringes, by positioning them within a postmodern context c o n c d  with "ex- 

cmtric culture." 

The Ex-Centric 

These events [the Fringe festivals], 1 suggest, are justifiably presented as 
exemplary interventions in the relations diat &me Canadian theatre - 
enabhg the (dis)articuiatoxy practices of a radical cultural politics. ~ n w  
~ i l l e m s - ~ r a u n , ~  

Within the numemus and mdti-disciplined debates about what defines the 

postmodem there are two gmerally a g r d  upon characteristics that are relevant to this 

discussion. One is that the postmodem condition depends upon a "crisis in 

legitimation." The other is the efhicement of the bomdary between "high culture" and 

"low culture" - what Andreâs Huyssen has d e d  Wie breakdown of the great 



258 

di~ide. ' '~  Both of these features of postmod;ernism are related to the new social 

movements that came out of the 1 960s: feminism, black and gay rights, aboriginal self- 

detemination, and minority rights groups - what Hutcheon tenns the "ex-~enaic".~' 

The Crisis in Legitimation: 

Her hones was compehg . 1 thought 'is it theatre?' Yes, it is. z Vit Wagner, 

1 thuik the Fringe is as close as theatre cornes to making critics 
irrelevant. Colin T h o m a ~ . ~  

... it [the Fringe] breaks &wn preconceived notions of how you make 
those [critical] choices and whae you get your infornation. Mira 
i ri*.^ 

... the Fringe is almost a hntai attack on authority - de facto it 
becoma that Ray ~cnlogut? 

The crisis in legitimation begins with the counter-CU1ture challenge to authority and 

institutions: '?he basic postmodemist stance - of a questioning of authority - obviously 

is a result of the ethos of the 1960~''~ However, as Hutcheon argues, in many ways 

postmodernism is a response to what did not happa after the anancipatory movements 

of the 1960s. An example of what she means can be provided by looking at the 

situation in the theatre. 

The alternatives proceeded to create a canadkm canon for the theatre, which was a 

necessary step in the process of legitimating these themes as the new mainstreamm 

However, other than introducing C d .  as a critical term, the aitical process that 

detennined the boundaries of the canon, and indeed, production and reception, did not 

change. Whm the challenge to authority was taken up by "other" artists, academics and 

aitics in the 1970s and l98Os, a different target came into focus. The means, the 

proces, the wqys in which the canon, or in postmodem terms "the centre" legitimates 

itselfbecomes the target of critical questioning? The emaging ex-centtic response in 

many ways saw the altemative movement as a failure: 



Despite the innovative idiuence of the alteanate t h e  movement in 
texms of Canadian content and exp&ental forms, the great male 
revolution of the Sixties and Seventies did not hprove the status of 

women in theatre. Alternative theatre, like the mainstream, was male- 
dominated ... the boys were in control, and still are." 

Beginning in the mid 1 98Os, a number of articles appeared in b a d i a n  nieaûe 

Beview and T h e  Research in C a n e  which demonstrate the anagence of an ex- 

cmtric point of view in Canadian theatre practice and aiticism, and a conCuTrent crisis in 

legitimation. Ann Wilson examhed the assumptions that legitimated the p c e s s  of 

adjudication used by the Canada Council. She d e d  into question the criteria of 

excellence in a context concemed with power relations: "'the appiicant [for C.C. 

fiuiding] is l d e d  iato assuming that . .. a sense of what constitutes 'exceIlence' is 

~ h a r e d " ~  Pointing to the inherent exclusivaiess of the p'evailing standard of 

universaiity - "does the work lranscend its historic moment and rweal some timeless 

tnith about the human condition?"- she argueci that tmiversality "posits that if social 

conditioning is stripped away, so too is difference." Her central concem was with the 

erasure of the social, politid, and historical forces that shape t h m e  production and 

reception. She rngued that an adjudication process that r e q k e s  a standard of excellence 

based on universal truth "masks" aprocess which "appeais unbiased," but in achialty, 

"dismisses many -tic pmjects that cannot be read fiom a humanistic perspective." 

Wilson's essay, M e  ex-centnc, is not an isolated example. The same type of 

questionhg is found in a nimiber of essays and articles concernllip various aspects of 

the theatre. 

Paul Leonard chalienged "oui' idea of objectivity in relation to criticism: 

The belief in objectivity as a genuine possibility has been sustained by 
collective d l ;  in efféct, because we all assent to the idea, we make 
'objectivity' an accepted criticai value through our culture. The 



questions ... however, are 'Who is the we,' and 'what is our 
culture'?3"' 

Arrell pointed to questions concerning realism and representation: "for them [the 

postmodanist], reaLism with its clami to present the mnh was a kind of propaganda for 

the statu quo."% Henery Gornez asked h m  a black artist's perspective, "Who 

determines what is great art ... ?""Who is qualifieci to detamme what impact that art has 

on a aven community?''~ As Leonard points out, "to ask these questions is to grapple 

with ... the 'crisis in legitimati~n."'~ 

The sr-cenaic, then, presents a serious interrogation of once accepted certainties of 

libgal humanism: univers&, autonomy, unity, objectivity, and logic. In practice, the 

ex-centric challenge has been to expose the social and cultural boundaries that ''hold 

together" the centre by h k h g  race, gender, and sexual ty  with questions of authonty - 
in other words, to make visible the social construction of reality? 

On the Fringe, the absence of any kind of adjudication or selection process - 
combined with ail the diffmt production strategies that incite audiences to experiment 

with their selectiom and &&te their opinions - not only presents a challenge to the 

power relations that govem the produaion and reception of theatre, but perhaps more 

significantly, it invites and legitimates an ex-cenîric voice. The festivals create a space in 

which uniqueness, closme, and authonty give way to the pleasures of difference. In the 

process of festivity, the social cons~ciion of 'honns" and "des" are both exposed and 

scrutuiized. The eventfllilness and festivity on the Fringe p v i d e  for numaous 

opportunities to express, debate, even change one's mind, about what we know. In this 

way, these festivals celebrate "the crisis in legitimation" that undgling so much 

postmodem @ce and thmry. 



The Highnow Convene 

The bomdaries between high art and mass culture have become 
increasingly blmed, and we should begin to see tbat process as one of 
opportunity rather than lamenting loss of qualÏty and faim of newe. 
Linda ~ u t c h e o n , ~  

High art played an essentid role in legitimating hegemony, ... 
support[ing] a dtural establishmeat and its daim to aesthetic t h  and 
knowledge. This separation does not make sense to those who stand 
outside the establishment Antireas ~ u y s s d '  

The o h  aspect of postmodanism that relates to both the ex-centric and the Fringe 

festivals is the diminished c o n m  for, or significance of, the distinction between high 

and low culture. Since the 19603 this bias has become difficult to maintain. Beginning 

with "Pop art" in the gallmes and "Happeniqs" in the theatres, artistic activities have 

increasingly Wenged Cntical bomdaries between the popular and the high, the social 

ment and the aesthetic. Hutcheon argues that, in this context, %e 1960s m r e  crucial in 

developing a different concept of art, one that would contest the 'Arnoldian' or humanist 

moral view with its élitist class bias."= 

In Canadian theatre there has been an evident and mmiring desire to engage with a 

popular audience. Filewod mites that in the 1970s collective creation, 'combined with 

the populist desire to define local subjects" was "the key which for the first time enabled 

Canadian artists to &fine hdigenous the- in ternis of a popular audience instead of an 

educated dite."% In this study, his focuç is on the urge to be popular in context with 

"post-colonial mtionalism": "the evolution of Canadian culture fiom colonialism to 

cultural aut~nomy."~ Fil& argues that post-colonial nationaiism provoked the need 

to "express cultural realities overlooked or repudiated by the received colonial 

traditi~ns.''~' The altemative t h e  artists tumed to collective Qeation and the regional, 

the local, the wayday and the popuiar, as a way to reject "colonial structures of thought 

and methods of theatrical ~ r e a t i o n ' ~  



By adopting the semiotic conventions of familiar popular dture, the 
troupes declared thar alignment with an audience coasciousness that 

normally would reject 'high culture' as an imposition? 

Bessai desaibed this audience as ''[~annes in plaid jackets and John Deere caps.**lu 

John Gray calleci them "practical people**.m 

The crisis in legitimation begins in the late 1 96Os, and so too did the break-dom 

betweai the high and the low. The emerging ex-centrk &ts and critics of the 1980s 

pished the aitique of coloniaIism and the concurrent validation of the popular harder 

and fiirther. Rom an ex-centric point of view, in their qwst to be popular, the 

alternatives offered a limited vision of different historicai p o s s ~ ~ t i e s .  Theirs was 

essentially a romantic yearaiag for a shared identiîy rooted in regional and local popular 

cultures - an identity that did not account for diffêrences in race, gender, and sexuajity. 

In part, this limited vision of the possibilities of popular culture to enIiven a post- 

colonial aitique arises because of the prevailing condemnation of mas produced 

culture: "the assumptions that ... mass culture was merely a fomi of deception, 

pdcat ion,  and diversion were widely accepted by people committed to Tadical 

poliàcal positions ... during the 1960s and early 1970s" ss (A cornmitment to 

indigenou drama was considerd radical at that tirne). For the alteniatives, local 

popular culture prcwided a means of expressing an indigenous culture md a defense 

against Amaican commerrcial culture. Both popular fomis and practices would corne to 

be re-conceptualized by ex-centnc artists. 

Conclusions / Commencements 

There are a number of arident parallels between postmodernism, as an aesthetic and 

a set of social and cultural circumstances, and the Fringe f d v a k .  The F ~ g e  as a 

sb.ucture for theatre, undexxnines the authonty of critickm and challenges the idea of 

evaluaîion bas& on a or univeesal set of artistic criteria The artistic 



affinity with the popular, the low, the mass promiceci and the everyday, and the 

concurrent critical concem for the absence of "seriousness" ~reafes a tension that 

highîights the disciplinary nature of conventions and bomdaries. This, in tum, invites 

the deviant, undisciplined and the ex-centric. As a festive ment, the Fringe provides a 

t h e  and space in which people collectively agree to experiment with the boundaries of 

nonnal social behaviour, and in this process the symbolic nature of those boimdanes is 

exposed - made visible and held up for scxutiny. These, are the "given circumstances" 

of a l l  Fringe productions - the "go& and the "bad", the bold and the boring, the 

overtiy political and the subversly saaical. 

AAAAA 

Journal Excerpts 

10 Oct 1991, Victoria: Reading Linda Hutcheon, she raises 
intereshg and perhaps relevant guestions. In my words: what happens 

when universal autonomy meets the particularly politicai? What 
happens when the b'margmal" create th& own cmtre? Whaî happened 

to the social revohtion of the 1960s? 

The Fringe challenges - and many Fringe play are actively involved in 
articulating the botmdaties of this challenge, some overtly, some 

c o i n c i d d y .  But, what is the object of the challeige? 

10 Oct 1992, Victoria: The Fringe exposures the mechanisms: the 

actors, the make-shift theatre's, the tum around time - all  of it works to 

expose the work behind the wodc The humamess. The constructeci. 

10 Oct 1994, Victoria: The Fringe opens up questions about the 

domain of theatm. Ironinically, because it asks no questions of theatre, 
makes no demands, other than working within its inherent production 
limitations. Limitatons that cregte crisis, crisis that invite and challenge 
innovative solutions. 



10 Oct 1995, Montreak For me, it is how the Fringe makes sense 

of theatre - not my making sense of Fringe @ormance - that is most 

interesthg and revealing. This is why 1 look so closely at the 

production structure - the processes of the Fringe becoming - it is 
within these processes that 1 h d  the most meanhg. 

10 Oct 1996, Montreai: It is important to be clear 1 am not 

suggesting, not for a moment, that F h g e  artists represent a collectively 
involved group who have corne together with a common political, 

aesthetic, or ideological cause. Not at al1 - they are too different h m  

one another - too diverse. Fringe plays become aU the more 
outstanding by vimie of their difference(s). But, at the same the,  the 
absence of structure, administration, organization, seiection, 
programming and facilities creates a cornmon experience, an experience 

of crisis and innovation. 

Diffetence, 'unlike others' has no exact opposite agakt  which to d e h e  
itself. On the Fhge  evayone is Different: f a t  work, or black 

work, is not the 'other'. 

1 don? think the festivals are armas of postmodanists h t s ,  rather the 

Fringe artists are worhg  within a postmodem cultural performance. 

10 Oct 1997, Victoria: Michelle passed away this evening. 

The end. 

- - - 
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Appendix 

este pour h w v  cunt 

Three charaders; One is there as an academic, at an academic conference, to taik to 

other academics about hdr research on the Fringe Festivals. One is there as a director 

to talk to the same people about directing The Happy Cunt on the F ~ g e .  And, one is 

there in spirit, d e  is there to perform. There is a large screen video which both the 

director and academic utilize in their discussions, and with which the perfomer 

interacts. 

This is an expairnent with, and a paformance of, bomdaries and borders/ with 

inteitextuality and expaientially: It is meant to entatain, to make people both laugh 

and wonder at the ways we mate meanhg. It is also community theatre: for a 

community of academics in theatre research. 

THE PERFORMANCE 

geste pour happy cunt: 

Performed for the Association for Canadian Theatre Research 
University of Montreal and Qoebec 

Learned's Conference May 1995. 

'Geste Pour Happy Cunt' is a story about working on the annual Cross-Canada 

Fringe Festival told in 40 minutes by three characters: The Actor, The Director, and 

The Academic. take a puwe - read these stage directom -....... (OUT-LOCID). 

Emol Wood, B a d  Vadiou, and Erika Paterson. 

' M t '  U a v a y  oId word Admittedly, a Rifflcult word to find in a dictionary of 

etymoIogy. An aased word, a de-faced word The Latin mots of cunt, Ne the word 

c d g ,  are indicative of knowledge and wisdom; at that time, the word was not 



gendered By Anglo Saxcn times cimt had becorne a gendered tem that defined 305 

"Quintessmtial F d e  Glory". Somefime in the 15th or 16th cenhny the word, 

dong with its meaaingfulness, became derogatory, nasty, and eventdy unspeakable 

by women. It was repiaced, in polite society and by the medical profession, with the 

common tenn '%agina". A "'vagina'' is a part of a sheath for a sword It is the little 

(mnke gatures while M b i @  ornamental piece at the mouth of the sheath, often 

jeweled to indicaie wealth and stmis. 

This performance was created speafically for this occasion, for you people, for this 

day, for this one time only, take a b r d ,  for a number of reasons, which cumulate in 

an overarching desire to entertain. ' 

Black-out please. leave the skzge. 

P r e- s et : Vïïw I Centre stage : 8 ' x  6': screen LÎ red - blood - d+pin ' -pro- 

creatin ' blood. 

Scene 1: 

ACTOR Center-stage: cmuched in a ball belrmd the vidao screen.. 

Live voice: from booth over microphone : panting. 

ACTOR emerger frorn under the screen, panting . opens Mis eyes and slow&, 

emticdly, pr~-~reaf i*o~Ily  - o p m  Mer bot@ 

Sound gec t  : gasp. 

Video 1: Fade out. 

Scene Two: 



DIRECTOR enters with a v i h  camera, in its care, sets it up on a mp0d and 306 

f-es on the d ience  If 1 had had my way,'The Happy Cunt" would have 

opaieci with a scene just me that But, it did not. 

ACTOR enters -: Takes a BIG bow, fones a p p l a d  - and ski@ off stage. 

Director: The H a w  Cunt was a collaboration, between three of us. 

This show is also a collaboration. But, today we are three different people, so we 

begin with the birth scene that I've always wanted to see. Thir is also a story: It's 

an important his-tonca1 story. We made bis-story with the happy cutlt; The Globe 

and Mail printed the word 'cunt ' for the h t  time in his-story, and CB .C. - Regina, 
of all appropriate places, said the word out loud - on the air waves 

. .. . .cunt.. .cunt.. . .cunt.. .cunt. .. xunt.. . . . -. 
And, that cuuld be the beginning and the end of the story. 

Exits, and gets the T. Y.. rolk it on stage, hooh up video to TV. 

ACTOR enters and takes a second bow. EXITS. 

DIRECTOR: The happy cunt was a parody engaged in many texts, in many ways. 

We took the tex& of philosopher/theologian Mary Daly and put them into a context - 
a world created by the characters we created - Hag and Nag. It was an un-innocent 

metafeminist metafiction situating itself in theatticaVpublic/sod discourse, and 

splin- off, Wre a single ce11 entity, into an array of different con= : "What 

about the children?" V h a t  about the Fringe sponsors?", "What about your firture~?'~ 

We sulyived by refushg to sumender our autonomy as fiction. 

l7z& is also a parody; an intertextual celebration of appropriation and hgmentation - 
Hutcheon style. 

This is also a workshop of an iinfinished story, a h t  draft, a work in progress; 

hence you are a workshop audience, an unfinished audience, an audiaice in progress. 

If you believe that, then this play is not a reai play, and you are not a real audience. 

Stand-by LX 3 



1 am the director of this story. 

LX 3 - G O *  

This was a prologue. 

blackout. 

Scene Three: 

ACADEMIC enters with a podium, sets hmerfup for her le~hue. 

ACTOR : Enters wifh chair - tums on the Tl? 

ACADEMIC : The power is out. longpause. There is no power. Can any body 

back here do somethiag about the power situation? 

DIRECTOR : enfers TV. works, lets try the video. 

Video 2: Excerptsfrom a W. special that interviewed the English Madhatters - no 

sound. 

Ah, mimz Diana Dent. ... 

O X  We've got the TV. and the video, it's authentic enough for me. exiis. 

ACADEMIC: 1 can't see my text. 

A blast of light. 

1 can't see the video. 

Black-out. 

DIRECTOR : enters: Keep the video, kill the lights, your voice is dl we need. 

Your ninning out of tirne - catch: t h w s  her ajlcrshlight. Academic reads the 

following wMe audience watches the video. 

ACADEMIC: The Englkh Macihatiers, aeators of The Happy Cunt; a true stoy, 

saw themselves as multivalent coLlaborators. When they came togetha to create this 

show, they were each independent and well-seasoned Fringe artkts. Their lmowledge 

of Fringe audiences aicourageci them to take risks, and inspireci than to expairnerit. 

Theartrical pmcess led them to plagkize - slash- intertextudke material. The radical 

elemental feminist politic of the mataid they "pirated" gave theni, 1 thi& courage. 



Each of these things influenced both th& process and thier concept of collaboration. 308 
It, coliaborating, became as much a mode of social behavior, as theatncal praxis. 

For these three artists, as their tour proceeded fiom Montreal toward Victoria, 

collaboration began to extend far beyond the process of performance - performance 

extended far beyond their Fringe venues. This is not a unique experience, especially 

on the Fringe tour. However, in this case, collaboration aan~fonned into conspiracy. 

Performance extended into th& relationships with the Fringe producers, F ~ g e  

lawyers, and board members. Performance extended into their interviews with police 

investigators and businessmen's associations, and as can be expected, performance 

expandeci into th& media relations- slash- publicity - slash marketing ploys. And 

M y  performance evolved into t h  pst-show audience participation - slash- 

discussion in the streets and in the bea tents. For the most part, the English 

Madhatters were not who they appeared to be. 

r n E O  - FADE OUT, 
DIRECTOR enters waties  the TV und his watch, and rewinds the tape in camera 

ACADEMIC: What 1 find most interesting about the happy nint project, is the 

reveation th not one of these three artists was or is a Radid Elemental FemMist - 
as was the mated they pirated and the performances that transpired. 

'IIiis is particularly hteresting in light of the question poised earlier in the plenary: 

'To whom is feminist t h e  addressed ? Anci, how does it impact an audience 

without antagonipng it ?" In this instance does the question become - By whom is 
feminist theatre created, produced, and performed? , And, how does feminiSt theatre 

impact a non-faninist actor, without antagonkhg her slash him ? 

What happa to the relationship between th- and audience in a situation such as 

this? 

# 1: 

DIRECTOR: black-out please 



DIRECTORpi.  tape on monitor. TK is the on& light on stage. Wzh-pers to 309 

acadermk as he la& her offstage:: nice fiinish - gwd timing. 

ACADEMIC: whispers : I'm not finished 

DIRECTOR whispers I thought it was an excellent finish, nice and chunatic- 

inclusive -open-ended - leave them with questions - 1 like that. Whirpers in the darR 

to the actor: What do you thiUk, How does it look ? 

ACTOR: Tums TV. to director, Le.: towards audience a h .  

DIRECTOR oh. Standby by Lx 8 ........ 

Actor and Director cms, the director's dakon stage: D o w  stage nght of cmter 

stage.. Director si& at desk Lx 8 go. 

cene Four: 

DIRECTOR: The Happy Cunt began with a prologue. Because it was a 

collaboration, the prologue became our anchor for aeating the piece, and, it was the 

only piece of script that rernained relatively stable through-out the process of touring 

the show. Shows them the p ïo l~g~e .  

In Montreal, shows them a mop, when we opened, shows them a cafendar, HAG and 

NAG delivered the prologue on stage. We were lucky. We opened opening night of 

the Fringe at 10 o'clock, you couldn't ask for a bette. t h e ;  the houe was packed, it 

was hot, people were excited, our pre-press was great, our technician totally 

open-mined, 1 was nmning the Iights, my han& were shaking, and the audience 

laughed on the h t  line. 

Albeit, nervous laughter. 

But, we didn't want them to laugh quite so soon and catainy not so easily. So, on 

the second night, HAG and NAG phyed the prologue as they approached the stage - 
coming through the audience - fbm behind them. Nobody laughed dia8ig the 

prologue that evening. It became spoolq, a littte threatening for some, for others, 

they delighted in becoming a part of the conspiracy. Watch. Standby Lx 9 Sound 



Q 5 Acîor ? Stand-by video. GO ! ! : large screen video - HAG and NAG :on 310 

stage.1 Actor ? 

Actor : enten, responds, interactr. with the Video. 

Directorfik audience dwing the jvologue ' 

Video : Hsg & Nag : The Happy Cunt is not a story of f-e eroticisrn. 
Although, it hardly excludes this fkom its concerns. This is a mission of feminist 
erraticism. Enatic: having no h e d  coune. Nomadic or wandering. Happy Cunts 
are wanderlusty. Happy cunts are known for fierce resistance to being ked. We 

are the conjurers of a different course. Staggering on the edge of a Qomed 
world We are members of a raging race breaking f i e  into ecstatic space. Our 
joumey will be a quest for Me-lut to escape the patriarchy. Transcending the 

nation of stags, the state of stagnation. Oln weapom are our own wild wisdom a 

wit Our aaft is a wicked weaving of words for undeceiving. Om fuel is E- 
motion We bound out of the state of bondage into our backgromci, homeland, 

Country of the Strange. Wild women are strange - fmtic, enthusiastic, 
eccentric, id iosyndc w o m a  We laugh at such labels as Quack. We quack 
back and yack  away at the cockdudimus snoolishness of cockocracy. 

Mmic 

By the Magic of musing/re-membering, job us. Lave the disrnembered state. 

Cast your lot, life with the trees and the winds, with the sands and the tides. You 

are now outwte, casting yourselves outward, inward, break out of the casts of 
phallocracy's fàbricated/fictions. Move out of the maze of rnediated @ence. 
As you l d e a p  into the starlight your tears will become tidal, your d e s  
cosmic, your laughter lusty. Your quest impIies constant creation Your 
destination - The other side of the moon. 

Actor : aitir 

DIRECTOR : Standby LX 10 T u m  off the camera and R & d  tape in camem. 

A n d u  10 GO. 



ACTOlVACADEMIC: create a scene behind the scene : shadows on the video 311 

screen - as the direcor speaks - rhey CLORWamund. 

Scene Five: . 

DIRECTOR: Eim, we find our text, it can be anything: music, visual, or words. 

We use the text to create a context In rehesrsal, we use the a c ~ k  @onnative 

response to the text, and my response to h a  paformance, to create a context for 

chmader - and eventuaUy character creates narrative. 

Initially we worked with dozens of tex6 of different genres, eventually HAG and 

NAG emerged in Deb and Diana's respome to the text's of Mary Daly. Shows them 

the taB. Utimately, it was " in ciuiI;iaer9 fiofrom which we created OUT script - with 
Mary's words. 

We worked in rehearsals like bat  for four months before we had an audience to work 

with, so we were naturally/imortmately attached to our scxipt - c W y  much more 

thm we appear to be now. 

We put an aluninum ladder on stage, with a couple of dozen small catldle~ 

undemeath it, a fog machine behind it, and with 36 LX cues; that was our 

scenography. (Next tirne, we will add a bubblemaking machine*) The ladder was 

HAG and NAG's craft* In Toronto I thought about replaciag the ladder with a 

shopping cart, for the sake of rnovement. But: shopping carts, bag ladies, shopping 

rnalls; women destitute or domesticated. Deb and Diana iiked the ide* h m  a pureIy 

perfomtive point of view - the ladder was static. Nevertheless, HAG and NAG did 

not. The ladder remainecl an object of debate nght across the country. But, it neva 

moved, 

In Montreal we had a small the-sided stage, on the floor, and shaped by the seats. 

The lighthg and sound board were nestled right in the far corner of the audience. 1 

was surrounded on two sides, and diagonal to the third group of sea.  1 could look 

up from the lighting board and see the expressions on about 80 faces. It was hot hot 





DIRECTOR : T m  on the TV. and faces it toward the audience and focuses the 313 
cornera on aeademk. GGes hera cue to begk Set tk  in hk chair. 

ACTOR : follows acaderm'c with the camera. 

ACADEMIC : lecture notes are attached to the podium, she scnitiinzzer l e m  with 

hwpashlight for a moment,: I'm not too sure about these stage directions: Academé 

Iocates the people in the audience whom she is about to quote. W7thjlarhIight she 

enters the audience andstmids behind the other academk whom she is quoting: 

shining Wer light on them, one by one. Directorfdm her while she does this - 

mnitor ir c a p e  stage: d e n c e  watdres themelvtx mithmg Mim in the audience. 

(Reid Gilbert).'The question of whether a director approaches a project h m  a 

p a r t i c i  ideological position or witbin a parti& performance theory or d e t i c  

immediately raises a competing question. Are directon in Canada fkee to make such 

choices?" Are we free to make such choices ? 

DIRECTOR : As the director of the Happy Cunt project, I designed and directeci the 

process. In the beginning, 1 sought out two actoa who wae not particularly 

concaned with f m m ,  and had not identifid themselves with faninkm in the 

theatre. Seeking non-faninist with which to mate a radical piece of feminist theatre 

was an integral part of the politics of my process, as it happened, and in retrospect, 

the v q  foundations of the project rested on Deb's (HAG) and Diana's (NAG) 

absence of cornmitment to feminism. If they had been poli t idy engaged in 

feniinisrn, they would have had very serious qyestions and doubts about this project - 
- nght h m  the beginning. Mary Daly, shows them her books, is a white, middle- 

class, lesbian, radical, elemental feminist - no apologies: not evayone's brand of 

feminism. On the tour, when things got really tough, when the lawyers and the cops 

got involved, Deb and Diana b m e  more and more committed to their right to 

perjiorn feminists - and coincidentaï'y, they began to identify wiîh themselves as 

f&t, on a quest - just lüce HAG and NAG. This him of eventd identities/ 



personal politics was fùe1ed by the eithusiasm they received h m  audiences, and the 

biting bithg criticisms that came in print form. The point is, they nwer M y  

questioned the 'politics' of the project until they began to [ive than. 

ACADEMIC: (Richard KnowIes.) "Do the options deny the possibility of a 

politically engageci pmcess that foregrounds the personal and political investments of 

practitioners and audiences alilce?" 

Director: W e  began with research - in three different cities: London, Vancouver, 

and Victoria When we came togetha to work, the vay  fust thing we did was chose 

a title. Titles are intensting. If you title a piece, after you've created if than the title 

is not going to have much influence on the process - is it? On the Fringe there are 

htmdreds of titles, and wen more rmknown artists. Audiences are initialiy, More  

word of mouth kicks in, selecting what plays to see by their titles. So, Me's stiould 

have a significant influence on the process and performance. Along with posters and 

handbills, the title is one of your centrai marketing/publicity tools. Shows them the 

poster and hanàbiik for The Happy Cunt : a bue s t q  

Acadernic: (Alan Fdewod) "It is easier to justi@ a situation in which artists pay for 

the privilege of worleng for ke, whai the imposed poverty is concealed by the 

wami nizn, bIanket of cornmunity." 

DIRECTOR : There is no funcling. There are no budgets. We are one of over 150 

companies, in Edmonton. Some of the Festivals average 35% houses across the 

board - that's a total. We averaged across the tour, 87% houses. For 56 

performances over four months in seven cities, our total box office was $46,000. At 

the end of the tour, 1 put $1,650.00 in my bank account Wch becornes my 

investment for next year's tour. 

The title has to be worth a couple of grand, anyway. 

Afta we chose the title, 1 imagined an episoc?ic piece about a secret society of 

women, ' The Happy Cunt's' - with a plot to destroy the paaiarchy - which has 



existecl thn,ugh-out the centmies, and is only now ready to succeed, in a dom-drama 

&une-worh which would keep dissolving - the h e w o r k  I meaa Deb imagined 

camp style housewives, super-heroines and amazons; she wanted the Happy Cunt 's 

to be cartoons charactem. Dima imagineci being saiped naked and shaved bald and 

bmed at the stake by a grotesque gigantic puppet conquistador - on stage. In the 

en4 HAG and NAG were indeed cartoon chanmen, and there was a lot of flame on 

stage - and lotsa smoke. 

ACADEMIC : "The empty space does not exist." 

Trans~tion # 4 

Voice over: You have assembled with certain s h e d  expeaations. What happens 

to you when the activity of watching a live performance is combined in some way 

with the experïence of other media ? 

VLDEO 4 : Headlnes from the The Happy Cunt tour. 

newspapers, in single sheets. falZ to the stage. 

Scene Seven: 

ACTOR: on stage 

DIRECTOR Standby Lx 20 Lx 20 Go. 

NewspapersMdeo stop - silence. 

ACTOR zreading : The Fringe show with the mdest name (a reference to f d e  

genitalia) is intmded to be a wickedly wild exploration of the liberated fernale psyche. 

The perfomances are superb - unfortunately, the show is utta dribble. Call me a 

male chauvinkt bacon-muncher if you will, or as this show puts it ' one of the dum 

dums of daddydum' . But, 60 minutes of nonsaisicd fem-babbe wears mighty thin 

after 10 minutes. 

DIRECTOR: Adrian Chambaland, Victo~ Colo- - my home town. 



ACTOR- On the eve of the F ~ g e ,  a poster is raising blood pressure in Old 

Strathcona. "It is deliberately controversial says Diana Dent She expains that the 

show and ifs title constitute a serious attempt to "reclaim our language''. 

DIRECTOR Edmonton Journal. 

ACTOR: 1 can emphasize with f a t  politics - as long as its not Andrea Dworkin 

advocating the mandatory castration of all h e t e r o s d  males. But, making bad 

theatre in the name of faninism or any other political cause is another matter. 

DIRECTOR: Victoria C o l o d  

ACTOR The Happy Cunt Not bad as a sort of sound-image dance-poem with two 

weird women in kathex. But, the message : Patriarchy bad, woman good, is 20 

years out of date, and was simpiistic even then. 

DIRECTOR: Toronto, Globe and Mi& 

ACTOR: This show temps one to Say it sets feminisrn back twenty years. It only 

sets faninism back ten years, because 20 years ago the movanent had more 

important things to do then induige in this kind of wretched excess ... . . 

ACADEMIC : step outfrom behind the video screen Oh yeh! Let's see .... whnt 

were we doing 20 years ago ??? hmmm, oh, 1 remember - taking off our bras !!!!- 

'the good old days of feniinism'. Shit'. 

Actor @es her thepaper - She rendr What's euly amoying is that the English 

Mdmtkn maintain their title is a iiberating faninist redamation of language. 

ACTOR: Readingfim hirpaper : C- is nothing but a nasty swear word used to 

insult people of either sex. 

ACADEMIC: Pich up a paper: The Enghh Madhatters have been wamed 

ACTOR: Picks up apaper. Hooray for the English Madhatters. 

ACADEMIC: That putting up their posters in public rnakes biem vulnerable. 

ACTOR: Thei. commando tactic feminism provided a moment 

ACADEMIC: Diana Dent's attempt to have women regain control. 



ACTOR: The Fringe gives actors a change to be rebeIs 

ACADEMIC : over the Engiish language. 

ACTOR: wen if they don? have a cause. 

ACADEMIC: has landed the Fringe perf'rmer in trouble. 

ACTOR: Are the Fringe sponsors happy? 

ACADEMIC: with the law 

ACTOR With the Happy C - ? 

ACADEMIC: The police are investigathg. 

ACTOR : Police in Edmonton declared 

ACADEMIC: a poster to determine if 

ACTOR: the poster is a conmbution to 

ACADEMIC: it is criminaly obscene 

ACTOR: the comption of community mords. 

ACADEMIC: The Play, The Happy C... is about female empowemient. 

ACTOR: Thjg is an indictable offense. 

Transition # 5 

DIRECTOR Black-out please whispers tu Acudemk as he le& her to exit: Hey, 

that was good. 

ACADEMIC Did you like that? The way 1 came out like that - it was spontaneous. 

1 was redy  pissed off when he read that review. 1 was r e m  acting - 1 felt it exils. 

DIRECTOR- Now we're really screwed for time. 

Scene Eight : 

DIRECTOR : Every year the local critics in Saskatoon pdcipate in an outrageouly 

hilarious cornpetition. At the Annual OpenEg Ceremonies of the Saskatoon Fringe 

Festival they agree to be physically abused, laughed at, and judged, in a cornpetition 

designed by the Fringe Festivalal ln 199 1 the critics participateci in the V b  

O- Co=: They were dressed in Velcro suits, and then catapdted against a 



Velcro wall, off a titter-totter devise. .. An actor wouid jump on the other side of 

the titter t o m  and the critic's body would go flying through the air. A panel of 

judges, utiliting h t i c  critma concemed with form and Bight - detemine the 

winning critic. 

In '92 it was the ''tIum3U) B o w w  Ra11 Conte&' The critics were weii- greased and 

then Puüed, pushed, roUed, and scnmched dong a piece of plastic ail greased up 

with cooking oil - u n d  they coUded with a set of pins, or, siipped off the stage - 
whoooosh ....g oes the critic ...p lop. The Jeil-O O l m c s  in '94 was areal test of 

endurance. There was so much Jell-0, the critics bodies were slippbg and sliding ali 

over the place, like puppets with a dnmken master. As we laughed and hooted, they 

appeared to be in real danger of cracking their skulls on the pavement. 

ACADEMIC : Why do the Saskatoon critics not ody agree, but pppear to 

expaieme great pleasure as well, in engaging in a physically bizarre, potentially 

dangerous, and obvious parody of themselves as judges? Indeed, a camivalization of 

their authority as cntics. Why do we laugh so hard at the sight of this spectacle? 

Even now, as 1 think about watching the Human Velcro Throwing contest, 1 giggle at 

the memory. 

LX: 23 - Spot on Actor - center-stage - 10 count cross-over. mile the acndemic 

sp& he actor ch& "the body, the body9'a single spot of Zight. In the end he 

stands ~ k e d  before the audience. 

ACADEME The degradation of carnival is literally a bringing down of all to the 

equality of the body principle. The body is the physical site of social control; of 

discipline and punishment. The body may appear to be where we are most individual, 

it is also the material fom of the body politic. The body is where the social is most 

convincingly represented as the individual, and where poLitics can best disguise itself 

as human nature. 



The carnivelisque manif'ts itself in popular fdvities as the 'social body' out of 

control. The body out of control on these occasions is the 'critic's body'. 

However, cafaival is concaneci not with the individuai body, but with the 'body 

principle'. This travesty of the critic's body in Saskatoon, symbolicaIiy tninsforms 

the abstract authority of mïticism into 'flesh and matta'. 

ACTOR: picks up the Academic and carries her offstage- On the way she holdc 

ontu the Directum chair and wheek him ofstage with them. 

Black-out. 
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